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PREFACE'-

\Y

.

6 i
The utility bf mathematics as an .aid ,sto .olv'ng problems that arise in the

Physical,sciencts is widely appreciated. Almost. s widely recognized is the-
stiMulation that mathematics has,,received krom at empts to solVe problems that
arise in other fields. Especially in the last de de, this interplay between
mathematits and the physical sciences has Aktende with ilhcreasing.vigor,into

thelilological, behavior and social sciences, a d even into some-areas of the
'hu.manities. .

Until quite recently undergraduate instruction in the:4p ications of
mathematics has tended to focus on the developme t of machemat Cal techniques
that have proved ..useful in studying problems ari ing iii the. physical sciences.,
Often the problems themselves are quite idealize and .nearly all.Attention is

. 4 t 1

devoted to studying questions.that are 'initially posed in:a mathematical form..'
An alternative which-would provide undergradvate.students an experience cor-
responding more nearly totheuse of mathematicS autsidaof the undergraduate
classroom would consist ofStudying realistic.problems---even.though this may

emean that the prdblems canndt bAolved.completely and neat).y in the usual °

sense - -and,'of carrying the study from beginning, to -end, i,e,, through all the
-phases of the process of'applyingimathematids ,

Suppott for :proposals of the'datter sort,has been provided by individuals
and professional organizations for..several years. 'However, implementation of-

, .

these'retommendations has proved to be less- ractable than had been anticipated4
,.For, example at' a Conference spohsOredby Eh Committee on the Undergraduate

Program in MatIlematics (CUPM),in 1972. and attended by mathematicians involved
in undergraduate instruction there waswidespread agreement with the Proposals,.
but(skepticism that iMplementation could proteed without appropriate materials
It was decided, therefore; to undertake a'projett to prepare sample Neterials.
for.use-by college faculty in undergraduate courslis.

Concurrent with these considerations of the klavor and content of :rider-.
graduate applied mathematics courses,, there have been discusgions of the ex-
tent to which open - ended' smodel buifding.by students .is profitable in the under-,

graduateclassroom. The concept,of theproject Was expanded to include trial
testing and evaluation, and, in pyticular,,some experimentation with open-
ended use of the materials. The results of the testing are diScussed in- some
detail in Chapter 2 "Trial qeachingof the Modufes.g

1 .

a

The materials were written primarilyfor the,use'of the instruc or Some -

of the authors first-encountered the proUems. about Which they write" .1) the
setting of industrial researqh and develoPmedt."Each of the problems as,.

attracted attention in the scientific literature other, than in mathemaCcs
books and journals. Obviously many oth4topics'yould be equally approp iate,
and the present collection retlectsltd some extent the preferences'of the
authors and the editor.

Each chapter contains exercises of yarying,..egreeS of diffidulty, and
several includ0 projects whidh requitejliore titne, energy. and reativity on:the -

student's part.. The references at the end each. chapter as an.entry,
into the (subStantial)'literature iheach*ea.
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Chapter 3,"Measu ng Power in Weighted Voting iystems," illustrates.the,
0

use of numerical indicea\in estimating, and 'comparing the power of units of a'
political system using ,siveigt)ted voting scheme in which the effective influ-'
ence of voters varies froM'9ne voter to another. The early sectitons use only

_ elementary set theory .and Combinatorics. The later,aections reqgre more
-mathematfCal'aophistication,\and in the section on Computational Aids, a knowl-
edge of computing. This chapter contains many projects and an extensive bib,
liography. t , \

.

Chapter 4, "g-Model for, Municipal StreeOweeping Operationsc" provides
.an example of the use of mathematical modelingto improve the efficiency of
urban services.. The'mathematics,used, graph theory,'has gained increasing
recognition as a valuable tool in thestudy of so,cial and urban problems. This
chapter, illuetrateswea fhe need'for'effective computational algorithms: The
model is only useful if one hesla means of obtaiming.thelbest routes with
reasonable efficienqy.;Section 10 contairis fa variety.df exercises. Another
reference to applications of this type is Discrete 'Mathematical Models, with
Applications to Social, Biological and Environmental Problems by Pred.S.
'Roberts ,(Prentice-Hall, 1no.,=197.6). '

,

'Chapter 5, "A Mhothematical Model for Renewable Resource Conservation/' is
.

concerned with situations which have both 'economic and biological aspects, and
the basic questiOn eonsidered is on of determining the optimal use of renew-

.4:

able natural resources. The mathemeticalOprerequisite is elementary calculus;
the refevant,economic and biolo ical concepts are developed witAp the chapter.
Each,section contains exercises there are notes and references at the.end :
of the chapter.

, 'tChapter 6, "Dynathics of Several pecies cosystems, 11 surveys a topic with
a rich histor in both the matheatical and biological literature. Calculus .'

and
,
differential equations play a major tole in the chapter. -There is a self-

..-c
;
contained treatment of discrete time models using difference equ,;tions in
-Section_1.6. Questions for discussion` are scattered thrOughout the chapter,

,

and there are some hints and remarks regarding the questiOns in Appendix. C.
Appen ix A introduces the technique of linearizatiokand related mathematical
ideas. Some of the more recent. textbook and mqnograph literature is surveyed 1
in the Introduction, and Appendix B includes a more comprehensive annotated
bibliography. One of the references, d'Ancona, The Struggle for Existence, is
-almost essential for reading the chapter. The Preface and Introduction to the

. .-.

chapter give"a more detailed overview and a useful historical perspective.

T\
In'Chapter 7, "PopulatiOn Mathematics,"'a model for the evolutionof a

single: species population is formulated. It is suppOsed that,age-specific
fertility and mortality rates are known, and the stable age distribution. of
the population and population waves areAiscussed. A knowledge ofelementary,
differential equations and Laplace transforms is .assumed.-' there are exercises
and projects"some of which require a knowledge of elementary numerical ana,ly-
sls. The book- Introduction to the'Mathematics of Population by. N. Keyitiz. is
a very usefuireference.

a t'

Chapter 8 "MacDonald's Work on Helminth InfeCtions," gives an example of
the mathematical mOdeling activities regularly carried out by' researchers work-
'ing in other fields. MacDOnald's paper originally published in The ,Transactions-



of ttie Royal Society of Tropical Medicine an d Hygiene is repr.oduced. The rest
t_ of %he chapter indicates some of the w'ays 'in which the mathematical ideas in-

.troduced in the,paper can be recast so as to be more 'familiar to mathematicians.
A' first draft of ili.acarticle wasrikitten itbudwig. Benjamin Haytock
was one of those who tested the first .draftand he and Ludwig collaborated on
the revised version. Although the explicit mathematical prerequisites are not
heaiy, elerirentary differential equations and a little probability, some.mathe-

. matical sophistication is needed to follow the arguments. '
. .

Chapter 9, "Modeling Linear .. Systems by Frequency Response Methods," 'illus-
trates the applica4on of frequency response techniques to human behavik model-
i'mg. A: knowledge of.elementary linear differential ,eqfiations, including Laplace
transform Methods is assumed. There is a project (Section 4), involving the
analysis of actua-1.-data using the methods developed in the chapter.

In Chapter 10, "Network Analysis .of Steam Generator Flow," a model of the .
flow of liquid in 'a network of tubes in a steam generator is formulated and
studied. A simplified version of the model leads temathematical problems which
can be solved numerically. The mathematiCs used 'includes network (graph)- theory
and elementary-partial differential equations. There its a prefatory "To the
Instructor" section which provides a' detailed discussion of. references- and pre-
requisites.

In Chapter 11, "Heat' Transfer in Frozen Soil," a p blem which arose in the
,construction of the Alaska oil pipeline is studied. Amodel is constructed from
the basic principles of heat conduction, and specific mathematical problems,
boundary value problems, are formulated. The early Section,s .of the chapter re.
quire only calculus, although a* familiarity with elementary dIfferentcial equa-

, 'dons would be useful. Section is considerably more advancced. An algorithm
sµi able for numerital computation is introduced.
.

The project will have been successful if the reader 'finds these examples,
or parts of them, useful in his (or her) undergraduate courses.. It will be
even more successful if the reader is stimulated to take an interesting problem
from some other academic area-or from the world of government, business, and
everyday life .and to Ilse:i as the basis for a chapter similar to these. We

are interested in youexperiencA in using these materials. Please send your
comments to:. MAA Special_Projects Office,_ Department of Mathematics, California
State University, °Hayward, California 94542. 1,

. .

This project could not have been carried ouIt without the dedication and
cooperation of 'the authors whose articles comprise the major part of the book.
The, faculty members who taught from the preliminary versions of the materials
provided many 'helpful comments., In addition, at the very -early stage's,.Werner
:RheinbOldt and Henry 0. Pollak provided valuable aid in conceptualizing the
project as did Paul Knopp of the CLIPM Central Office in organizing and expedit-,
itig 4. Past Chairman of CUPM, ALex Rosenberg and Donald Bushaw, encouraged and
supparted the project, and Katherine Magann ,and George Pedrick of the MAA Speaal
Projects Office prepared the manuscripts for publication. To all of the above,

. :and to many atherg who contributed , in various ways, our sincere thanks. The
`firiancie-1.supportlof the National ;:Science FoUndation is gratefully acknowledged.'

Maynard -'Thompsoti
Bloomington, Indiana

.June,, 1976



Introduction

Ohapterl.
THE 'PROCESS OFAPAIED MATHEMATICS

Maynard.Thompson.
Indiana university

1.

A -
r/ , .

In discussing the applicatidns of Mathematics in the undergraduate cur-
.

'riculum,one is'inclined to begin with a precise definiticin of Aat,i4.meant by --,

. .applied,mathematics.'There are many in'formative discussions of the nature of
hat is commonly referred' to as applied mathematics, fOrlexample [n], [101,

[ ] and [13] listed.'in the references,' and it-is not our Arpose,here to ex-
pandliAn ihese: Instead, we will inWalfy 'adopt-a reratively informal approach,

oiding definitions and relying on comments and examples to convey the.ideas.
It is our hope that the reader will acquire from this chapter an appreciation -'

of, a process which'is exemplified in the mOdules Which comprise the major
part > f this book.

4 S'

If .vie views mathematics tp a very brOad sense as rigorous, logical think-
ing, the 'the, scholar or student whose approach to his discipline involves a.

..precise dentification of.the concepts, definitions andassumptiogs, and the
dbduct n of consequences from these assumptions through logical'argnment is
do applied mathematics. Our point of"view"here-is much narrower: H We haye
4n mind'only those studies in which a situation, arising-outside of mathematics

clarified by making appropriate use of mathematical idead and techniqu"
ch are accessible to an. undergraduate.

.,

theWen we speak of the .applications o mathematics it is clear that We have
in'mind applying mathematicsto something. That sometfiing,ccald, of course, be
another branch of mathematics. However, we will exclude from our discuss,ion

'the use7of the mathematica originating in one branch (e.g., probability)' to the
study of problems arising in another (e.g., analysis). This choice-reflects
thaPurpose of" these materials and does. not imply that, such USes are unimportant
or uninteresting.; ,Ratheii, they are.simp/y outside of the scope of: this collec-
tiori.. :We concentrate on the use of MatheMatics to study situations which"arise -
in theeveryday worlds of business, government, induatry, etc., or, in another
dice -ipline. There is an.expanding range of situations for Vhich mathematics,
yields _useful conclusions, and even more which have'been studied using mathe-
matics. The goal of the process of applying mathematies ia to learn something
about the situation, which either was unknown'or not firmly'supported prior to

-ei
the mathematical

To'V'e more precise, we ought to speak of the use of the ideas and Aech* ,

niques of the mathematical sciences rather than simply those of mathematics,
which for many meanspure matheMatics; Indeed; it may be that statistics and

, computer simulation are the most appropriate tools to use on a_problem arising
in urbah planning. .Many 'Of the more interesting problems.are sufficiently com-
plex that one needs to xtilize concepts from several l-branches of the mathemati-,
cal sciences to make progress. This amalgamation Ji methods from several mithe-
matical.areas is one of the common characteristics of,applied mathematics. In
the future when the phrase "use of Mathematics" oceurs, it is-to be interpreted
in thebroad,sense.just described.



The application of mathematical methOds ito'4 precisely formulated problem
is one part of the process of applying Mathematics. -Atrther,importantcompo.
nent of that procasa has come eo be referred to as mo eling. Although the
term,hasbeen.used in many different ways in the literature, it is a useful .

descriptor and we will use.it fieely. Our use of the term will become precise-'
in the net section.

2: Applied Mathematics as a Process

Applied mathematics is a sciences which is concerned with the.interaction
betWeen. pure mathematics and anothersubject--another academic.discipline or
some aspect:of the everyday world. One of the more useful analyses of the way
in which,ehis interaction takes place is due to Dr. H. 0. Pollak. (Another,

ascribed to J. L. Synge, may be found in [4] p. l2.) This organizationipro-'
vides a profitable starting point for, our discUssion, and it is approprliae to
summarize it here. -Briefly, the process can be viewed as consisting of five
phases:

Identification of the,probleM in the scientific setting.

,-.

II, For ulation of a mathematical. modeh

Solution ofthe mathematical problems that arise In the study of the
model selected.. -".

\r DevelopMent Of,algorithmi and associated computer programs for rele-
vant computations. .

III'

Explanation and interpretation of the results in the context of the
original problem and the, communication of this information to the
interested audience. Evafuatiori of the results.

It is uncommon for a mithematician to play a'significant vale in Phase I.

Usually the situation is being studied by a-scientist (6r manager or doctor
or ...) and it is this individual who recognizes the importance of to issues .
and the: possible relevance of mathematical techniques. It may happen that the

',subject is studied intensively, perhaps- for an extended period, data are col-
lected, and-the results summarized in empirical-laws before,a systematic effort
is made to provide supporting theory. In business-and industrial settings it-

is not uncommon for problems to be solved solely on the basis of experience or
ad hoc techniques prior to the recognition that mathematical methods may be
°helpful. Recently, however; the utility of mathematics is more widely appre-
ciated and it is increasingly, common 'to turn quick* to the search for
,matical solutions to problems..:SinCethis is written for.Mathematitians it is
worthwhile to add the cautionary note that the, minor role usually played by
mathematicians in this phase is vry appropriate.. Indeed, at present few
mathematitians have the icientific knowledge to judge the importance of the
issues or to interpret the results of,experiments.- This may well change as

. .



more mathematicians move Prom the fringes to the center of active resea!*h in
other disciplines.

Phase II, the formulation of,A'Nthematical model, 'is frequently the most
crucial and most difficult rt of .,the e ire process. Usually it is a very
creative activity. ,parried out by a mathema 'cally knowledgeable scientist' or
by a scientist and mathematician Workingjo'ntly. Mc6-6l building, or-,theory
construction as it. is sometimes called y so ial scientists,' consists of ex--.;
amining the situation carefully,'ident Eying t iys important and what: is. not
and selecting (or creating). a suitable mathematica s ture. AimddeI has
two .cpmponenscs.: a mathemtatical structure (primitive terms, definitions;: an
axioms); and ah identifiC4tion betWeen the concepts of the real-situation and
those in the mathematidal 'system. In generalthe-particular structure selecFed
il chosen becauseA:t has some theorems (predictionS) which are' known to be.eOn-
sistenr with the data of the original situation. Of course, thegoal is to 'use
the mathematical' system to deduce new inforMation about the situation or to
provide fim support, oricnown results. Generally,"' in the process Of:identify,

A.ng tilOse aspects ef,,the original situation which are to be retained. also
Simplifies itk as much as possible In this-. phase such siMplifications are made
on a scientific and not a mathematical basis. The meaning of each. Simplifica.-
tion or idealization should be carefully considered with respect to its' meaning
in the original setting. ObviouslY.it'is essential.,that the simplificaCions
not be so radical tha;t the theOreffis of the related mathematical system ceaseto
'proVide valid prediction's about the actual situation On the otherhand, it
may be necessary that some simPlificatipri take place in orderthat thd.result-
ingmathematical-system be manageable'.: Thd problemS.of deciding whatia impor-
tant and what is not- and whichlimplifications are legitimate and'which are not
are major onesakyequire expelienet and ingenuity. Clearly the activity must.
be carried out by an investigator who is thoroughly familiar with the-actual
situation and the basic scientific principles cif. the field.

Depending on the situation being investigatedthere may be several differ-
ent mathematical structures which provide useful mathematical models. For
example, a situation' in ecOnomics may involve consumer demand as one of tN

.

quantities of-interest. The model may be significantly different depending
upor04hetherithis demand' Is viewe4 asfa deterministic or prObabilistic_quan,
tity, and the-Conclusions-based on the model may differ as well... In manyeases

. there will be several alternative.models, And there may well be no -"best" model
That is, one model may 1-Sad to_predietions of one sort'whieh agree well with.
'observations while another model leadsto-predictions of a different-sort which
agrq.e. well:with'experiments: An,examPle ofthls. from elementary physics is the
d4a1 wave and'partible models for light.. The wave model for light provides
explanations for the main phenpmenaof.physieal optics: reflection, and refrac-.
tion, dispersion, polarization, .and diffraction.- HoWever, the photo-electric
effect which is difficult to understand in-the wave model, is perfectly com-
prehensible in the particle Model. 1. 4c."

The, n,creatio of'a mathematical model includes the selectiOn of. a' mathe
matiCal Structure7and,a cottespondence between that structure and.theTorigin_j
situation. Thus specifi -questiont regarding, the original situation carry. over
into.speci :eMathematio-1 questions.. Phase III is concerned with the study of.-;

these mathematical questi)ns. It 4s ,this activity that is uSually:thought of
as ariplied,math7tfcs an which provides the Contentfor most applications



u
.

t
.

otientedhndergraduate, courses. X-ctually.Much of what goes gn in this phase is
indistinguishable on the surface from .pure mathematits,.only.the motivatiA6n is
different'. It is

. wportant, however, to .keep .in4mind that the mathematical
,

problem has a:conn(ction,with the physical (or social or everyday) world. If

the problem must be modified- for mathematical re ons,then the, relationship of
the modified problem. With the original one, and co teouentLy with the'pgysicaI
world, must' be carefullyanalyzed:

4

:

1
,

.

.

It .is easy to formuj..ate apparently a ghtforward models for relativeiy-,
Simple, situations which lead to extremely difficult mathematical problem.
Sometimes these problems tit neatly into a well understood,matheMatical topic,.
more often. they do, not At the research' level this will often .lead to the

creation of new mathematiCS. At the underraccuate level* leads to there-
forMUlltion. of the situatfoniln different, 'hopefully More.:tradtable, mathe- 1
matical terms,,ot ta.compUtation. :. Sinte 'the goal is the.understandingof\the
original-situation, resorting to computational methods or tomputer.Simulation
is an acceptable alternative to-developing a new mathemati=cal theory for many
applications; and for most pf them at the:undergraduatelevel. However, oie
Ought not to turn to tomputatiOn.Ot simulation too readily. Often a deeper
Understanding of the .original situation or the mathematical representation .:

7 which has beenAlected,leads to a fruitful approach to the mathematical p't6b

leMs.

The use of computation and simulation, identified as'phase'IV,::has been
discussed briefly above.' Although occasionally the result' of_the mathematical:

analysis.of Ase III is a utable analyt.ic'expres-rn, Morefrequently this

%.result reqUie tOmputaelon to have meaning' forth* original problem.. For',

example, the resultmight.he-a theorem:Conteuipg information transmission in
.a complex organisation. T6sbe useful thetllrrem may tequirelarge:amounts of
data to' be organized andlrepresentedccieVerly,inintidence.mattitesso. as to .'
diSplay, tertain,patterns.:, In all but ltriviacases thisrepresentation cannot
be carried: out by hand andin'ordetthatTthe mathematics.be;oeful,one must
develop compUtet progrAmsto handle the data : It may happen that the dvelop7

-Meat ofa.mathematical theory IsMuite. straightforward while the invention of
40propriate 'algorithms is fiery difficvlaftd requires considerableTingenuity.
The solution bftheseTtOblems fp. 0 sequent, hingeon deep understanding of the,
mathematicSas well as skill inilakingHfull:advantage,of the capabilities of
the :computer . 'The: efficient use of a OMOuter"may .also be.:,an important issue.
While -a factor of 10 in computer time may' seem unimportant : from a' theoretical.

paint of view, it maymeke the difference%oetween the. feasibility and infeasi-
. . ,

bility of a certain apptoachto an industrial problem.

.

There is finally the task of intetpretingand evaluating the results .in'? :.

teme:of..the:orlginal.: problem, phase V. The ,scientist who is applying mathe-.:

matics muse havesufficient.familiaritY.with the bri,ginal,situAtion tO,be
,

'capable of,,;nterpreting and translating his rE)sults into the language and set-
.

.

(ing cif the initial problem.

.'. '. . .. _ .

It is'not uncommon, to pr&ceed thtough.:phaseSI7IVand Tind when. teething
. ilk . .. .

phase.V that,the-resultsate not useful when viewed as statements abouttill: .

Original situation In such a case'one normally assumes Lat:tke mathematical.
analYses and computations of phases. III, and IV are correct and therefOreooks
more 'closely at pnAses.I.and Ij, *especially.II. We 'noted above that mode1.7 .



building' .8 crucial: an _inadequate or inappropriate model. may well lead
throughthe mathematics to uselepaOreven nonsensical conclusions.- This
hOlds independent of the quality of the'mathematics.Used. A model based.on'
'concepts:* assumptions which are defidient,insathefundamental way. will not
pioduce useful'results no matter how:elegant Oe mathematical arguments used
in itseVelopment, ! -

.

Even if the predictions are wrong, in detail, there may still
some gain from the activity. At a minimum the situation has been
critically wi h a view to identifying tha underlying principles.
building'may h ve uncovered implicit assumptions which may or may
under examinat on. Also, if a theoty tspresented in verbal form

have been
examined
The model'
not hold up
and fails, .

it_ is easy fox-the proponents,, td cl,aith,that it is essenO.Ally, correct and only
minor adjusfffients are necedaary. 'On the Other hand, if the thdory is developed
Is.a mathematical model onecan More easily.deterthine the validity of such
claims. A formulationmig the assumptions as individual axioms may make it easy
to isolate the difficulty.and modify .the offending axioms instead of discarding
the entire model.

The'Construction and 'Use ofiAlkthematical Models

Since the model building portion of, the process diescribed in, the preceding
4PCtion 'plays such ,,Central role.we will'consider 10insonewhat greater de-

It'inVolves the identificatiOn of'ceftain fonceptS and relationa:as.the
easenlikal Ones in, the situation being studied. Zypically this. includes
'idei1i4tion and approximation of .the real situation resulting in its replAce
Trient by another which is simpler. in some sense but which retains ,the essential
features of the original,. Initially; the concepts singled,out as fundathental
may be_Closely-identified with real.things, e:g, with individuals'- O a popula-
tion, molecules in'a gas, or automobiles on afreewaY, eyen.though they may-no
longerbe thought of as behaving strictly as:real things. That is, a rat is
thought of as moving instantaneously from one.compaftmentina maie.to another,
a molecule is thought'of as .i perfectly elasticsphere,,of a population, of
herbivores iathought of as uniformly distributed over Its range. As the model
:building continue.sthe entities are Viewed less as real things andsmore as
elements in a mathematicalsystem The

and
of modeling is the selection ok

an appropriate mathematical structure and.UsefuI identificatioes between the,
concepts and relations of the original situation and those of the. mathematical
system:. .Usuallythere is no gingle system whiCh is best. Thefe may be several .

systems which ALf natural to consider, and consequently several,thodels for the
same situation. It may'happen that one ofthe models is distinctly 'preferable
to the others in the sense that it accounts for the known facts and data more
adequately.' In such a case one normallx retains that model and discards the
others. There have been a number:of crucial experiments speCifically designed
taevaluate a"Model or to distinguish between models. The celebrated experi-
ment of Michelion and Morley. to detect the motion o.0 the earth' thiough the

.

ether ant,he, experiments in 1960 by W. K. Estes compaiing the lineafinddel. and
the all' -or -none model for paired - associate. learning are examples'. ,It is more



. r.
.common, howevet., that one model accounts for some observations and another
model aocounts,for others, but that no one model accounts for all. The
model(s) -to be retained then depend upon which aspects of the situation are of
' most interest tothe investigator. Among.the first questions which.the.el .

builder should-ask are:, which aspects of the situation am I most concerned
. that my model: include,,and which have the,moSt bearing on the detailed questions'
of interest to me?

.

.. - ,'

. . .. . . . .

Frequently a situation is studied by beginning with-a simple model, and
.-cycling through the process outlined in Section 2 several times rather than by
starting with a comprehensive model. The adVantages.of such an approach are .

.. that simple models tend to be more-tractable mathematically, and that by. add-
ing assuMptions one 'Or A.few at a time it may be 'quite clear just which assump,-- .

tions lead to which cdnclusions. The disadvantage,:andit is a very real-one,
is Chat an DversimplifiedrModermay lead to such poor predictions whet compared
with.observations that one .- loses faith in the whole,approach.. .However, a
recognition of the evolutionary nature of the modeling process, and a realiza-
tion that models are in general not all encompassing is usually sufficient to
overcome this difficulty,

.
.

.. .

:044: There' is today no treatise which provides a definitive disoUSsioniofthe
theory and practice of model building. It is not even clear that such an
u4dertaking is a regsonable one .However, there are some classifications of
models, not all of them widely atcepted, which provide a useful frameWorkfor
comparisons. The following system, admittedly incomplete and without many...
desirable fine distinctions, includes severalofthe categories common in:the
literature.

..
_ .

. . .

*(i) Models for insight and models for decisions

.

. . .

. .

:. Modal building concerned primarily with.providing insight into a' situation
or system arising.outside of 'mathematics has as its goal the identification Of
'the basic processes which operate in that situation and the -selection of 1(\
mathematical system and correspondences. between the components of,the original
system and the mathematical one which illuminate the behavior of ,the original

,system. Models for detisions are designed With more specific goals in mind.
Typically one is interested in making-a decision or selecting a course of
action so as to accomplish certain ends. The selection is to be.made on the
basis of the information resulting from a, study of a model for the original
system. Models for decision making often culminate in the development of .a.

--. technique,:frequently-including an algorithm :or simulation to be implemented on
a computer, which provides solutions to specific problems or all problems of'a
certain class. Markov chain models for concept acquisition in mathematical :.

. psychology are usually viewed as models for insight, whereas dynamic.program-program-

ming models for. :

investigation has both aspects and .the model is designed to provide a .....

solid logical foundation for deciSion making.
. .

,
. .

.

(ii). Deterministic and stochastic. models . .

.

.

.

Deterministic models, i.e.', models basedlon the assumption that if there
. .

were sufficient information at one instant in time or at one stage in a process
then the entire future of the system Could be 'precisely predicted, have been .

9
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widely used-in the physical sciinces and engineering. Stochastic.m del
thOse-which describe the bghaviOr ofthg system in probabilisticl S; have

Had their most ensiVe applications- to situations arising in the soci 1. and
life sciences. course, stochastic models have been used succeS ful y in
physics-, e.g. statistical mechanics, and deterministic models ha e be n used
in the :socia arrd life,scliences. The model of Lewis Richardson fur 'a S'taces
and tgk ,tk -Volterra mojels for' interacting populations'are eXa ple of

models.arisin in,politiCal science and population biology tgspe tive y which
when expressed in mathematical terms lead to systems of ordinary dif erential
equations. .Many SysteMs:have been modeled in both terms. It m- be that a
deterministic model isselected.as a first approximation to a s ocha tic one,
and sometimes a blend. of the two is appropriate. It should not be', ssumed
that aieresults (or predictions) based on pnetype of model,a eneessarily
better (or worse) thanrresultS based on the other.. The n .aa/.to'whiCh

type of model should be constructed depends on the situatioA being :studied and
the goals.; of the study. It is ulIimatel a choice.of the'mo 1 builde;

(iii) Continuous and discrete modefs.
.

r ,
Some situations lend themselves naturally to descri in terms of con-

tinuous quantities, e.g., space or time,, and others are jugs _as naturally
phrased in diScrete terms, e.g.; the number ofiautomobilea roduceld:in an hour.

Even situations.whichinttialLy appear to be described in erns of a continuous
paralcieter May upon closer examination admit a natural disc etizatiOn. For ex-
ample, a biobogical population may be thought of aseolv g through time.

' HoWever, if observations are M'ade'periodically or if seas nal variations play
a major role, then a description.of khesystmin discre terms may be very
appidptiate.' There'isjreqUently a choice and the mathe atical;analysiaxAs
usually quite different in. the two cases. For example; ifference.equations
may replace differential equations In a discrete model f a biological system.
If computation on a digital computer. is involved, then' t willle necessary to
return to discrete terms'eventually.

O

(iv) Analytic and'simulationmodels

Mathereaticianstend to be better, satisfied' with he results of a study if
their conclusions ,can be expressed in anlyt4c_Sorm Thisymy le an analytic
solution to a sPecLfic problem, or an investigation aried:out largely in.
analytiCterms and culminating' in an'algrorithm. In itbgr case the results can
be summarized in statement's recognizable. as, mathematical thedrems. However,
the7complexity of actual situations may force one.t admit, at least for the

tithe being, the inadequacy of analytic techniques, nd to turn to simulatio.
. One Can form a mathematical model and simulate the esulting mathematical sys-
tern or one can simulate the original system more o. less directly., -Of course,
there are various blends of analytic and simula'tioi fiethods, and thesimulation
itself may take any of a number of forms. Psychol gical experiments frequently
involve the simulation of an actual. experience by -contrived One, interactive
simulation between a human and a machine is a co on training technique; and a
complex engineering system such as a nuc.lear reac or may be simulated before. it
is.constructed. In most instances simulation 'Inv lves an analog\or digital :
computer. There are instances in which siMUlatio may be useful even though
analytic solutions can bg obtained°. For gxamOle,.it may be that the effect of
Changes in the parameters df a system on the resins obtained from the model is

v.



made clearer,,by sveral simulation runsthan by an examination of analytic
expressions.' In interpreting the results of simulatiop it is.worthwhile to
keep, in Mind thatf a system. is sufficiently 'complex tO.tequire simulation
methods,then the model building is liMniq to be-difficult% For instance,
simulation is frequently necessitated by the inclusion' of various typesof'
random behavior in he model, e.g., random demands subject`to empiriCally
deduced probabillte distributions in an economic model% Ift SuCh cases the
results of a simulation or of several simulatiodruns only give estimates,
subjectito statistical error, and the conclusions4muSt be accompanied by some
assessment of the associated random fluctudtions. Although simulation is some-
times.referred to as a "last resort"-it is a powerful method which, if used
wisely, is capable of providing information which can be obtained in no other
manner.

There have been some very useful models cons ucted for phenomena arising
in the social and life sciences. For example, ,pr bability models in genetics
(Mendel's laws), logistic growth models.for fruit ly populations, and input-
output models in ecqnomics (for which Leontief received the 1973 Nob'/ Prize in
Economics). Mathematical programming models have a well deserved reputation
for effectiveness in businesd decision making: However, most of the credibility
of mathematical.models rests on their unusual effectiveness in the physical
Sciences and' engineering. One could list numerous scientific phenomena whose,
understanding has been fatilitated by the thoughtfUl use of mathematics. We
illustrate such applications by considering what is probably the best known

. model of all.
/ . .

.1

Planetary Motion: The Evolution of a Model

The creation of a systematioexplanatiOn Of the apparent- motions of the
planets as viewed from-the earth is a major accomplishment' of human Intellect.
The problem is one .which haS its origins in ancientsliistory and also* one.
has attracted attention in this century,: The scientific effort.devoted,to its

-Study ,has been enormous. We Will' survey the sublect briefly, emphasizing the
'modeling aspect of the. variods theories. There is ample literature'available
containing the details(6.V [5], [11]; [13], [17], [18])... -

SOme of the, earliest attempts, Ebexplain.astronomical observationS adopted .

aview 'of a fiXed flat earth covered by a spherical celestial dome In the
4th century. G.. the Oreeks began with such a view and'devised',.a-modej which.
largely accounted' for the data then available. This:model was.formulated in

*terms of Ireal though somewhat idealized-objects and-relationS. It` Ssumed a.
fixed earth with a sphere containing the'fixedstars rotating about it Tht
"seven wanderers " - -the sun, moon, and five planetsmoved between.the ear'th and
the celestial doMe. The,Greeks intended to construct combinations of uniform
circular motions centered in the earth by which the movements of the seven
Wanderers among.the'fixed'stars couldbe represented.' The assumptionNof uni
form circular motion was based on nonscientific, of at ,best psuedoscientifi.e
justifications. Each body was'supposed to4bemoved by_a set. of'interconnecting
rotating spherical shells. Aristotle utilized the system and introduced 55



shells to'account.for the data available to hire. mathematical-foti this

model was a geometrical,one. Its predictions-IFere-Consistent with observations,

at least'to within, the atcuracy of the, time. It walkowever, inadequake in' two
respects.' First, as observations became bettet theTHrodellequired cOqikinal
refinement, and second, since each planet was asaumed to remain'at aixed dis-

.

tance fiOni the earth, the variations'in.brightness of the planetsas, they moved
could: not be.explained4 . -a

1

Ptolemy modified this system in the second century A...D..to Obtain better
agreetent withthedata. In a simple version of his theoryset0.,planetoaas,

assumed to move.in a'small circular orbit (epicycle) r.iod of :its .

actual motion through ,the sky, while the center of-this-orhit.movedjaround'the
earth on a large orbital circle' (deferent). The deterend and epicycle: alone

were insufficient to account for the observed irregularities in platetiry' i.

Mo,tion, and Ptolemy also introduced the equant, an axis of uniform motion off 1-

center within the deferent Ally from this position would` .the planet/appear /

to move with iiniform angular .velocity. The earth was assumed, to be off center
in the oppdite direction from the equant with respect to the center of. the
deferent. Thissystem 'provided adequate flexibility for the planets/other /than
Mercury; with a slight Modification it would serve for Mercury also::

Earlyin the 16th century( Copernicus became, dissatisified with the
Pt leMaiceqyant, which seemed to him tO violate the principle of:uniform
ci cular,motion, and he 'prqposed modifications involvi4 more epicycles,.off
center deterents, and finally a heliocentric.(sun centered) system. It is in-
teresting that his early defense of the heliocentric' systeM islimsed entirely
on esthetics, particularly on a plea fon simplicity. He propose that the
earth and the other Planets revolved around the sun in uniform circular orbits.
Since his model retained the assumption that the basic motions .of the.planeta
.werexircular, it was als6'necessary to retain the epicycleeconcep2account
for variations in the brightness and apparent velocity of 'the planets as viewed

from the earth. This model was based on geometry, as waaPtolemy's, and not on
-

physics., Indeed, the editor of one of Copernicus' major A.iprks writes,"tut
these hypotheses need not be true or even probable," and"If they providea
calculus consistent with the observations, that alone is suffi lent."

,
Toward the end ofthe.16th century a" Swedish astronomer, Tycho Brahe,

collected masses of detailed observationson the motions of the planets. Tycho

seems to have viewedXopernicus'as a builder,of hypothetical ageometric models;
and, in an attempt to formUlate models incorporating the apparent physidal
reality'of a sluggish, massive earth, he proposed another geocentric model:, It
is not his model for.which he is 'accorded his' status in astronomy, however, it
is for his systematic observations which provided the foundations forsfuture
work. Johannes Kepletinherited Tycho's records and ht undertook to modify
Copernican thedry to.fit these observations. He was particularly bothered by
the orbit of Mars whclse large eccentricity made_it difficqlt to fit into a
deferent - epicycle system. He was eventually led Co make a yery creative
step,. a complete bre4k with the Platonic-Pythagorean uniform circular motion
hypotheses that had so dominated astronomy. He posed as a model for the

- motions of the planets the following three assumptions, usually referred to as
Kepler's laws:



The planets revolve around the sun in elliptical orbits with the

sun at one focus (1609).

. The radiusvectdir from the sun .t6 a'planet.sweeps. out equal areas

in equal times (1609).
1

.
The squares of the periods of revolution of any two planets are
in the same ratio as the cubes of their'mean distances from the
sun (1619).

'These empirical laws are simply statements of observed facts. They, are;

however:perpeptive and eqpee4allyguseftil formulations of the regularities

noted. in the observattans. Along-with the identification of these laws, . 4

Kepler hypothesized a physical mechani0m,'a force eidatating from.the sun, which
accounte for the motion of the planets. This model accounted -.very well for

the accumulated observations and set the stage for the next refinement.

The models deVeloped lip to the middle of the 17th century had an empirical

or geometrical.basis with aMinimum of` support,. from physics. Isaac Newton's

theory of gravitation provided simultaneously aphyiical interpretation an'd a
concise and elegant mathematical'description ofclosmological phenomena. The

-combination of the laws of.motion and the universal law-of gravitation futnished
,a.mathematical systeM from which the motions of the planets-could be deduced.

)n this petting the motion ofa planet Could be determined 'by first considering

the two-body systeth.consisting of the planet and the sun. The motion of this

system was easy to determine, and the results were the three laws'of,Kepler.

These predictions'are good first approximations since the sun is the dominant

mass in the solasystem and the ,planets are widely separated. - However., accord-

ing, to the law of gravitation, each planet is also subject to forces. due to
each of the other planets, and-these forces result in perturbations of the

lliptical orbits-predicted on the basis of'the.two-body Model. A careful
xamination of the orbit tf a specific planet resulted in theAdentifi6ation
if perturbations due to each of the remaining. known planets. If thede pertuba-

tions did not account for the total of the observed deviations frourthe be
havior predicted on the basis of two-body model, theone might try to account

for the. remainder' by assuming-the existence of a yet unknown planet. Estimatesc

on the Size and. location of the hypothesized planet could be pbtained arrd a

the discoverof Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. It is an impressivetriumph for
search initiated: In fact,,, this is the sequence of events which resulted in

y.

the mathematical system propOsed by Newton that minute discrepencies between

theory and observations couleleadNIto the discovery of unknown and in fact

unanticipated planets. (

Even-the remarkable model of Newton does not account for all the data and

there hasAieen futther'refinement.in this century. Small; perturbations in the

orbit of Mercury, inexplainable in Newtonian mechanics, provided some.motiva-

/tion and'support for the development of the theory of relativity.- The modified

/version-0f the Newtonian theory incorporating relativistic corrections appears

to be adequate for existing data. New'data orrevised interpretations of

existing ,data may of,.course,necessitate further revision.

. Any of the models mentiied here can
Jo be formalized. That is, one can

identify'the basic 'concepts which are important, e.g., force, mass and position,,
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selectsome as undefined terms and provide precise definitions of the others.
The resuWing mathematical system can be studied ag'an abstract structure with-
out- elevance to its origin or to any possible real world meaning of the terms.

0

/The attempts. to account for the motion of the planets described'here
illustrate several aspects of model building. iIrst, and peihaps-most Vividlye
the typical cycling through the model buildingfrqcess is demonstrated. Some V'..

/of the successive refinements are clearly defined major departures from pre-
vious effor s, while others are simply minor mddifications. These revisions
were initiated for varying reasons. -Collernicus was primarily concerned with

, . simplifying the itolemaic model while Newtonewas interested in finding pilityi
cal and mathematical 'principles frotit whichlKepler's laws (among others) could
be deduced. The search for a simple model. based On a few easilY_understood
priticiples Is characteristit of modeling. Also, in addltial 0 modifications. ',.
based On a desire for simplicity or elegance, the refinement of a model' neces-
sitated by ,pew data is illustrated. What has not been discussed, _other than
the brief mention of the geocentric model of Tycho Brahe,' are the many dead
ends and useless models khich were considered in the'process of discovering
useful models." Some such efforts hive,been recorded in the literature, many

, more have been lost.: i-

5. An ExaMple-fromTsychology

.

The,model for physical phenomena known as classical or Newtoni,9,mechanic,
which proVided one of the models sketched in the preceding section, has several
desirable characteristics.' First, the mathematical laws are siMple and their
relation to well understood physical Concepts is clear. Next, the model is 6

quite, comprehensive and it can be used to study an enormous variety-ef Situa-.
don's in physics and .engindering. It is unnecessary to.construct.a number of
variations of the model (:) account for the results.of different kinds of ex-
periments: Thus, to cite.a simple eAmple, the motion of a cylinder rolling
down an inclined Plane can be described usink the same basic principles as are
used to describe the motion of a water droplet leaving a garden hose. Finally, -
there is (nearly.universal).confidence in thertsults or theorems which follow
from an analysis of the model. It is accept that the mOdel does indeed
illuMinate the underlying physics ofthe'situation.

On thitother hand, the models constructed for use in'the sociak and life
sciences and in business do not in general have this simplicity and comp4phen=
siveness and they have ,sOmetimes-inspired less confidence in their users.

.*pitally the basic c9ncepts and mathematical relations may be relevant only
to a:rather restricted set of situations, and the'degree to which they illumi-
nate'the underlying .scientific or business pro4lem may, be less than totally

In addition, problems of parameter estimation may severely restrict
the utility of otherwise: promising models. It is, of course; by mo means the

,case that models in the physical sciences are always simpler and more useful
than models-in the social and life sciences. For example, relatively simple.
mathematical models have proved-effective in genetics ([7], [8]) and in
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learning eh ry. Applications of mathematics to theory are espe

cially interesting because of the variety of models which have_been demeloped
to "account for the experimental evidence. It is useful to. comment briefly onj

.

this field since it -illustrates the developMent of models very different fiom

those of mechanics.

Paired-associate learning is one of the topics included under the general

designation' of verbal` learning. In a typical Paired-assOciate learning experi
.ment'a subject is, presented with a list tke.stimulus-response pairs, one pair

at,a time For example, one pOr in the st might be XW-4., Here' X4,T is the

imulus member and 4 is theresponse member. .Depending.ullon the particular

exPe tal design being used, the subject might be presented with a stimulus
and given a-khOrt time to respond-before the associated response member appears.
This routine is repeated, for each item.on the. List. A trial is ode presenta-

fion of the entire 'list. Usually the order oftheitems is determined ran -.'
domly for each trial. :aThe experiment will proceed either for a fixed number

of trials or_` until a,criterion level is reached. For example, the criterion

level might be two successive errorless trialS.

A major objeCtive of a leaAing theory-is to confirm or predict a learning

curve, a measure of performance as a function of time For paPred-associate
learning one usually take6 thepeasure of pergormance to be the proportion of

,correct responses and the time, 'as the trial bumber. This objective is usually

( not sufficiently refined and several reasonable models with two or three free
parameters can be made. to agree'adequately with empirical learning turves by

a careful selection of parameter values. Consequently; one normally has-to

use other methods of selecting between alternative models. For example, ohe
might base a distinction between models "on a detailed analysis of response,

Sequences.
(

4

We mention the.basit'ideas of two models to indicate the possibilities.
A detailed discussion,,of these two models is included in [1], [ 3], and [15].

Alternative models are proposed $11 the referefiCes just 'cited and=in [16] and

[20]. Bush and Mosteller compare cight of the common learning models in [2].

Of the many versions of the Linear model, the following is probably the

most elementary. Consider a specific item in the list and let P be the
.

probability that the subject makes a correct response to that item on ,trial

It is reasonable to suppose that Pri.1 depends in some way on 1111.. Various

rationales (see [3] p. 51 and [15] p.3) can be given to support the assuMption

that

whele

which must be estimated from the data.

A 'is the asymptotic value, of P for large n, and a is 'a' parameter

One of the alternatives to the linear model is the all-or-none Corr one-

elementY model. The view of the learning press which underlies the all-or-

done, theory is very different from that ol the linear Model. In a simple

version of the all-or-none view of learning the subject is supposed to be in



one of two states, the learned state' (L). or the unlearned state (U). During
each trial the subject ,elither remains or U or makes a transition from
U to L. St is assumed that once the subject readies state L it' remains
there. If, the subje6t is in State L;. it is supposed to make only correct
responses while. if it is in state U At may Or may not make correct responses
by chance. Tinally, it is assumed that the subject begins in the unlearned
state U. In,pne direction these assumptions can be given an intuitive ration- .1
a and in the other direction, they can be made quite precise (see Section 3.1

])

It is natural to take a Markov- Chain ata.ma.theritital system' whose.
structure' is appropi late' for the T1 -or -none model:. A: MdtkOV chain model of
the simple version' described above has a transition:matqc of.the- form

A

[U 'c

where c- is a learning .parameter; It is not learning but responses which are
obserVed in experiments, and the connection between state occupancy and re-'.
sponse is .given by

.

Pr[torrect response 1 state L] =

PiLcorreCt response 1 state U] = 5,
- ,

where 5 is a response parahleter. It is customary to estimate' V in advance
from the number of .response alternatives available to the subject. Thus the
predictions 'based on this model will be functions of the single parameter c
hick must:then be estimated from the. data.

.
,

The predictions of these tw'o rather different models are analyzed and
c Tiipared in-[11, Chapter 3, and [15], Chapter 2. In thelinear model learn-
ing 'is viewed as a change in -response probability from ore trial to the next.
Thus each presentation of an item is assumed to increase 'she probability of

. a correct response. On the other hand, as its name the all-or-none
model is based on the assumption that the,,,effect of a single 'presentation is
either to complete learning of the association 'or'tto learning' at all
For a specific_set of data, it is reasonable to expect that one should be able
to choose between tie models based on these rather different hypotheses. '4 This`.

is the case in the comparisons cite above.
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Concluding- Remarks..

There are two points to which we return-for emphasis, The first relates
to the criterion of simplicity frequently' mentioned earlier in this paper:
The idea is an imprecise one, and the degree af simplicity or complexity
ascribed to a model is frequently dependent upon the observer.° However it
usually happens that. when a situation is, modeled in full generality the result-.
ing mathematics4s sufficiently peculiar. .to thelitutidn that one encounters
difficulties in taking advantage of knO\rn results. The alternative then to
developing a new mathematical theory is to-make simplificationsjthich bring
.the mathem'atical systems arising from themodel within the scope of known
theories. These theories may have been developed in the analysis of a model
created in the study of another situation This brings us to the second point.
One of the major advantages of using mathematics to describe scientific phe--.
nomena Is that its use enhancesmarkedly the possibility of recognizing simi-
larities between situations which may ippear superficially quite different.'
These similaritiasmay,allow the use of results which were derived in the
analysis of a model'constiuctdd for one purpose to study A very different
situation. For example, results on linear inequalities derived by J. Frakas a.

in his study of an engineering problem have proved to be very useful'in study
ing linear progiamming problems which arise in economics. business. The
recognition of a common mathematical structure may even head to the identifica-
tion of new scientific,princIples. This is exemplified in the biological
least-action princiblea identified by noting the similarities in models for
biological syseems and those for physical systems ([.6], [9], [17]).

We cOnclude with a comment which_is somewhat out of place in this article
but entirely appropriate for, the vslume. The repeated successes of certain
individuals in creating and developing mathematical models fOr scientific
phedomena indicates quite clearly that model building can be learned. It is.!

not-as clear' that it can be taught' in the same way as most academic subjects.
The novice needs to be an observer initially and then, as vickly as possible,
a doer. A beginner benefits considerably by observing the process of applied
mathematics in action.. To this end, is may be that examples' which are not
,originarbut wtiich.are new and meaningful to the student serve as well as new
examples created fOr the purpose. HoWever, modeling is not learned by watch-
ing others build models,. even if this includes some of the false starts and
failures that are so. common, but rather by becoming actively and personally
involved in the, modaing prodess. T6 be sure, there will be frustrationsand
futile efforts: But only through participation can one gain understanding and
facility in applying mathematics.
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Conflict Regulation Paul E. Wehr:

't
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Chapter 2
THE-TRIAL TEACHING OF THE MODULES

Introducticip,

Individuals and.committeeain the mathematics, ommunity have heen insist
ingfor:a long. timthat'students of mathematics. need new kindsofcourses
addedto.their programs to provide realistic', xperiences in the applications
of mathematics. 'While other propoSed.r.eforMain ,the mathematics curriculum ;',
have. One forward just in responSe to such urgings, inparticular to various
seta of recommendationaMade'bypanelaof CUPM, thecreationof the.desired
kincrof'coursea.,in applications haaploved to be a most' ntractable problem.

,L

It was, consequentiy4a primary
only to assemble sample materials to
through its implementation on a tria
guidance that might thus' be provided

Objective
h

of the present project,'not
facilitate such a course, but to -carry
1 basis and report the resulta, for the
to others.

SeVen teachers Were identified at an early stage in the project, chosen
from'institutions though, t to be typical of the, kind that should: implement such

.ra course. The main special qualification they had in common was their willing-
ness .to try teaching a course of this kind. Their names and institutions are
as follows:

I

.- Thomas S. Angell,yniVersity ok Delaware

'2. .`Charles. A. Hall, University of Yittsburgh

1. BediaMinjc.Haytock,Allegheny,Oollege

flerriY-E. ..Heatherly, UniVersity of SouthWestern Lbuisiana
.

. Roger H. i.taakY, :Marietta College

6. Kenneth R". Rebman, 'California State University, Hayward

7,. :Kenneth' Stoffet, University of Evansville

Pr-?aminary drafts -of the modules were supplied to each teacher and he
was requested to indicate-which ones he'preferred to use and whether he in-
tendeeto teach it in a traditional fashion or in an open-ended way, one that
would involve th'e,.students'in the development of a model beginning with only
general background information on .the problem. These preferences were, per-
haps surprisingly, diverse,.with.theresult that only a few second preferences
'had to be uaed.

Wheil the classes were completed' a tOnference was held, at which the
teachers presented repdrts'aftheir experiences, the authors heard suggestions
for improving their materials and.an informal dialogue took place. The ver-

..siona of the modules included in, this report incorporate many changes result-
frat these communications. (The modules "A Model for Municipal Street

Sweepjng Operations". and 4',VMathematicaI Model for Renewable Resource Con-
servationh were incorporated pita the project after the trial` teaching stage
began.) "
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The Summaries.that follow'ettempt to impart the highlights of each
teacher's experience, by abstracting andparaphrasing his written and oral
reports. They inclUde,basic factual information: the nattiref, the institu-
tion, the kind of students in the &lass, the material covered and the method

. of coverage, any use of the computer, tests, projectsand supplemental readngs.,
etc. In addition those comments' that best reveal the reactions of teachers
and students to 'the experimental.course ate stressed.. A particular effort is
made. to throw light wherever possible on the question whether such material is-

' best taught in a traditional manner, or through some form of open7ended'in-
struction.

.

The reports submitted by the teachers and'the notes of their oral presen-
tation (and the discussions) at the conference are the sources from which the
following summaries have been derived, It should be mentioned that this mate-
rial has been edited and paraphrased'liberally in an attempt to convey the in-
dividuals' personal experiences faithfully; if briefly. Thus, although mostly'
cast.in the first person, much of what follows is not diredtly quoted frbm the
individual in question.

Finally, a number of observations made in the individual iep6rts found
substantial endorsement by the group assembled at the conference. These have
been considered worthy of sepaiete'llsting at, the end by way of geneiel guide-
lines to those who contemplate teaching the kind of course in question.

Summaries.

1. Thomas S. Angell, Zniversity of Delaware

.-
My reaction, and the reaction -of the students was a very mixeone. Both

they and IA e been more accustomed to the well defined progrds400 of topics
'and techniq ."which characterize the staples of the current curriculum. We
all found this seminar course much different from our usual fare and the end
result was rough rather than polished.

..

SoMe very, good things did happen, primarily on an individual level, which
made the eeminar worthwhile for the students. For example, one student; work-
ing on a term project analyzing the voting power in the .Faculty Senate, With
respect to new proposals changing the current representation, has had first-,

..: hand experience with the usefulness of a well-designed algorithmfordompUta
tion. The dramatic savings in computertUle, gained' after we discusSed his
computer problems and studied the procedures outlined.in the module, will be
remembered'for a long time,' The course .was even inspirational, if one takes
student comments on the post-course questionnaire. at face. value: Because of

[this course] Vm trying to get into graduate school to major in Operations
Research.

We did not have an unqualified success at Delaware. y intention was.to
conduct a seminarjin which students would share the respondlObility-for presenta-
tion of the material; including reports on outside'reading_as well as the mate-
rial and exercises contained in the.modules. The idea was to distribute parts

of the modules to teams of students, to meet with them outside of class for
guidande and preparation, and then to have them present the bulk of the
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material to the class. 'Indeed,'we began with this format, but, as the Semes-
ter progrebsed, it was necessary to modify the procedure. The most commonly
voiced criticism at midterm'was the feeling that we-were going too slowly..
My assessment is that the students woul(Phave preferred a faster pace.,:but
that OaS not posSible, at.least in part because of _the degree to which.stu-..
dents were prese-inting the material,nat_a,Lsurrirising result.

. .

The department at DelawaTe'is very committed to applied mathematics and-,
in' particular, differential equations. This course attracted some of the
better students. The, course was taught under the title "Undergraduate Topics
in Applied Mathematics, " ,which has run for several years but has been pri-
marily of the classical variety dealing with topics in fluid° dynamics, methods
of mathematical physics and tensor analysis. This is the first time anything.
along the lines of modeling has been taught in,the mathematics department.
There is a course along these lines taught in the engineering department and
several of the students had either audited or taken that course.

The.initial,registration:was eight. senibrs, six juniors, and eight sophb-
mores.. Disciplines represented were Mathematics (10), StatiStics and Computer,
Science (8), Electrical Engineering (2), Biology (1), and.Physics (1). In .the

course of the semesger, we. lost one senior and two sophomofes, so the ultimate.
class size was nineteen. With this distribution:of students, one of the recur-
ring problems was the wide divergence of background which led; ultimately, to
more lecturing'than originally planned.

The seminar met once each week on Monday nights fora three-hour session.'
This is'clearly not an.optimal schedule, buneCessary for this group dUe to
other scheduling problems. While there are obvious disadvantages 10. this fdr-
mat, there are advantages too, not the least of whichis that it Wvery dif-
ferent from the usual class format and, as such, created a strong.feeling of
group.cphesion.

The course began with background material on modeling, then ttok up the
geAeral question of population growth in connection with the Ecosystems module.
Eight weeks were spent on, his, using an open-ended approaoh:- reports oTr
references; a study of a single population using difference equa%ions;.basic
ideSs of two.dimenSional systems of differential equations; worklon the module

In addition to the module, we had reports from students on' a paper by
Huffaker which discusses the problem of exhibiting.sustained oscillations
for a prey-predatot syStem in the laboratory and some experiements of GauSe.
A probleM with presenting material on this subjeCtmas the lack: of .field data.
'Quantitative information of the type suitable for comparison With a computer
run seems hard to come by. A major.source of student dissatisfaction with this
And other Modules'wa's our inability, due either to lack of scientific back-
ground.or hard data, to criticize the Models we worked with.. The assumptions.
that the models were based on were, I think,:clearly set out during the course.
How well the model reflects obServations.Was not as clear, and'student reaction
to this module was that 'the e-Models seemed artificial and the problems primarily
directed to mathematical prRAlems-rather than to modeling issues.
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_During this.time,..one class.session.and part of another was devoted to a
team brainstorming approach to a simple epidemiC model, . I'added this activity

%because the students felt that they were studying the process of model building
as practiced by other, and not doing theifOwn modeling. When.. the did attempt

,7tdformulato.models they tended to come Up with exceedingly.diffic It ons.
.0ne of the problems was the:lack of. time to follow thrOUgh,a4 re ine/sotheof

1 ////

involved in the course. ',Difference equations':were choseh.bal but one:of'.
These sessions were popular with the students:and did iLchVtfget %them:

the six teams for their models, mostly including nbnlinea040s. Timepres
sures prevented following up these sessions. with an anhlY4f, the models,
yhich limited the value of these sessions.

.y ; 7
. The next session (three weeks) focused.on the module/p Weighted voting

:systems. Both conversations with students and written comments indicate that
this waS:the most popular of the materths studled.4 POpu4arity (nine stU-.
dentsultimately chose projects on the subject) seemed/to derive from the
character of the mathematics involxted. To most of the students,' this'wai new,
in contrast to. the OtheitWOD which'dealt with differential eqoations.

,

We began work on this subject a lengy class discussion to focus
their perception of the problem. This was followed by my presentation of the
political science,background. . Breaking into small groups, the,students were
quite successful in formulating a method of maitpvpOwdr-7eqsentially the .

ShaOley-.Shubik concept. It was then posSible for me to formalize the concept

these models.

following Lucas' presentation.

Thelast.sessions were devoted to the module .on permafrost. Few of the
st.idents had -any acquaintance with partial,differentia4 equations and none had
seenthe Stefan problem. 'I chose to adopt a strictly lecture presentation. My
own mathematical interests make this module particularly appealing and my owner
opinion is that it is well constructed. The stUdents-foUnd thiS the most dif-
ficU4 mathematical material, although the physical problem as .described in the .

module is very clear.,

In.conclusion, I .-think that the students,, for the most part, found the
course stimulating and rewarding, although it did not live up to all of their

expectations. As the instructor, I felt it important to give the'students a.
lot of backgroUnd'in rformation and fulfilling this obligation required many hourS
Of preparation I found myself.Spending hoUrsin the library,'many more than
with any other coursed have taught.. It was enjoyable, but I think'that in-
-
stWctors',in the future .might .find it .helpful to have well.selected.background
material- identified for their use, and that they be urged to start .;their, studies

early. If the course is to:be taught in an open,ended manner, two modules could_
be easily covered, but three would be a little aMbitious.

The problems discussed are interesting to both student arid instructor,
They all have a :aura of relevance and impOrtance although,, as mentioned earlier,
the lack'of da,ta is limiting.' In all of the problemS, I tried.:to emphasize that.
we were dealing-with sirious problems and not cookbook examples. The students
responded with a mixture Ofenthusiasm and anxiety that it might not be possible
to get good results. If I were to teach this course again, I'Woula.Out more
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time into.cOmPuter testing Of the, models. and it would be helpful4f'necessary'

iAta:could. be supplied. Many of my students had the capability td use the:com-
uteeand aeyeral.did.in their.termProjects. Morecuse of the computer would
have b94 very useful in rounding out the preseAtation. , "

1.3,..4.
. ,-,. ..

I think That the students comments showed that the general, idea of the
cou-sc, and thp subjects presented, were enthuSiastically received, and well
worth the time and. energy spent.

Selected' Student Report Topics - University of Delaware

1. A marker; Chain Model for Prisoner's Dilemma.

2. A Free Boundary Problem of Gas Diffusion.

3. Traffic Flows for Newar , Delaware; Graph Theory Models.

4. Application of the St is Helmholtz Equation .to\a,Spherical Reactdr.

5. Dynamic Programming Approaches to pptimal Vaccination Schemes.

6.. Permafrost Model Including Convection. -

Analysis of the Canadian Constitutional Amendment Scheme.

Electoral College Reform.

Computer Redistricting - Analysis of the CROND Scheme.

0, Analysis of Voting Power in the Faculty Senate, University of Delaware.
..

A Mathematical Model of Schistosome Infections in Man.

8.

'9.

Charles A. Hall, University of Pittsburgh

The course was, taught using an open-ended technique. Students were ex-
posed to the five stages in the "evolution and dispatch" of anj.ndustrial prob..
lem_ (as describe by Pollak and Klamkin):- Recognition, Formulation, Solution,
Computation and-Explanation, in,connection with the module on Steam Generators.

This_course; "InduStrial Mathematics," has been taught the past four,terms
and is designed "to simulate an industrial environment."*

Thete were a total of seyen students completing the course (two additional
students withdrew AuTing the secondweek of the.course): .six seniors and one
junior; all seven were inatheMatics majors; they averaged 33 credit hours in
mathematics and 12 credit hours in computer science..

4

See::C.Hall;Jndustrial Mathematics: A:Course in Realism, American
'Matheitatical Monthly, vol. 82, no. 6,-June7july, 1975, 1.31: 651-659.
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Two students usedthe experience of the course to, good advantage in inter-
.

views with prospective employers.
'i

,

Student reaction was very enthusiastic for the most part'. They)did seem
to sense the inherent connection hetween such an analysis and the "energy .

,,-

problem." I strongly recommend the "open-ended" approach for a change-of-pace
course at the benior level. The students 'were mOstint rested in amilying
(even if in a somewhat limited sense) whist they had learn d in their'Ether
mathematics and computer science courses.; the unstructured open-ended approach,
allowed them a new flexibility to try out their expertise (or lacfc of it)iin
problem solving. . Students were'not As timid as one might expect to ask'queS-
tions of me, and each other as the term proceeded,

. . .

The class worked as a team to write one computer program STEAM with each
. member being given explicit, tasks as the term proceeded. Some students con-

.trrbuted more to the team effort, did better'on explicit tasks and demonstrated
better overall understanding of what we were doing: they ware graded accord-
ingly.

It was made clear on the first day of class that theirgrades would be
determined by my evaluation of their performance as problem solvers.

Each stuaent was asked to write an individual progress report in the
tenth week whicliwas helpful in evaluating his/her contributions to date.

The prerequisites were calcUlus and linear algebra. libwever,' the presen-

tation of the material is greatly enhanced if One is contemplating implementa
tion on a computer ;.j some of the more interesting discussions were initiated by
the attempt to implement the algorithms.

Stressed the extensive use\ of the digital computer -in the modern day,
industrial world in solving problems of Physics and Engineering. Our goal tas
the implementation of,,three numerical algorithms for solving the nonlinear
network equations. Even though the program STEAM is not.error-free, it was a
vehicle by which, the 'class endeavoredto understand the problem of modeling
fluid flow in a steam generator. They seemed to take pride in their limited
success and definitelybenefited from implementing their ideas.

The following is a broad description of how our class spent the 14 weeks
bn this module and related material. The course met twice a week, Tuesday and
Thursday (3:00-4:20), and students earned three 'academic credits. for completing
the course.

ClasS # 1. Discussion :of, industrial mathematicS

2. No\class

3. Process of applying mathematics and problem solving

4.' Introduction to Network Analysis Module - Origin of the problem

5. Hand-'out (Nuclear Power and the Environment) - Network Theory

6. Network Theory

. Network equations 7 derivation
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Uniqueness theorem-proof

Modeling the flow problem.

Jacobi 'and Gauss-Seidel methods for

11. AEC films

12. Outlined the inpUt. f STEAM - Formation of

equations

NOnlinear SOR - program strategy

154 Work period

16. Review program strategy - progress reports -.oral

17. Bisection - regula -falsa - Newton's method

18. Program debugging - progress report - written

19: Technical writihg r program debugging.

20. Assignments on report - program-debugging

21. PrograM debugging - Bisection method

22,. Work period

23. Video -taped discussions with ProfessorPorschin

24. Analysis of compulations

25. Report writing - analysis of

26.

computations

Review of problem'and its solution

The class wrote and typed a "Technical Report" which described their in-
terpretation of the problem, their solution techniques and program strategy.
Several students commented that having to "put-it-all-togrether" in writing was
valuable to them since they had to go back over their notes and towards the
end of the. erm they' began to appreciate better what was going on.

3.' Benjamin D. Haytock, Allegheny College

Allegheny College is a small '(iao students) liberal arts college.
not offer any advanced degrees nor do we have an engineering program.

These modules were used in a selected topics course at the juhior--senior.

level: There were seven students in the class--all mathematics majors. Only

one had a "good background in physics but all were good to very good students.
All'but one were fairlyproficient in FORTRAN. A11 had had ordinary differen-
tial equations and all but one had had linear algebra.

The.student.reaction .to the course was very positive. They all said they
worked hard--harder than in most courses--but that .the course was worth the
,extra effort. All fey that the course should be made 'a part of the regular
-currictlum.

We do
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I taught the modules on Heat Transfer and Helminth Infections. My col -

league, Dick McDermot, taught the Steam Generator module.-

The three modules were presented in a traditiodal lecture .manner. If I

was doing the material over,again,.I think I would use an open-ended approach

to the Heltninth Infections' module. I do not think an open-ended approachOto

the Heat Transfer or Steam Generator modules would have been fruitful in my

class.

_ .

Students were eValnated on the basis-of assigned problems, two computer:

programs, and an oral final examination. ,..

Heat Transfer in Frozen Soil was the first module. we took up. This is-be-

cause I wanted CO have as much time:as possible:to spend'on it The problems

In the module were assigned and graded; and a program to implement the algorithm

was also assignod. For 'last, the students were divided° into three groups

and each group wrote their own.15rogrOmtoJlandle both a two and_a fonrlayer

problmn. This worked Very well,.nd the students seemed to)ienefit from work-

ing in small.grouPs, It was a time consuming project, butIt.helped the stu-

dents in understanding-the.detalls:of the algorithm. All felt that it was

worthdoing.
. _ . .

The students found this problem very interesting =- difficult to understand

at firsttut all had a good grasp of the main ideas by the time:we had finished--
_

I plan. to use Lt again,

. . .'1,\

The Steam Generator module was the second we covered (it was tau by

Dick MCDermot). As with the first, a:program was assigned to implement the

method,. :The problem was to duplicate the results of the sample prOblem con-

.tained in the module. The students wOrkecin.groups again and were all fairly

successful. The only probleth.we encountered was with the speed of the. IBM 1620

and not heing able to follow full convergence. Since the flow calculations are

qu'ite senSitiVe.to errors we had some discrepancies thete, . .

,--
.

.

,

Problems were not pi-Ovid ;but we made some up and assigned them for

credit also. These included .ome small network problems, that could be set up

and done by handand a ConVer,ence proof for a two by two Gausg-Seidel itera-

tion.
s.

. .

.111edIscuSsiOnof the basic assumptions and faCtors not taken,into.account

in. developing:the link characteristiO.wasuseful: Questions had been:raised in

class about these thingS, andthe students_Were-glad to see some of their objec.-

tions confirmed.
. yr

The students liked the module but were unable to see" ow-to use the compu-

tational-reSults (pressures and.flowS)_ to answer the Original-basic questions

dealingWith.corrosion,.the life, expectancy of'..the generator, and how:to'use

this information to. design' a good generator. Matetial dealing.With.theSe as-

pects ofithe problem sliould :be included.. ,Wewere unable to held the students

on this ,



The most striking aspectof this problem for the students was the applicau
tion of network;theory to this type Of. problem. Thid was Unexpected and seemed
to impress them:

In some ways, MacDonald's Work on Helminth Infections was my favorite of.

the three modules covered. The significance of the problem is, easily grasped
and the students were all impressed gY the way mathematicsscould be used to
help in solving a problem of this nature.

A second nice feature'is that most'of the module could be developed
through an open,endA *approach if desirk

All in alAI thought the course was very successful and both the specific
modules and especially the idea behind them very good.

A
.

[Note: After the conference, and as a result of his work on the Helmieth In-
fections module during the courae, Professor Haytock was aiked to help in the
writing of the final version of the module and,is now listed as a co-author.].

J

I. I

4. Henry E. Heatherly, University of SoUthwestern Louisiana

The course was offered as `.a senior level, three credit hour, mathematics
course, run for the most part on a seminar basis. Prerequisites were a three
semester,calculus sequence, a semester course in elementary differential equa-.
tions, and permission of the instructor. Five, students took- the course: three '
senior mathematics majors, one graduate (M.S. :level) student in applied mathe-,
rmatrcs, and a junior in computer science. EaCII had a strong mathematics back-
'ground (considerably exceeding the prerequisites) and high ability. Every,stu-
dent could program in FORTRAN and knew how to use the local computer facilities;
two were expert prOgrammers. The mathematics majors had done well in courses '
in abstract Algebra (Her8teifi), advanced calculus (Gaughan), and linear algebra
(rioffman and Kunze).

The students,were highly enthusiastic about the course and enjoyed it
immensely. They felt it to be an important course. that should be made Tart of
the curriculum in mathematics:, Two of the mathematics majors changed their
plans for 'graduate work after taking the course and have decided to do work in
applied mathematics. The students stated that the modues we studied seemed
hnportant and relevant.

We took up the modules in the following order: (1) On Population Mathe-
matics, (2) MacDonald's Work on Helminth Infections, (3) Measuring Power in
Weighted Voting Systems, (4) He'at Transfer-in Frozen Soil. The latter was not
treated fully because of'the amount of mathematical background it required.

The computer pla d an important role throughout the course. The students
gained new insight into the difference between an analytic solution and actually
obtaining numbers one could apply,to the real world. They also had their eyes



opened to the difficulties involve-d in obtaining useful data and interpreting

data and solutions.

.Conversation with colleagues was helpful at times. Two instances in par-

ticular should be noted. A colleague in-statistics was very helpful in ex-
plaining and giving insight into why certain random variaBles in the Helminth
Infections module have (or might reasonably be assumed to have) a Poisson-dis-

tribution. A colleague in physics was helpful in discussing heat transfer.

The students were evaluated on the basis

problems 7r:projects worked outside of class individually or in groups)

and presented imclass'(orally),

. 2, oral reportsto the class on outside reading and'study,

3, class participation .n the discussidns,

4.' written. reports done individually utside of class,

5. prpblems worked outside of.classPof anindividual- basis and written up to

be turtle& in.

There were no quizzeS or exams... This ..nownow Seems to haVe been an error and

the next tilMe I teach a course of thiStyPe I will give tests, perhapsa quiz.

Over eac Module. For a larger, more heterogeneous. class quizzes would, seem to

be imper tive,

The'initial Module for the course'as selected by the students `has On Popu-

lation Mathematics, Their interest' was high,and they_ launched into reading the

module with gusto. They found the module somewhat unclear ancrfar too sketchy.,
The'latte0ed us to.hunt fdr:other'sourOes of information as well as to 'attempt

irto build our oWmodels. I found I had to supplement the material considerably

and'to explain parts of the module and the reference material on the renewal

equation.

The students and I agree-that the.Module-on MacDonald's,Workfon Helminth

--- Infections. iS.well'Written,.-easy to read,and a stimulating example of,m0the7

maticS successfully used ina' real world situation.. The students wanted to

'know more'about.the work being done.on.the subject so we wrote:to Professor

ilirsChat the Ceurant- InStitute. He.sent us several; papers and thelengthy'.

report: "pathematical. Models.Of ',Some Varsitic DiaeaseS'Involyingan Inter-

mediate Host," .Ingemar Nasell and Warten M. Hirsch. Some of the students read
,

.3arta of this repOrts We also found-.it.' -very useful to_read .pertinent sections .

on parasitic diseases in several.books.:oh:trdpical-diseases.-One of the std.-

'dents made a report to the class:On Viological-mediCal.features of'the problem

:after .doing outside reading; this. helped irLappieciating. and criticizing the.

models studied...

When we took up, Measuring Power in Weighted VOtinsSystems. the change .of

pace fraMbiOlogicat.problems to social-political:.-ones and:fro.m analytical

-metho4 to comb- matori-ai methods was refreshing And this module. also abounds

with problems'and projetts:for the'student7-from easy to challenging. We all



found the module interesting, and novel; the students reacted very favorably to
the relevancy of the'mateiial to their life. They read the module, worked many
of thb problems, and, went to the -reference material.

The list of references given is excellent. Unfortunately some of the
material referenced was difficult to impossible for us to obtain, particularly
papers in some law journals and RAND reports.

6°4
One .day was set aside for a lecture on Stirling's formula and the gamma

function. This was one of the few formal lectures given do the course up to
this point. (Recall this.was the third module studied,

The students probably liked this module beSt of the four we studied.

knew from examining the-Heat Transfer in Frozen' Soil Module that it
.

required more matheMatical background than my.students had. However,.I wanted
them to see a good engineering application, Only. one-of. them_had-been-exposed
19/ engineering'or.standard applied.mathematicscourseS: decided to do, as
mdch of this module as possible, filling in background where needed with formal
lectures and Outside 'reading assignments. Thus'the teaching,Method changed at
this point to the more traditional one,of lectures andprOblem-aiSigntents,.al-

,

though discussion, questions, and diversions were still encouraged:

To someone 'contemplating using the modulesI recommend lhattheTobtain
them a semester in advance in order.togo ovekthem detail. carefully' observ-
ing what prerequisites will-berequired, obtaining needed reference material,
and composing auxiliary material:suchasexercis0,; 'projects,; and teaching-aitis..
I plan to teach such a course again nextyearand am going to strive to havea
modeling course made part.df:our mathematics curriculum, jo-quqte one'of my
'Stud ntd.Concernipg the course,' "It great finish to a four,yearlmathe7
matics rogram."

4

Roger PitaskyiMariettal.CoJlege

,.: _
Marietta CD1Tege is a small liberal arts college of 17'00. Students ::.There

is:no engineering school; ere/200 students majoringin .economicSand buss
ness out of Only 800 who have deClared majors.

..Most of them hematicsmajOrs are not what we would haVe :thought
1-Mathematics majors ,fe,Cyaais ago Nbid, prAOflity and stadiSiicsand:!;Idnear
programming area v goSandtihins.Aike classical applied matfiematiCS; numeri-'"
,cal analysis and adv need calCuiCliare not. -

.

For tapy years Marietta College offered-a two-semes.ter course in Applied.
Mathematics)ahich was strictly physlical science oriented.. .jndeed
t was a jofnt offering .of- the departMenti of phySiCS.,,and.mathethatitsven.
recently, when the course was laughtsolely,by..the department of mathematics?
the bulk-ofthe studentswere phySits:::MaiOkS(whoarereqUired least
the first semester), with a':fg.wmatheMatics. majors and:an.ocdasional major.:



in petroleum science or. chemistry. Lately, we were attracting only 6-8- stu-
dents for the first semester and 3-5 for the second-* In the 'tpring 'of 1973

our department discussed the 'problem of how to enlarge the.audiente. It was
suggested that we split the course into two 'autonomous halve's. The first
semester would remain the way it was, but the second semester, would be..a course
in mathematics applied to non-physical sciences. I was seletted to be the
initial instructor of this as yet unforMuri&d course. It was, only later that
the connection' with the CUPM project was made.

I recruited the students on the basis that

(1) the course would be. experimental

(2) we were going to study realistic problems
, t

(3) we were going to..study a small number of examines
considered from beginning to end

(4) we would.Concentrate,the bulk of pur time
tions. '

but thTe woule-3

-"soft science" applica-

, .

The result was a class 'of 18 studentsvery large by historical standards
for this course. The composition of the class is worth noting too. , Of the ,1'8

stuttents, 40 were mathematics majors, 4 .others,were mathematics .majors with
special interests in business or economies, and only 4 were ,physical science
majors,' half the class hadl...4,1imiied knowledge :of. ph.ysics, and some
students had .neyer had a course in .differential equations. Only six' had taken

. the first semester of applied mathematics.

:
.

The course ..was taught -in a tr:44'1!*ctnal leeture Style. In .particular,

cemputerdid not play a central rale"in the teaching method.,

,

By most criteria the. experiment,was a definite, success:'

the

. 'a.. From the standpoint of the goals of the .!akperiment. In therppoSal
,:

for this experiment, two , &els emerged : (1) to:Create an.Appliedi..:MatheMactiCs,

course in which:.realiStiC:problemS-cOuld.bestudied, especi ly,;Wftibe:ginning

4r
to encl;: aid (2) to 'create a course in whiChikcle17-.building as a central tl,..eMk:

OUr':section did 'not fully succeed. in atudiingreal-lif 4 Or lems;.:41:0;','..04f:Aze..'
... .

succeed in studying all aspetts . of the problemS We did study. -Tlit,tS;441.(1);ir,

was ..noi6115,.,;attained..., liowever. goal (2) was realized, so weit:in.ffaWthi4,:.:.:.
are:,Considering making citir cOrseinto one in nlocAlbuilding. f

. . . ,

b: .Fromle stdndRointj4:suitable materials; We coveted background
:., ,.

:material _on mo ling, .VOtinCSYStenis, Ecosystems_ and,Populatio6.Maihemati
.

. When I teadh'Ehis course again:,::::.I:pian to repeat at least twi'Of these '
,

.. .

, 7
. . .,,..-

c. P'roi th6.,.staddpoint of ereating a new, interesting course. Mariettar .f

. Pt CO1 leg:4' 'was interested in changing '.6ne'''Semester of its Applied Mathematics
Sequence to a more viable course. A yee't,',ago, we had real',daillitss.ae'to-,...whether

we could succeed. ,Now we haVe great 6 igenee that we can '7P.:belielie the
-1f,:'..r....altuccess of this experiment will s..o(w it.p'not in replacing .current 4i4iilied

-pjvikthematicS courses, but iniaugmenting them with courses using, the' iieV.,approach.
....

;': .f f:



1 haVe come to the conclusion that perhapsreaiistic problems were .top
much to hope for in the first plaee, at least at' four-year liberal arts. col-
leges. ItwoUld. certainly take the right 'teacher With the right-clasSto
it work. Perhap a course in model-building'with one good semi-yeal4tie...
example would be re attainable and just as valuable. .Whi16-.6eiaing this
course, I was constantly being reminded, that there is so muchimsic mathematics
wlyich must be.understood thoroughly before the student can appreciate some of
th specialized tools that realistic prpblems expose themto. j Despite my-
initial enthusiasm for bringing the students right to the brink of the action,
I now wonder if we are being the counterpart ofthe music teacher who tries to
teach a concert piece to the student befoie he has completely mastered the
calcs. The-Lstudent -might-mmariza_the_scoep, hut thP lack-

The student reaction to the course was very favorable! our departmept
chairMan,,conducted a survey of our students in which; among other things, he ,

' was interested in which courses they'particularly,liked.. disproportionate w
number of students liked the experimental Applied MathematicS'coursei found. it
especially iitteresting.

.... _
.

..

It. isiespecially impressive: that ,th.e experim t succeed04q ght-:of
some oft.he obstacles it faced, 'obataa0S',. at le t,.toa.norganizerjecture

AI
s 6S..511%8s'ontatiOn along traditional. 1,Wea.- For example

;.'N'
, 3 C

. . .,. .

: '' v
. -k-. ,..

a There were no kidividual copieSof the modules for tbe students. This..'

put ciuite a.. bit of added pressure on.th.e4AtUres since every:,; and every
hoMewOrkprOblem had to 'be giVen directly:-to the class. ThisAlowed:down the
pace of the.course,- doublY Perialized'the student who missed aHclass,.added to
the bad effecta.ofany errors committed in class, and deprived the:atudent of
some background material, ,; .-1-

... a. ,,.%'
. .

. . .

'. 4-..cliq
:13, The mateial was less, familiar tp Me than the triadi40nal APplied

.

Mathemat.cssUb'eceMatter an8'T lacked. adequate opportuniltYeadVante prepa.7.

"t j qration.' In a couple .of cases; I,knew very little beyond whattaUgtit to the
class.

c .1:,c. The ModUlevthemselves had certain deficiencies in most cases thOY
wete,first drafts.

of

- ,

Or- .,-.

d. There was only six wek,§.between. the time I got theMp, Ul0H;andthe
beginning of. classes AferI'.:kegan the epUre by covering thvberajand II
df-Maki:andThoMpson, the "only module ava.I.lale in idhat:seeMe0,00lientAr its
final-forM%asaitOnvOting power, A week before. I'finish

ir ..'"e. :a revision of EepsyStems m
arrived, so I covered it next. It is

- ,that my teaching style happens to include
,

a great deal ofOrgani.
. .

hand outa'syllabus the first day of class- -and here I was makint
:.fcib.akjed on ye-sterdajr's Mail 'or lack of it)...,.
.u.-;. .1,i, .

'''''' - ::::'.`,.,=
. ...

was-unabl'e to do everythingHI planned:,toAo.
high hopes of includingspme Simulations. I just never
the required pogramsudging from the bibliographies
spent a month in the'dollege libra.ry:.:and should haire had,
Materials on'reserve, couldn't find'.th.ey



Undo4t0 )r suffered from the iack.of.the program§ end..:Colliteral.readingcS.

ithOt these activities, I clearly spent, maiOfe'tim'ClOhl$ coUrse.
''f#1:an- a typical one.-.

..It:appears that- the' idea 0,tour!.§eiri model - building: is sv sound that it:
overcame a. partialla6lCof suiabie,Maierials;-adequate*airse
pertise of the instructorimpressOe indeed..

,.

Kenneth R. Rebman, CalifOrnia,StateUniVeTM:tY aid"

A course tilizing threeOf-the modules'1:70Offered during. the Spring
Quarter, 1974..,..In order tofacilitateshedulink,iVe.adoptd thename,and

.
.numher.0f,anexistingcourse Math..3800.-.TopicS.in Applied.Mathemat1The

-c041,pg:.de§cription tif:Math.J800 detailSa fairly. standard Undergradhay0ourse
O#Mariematics applicab4 to the physicalSciences..-In:ordeethatstuaentsnot
:i4led as to what Was.actually to be'offered% I.wrote.aOnepage.nOtice'that

. .''--w0S,glyen wide circulaSeveral colleagues were qUite. intriguedrby the-pus
§0:01tiesof this courae,-,01d, encduraged some of"their:Students to'perticipate, .

During:he quarter, two'student:,!There were initiarlYA4.:14e.p 1 .4. t s;
*opped, .primarily hecatis of,out.si'de wo-rkpressures (not Uncommon-at:Hayward).

remaining 1;studentSi 11'Wern::t6t.;atheMatics-i;iajOrs, and one vase;-.,
physics `major. 'Their academic: averages ranged froMC+413 to A:

'acoUrse'in :dif ferential:equations ancl.moSt.had:a linear algeka course
background- 2

... ,

At the first class meeting, I explinechilt we would be behavine.Wmuch
aspossible, ,like applied mathedaticians;,: That .is, our, central o'cmcerny,would bee
the examination tifla particular 2roblemthejaatl4atics that we lea*ged along
the way would be that which was rerevantp:OUrg6blem-solving:' Iddeedit is
this feature'that seems to distinguish ti?iP;prOdect from other appriecrmathe-.

.matics materials recently developed. ::
.

I then sketched, liery)priefly, the nature of 0-4threeproblemS'we*W
examine..: I tolcPthe0,....that,the elementS

.

t
.

of each problem would be:covered qn
. detail cfas4.,,,,buttha further specificWork was to bedOne-indePO4:
entl5flby smaller i*0144, one. Thus .I wante0 "them to be at least
vaguely familiar with all three problems at the outset, Sp)they could 1.11aIce...
intelligent choice of groups.

-
We elused Weighted, oting SyStOms

espon e Methods:.
Two7Species.gcosystems, .andFrequency

Weigh Voting Systems (Lucas). For this-mOdulie spent Most of our
open-endeddiscussion. generall tried to inStigar

.

A certain lines of inquiry,:and-hoPe4.hat it would b;:. by the students.
. ....

For the most part.. this was quite Successful.., enjoyed this:depar-
ture froM'the usual classroom lecture techniqUe:and:several. (bUtfnot
eager` to in:the:general discussion.

. . -

,

%.



. A

Throughout the course, we vouldtake:agopropriate excursions into side areas

of mathematicS thatWei-g, relevant to. the problem at hand... In this module, there

were three pgrticulgr topics that arose naturally, and provided. the basis for:,an:

hour's lecture/discussion. The stiudets. seemed a bit unused to the idea of not

having formal lectiffe's about matheNatics that was., new, to them: Hende; these

.mini-topics_seemed to satisfy their.need or some standard classes.-

,

the,coilrse of .this module, I, assigned homeWork problems of

01:41:sYi)..dThee were assigned to all students, not just the one group.

8f4.0.:4-0 these involved hand.calciilationsof both the Shapley-Shubik and

' 9 . .;

The sendral.classtopm,-.disgusSion of this module'sontinued. for about:four.

meetingS)At'the end of that time, five.. students indicated their
in doing g,prOjecC in this .area Eventaully:they did much more on

lieIX:own initiative than I would have required.: -

module.wa's extremely Successful. The entire class- wa's interested in.egtneral di:sceission;.and the small group was highly motivated to tackle a
. .

,
.

ajtm4rpject.

2T1,1.65pecieS Ecosystems (van der Vaart). Initially, thismodule was begun
technique that had workedso:wellfor.the'

voti4. dule. However, it soon (after two or. three class meetings). becaMe

apparent that this would not be very.succ'essful..i. Although I continued to main-

tain a:-relaxed and informal atmosphere, I found it'necessary to give. essentially

.standar4..leetUres. I s4Wectthere were several underlying reasons, causing this

change eo.a more.traditiongl approach.:

arXThe Mathematics required was of a more advanced nature than that.

..,;,:neceSsary in the preVious rruf?dule. And 1- though the students all

had experience with differential equate ns, they hA virtually no

4. familigity'wit the.qualitative study of systems of'dif; re:bitral

eqUations,' . 2N9

b) Theidea of
-

aulK ving mathematics in a biological n,(1:0 was quite new
,.

to most of thdtfl All of us 'were self-constious allo4t our lack of

biological exptise. ':ii.j:'
,'4:...

. ,, 4, . .
- - .. ' .

.c Imyself was much lessl,a0Aiar with the background inforMation-(both
.

mathematical and biologrdAuse in th4s' module than 1 irag with the

background material in the votingmodule: I think it.ii considerably

eas.4,er to siv4 lecture than to .preside over an open -ended discussion:
,*
., .X.fitiwhile. I could prepare good lectures, I really wasn't competent

-!A.'f6..diect a worthwhile discussion session.

.
.

The general matHemglical theme throughout Our study of thtt module was the

qualitative theory. of sY0tems of differential equations... As in the'v3ting mod-.
ule, I had:someglear-Ouyopportulities to offe.r.a few.spandard lectures on

mathematical topics. required for nr study of,Che'particular problem. 'Wt did

:an extens.i.V%6 review. of linqar algebra,, particularly the theory of eigenvalues.

We th-en,saw.an application '6f eigenvaililesin examining the nature ocritical

points. of 2 x 2 systems of 'l'i'near firgt-order -dif,I(.!rential.equationi.: .Of course,

36
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our Sii6m were non-linear, and the students could now appreciate 04,great
value of the theorem that says that the behavior near the critical-points of

'
Pon-linear system's is determined by the behavior of critical points in the

. linear approximation. Thus the importance .of this quite difficult theorem was

m#46 'aPP4dantly;clear.,
.

The clisi-Porri 'discussion of this module continued for about four weeks.
In that time we,'Aseptially covered Sections 1 and 2. Of course I omitted some
of thismaterialand' inserted several mathematical lectures of my own. Many of
the author's questiOn-were presented as homework exel-='oises. Theliclass was also
given a copy of the bibliography, and several of tHem '(but not those already
committed to the voting problem) made use of this.,

At the end of the third week of our study afth4,,module, the group that'
would work on this prOject identified themselifes. This'Oroup alio consisted of
five students. It is now clear thaE I really did not leave',sufficientme or

this group to proceed as deeply as they would like. Howeki,.0:69ea-ilailc=.
able to them, I think they did an outstanding job on their project.

Frequency Response Met tid44iprS). When we ar
there were but MO weeks rekalliini, the quarter. I

to let the other groups simpwork Out their project
to test thisfmodule, and since there were still two s
we went ahead with it.

rived at this module,
would have been content

s. But since I had agreed
tudents without a project,

I first described the very rough outline of the problem to these two stu-
dents. They immediately recognized the model as that of a dampa harmonic
oscillator (One studitt was a good math major with a strong background in
differential equatpns;.'the other was the physics major.) Although they wef;
notIlinterested in.dbinethe experiment described in the module, the intrinsic
idea of actually iiug an experiment to find the underlying differential equa-
tion was extremely interesting to them,

I wanted to test the author's claim that students would be able to acquire
the necessary mathematical information about systems analys, ,transfer func-
tions, Bode plots, etc., on their own. ',so after our initiali'scussion of the
problem rgave them.the list of references and tRld them to return in a few

days. They were extremelystccessfutin obtainInk.most of the necessary infor-
'mation in a relatively short time.j-,had to fill in a few gaps, but this was

primer11i in the interest of savintMe.

Once they had the necessary background, we turned to the actual probldiyi
As a substitute, for the suggested experiment they devised what I believe Is. 'a-

rather ingeniO4siapproach. They programmed an analog computer with a seEpnd..

order linear differential equation and plotted various input4.functions41:;
and the resulting output functions y(t). These plqts werquj.te,accurate;
varying the frequency of the ihp4t, they could measure thefcaugiliude end phase
shift of the steady-state outpuv: They generated approximately 30 pairs of

such graphs. It was thent4heir intention to -tcontinue' the experiment as de
.

4

scribed, but using the da4,..they had collected from the analog plots. In this

'way's. they hoped to b4ti'le to recover the original equation that lad been pro-
gra4med into the analog c4inputer. Unfortunately, lack of time prevented them.
from completing this. They were quite ekcited a6out the whole project however,

even to tRe extent of wanting ta finish during the summer.

A



I was struck,bythe.ytrtally unanimous desire by the students to utilize
ookaltet:.:,milf.e0vdr,0:,-14s truly impressed by the quite sophisticated

result§ 1-1e.y.A40e. 80c.tt4:615tain. They. pointed out, however, that it was ex.;-1

treniqly:elOT65.-(0e01aps essential); that two of them were regularly employed as
ope'rit'or4....at.';'01-6...!6nipus computer center.

O e. Impressive thing to me about this Course was the willingness of some
marginal students to get really involved ih0!,aubject matter. Certainly, .*

thoSe students 'with. a good- academic recor, d 'Were still the good. students but

students worked just as hard.andjSt::::as sucCessfully"I felt.,no: corn-
.1puction at .all about awarding; all ti's.. This -is, I guess, 4uStt.; one %mor0,.

estation of the high, student interest in the course. Another side effqct was
a much lower than usual `.rate of .absenteeism, Indeed,, whenever several :tudenti.. .
were absent, I woulcruStiallY'later discover that they were meeting ogether on
their. project. Also' unusual was .t e suggestion of' some students ta:continue

..

t110i. project thratighout the suMme .

! !

The §tudent response' to the class was overwhelmingly favorable.. They com-
mented that it was really. interesting and' exciting -to them to be able to synthe-
size lots. of different kinds. of mathematics and bring it to bear on a par tieular .
problem. (I dixr.observe a readinespe on. their part to set up models,thatwere
.much too. difficult and general. -Muth of the guidance of open- ended discussion
was towards 'simplifying the model'S.) - The one adverse.Criticism, which also was
.universal:among the students, was that' there was not;enough time. If were
doing7-the I would only do twa, modules and try to run them parallel
for the first few' :weeks, thus lettip all students have more time to work On
individual. jec

I'. thinly, that our course was a distinct success. . Both I and my- students
appreciated the Opportunity to participate in _this venture: I.14111 be, explor-

Prig the possibility of addOng a models cou#se such as this to our curriculum.

Kenneth Stofflet, University of Evansville

Modules Tested: Dynapotts of Several Species Ecosystesm; Heat Transfer in
Frozen Soil; Network Analysis of Steam Generator Flow; Population Mathemattcs.
(independently by one student).

The modules were tested in Mathematics 460, Topics in Applied. Mathetnatics.
(A special creation which plans to live on.) Enrollment, 11; credit, 2 quarter
hours; prerqquisite, consent of instructor. As it turned out 10 of the students
had recently completed a qUarter. of differential equations. The 11th, a fresh -.
.man, was concurrently enrolled in a differential equations course and_ Mathe
matics 460. All had some previous exposure to a computer.'

The class met for two hours each week--roughly seven class hours per mod-
ule. The claSs time was spent in discussion; student presentation and instruc-
tor presentation, with too much of the latter.' 'After the third week the .stu-
dents-'worked outside of class in teams of one, two, Or three on-special projects.
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Students': An abbreviated stgident description is given below. AllNag them

had been in classes with me before. I would say they rand from average to
exceptional in academic ability... I thoroughly enjoyed working with them.

Year

Sophomore

Senior

Sophomore

Freshman

Sophomore

. Junior

Junior'

Senior

Senior

Graduate

Ma for

Math-Physics

.Physics

Mathematics

Math-Physids

Engineering

Engineering

Math- Plisics.

Mathematics

Chemistry

'General Education

Cum. GPA

3.80

3.55

3.35

3.85

2..81

2.29

3.79

2.81

2.34

4.00

Junior Mathematics 2.27

Goals

Graduate School

Utah State Acousti-.
cal Engineer

Graduate School

Ph.D.

Engineering Degree

B.S. Engineering

Applied. Math Ph.D.

M.S. Math or Physics

\i'1/4B.5. Degree

School System
AdMinistration

B.S. Degree

Reaction: .Without'exceptiOn the material Was considered interesting and'
was.worked.at enthusiastically.. I can honestly say I've never-enjoyed:teaching

a class more. (Several equals but'no greater-thans.) The otlypeal complaint

was a lack of time.

Evaluation:40y evaluation was mainly subjective--I guess it always is
Class participation was good and some days we actually got rather lively.
(Occasionally heated..)- Each student worked on a project and-talked, with me

about it. They convinced me they understood at least what they were doing. No

one worked all the exercises,-includingme"but everyone worked somq/and roughly

half were discussed.

Role bf the Computer: :Definitely an important part of' our course. We

used it early, in.time sharing Mode, to illustrate stability problems with some

difference equations; as'suggested by exercises in.the EcOsystemspodule, and

to look at ameI:otka-Volterra two species model's.

The culmination of each module should have been the analysis and discussion

of.a computer output. We.werdn't that good.

Q.
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Observlions and Guidelines.

Araterials of the kind developed for this prqject can be taught with great
success both by traditional lecture methods'and by various open-ended tech-
niques.

.

Regardless of the method used, the teachers reported that they had to work.
much more on this-ccursethan :On a regular Upper division course.. This was due
in part to the,experimental natureaEthe clasSes-.-forexample, being under
some obligaiiontoitesta given .number of modules (in draft form)-but there is
clearlya built -in extra burden for the teacher of this course:

P

The extra Work is compensated foi, if not partially caused; by.the
.tnatstudents also worked harder on the course.

.

'Everyone
,
agreed td the estimate. that three.orfour Modules could be done

by .the lecture approach, but that only two should be attempted, by open-ended
methods in one

tlasaes of less than twenty students were seen as alMOst essential for the
use of open-ende&methods.4

Students were generally enthusiastic about the way this course,drew'upon
a variety of their earlier mathematical studies and put:them to .use in an -
applied context;

The practiCe of assigning projects to groups
well wherever it was used...

In a number of cases, 1the students'. interest and 'ability in pursuing com-

fstudente worked extremely -.

putational results was surprising, sometimes providing a major motivation. On
the other hand, reliance on computation did not seem to be-necessary fora suc-
cessful course. The possibility of using canned programs was,,mentioned, but
the main enthusiasm for computing involvement was precisely dUalhe;develop-'
ment and testing of programs.

When .a class was presented With. just.some backgroUndinfOrMation and ,psked
to develop a model, the usual result was,a.very complicated model greatly In
:need of further discussion.. An exception seems to have been the concept Of.vot-
, ing power; two clasges,were able to arrive at the. standard models:

s.

Students were uncomfortable in their new role in open-ended mathematics
classes. Occasional lecturing as an antidote to this feeling worked rather well

Those teacherS attempting the open-ended appr'aabh found themselves' forced
back on traditional lectures 4hen time became. short and when the material
stated to exceed the level of the students' backgrounds:

The material prepared by the project was written for the teacher, to be
provided to the ktudents only according to his plan. This caused extra diffil,
culties for the teacher using traditional methods, erg., making reading:assign-
ments. The problem was partially solved by one teacher by distributing the
daily lecture notes of a "student recorder." ,
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Since the objective of open-ended teaching would be subverted by providing
the class with the module, containing the refined model they are seeking, this
remains a problem. Some of the revisions that were made after the conference
were intended to make the modules mbre appropriate for direct student use.
They remain, hOwever, resource materials for the teacher primarily.

list but not least of the observations: it is 'much easier and takes much
less preparation to give a lecture than to conduct an open-ended class success--
fully. "The classes I spent the most time preparing were the ones where I said
the least:."
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Chapter 3
MEASURING POWER IN WEIGHTED.

VOTING SYSTEMS.

William F. Lucas
Department of. Operations Research

Cornell University
A

This paper :deScribes two numerical indiCes,4Ue ta Shapley an&ShUbik:
and to Banzhaf,

:

..Whithare useful fOrmeagbrOg political:poWer.ih various .

weighted'VotingY4heMes in.which"some, Aoters.effectively cast more or heavier

weighted votes .than others. A ratherdetalled ,review is giVen,..,Of the-many uses

of.theSe indices iinpractical:situatfOnS,'as well as -some suggestions for
POtential.newePplicaticing, researchprojects,'..end future Airections. It i

intende4,that-,this preaentation 'serve both as a. survey for the_intetested
reader,.and.as an educational workuseful in the college' classraom.::0
result of this dual purpose, it -has also been.published as Technial:RepOrt
No 227 from the Department of. Operations' Research' at CorneliniyerSi4y.
(Ithaca, New.York 14853; September 19741,,.

There are:onita: very few simple matheMatiCal conceptgaiiiangthfew
formal prerequisiteSreq4ted ofthe reader. Most of thtS';iiican.',beJol4;
lowed by one,Witha familiarity with the most basic tonC00*Set,tfieor
plus a.knowledge of permUtationsand combtnations fromi!:el*Ientary Algebra.
Most of the analysis is-of a diScrete or coMbinatorialnature. However, some
of the arithmetical or computational techniques are fairly.complicated in some
-Orts:of the later sections; 'and a higher'leVel of Mathematical maturity or .

sophistication-will be required at these points. Nevertheless, some -parts,

the paper are ,suitable for use at. various levels from secondary school thrOughlti;:i

College and:beyond. On the other hand, the material about large Scale. cOmputWir40
tion.in Section 0 is somewhat more difficuft:and TresUmeg some knowledge of i1 .71,4H

More specific college'mathematics; the details of.which Canbe seen by Skimming
through this Section. And it is most desirable that anyone:who' will be

volVed with such calculationt.have some computereXperiencebeforehand.th
user should be alerted to the fact,,thatsome part !Of SeCtion. 6. will bet7eiectlk:,
sary.foT anyone-who wishes to go into the Aetailedcomputational prol,e'Ft6

suggestEd in Section :7; :The instructor however should be easily ablie7i.ltill
in most necessary:details. .Sections 8 and 9 are indeperidentof.tAelOatile''

sections.

A large number of projects are ,rec,mmended throughout the pah44.-
'vary in length from. routine class exer ses (some with answers and
OLIO., to mini' projects which should t e a few days to-a..couple of tireeiwp-,,
major projects such.as in Section 7 which should" take from about fol*:..'s
weeks,and, finally to some suggestions which can develop into long tqi.rekifti

nal research topics.. ,The'miniprojects*.in Section 5 are often apprOPr4010
student teams of two or three persons, and those in Section 7 could

to about t-six people... The instructor may decide to give none; some, or4.144, 1,

this mateial to the students as best. fits his needs'. There.may be soMqt4V.
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advantages in withholding much of this paper in the early stages so that-the
students pan get more practice in the actual model building aspect of research.
They' may, after examining several examples, be able to derive one of these two
power indices, or an alternate one, by themselves. This more undirected
prpach willof course lead to 'student doubtsand anxieties, and to crises in,

'4,c.o0fidence; and the instructor 1,4i1j.pntinually need to provide 'guidance_and
!direction, and to rekindle enthusikeim by feeding in bits of new information.'
It is also recommended that the instructor or students,make some contact with
co,lleagues in their school's political science or government department. Such
"outsiders" may serve in various capacities from mere critics up to members of
a team teaching q* research endeavor.

The intentkon was to write this paper so as, to be fairly self-contained
and to require few, if any, of the works listed in the references. Some of the
unpublished reports, RAND memoranda, and papers appearing in law journals might
not be readily available to all instructors, and it may take some lead time 03
acquire them. It will be fairly clear 'in reading Section .5 as to which refer-
ences 2hould be available in order to do particular mini projects. The paper
by Banzhaf (1966) or Johnson (1969) should prove most useful in the.latter parts
of Section 5. Banzhaf (168), Peirce (1968), and perhaps an appropriatekrefer-
cence mentioned in-Section.6, would be helpful for doing the projects in Section
7. The books by Farquharson (1969), Papayanopoulos (1973), Riker (1962a), and
Shubik (1964), as well as'those sontaining the papers by Riker and Shapley
(1968) and. Shapley (195)'Should be available in most school libraries, and can
serve as more general reading. Also, see the recent book by Brams (1975).-

An.incomplete first draft of this paper, dated October 1973, was used in
one way or another by about a dozen teachers, including the author, in the
spring' of 1074;:;Afew of' these instructors were part of the official CUPM
eiAluation, but.',"mOst of them had contact with the author directly. Preliminary
reports indicate a fair, amount. of success. Incidentally,'in at least three of. 'a.
these classes the students a ived at one of_these two power indices by them-
selves --with some his perh . The author is grateful for the comments from

,

these instructors, from the other members of this CUPM panel, as well as to.
Louis Billera, Pradeep Dubey, Irwin Mann, JoSeph Malkevita, Lloyd Shapley,
and Robert Weber who readand made suggestions on the draft Version. Hope-
fully;the number of remaining errorp ghi

b
s revision and extension are rather

small; but then, again it i0 not Opan; of the, model building process
to detect mistakes rtc;preVious studies
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'1.1. Weighted Voting. .There are a large number of voting situations in
which some individuals or blocs of voters effectively cast more ballots than
others. Such weighted voting systems are found :in governmental bodies such as
the U. S. Corigress, some state legislatures-and county boards, in the-Electoral
College, in voting by stockholders in ,a corporation, in Several university
senates, in many other multimember-electoral districts in which several repre-

.

sentatives are elected at-large from a single district, as well as when strictly
disciplined political parties vote_as a single bloc.

.

A prime concern in designing such policy or decision making assemblies
sually is that they area fair and equitable in the sense thatthey give equal
epresentation to their,constituents. There have been many challenges in

recent times against existing legislative bodies. There are frequently heard
/charges of undemoCratic inequity, unfairness, disparities, bias, handicaps,
/debasement, denying, gross variances; impairment, prohibitions, exptdiency,

quently found deliberative and legislative bodies wanting, and ha often ruled
:1311=17:nocitelfirdatitisftning"tieglb121Oatrild3o:::11.aiThseY:temst's Ici.jaN17:tge-and

//

711:1V

in favor of impartiality, equal protection, political justice, full participa-
tion and representation, the right of suffrage, And the principle of "one man-

r one vote" for all' citizens. ,.

1.2. Voting Power apd-ats Relation to Weights, Some pioponents of
weighted voting arglle that systems can be used to adjust for or to cancel
out inequalities at another4bel, such as differences in the populations which
various delegates represent. However, the fraction of the total number of votes
whicha representative possesses, or the number of members in a party', is not
generally synonymous with any meaningful measure of his or its voting power!
The ability to cast more ballots does not'in itself necessarily increase one's
power nor does it do so in a directly proportional way. There may exist major
discrepancies betWeen the weights voters have and a goodmeasure of their in-
fluences. It is fallacilpus to expect that one's voting power is directly pro-
portional to the number of votes he can deliver. Yet many attempts to correct
inequalities merely assign weights to a delegate proportional to Ehe number of
inhabitants he represents, and it is felt that this preserves some, equality at

r',----117( level of the 'individual citizens. Paradoxically, those who advoCate that
'they are the main. beneficiaries of the weighted systems such as the Electoral.

ti College .are very often the ones most hurt by it in terms, o power indices.dis-

cussed below. The discrepancies between the ratio of wei ts and the ratio of
power will be illustrated by several examples in the fo owing sections. ,-PoWer

is not a trivial function of one's strength as measured by his number of votes.
Simple additive or division arguments are not sufficient, but more complicated
relations are necessary to understand the real distribution of influence.

Applications .:The power indices distuSSed below do not-constitute'
an attack. on all weighted.:yotingaystems per se.' Instead, they provide a
method for.structuring..041 systems with more underStanding; so that certain
individual powers Cao7bereserved;.. Presumably the courts are against indirect
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or sophisticated _discrimination as...m.e.1.1. as the more obvious .types. Weighted
voting with periodic adjusting of the weights, when,don$,properly, can perhaps
serve as an alternative to_crearing atber iequitkeIly-caused-Wevents such as
districts of varying size due to shifting populations. It can be'used to main-
tain present advantages or to avoid going through frequent redistricting,
reapportionment, realignments, or otherwise.aisturbing existing constituencies,
such as cutting. county boundaries to obtain state wide districts; which in
turn may give; rise to other. potential difficulties such as gerrymandering.
Proper weighting can possibly compensate or offset for some other problems or
defects which arise,in attempting to make all districts Pequal."

1.4. :Measures for Voting Power. Several examples,ofweighted voting .

systemsowill be scrutinized in what follows in order to gain some insight into
the complexities and ramifications inherent in the apportionment of unequal.
voting strengths. Two of the numerical indices which have been used to mea ure
a-subject's share of the power to control or influence outcomes will be dis
cussed. This pinpointing of some of the More formal, technical, and quantifi-
able aspects of bloc voting should clarify many of the implications and con-
sequences which are built into such divisions of power. From .a more complett

account and accurate evaluation, one should be able to conclude in a more intel-
ligent manner where the relative power to.influence and affect aggregate deci-
sions or laws resides.

' : These analytical tech4iques should proVe:useful in re-evaluating some o
'

of

existing deMocratic institutions in terms of fairness, concealed biases,.
and the degree 'of protection' they proVide their-constiEuenti. Procedures for
adequately modifying,' altering or revising current asseMbI7ies to reflect'cer-
tain changeS should be less ambiguous. These' methods can be nsed:tO evaluate
a newly proposed system, or to design a new legislative body frOM scratch like 1

a college senate (either a hypothetical or proposed one, or to revise an ex-
isting.one) so,as to. provide each with the influence he.is entitled. to-r Of

courseT-noscientific theory -or mathematical formula wiiI7Suffice to reveal all
Of the Poorly. .understood and subtredetails, nor. the..behind-the-snene'nuances,
which can.. have significant influence on the outcomes reached'by voting in a
deliberating or legislativecouncil. Additional comments on the possible in-
adequacy of such theories are contained in SeCtion 9.

1.5. Outline. Some simple examples of weighted voting system§ plus some
notation and definitions will be presented in Section '2, and some less trivial
examples will be, mentioned and evaluated for power ratios in Section4. The

powet, indices introduced by Shapley and Shubik (1954.). and by, Eanzhaf,(1965)

will be discussed'in Section 3. Some mini projeCts.are given:0in Section,.5, and

these:may be undertaken with or without the suggestion' fori_arge:size calcula-
tions and Madhine computation described in. Section 6.. The main,project of
evaluating the current Electoral College and some of its propOsed.alternatives.
is presented'in Section.7. Some,.possible:.extensionS and generalizations for

this study and other work on voting appear in Section 8, and some criticisms of
this-whole_approach are mentioned in the final. Section.
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.Introduction.. Several simple examples of weighted voting sChemes.
.

.
,

will be considered in' thissed4oh.. We will first introduce themotation for

a weighted majority game:.
I
1, -

V'.

:,w2
n

Here there are'.."7:..n .voters, or players or citizensi-denoted
,

w- the voting weight of player and is assumed tO.b.af.,f41,01negatiVe num7

.lber. Let' "

./-

N = (1,2,...,n).

be the set of aIl-n voters, and let .S be a typical'coalition.or.bloc of

voters, i.e.,.a subset of 41 .A coalition. wins avote, or is Called winning

whenever
.

where we willTaSsume that

This q is called the quota for the game. In some cases, but not all, one

slsosssumestlisteddluT.<cbsnclonenften.restrictsthed-sq toy

integer Values.

owns can serve as a weight a veig6edtMajotity. gameibut it'is cften not a

good measure of his influence or voting poVer. A man or'coalition with-over

2.L Stockholders. The per cent of,a.company!s

50% of the stock
0
has'full control o; has 100% of the voting power whenever

decisions are made; by a simple majority, i.e.,is a dictator. A group with

exactly 50%, or more, of the stock can veto or block any such action. In the

game [51;28,24,24,24] the first voter seem to be much-stronger than the last

three, since he needs only one other to pass an issue whereas the other three

must all Combine in order to win. In the situation [51;26,26,26,22]- the last

4)14yge seems powerless since any winning coalition containing him can just as

well win without him. The two games [51;40,10,20,10]. and [51;30T2-5,25,20]



seem:identiCa ff 'terms, of voting influenc

winning .n both cases.

"ii13Cethg;samet coalitions are"

'22. &mellower. It is clear.that.in the game [cla 1] h
a

player has equal'.Power. Silch games arise' 2n pure bargaining.tituations, and

in deterrence, encounters Were each participant has ale same amount to lose.

However, games such, as [1;2,2,1],, [8;7,5,3] and [51;49,48;3] ;are similar

to [2;1,1,1] in terms of power, since they give rise/t.o.lhe.-,'Same collection

winning coalitions. The last of these illustrates thel*potential value of a

small third patty Such as the Liberal 1'arty in Qreat'Britain. If we add to

the game, [3;2'0,1] the rule that4layer".2,:(n4 3) can cast an additional-

vote in the case of a 2 to 2 tie;:then it is effectively [3;2,24]. But if

player 1 can cast the tie breaker, then it becomes [30,1,1] , and he is a

dictator. More,generally, in the-game [50(n-1) +1;100,100,....',100;1] player.

n Has the same' 0ower as the others when rv:p.i.s..O4d, i.e., the gaimesi.0.6%%,.
0.,

to one.in.which aft,of.the playera have the .same *eights or

Dummy Players.: A plaYer, whd haS no real votink4bWer ' is .called'

dummy.' Any winning coalition whi6,4pntains such an impotent .vo't'er could win

just as well wi hout him. ..Player 4 in the game ..['51126,26,26,221 is An:ex-
.

aMple. Alioga-di" n in the game [50(0-1) 171;100;1OP, . , . ,100,/] :. is a

AUMMy when n is .even. In the game [16;12,6,6,4,3]. player 5 ',with 3\7Otes ,t;':

, ..

is a dummy; air ce no subsU:'of the'nUmbers 12,6;6,4 sums to13, 14 or 15,

and .thus player .5 could iil.rerlat:piyotal in the sense that by adding his vote

.,i',. etoalition would just reach Oi.:SU pass the qUota of 16. On'thp other hand,

one can show that player 4 with 4 votes has the same influence terms of

winning coalitions as either playeei or 3 with 6 votes aptesets ex-
r: -!

ample can be generalized, to games ike [268;48,36,30,...,6,4,3] Whife the
.,:,!

missing weights are multiples of'Sixt The last three players in the situation

[10;5,5,5,2,1,1], are :all dummies.

Banzhaf (1965) describes a weighted voting system whi9k was used in

sau County, yew York by the Board etf4i..ipervisnrs in which three of the six

icipaltties share all of the power equally and three others are dummies in

th instances,,and- this is described .in Table 2.3.1. each municipality has _

one representative whose vote is weighted according to the number of votes



listed in the Table. Of course, the -dummieS may be able to influence ,.orciWit)i
1. decisions by their right to debate or in some other way, such as.by. m6nlii=sh:iii.

in committees, A more ,repent revision of this Nassau County example 'which:.'.
avoids duiOileg mertiidded in Section 5.6.

Munlcipality

NASSAI:f.'COUNTY.
. , ..

.-.. .-, . ..
.

.... -:.
Popula td.4n -No:. 'or Votes., . 'Populatipii,- No. of , Votos . ,

1954.. ' 'r958 - -.7.: -...1960.....', *1964... ''
.lierdps Lead ; No. 1

liempstead, No. 2'

North IleMpstead

Oyster Day

len Golfe

Long Beach'

;:

618,065

184,060.

164 ,

17;999

9

9
.728,625

213;2.25-

.,285., 545

:2i;'752:
25,654

30

TABLE

.1,275;801. 115

-

%The Canadian eIectionAn. the.,.fallof 1,972 gave the results in. Table 2;3.2 ':
. .

.where .each of the three li equalpoWer and the ."Othefs.:::'. . .

categorY:.constitute..a durrirtS. (- :n41iv.edually .or 'as.- a '..Aron6)... The- Liberals have,
since' *dit 'a-Majority in the 6, tec t ions :

Par ty

. CANAiYA

Leader -No.' of SeatS

New, .0eMocrats

Others

TABLE 2.3.2

2.4. .Veto Power 'and Dictate3s. A ilaSrer: or coalition to have
,veto power if no coalitibn is 'able to win a ballot withf>ut his Or .their con7

.sent. A :voter is a dictator if he 'controls any vote by himself, i.e.., his
weight wl There can only be one dictator (recall that we assumed



2q > 4 the other players, are then all -dummies. Player 1 has veto
,

power in the game [5.1;50,49,1], which .is esghtially the saiile as [3;2,1,1 ] .',

and ..if he is a chairman'..Vith additidnal,:Power tO break. ties then the game be
comes. [3;3;1;1] and he is a dietatOt: Nbte' that the: abIlity of an individUal
to break tie voteS in 't[n/2],4.1;1,4,... ;1] -adds. POwei When. n is even and
adds nothing when n iS odd.:- This griesumes -no change 'q due to taf2;sences

or .abS tent ions . ,Here,, [n /2] Stands for-the greatest: integer, in :n/26.

"MEASURES OF VOTING. POWEIA

. .... ,Intfoduction. ttJ ev e rp 1" quantitative measures. for evaluatirig the
, ..

abstract power of a vott4'or 'coalition have been proposed. The Shapley-Shubik

index as well as the Barr f index will' be in troduconS 3:3 and 3.5
respectively. 'These twO.;iYallae: q6ncept"S'have received the most theoretiCal

_attention as ,as' appl:icatioiel to realwOrld political striiCtures. TheSe,

indices will be :computed for sdme.very simpie examples .thrau'ghoot; Sedtions'3 .

-'=andoap-Plied ,sitta*tionsOns 5 and 7. '.'

The Notion of Power. from oUr''''exacpples, that voting
power,...thcpte'Ased .in some formal or functional sense, is not directly propor-
tibnal. tia'he"nuitiber of votes one casts,. In fact, :an

c)exact
PiroportiOna:lity... ...:. : '.4 ; :.- -`,. .;. ,.' '

between weights .arid, the .power indices define-0 bel,bw se,eilis.td.be:'tare.4,1:n cases;
.:::

.other than the one man -.one' vote situatiOn.FWe:'.are.. thUs .csncerned with develop-,
. . . . ..

ing indices whiCh., i.vea reasella.ble theasure 'of .voting power in some" technical
sense. . An indi.yidtia/!;s indeX `Should relate; in a P.refei-abLy simple way; to

.one's ...true abilmty. to affect group decpiOns by means of casting 'his ,Weighted'.
...vote; and it Should' tiopefiilly capture- and Crystallize Some of our more in-

tuitive concepts about power, such d.s.,why' some lelislators seem to have a
better: thance on aver'age o. f being: oit.'the winnAng side than Another. It should
indicate one,IS relative irifltlence, rin: some'. numerical way, to bring,about the

'.,passage. or 'defea., of some 'hill: It so-rAld be baSeCi sgi;meholeUpon. the imporLance.

in casting.' the deciling, vote which; will guarantee. that some
issue will carry . compare all the oriPbt. tunities..which , each, voter

has to be a sort, of' critical' swing-man Ca'using a. desired, outcome . This



!

..

ii. 0 ... .

1 6

index should depend.upon the number n of players'involved, on one's fraction
4,. .

,..

f:)f the total weight, and upon how the remainder the weight is-distributed.
.

,

4

Power depends essentially upon being on the Winning side of if,divisions
-

that is, upon the sbiAity to succeed.in joining a winning,coslition which'
..."

supports one's Views. Furthermo;e, it is the'pOrisibiliti of membership in the''

"minimal" winning :coalitions whoh,:is sufficient OT'sighificant;,since any
. 2

i;
'i.

additional votes afterwaras becOlie unnecessavy and irrelevant, whereas delet-

ing z1 member beforehand fails to insure a victory. It is what one brings to a
!successful alliance that is crucial, and the one who is "labt" to join a mini

.
. ';e. . ,

mai winning coalition is particuletlx fnfluential% The'posSibilitY.of revers-

ing an outcome by changing one's vote on a questiOn is a most important one
...r

1.The person whose support is necessary for success has a rather,- strong bargain-

P.

;,

..ing position, and one in thid,uniquely influential'marginal.or pivotal posi-
,

ttpn is o en rewarded handsomOy for casting the:deciding vote which cart ens.
4

"his'coali ion "over the top." It is assumed kot. an absttat theory that,ait

.theoreticallY possible voting alignmenti, or combinations; are equally likely

to occur, .,and ?dais the scientific measures which are derived below ignore a

large number of less technical concepts such as voting in alphabetical otder,

political,ideologies, and many other aspects as will be mentioned in Section 9.
. :

1

3.2. Terminology. As,we mentioned above, a coalition of players which

possess enough votes to gdarantee passagelof an issue is palled winning. A

winn;ing:coalition is said t'abe,minimal winning if no proper ubset of.it is

wit'ianeand these are. the important ones' in the following 5 ction.

A coalition which is not winning is called laang. A:subset S of

voters is a blocking coalition or has veto power if its complement. N-S is not

winning. '(Some authors also require that S itself belosing in order to be

a blocking coaliti.8140* ' A player i is a dictator if he forms a,winning
., .

Coatlition (il by himself. A voter i is a dummy if every winning'cOalition
.-,

which contains him is alsowinning without him, that is, he is in, no minimal

winning coalition:

0 There are many interrelations and properties for the concepts just de-,

fined; eppecially if additional conditions are assumed, Such as our quota. q.e
tl

consisting of .a simple majority of.the total voting. weights.: In fact; a whole

algebra or combinatorial stracture,of simple games canbe built up from. these
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".

.04 s

'ideas as illustrated in Shapley (196/)and by later Ftenerarizatiens, but this
Will not be' done bete. The interested reader should see* page_ 87., of Shapley

(19.73) . for references on this fInd . some. relaeed theortiedt A good exercise at
,.' . . .

. ,. . . .

this. point would be,,to describe which ,Cpalitions ''in,,'che eaclaples of,, Section 2
. .

.....1 .,;

are of t1)e various types mention,ed.
in this. Section.. it ulay-pro've helpful to,

.b.
.

.. ;.a. a.

actually draw ,the lattice' of ,,a1.1 ,subsets of tbe 'set of pAlarrs folio these ex-,. '. ,
* ..

ainplea. e' ' ** 4. '

I ik4 410 Y

2. The Shapley-Shu bik Index:. Shapley ancii!Syb4.k (454) intipdeced an
1, index for measurin$ an thndiviAel ' s votItg power, which is AI, sptciali am:ilea-AL
. .

tipn of a more tenerttl value, concepsOntroduced by,eapley (1953)idethe con-
text of the gene41 von Neumann-Morgenst,ern (1944) theow,,p? multiper'smieb-

0
. .

41' 0 , .:
0, ,4.

operative games. A voter s vette is' the a "priori chanct that Ale willibt the.. .

inemberodded..io4tuitn. josing. 43.ali..eion into ea Winnisg onoe. thus

assigns him the probability of his casting .the deciding vote. This expected

frequency with which a in is the pivot., over all poSsiple,Ialignments ofthe
voters, appears to be a good indication of his voting power.

More pregibely, one looks at all possible orderings of the n players,
s .

. .

. . .

f and Considers this as all of the potential ways of building up toward a win-
- a .., . ..: .

ning -cealition.':.:,There are n! Such ordered sequences, or 'perrnu.tations, of
,...,

the ;.- n"41fN;OeerS. The u!" stands. for factorial; n! = nx(n-1)X..:x2X1 and

0! := 1. For each one of these permutations, some unique player joins and
.4thereby turns fa losing coalition into wwinning one, and thiS voter is called

the pivot. That is, -if in, the sequence of '41)layers x ,x ,....,x .x..,...,x ;

fxi,x2,.:.,xioxi). is a winning coalition,' but fx x ,.. x 1 is login*,
..

.- 2.' ? ..-..,_

then i is in the pivotal position. Consider. the .;number "of permutaicins of

the n voters in which a particular player
number di_vided by the total number of ali ents, 'Which is n!, is the

is the ,pivot; 'and then this"

Shapley-Shubik power index or voting value, and is denoted by pi:

Number of sequences in which i is a pivot = n!,
, .

-4
cp (Tl!TP"'"Tr)%

We 'axe assuming here that'each
One may consider the 'random ordei as

4 41

of the ni. alignments IS equippobable.
-

a ranking of the voters'ccording to their

a

-



degee'of enthusiasm or intensity of feeling in support of the issue being

voted on, and the issue as a random Variable:' We are not concerned here with

the most likely 'order ,of voting in some real. convention or assembly, such as

voting as.YoU enter through some door, or alphabetically, or some other his-
.

toric41 or traditional way; nor with deVeloping a realistic: theory Off how

voting :coalitions do grow in practical circumstances, -even thbugh the forma-

tion of a good theory along these lines would bemoStAesiratile,

This power index can be expressed by the formula.
r

' -where

(s-01(n-s)!
(Pi L n!

s = ISI = Number of voters in S,
,

and i,here the suMtation is taken over all winning coalitions S for:which

is losing. This follows from the fact that there are: (s-l).! -.orders

.

in which the given players can enter S before and there'are. (n-s)!

different orders in which the remaining n-s playeri caribe added to S to
4

form the, grand coalition N.

In addition to theprobabilistic approach taken abOve, this same index

,can be derived by several'other approaches: by means of a somewhat dual theory

using blocking coalitions instead of winning ones; .from a bargaining or fair

division scheme suggested by John Harsanyi (1959,1963); or from a simple set

of axioms (symmetry, additivity, and:dummies are poyerless) given-by Shapley

(195j) -for his more'.general value concept Sh4pley's-.axioms give a unique

valueforMula in the more general game theoty context,Aiiit not WhOn restriCted

to the class of:majority voting games.- A:variatiom.ofhis axioms due to

Dubey (1974)gives a uniqueness result in the case of all "gupera0ditive

siniple or "monotone siMple",.gaffes. In addition to these other approaches,

thiS index hasmany..ather nice properties,. but weonly,mention here thatthe
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where.the 'summation is taken. over-all coalitions,

Of Players.: The reader can verify these.

.
An Example.

in the weighted majority game [51140,30,20,10]' are

indicates which'player is pivotal in each alignment.

with a fixed number

The 24 permutations of the four players 1, 2i

listed below. The

1 2*3.4

1 3*2 4

1 3*4.2

1 4 2*3

4 3*2

2 1*3 4

1*4 3 -

2 3 1*4

2 3 4*1

2 4 1*3

2 4 3*1

It is clear.from this array that

y = 00,6;.6,2)/24

Or, from the formula we see, for example, that
r_

3 1*2 4

3 l*4 2

3 2 1*4

.3 2 4*1

3 4 1*2

3'4 2*1

p1 =

4 1,2*1.

4 1 3*2

42.1)9

2 3*1

4 3,i*2 .

4 3 2*1

(3-1)!(4-3 !

+ 2.
(2-1)!(4-2)!
.

41 4!

3,' 4

since player 1 is pivotal in 3 coalitions consisting Of three player and in

coalitions of two players.

3.5. The Banzhaf Index. Another value concept'for measuring voting

power was introduced by Banzhaf (1965).. He is a laWyer and much of his work

has appeared in faw journals; and his index, even more so than the one above,

haJ been used in arguments in various legal proceedinlgs. Some of the mathe

rmatical ekperts in this area have presented affidavits-En cases before the

courts (see Banzhaf (1968), page' 306). Banzhaf's index-is also concerned with

the fraction of possibilities in which-a voteris in he crucial position of

being ableto change an outcome by switching his 'vote, that is, being able to

alter.the whole' group's decision by he alone changing. However, he considers-

all Significant,combinations'of "yes" and "n " votes, rather than permutations

of the players, as in the Shapley-Shubik case\

Each voter can vote yea or nay on a particular question; so onecan
4

imagine all In possible combinations of such votes by these n players. A

player is said tioKbe marginal, or a. Iwiag,orci-Itical, in a given combination



.if,he can change the outcome, resulting from this combination, from passage

to defeat or vice versa by changing just his vote on :the issue. Power appears.

to.:rest
6

in precise/1y suchMarginal situations in which a defection'. from a bare.
. .

.

majority produces a different result,: or achieves thlexactly opposite goal:

How often one appears in such's marginal or swing position is taken as the

relatiVe index of his influence. The ratio of voting power n

Banzhaf) for player i to that for player j- is the number

in which i ,is.merginal, divided by the number in which j.

coinsider the number 13 of voting combinations fn. which voter

The Banzhaf power index or

the sum of all of the 13

i's Banzhaf value by 51. and let

".:(131'132""'130
4.

We again assume that 6114-voting combinations, i.e:,':,:diyisionainto

the sense of

of, combinations

is marginal.'

i is marginal.

value for. player iacdefined.as -bd divided' by

taken over the plaYete will denote player

yeas and

nays, are equally'probably; since one can hardly assert'In advance in the.cese

of an 'abstract theotywhich possiilitieS re more likely twocCur or ptove

most dignifiCant We assumethat.eyerYone otes on each issue, and that_no.

abstentions are allowed.

Note that :the Shapley-Shubtk index uses peimutations of..theldayets and

is concerned with the order in which winning coalitions are constructed. It

ascsigns importance to the voter who is the, last to join a coalitton and thus

make it a winning one Whereas the Banzhaf index employs combinations, and

considers just the fibffiber of such in which one plays a significant role. It

does not look at the chronological Order in which the winning coalitions were

forMed. It is concerned with which subsets voted yea or nay, however, and not

0,
with the numerical outcome of the vote. Comparing the valued y and

Riker and Shaprey (1968) stdte on page 204 that "Although the numerical values

,obtained are,slightly different, we'know of no significant qualitative differ-

ences that would arise from defining' the-power index'in this way." Samemore.

recent work howeirer does Suggest some differences, and with the recent axiomati-'

nation of (3 by Dubey in Dubey and Shapley, (1975), these differences should

become clear before long. Both value concepts seem to be effective and objec-

'tive quantitative measures of power, which can be accurately and readily cal-

culated,in given cases. They have been acceptedby several political scien-

mathemitician's as,reasonable and believable for understanding the

54



logical:etruCture ofmanY voting probleMs, and they are not based on any
. .

excessive assumption.

FurOerMOre, both'of these value concepts clearly satisfy some of our

Antuitive-feeling towards power expressed'eOlier;:for example, the indices

are'.1.-.1or dictators and 0 fOr dummies,. and. they dependupon winning coals-

tions and only indirectly, upon a voter's numerical Weight. By definition the

0i are nonnegative and

The indices y and are symmetric and monatOne:In the sense. that_ w w
. .

.

i . j

implies cps = cpj an0.47 and wi > wj implies .tpoi.k andand :01

One poasible apprOach to deriving a measure of Oget could be'tO.listAisir-

:able :conditions 'like these, and to theTt*Eirch fo'''a f

proOerties.

.
-

3.6. Computation and Examples. To calculate B for, reasonably suAlli

examples one can construct a 'table which lists the n players on top`attdirtieaj

2n combinations of "yes", and "no" votes below the players, i.e., all the ways

a vote could' turn out:. Next to each combination one can list whether an issue

would pass or fail. Ties are not allawed. A second table aside the first one,

also, headed by the playert, can then be used to, record for each player next to

each combination;whe.t1er he was marginal or not One adds up the number, of

times a player is marginal and the resulting numbers are proportional to the

indices One could eliminate this. second table of course by instead

underlining or placing a "*" by the marginal voters in the first table.

The example [51;40,30,20,10] considered above gives rise to Table 3.6.1.

The resulting indfces are (St= (10,6,6,2)/24 -which agree in, this particular

case with y computed above. In the appendix of Banzhaf (1965) there .are

similar tables for the five-person games [9;5,5,3,3,1] and [5;4,2,1,1,1],

and the results 're 70 -,;,(2,2,1,1,1) and 110 (7,1,1,1,1), -respectively.

One shoullIcalculate cpjoi these two cases and compare it with 0. A

similar exercise is to compute 0. for [5;4,2,1,1] and compare it with

(1) = (9,1,1,1)/12: In practice, various symmetries allows one to compute,

without havirg4to consider the full ,list of all combinations.

41



COMPUTATION. OF THE ,BANEHAF INDEX.:

Pass/Fail .Players

r,

Marginal

Y Y

YNY Y
N..Y Y Y

Y Y N N

Y N

N Y

Y

N Y. Y

N N Y Y

N Y N NP

N N Y

N N Y

N N N

A lattice or geometrical view fora the coalttioris-,andSsTaings Of an arbi4;-:

trary four-person voting game Can be obtained, frQm 1,WhiCh3.'0.1C:iures

a four-dimensional cube:0 CoaliEions correspond to vertices. ;Swings 'f6r-.a
given player correspond to certain of the edges.. in OA Hirection..of this .pay

titular player's dimension, as illustrated the-lines "below :ti-(c hyperCiilie;

This Figure illustrates swings by means of 'artoWs.ain the'case.. [51;49,30;.20,10

To obtain the number of pivots for computing the IShaPleY-Shilliik
usually need-s o count some of the swings mdiei than onCe.,



Dimension:

FIGURE 3.6'.

,Other:.34,1;iie Concepts. Several ,other value concepts have been.-
suggested'. for. '3.9.v,Q*tigating power. The interested reader can consult the
rOfpreti6:4'.10tea.ati page 329 of Banzhaf (1965) and the discussion in

0.,419:64), as well as the book by Bell et al. (1969) A different
1ii-atiOh. of .thiS\Banzhaf index is used by Coleman (1971a), whereas

nbe c:nitria ti.,4:131_,Py-.1",(.1.4t5,,,00ncept4r. more on the actual probabilities b'./2
, .



4. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES:

42.0.' Introduction.. Same eXaMplea:and exercises for voting gaMea which.

are .usually somewhatmore:camplicated than'thosegiven-in Section- 2 are gre.,

,sented. in this Section, and sari* of these are taken from realLWorld.sitilations..

4.1. The United NailOns Security Co'uncil.-71The.U. N. Securit7,Council

consists of the "big five' countries (France,'Great

.Republic of China, the SOVietUnian; :and..the United'
. ...

4iiembers, and each individuallyhas veto poWerI,-plus
.-.

whose;tm
4

eMbership:rotates T'i( takes nine vot4?,.. the

fo*atIVers, taP, earty an issue This givesLL -
. -.*.k.':4'

.

.
. ,: ':-:,:i

Britian, the People's.

States) who are. permanent

countries .

113iipliVe plus at

[39;efi7 ,7,7,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]. Note that a "smalltAlountry i, cart be
;-: ' -

piVotal in.a winning coalition Sif and:only if S contains exactly nine
1

!
countries including the,fiveliermanept

3916:.Memberai

There are '-- rsOch dtffe-
.

ent. k' whiChCongain i, and corresponding coefficient in the Shapley-.
(9-1)1(15-9)!

.

Shubik formula. for this 15-person game is . N.The PrOduct),of
-'..,.. -

..:i.

-,;

these two numbers gives:fthe power index ys"*.!001863 foranymonperManent
;

. .

.

member. A member frolithe "big- five" has index yy+-1095)15 7 .1963.'

' It wouTdbe of interest to compute the Banzhaf indeX for: this Council,, and to
w

compare these indices'wIth those for the_members of the. old = Security Council -

before1963 which was [27;5,5,545,5,1,1,1,1,1,1] (answer for 0:. 6y
s

= 1/77.:

and .55.00.= 76/77); arpefh aLpotential futor.cooncil which adds Japan and/or

West German); as a peOinent membertils0A:44dinglieto power (The latter two

countries now contribute more financially ,to the U. 'N. than doBritain,.or

France.) A-MitChreambitious prOjjettis.to campu for the

Present doObit10aMein:.the SecUrity=Cauncil and th General Assembly, as.was

Brams (1975):and Schwbdiauer (OW, (See Section. 4.3.)

4.2. Some ,Other Assemblies.
a Several other tkxisting assemblies or com-

mittees can be found which are weighted voting systems, and it is, left as an

exercise_to express Aye as weighted majority games and to deterMine the

values for y and Op

The Board of Estimates,for New York City has had eight members with

"voting strength as icated in Table 4.2.1.



NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF ESTIMATES

Mayor
Controller
Council President
Brooklyn Borough President
Manhattan Borough President
Bronx Borough Preaident
Richmond Borough 'President
Queas Borough President ,

No. of Votes

Former System ..present S.Ystem

r-

The Israeli Knesset in late 1965 had the division, indicated in Table

4i; 4.2.2, taken from lent to .right, on the ,political spec,t.rnm, as destribed by

.g:;Owen (/971).

' New Communists
Communists
Poaelei Aguda
Agudat Israel
National. Religious
Map am

The Aliztunent (Mapal:-Ahdut)
- Haolan Haze

Independent Liberals
Rafi
Gahal

The Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly had elections in 1973 with the results:

as indicated in Table 4.2.3.



Liberal-Democrats
Komeito
Communists
Socialists
Democratic-Socialists
Independents

i...H.The 1973 general'electioris in Sweden ended in a virtual 'tie" Niith .a

total of 175 seat's between the rulingiiSocial Democrats (157) and dbmmunists:'

(18), as welt-i 1- the three Opposition partieS: Center Party (99)

ModeVites ;(51.t.ap liberals (34).

TheiStkteente:in Hawaii; ag,'...i*ported in 'Banzhaf .(1966),, hack one

trict in the State :With;onp...legislator,, one district 'with tizo, two districta

with three each, and four districtswith four legislators froM'each'of ;them..

He alsO studied the Arkansas House,: the. Georgia ,Senate, the TexaS HouS4, and'

the Wyoming Senate. .consider the power of the various districts under! the .

6

'"'assumption that all delegates from the same district Vote the sante wayg on any

question. This multi-member district situation' is studied_ mo.re depth in

Section 5.3. "

4.3. Some Large Genies. For the 9-person game [7!,;5,1,1,1;1,1;',1,1,1]

with one strong pl'ayer, one c compute that cp.= (10,1,1,1;1,1,1,1,13/18.

More generally, fsor the n-person game [q;w1,1,1;...,1]; 'Where': i0.71 is an

integer such that wi < q n-1, cp

note that player' 1 occupieveach poSitionin a random' Ordering of the

players-,With equal probability, and so his value isob,tained- by merely .count-
.

ing the number of times sk, is in pivotal position 'and'''divi;iing by n Note

that for small, n, cp1 = is somewhat- larger than the first. player's

share of tne weights 'which j w N0,7 +11-1), where: w w.. .But

for large rt q). approaches player s share of the, weights. Limiting

results have been obtained, for q) for several classes of games of this sort-=

by Shapley and Shapiro (1960), Milnor and Shapley (1961), and Shapley (1961);)

and a.recen.t book by Aumann and-.Shapley (19.74) describes a whole value theory-



for, vpriouS infinite .gamesi Sim ty1/3eS of limiting results have

: ob tallied; by Dubey and ShargeY :(19.8,114or the anzhaf' index.
,

In,.some .decision .p0Eeddregth AuStralia, ach one of the six states has

one mote;,. and:Ap .feleraltoverpmeht v9 lus ability, to break

A. ties, whe.n , a simple-Majority-is neceSSAry, to win. an be expressed as a

4i.ghte4 Majority...game of the type pis men tioned',.. ,'and 17. ,and. can be
.

tte'raiihed . Id, the United Nations General Assemhli:.Witti-, a reqUirqd..two-thitds

or tY one. -has the 138 .pers-on game 94 ; 3 the 'SovieiJInion

three votes.

MINI PROJECTS

1 ,
small projects, any one of which can be undertaken in a class, or y small

Tntrodu.ctibn. Thls section includes a:.C011ection of r'platively.

sUbAroups of a claSt, over a:pet.idd of two or three Weeks lheeie 111U7Strate

ailipItcations of the power index concept and aresuitabIe for a class which

dOeS not have. the 'prerequisitet, time Computer. .facility in order to pursue

'..the, theory-or .CoMputation required' in the next two:sections. r. The calCulationS

for these minL projectt can be done by: hand if ,necessary, and cancane thus be. used

-

as a warm-up or for numerical checic against any computer programt developed in..

the fpliowing.

5.1. The Proposed Canadian :Cons titutiona I,Amendment Scheme.: A, method.

:for amending the Canadian constitution was. proposed,` in 1931. which invOlVed:paS7

tage .by the federal .government :as well as a :ratifying procedure by Tthe'.tet

-
"'provinces.Our immediate Objective is to investigate the voting powers

. , .

hib ited in only this. latter': ten per son game i) etween the prbvince Si and to cOm--..

parthe' resultS with the provincial pOpulations .
.

The winningcoalitiont or those with veto :power can

follows. order passage, approval is required of

(a) .
any OrciVtnce:which has (Or ever had) 25% Of the population,

described 'as

(b) at least two of the four Atlantic provinces, and

(c). at least two of ,the. four western provinoS: which currently contain

together at least 507 of the total.western population.



Using current: population gures-t 1.s means; that veto
(d) Ontario r,(0)'aridQuebec .:(Q)

:Eel. anY till'fourAtlanac (A) .'provinces (New*runsWidiC4(Nli),

Nova SCotia;(NS),,Prince',,Edward Island:,-(PEI), and Newfoundland (N)),
(f) British OoluMbia (BC) plUSany one of the three prairie (P) provinces

(Alberia' (At) 'Saskitchew,an (S), and Manitoba (4)),, and
(g) the three Rrairie prOv' inces taiCen together.
The various types of winning coalitions are listed in Table 5.1,1. Ontario
and Quebec are riot liited since they are 'in'every winning coalition,.bdt are
included in the number s of playeri in Coalition 'S.

Type

GINNING IAL %coAliti,oNs'

S No. i of such

1P, 2A, BC
2P,2A, Be.,

3 3P, 2A
4 1P, 3A,, 'BC
5 ,3P, 2A, BC
6 2P ; ,3A :BC
7 jP,, 3A*,.
8- 1P, 4Ai,,
9 3P,, 3A, BC,

10 2P:; BC
11 3P,-'4A
12- 3P,I* BC

T,Otal':'

TABLE 5.1.

The numbers in the last column of Table 5.1.1 can, e used with the. formula
for the Simpley value (Section 3.3) to compute each of the pTovinces
as well as regional groups, and these are shown in Table 5.1.2, For example,

= [18(5!41) + 36(6!3!) + 25(7!21) + 8(8!1!) + 1(9!0!)j.÷ (10!) = 53/168,

and.

[76:(5!41) + 10613!) + 5(712!) +1.(81M) ..(101)

62

a



SHAP*7.8}UBIX INDEX FOR,PROV110ES'.
.

BC 12..50 ,

4'.17

4.-17

M . 4.17
(4 Wester%) (25.01)

31.55

Q 31.55

'NB 2.98
NS 2.98.

. PEI' 2.98
N 2.98

(3 AtlaraiC) -s(11.92)

% l'optAlatiph :sp Population':

TABLE 5.1.2

s;9.38

4 7.33

4.79
4.82

(26.32)

'34..85

28.94

3.09
3.79
0.54
2.47

(9.89)

0:805
-(0.952)

0.905,

1.092
0.965
0:786
5%53

1.208"
(1.206)

The calculations for "4-FdelsOrlbed.ab-ove were made by D. R., Miller (1973)

and he ob his population figures for the ten-proVince area from ,the

Canadian film ac and Directory 1972 (Toronto, 1972), There are several-exten-

his wo k which would also, be of 'interest.

suits for cp which are given in Tables, 5.1.1 an 5.1,2.

.41'e Banzhaf valy 8 :- :fore this game between the peoyinces', and

9. Also compute the 'ration _13(in'%) ÷ 7o Population.

answers;.as computed,'hy Cornell iinivers,ity,,Student Eleanor. Walther May of

1974 and, by D "3¢ 1t. Miller (1.974,) sand other's 'are giyen in Table 541.3. Note that

vAt ,(pnl.hut that °NB and thus this "simple" game is not a weighted

Majority' game.
.. .1.

,(iii) Find cp and' ,5 a revised scheme which, gives veto, power t9 (BC,AL),

-and ' (BC ,S ,M) ins tea above, and thus':more power to oil,rich Alberta.

(Miller (1974).)

.
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.(iR)1 Use .the, "square rirotl-result in SectiZons at and 7.3 to determine the

relative: 5. for the indWda41-.voters (aesuming-all'vote) in Aleyotpg.gikle.

::played within their own prOVincest 'Then compute an appK,OXimate relative voting.

;power of each citigen,inthe cOMposed national game by multiplying theSe latter

va the '-cerxesPonding 4.;.qf= or 'fi for his provinte. aSgtt7en.:ilyi) or (1.0%
..,

mathematical results leave room for'a good deal of diitUssion. '.Some '

,-

. ::-'

have iciged-this Scheme'(before seeing Millersresolts.) for=giving BC boo

Much ower, Is the lOW figure for AL and:the high One for PEI justifiable ?''

1hat are Some reasonable alternatives to the proposed scheme?, One would wish

..avOidmaking PEI a dummy, for, example. A brief S along these litAeS
.'.. ° hi

is given in Miller ='s paper. t..'
... : 't-.

5.2. Power a Nine. -Man Body.- colleague, related to me that he Wasa
.

member Of .a nine -man committee. on which.he and fOur.ethers formed a coalition,
. .

This bIOt of five agreed covertly that they would all vote the same way onanY

issue before the full committee (except for a few deviations fqt diversionary

reasons on minor issues or when others not in their coalition also Itipportqed

.their view), and thus a majority of three ormore from this coalition effec7

tiYely controlled the full committee. 'So each man in this minimal winning

coalition Ancreased%his voting power from.1/9thto 1/5th. At the same qme,

'however,.my friend was wondering whether three-of the other four in his coali-

tion had.not formed another secret three-man subcoalition without him, which

in turn was controlling the whole committee. It would thud become passible to

'win on a'ballot on'which there were really only b..?() fAvorable votes, and six

members would be effectively dummles.

' In cases like this, as well as Others, it is of interest to investigate .

-the power inherent in the cosets in various partitions of a nineman body.

One might :also -bf concerned with.thangeS in'yower, caused by realigning such

blocs, 1.nd mhe er%the potential gains to counter-organization.come from exist=

ing blocs or frot the nonalignedindividuals. The Shapley values for the

various .sized. coalitidns.in the e.lifferenE t.54341sof partitions of .a nine7man

body have 1pen:dttermined by Krislov.(1963) and listed in Table 5.2.1 foor the

case of a simple majority quota.
74r .

SoMe similar projects, along these.lines could 'be undertaken such as the

following.
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. t§4.4'

Compute the:Birrtzhaf value (3 for
*tan body.

11 subsets in all partitior0 f a ttiner

Determine cp and forfor subsets of committees of sit-is Uifferttian-art
nine, e.g., of size 5, 7, 8, or 11; and denote the gains in 41.7 pottiA-ratios '
which accrue from coalition buildiri . 7L.- *4 a ,4 '4:f

. (iii) Consider the previous cases fctr "quot.rs other than a simple majority,
e.g., three-fifths or t(74-.thirds. )4P-A' "-- 411

Partition Type
4.

5,4 (etc.
4,4,1 /

° A,3,1-
, 4,3,1,1

4,2,2,1
4*21,1,1

Ii4 ,1 , 1 , 1 , 1

3,3,3
3,1,2,1
3,3,1,1,1

3,21,2,1,1
3,2M 1,1,,1

1,1,i;1,14,1,1

2,2;1,0,1,1,1
2,1,1;1,1,1,1,1
1,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

NINE -MAN Commttna

44)

1.;01 (etc.)
(1,1,1)73..
(1,1,1)/3
(3;1,1,1)/6
(3,1;1,1)46
(g,1,1',1,1)/10

0,415/3- k.

(1;1..,0)/3 -

(9,4,24,.4.,4)/30
( /y1,1,1)/6

(4,2,2,1,1)10 a,
(4,2,1,1,1,1)/10 :
(9,2,2,2,2,2,2)./21

411.4 (7,7,7,3,,3,3)/30. .

';. (25;25,11,1_1,11,11,11) /105i
(7-,3,3,3,3,3,3,3)/28
1,1,1.,1,1,1,1,1,1)/:

'Si
TABLE 5,2.1

.1

4IF

(71'

41When one or more individuals defect from a coalition and migrate into 0
;1,1, ,

another,one (perhaps a new singleton), the .ealigned coalition Structure'
(i.e., partition) Will..normally exhibit new .poweraindigesr,foL 6117,E) id ividuals.

If "political mangy' attempts to maximize his voting power as "financial 'man"
attempts to maximize his profits; then one might expect that stich changes,
e.g.

'
individuals between political parlies, might indicate an 'incrkasq:Irl the

rhigra tor ' 9,::pc3wer or the total power of the party he joins, or that 'migrations
4

are more tommon among those with little power to begin with. Rikerr.(1950)

studied these hypOthases in the case of. the French-National-Assembly during

a
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the 1950'x. the period he considered there wereAny,partiss,aome of

whiWexhibfted strict party disciplihe,4s.Well.ag-frequent migrations*. For

example, a typical Assembly-was a majority game such.as.10

44

[313;105,100,88,85,75,55,4b,32,23;11,1,1,1].

Riker developed several formulas .to tests various.power changes before and after

migrations. Most of the resultg were rather ambiguous regarding his hypotheses.

It appears that such changes were more for ideoLogicaf reasons than attempts to

gain Power, but,the situation may have been much too complicated for them to ra'-

even: sense, much less calcilate, such indi6es.

Returning to outFnine-man body, we see that several powerfuL'coalitions"

are quite Unstable in ``the sense that.a defector can gain significantly. jor'

aTprtition7of type T5.,4 seems highly unstable, igince:A.chadge to

4,4,-1 reduces the power of otbe five-mancoalitioh:from lito 1/3 while

inCreasinethe.swingmaWstmn Share of the power froriC1/5 tci: 1/3:

Some the notions from Ltice''atheorY.ol 4'Istability7relate to models

with changes in partitions. See Chapter 10 in R. D, Lucend H. Raiffa (1957):
S

Investigations into.cpalition stability and changes, in power would be of

interest: :Brains and Affuso (1975) discuss power changes dug additionaIvoters..

e (iv) Use -Table.5:2.1, or the results from ,(i) abi7e,and..:11iket's paper asan

Rutline to study stability. and. inpower to the various individuals and

groups in a"niqe-man committee in which' migration' i5 aLlowed. .Similar studies

Can be thine 5o#` comMit;teesof'other sizes,'using for example the 'results

%(v)4 In#estigate, such changes in power for ;some real' -world body,. e.g."' some.

local College committe4, or the U. S. 4tpreme Court where death and new Appoint-
,,

,,.

ments or other TeaspAs,bring about thanges in the -coalition struqurips as in
, .

.
,'-''' 0 . ,

the case of Justiee RuLledp. The reference by Schubert (159) is of some
4 \ o - 0

interest here.

A ;,; , 4'.
.,:`

it:`41,.: ". 7.
5.. Multi- Member Dist-i,ic; . .In-many-voting assemblies, such as some

4
..:.

state leRtglaeures, the Electoral College, a*t.iniversitY seilaEg, etc.., the
,t?,,

vodkng repreirtatives oftencoMe from'alistrictg which:differ%teatly in the
numb.ep of cititepA they have. It is often.thoUght.that anywineqUity creaked

to

by dgfeewces Ni. populttion Can be balanced by electing different numbers of

re.presentativea from the valUuS 40.5tticts. For example, if-one:.ditt4ct it
IT

, .

Olite cifttai.40a cp:and ha5 4,000,000 people whereas all othet districts have

ib. '...07
ii#
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1,000,000 inhabitants, then it is viewed'as "fair" if the first district

elects four times as many representatives at-large from its region as-..Joes

'each other district in the state. This seems to assume that the ability of an

individual citizen to affect the'election of his represent4ivestvaries in
,

-

versely With population.. It is shown in the following examples that this is

not a valid assumption in terms of the Banzhaf power index. In fact,

citizen-voter's decreasing.influence in electing .his representatives varies
.

invesely with the square root of the increasing population, and this will be

demonstrated general in Section 6.2..

Banzhaf (1966) has illustrated how one's influence varies with pppula-

tion'for diStricts with only a few citizens and in, the case, when the elections

are between just two opposing parties,:and his example is shown in Table 5.3.1.

DistriCt No. of
Symbol Noters

'-SOME MINIATURE DISTRICTS

No. of
Combtn.

2n

No. Combin.

Marginal
%.Combin.

T Marginal
Individ.

% of

100b/2n 100./r1 11)(Wil- ,nb/2n

8 4 50.0 33.3 57.7 1.50

5 432 , .12
.

37.5 20.0 44.7 1.88

7 128 40 31.2 14.3. 37.7 2.18

9 .512 140 27:4' 11.1 33.3 2.46

TABLE 5.3.1

Note:there that!' b = 2x.(2m)!./(mr)
2

where m = (111)42, For eXampie,:when

n`= 9, the per cent of-voting combinations in.which a citizen is marginal

(2.7.0 is .C1OSer to '100/,/ii= 33.3 than it is to 100/n = 11.1. For large " "'.n

the reciprocal square root approxitation, when properly"normalized, is ex-
. .

tremely accurate (see Section 6.2). So thrat'one could argue in the example

mentioned above, that the city, with .4,000,000 inhabitants should only have

twice the number of representatives as .a district with 1,000,000 constituents.

This type of argument can be made more forcefully Wheil one considerS'the in-

flUence the representatives from large districts.have'in.turn in the. state
to,

legislature if they vote as an irrevocable bloc. The effect of so "composing"

two such voting games is showy in a simple example below, and for' te more

realistic Electoral College in Section 7. .

ConSider a small ustatell'which is divided into seven districts in which.
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disttiet'llas a voting pop4lation of9And eachOf,the other six
.

,districts has
.

population of 3. Assume that this farge district

electa 3 repre4entAtivesat-large 13'y:choosing a group of three people from the

party whqethen vote the same way on any issue before the state'legiSIa-

ture. Eac'h.one of the, small districtselectd:one personto the legislatu-re..

FurthermOre, assume that each representative acts as atru6Aelegate and votes

on_each):queStion:theaway, in which the majority of his constituents would vote.,

We see from Table 5:3.1 that a citizen7voter.from a small district can'

ence his or her representative'svote in 507a Of the voting combinations,

whereas the individual in.-the largeAistrict can influence the vote by the

parb-cif thre fitegislatorain.on.14. 22..47 of the combinations in Ilis'districes

'.However, .in the legislature itself one haa the:weighted majority game

Onecan Show that the Banzhaf power in4eX'for this game is

= (5,1,1,11,0/11- This is. close to tW8hapley7Shubik:index of

y = (9,2,1,2,2,22)/21. which was computed in Section 4 for all such gaMea:with
. .

.

y;-,:k. one large player.. So S.citizen-voter:from the large' district Cad.influence his

,

group of three. repreSentatives (= 14.0/512):of the time, and they in turn
.

can sway the legislature 78.17 (= 100/128) of-the time, fOr a product of,21.479.,

On the other hand, an:indivj.dual'from:a small district intiuendesliis lone

legislator 507 (= 4/8) of the time, and. this delekateinturn changes the full

legislature 15..67 (= 26/128).of the timeelfOr a product of 7.87.,These pro6.

ucts can approximate an individual's power in the. "compound" game.

Previous examples had indicated that in a weighted voting sitttion the

"big' players. with the most votes often; but .not 'larger

gh indices their fractions of the, total vote would indicate.: In. this sec
./

tion one-observes'fLather that if several delegates are elected at-large from' A

vAriOusAistricts; then the influence of the individual-voter in the large

districts ma be greatly exaggerated relative_to:the other.regiOns when the

number a egates per district is proportional:to its popUlation. Banzhaf

(1.966) actual y applied this sort of an Analysisto five state legislatures.

ht would make n interesting "project to investigate some additional examples

*CbhAve such multivueMber representation, under the assumption of bloC

voting behavior,
L'A

<01:, Investigate ,some local or state governmental body, board, agency, or con-

vention of citizens which has'a muth-meMber representativestruCture.. For
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.

exaMple, :somectiooi:bOards have a representation_frOm various. constituencies'.

TheSchOotboardsn New York City would make an interesting study,

(ii) c011ege.or university has several schools, divisions, or departments,

of:Varicius sizes. Investigate hoW2tO construct a representative councilfor

some such structure, for example,a:mathematics departmental ot divisibnaL

executive committee which has !!fair":representation from. each interesL*

Specialty group..4

Sothe'Current Parliaments. A teview.of recent newspapers' and: newsy

MagazineS.. will give interesting data concerning.current elections and":national

assemblies. Especially in the year 1974, when there are. several minority

governments in the Western:World in which a winning Coalition-of partieS:thust

forth in order to obtain a ruling government.- Some countries also have fiVe to

tenAifferent parties in their parliamentand this requires a reasonable

sized CoMpUtationalexetcise: .Data-for:four countries are listed below; and

41pie can ,compute cp, and for assemblies under the assumption of. strict.

party-line votes. ThiS latter assumption hassomevalidity in.atleast the

formative stagfs of a government, and even at later stages in those countries'

-.In which strict party dsciplineexists.

.: The followingdate are from the spring of 1974;, and even some ofit.

Should bechec.ked further or extended in order to:be completely reliable'.

Such figures are frequently'in flux, and one is dealing here with rather

dynamical,situations. For example, some members of the British Parliament

soon lost their votes because they had taken leadershiP rolesj.etC.: The:."other'

category could also be broken Into 'three '.singletons. The neWspaper reports pn.,

Israel were inconsistent and difficult tOsort out,,And,Sethe following data

should he validated. The figure's on Denmark do..not'inClude a.small'nUmberOf

representatives . from Greenland-and the Faroe Islands.jf one wished to.do:a:

current and accurate investigation, he shoulAfirst verify and. refine the

followinvdate. It slalso interesting how most election results in theCneWs

papers are teported:as. the per cent of the popUlat vote takenhieach ,part r

(or often ju3C the major parties) rather, than:the ntgitiber of Es won;,:whereas

the latter results' are the more ctitical'oneS,'.and.they
..

.bbtainable,frmn the former per dentS
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(i) Luxembourg:

Party;

Y.

_

Christian Democrats 21 18
Socialist 12 17

'.. Splinter ,Socialists 6

.Liberal . 11 14
cCommtirt is is 6 5

.

4 ' ...f .

.-' - .4 4,',,. :. TABLE 5 :4 (i)'

.:',,i .i
..' ,... d . .-

r
,,,

.( .1 . Great 'Brit,ian :....
.`.. f') . -..,

'. Par ty N. .
.

-. S.e a t s
:es:-

".

29 ;30

Labor '2,. ,

Cone'..rVatiyes

;

'Irish Unionists;
7 .Scottish ,,Ilationalist.-§

Other s

we(Nyi
Cathd14.0

.

Israel:

Party

Labor.

Litcucl....
aa -Ent-ri OU:s

; , ,

Ind efi 11als

New ' c
Or tho ,4. rae

,

k- 4
Agui a 451Cers
Ar : ,,, z.,:tiff ste.s

.,

,igh ts .



Communists
Socialis Peoples
S'ocia 1 :bemocra t s

Center',Democrats

JuStie,League
Radfdal ;.F..eft

Left (Liberals)
Chri,stian Peoples

ConseVative Peoples
Proleess . .

175

TABLE 5 :4 (iv)

6

11

46
14

5

20
22

7

16

28

.00

.18

.50

;54..

;58:

.64

.79

.84

1,90

,'
n countries which have a one-party majority government, one may be

tudy the power in various interest grOups within. this party or the

as a whOle: See, for example, the study by Lieserson (1968) on Japan.

:Cornell University Senate. A broadly representative University

ate has. bien in operation at Cornell in recent Years, and it has signifi-

ant powers theoretically over events and budgets in important areas 'such as

fiident /ife-and activities. The size of this 6enate as well as of each of

its six major ,grotlps has varied, and these numbers are given in Table 5.5.1.

The number in the%Employee's category was increased by eight between 1971 and

'1972 for several reasons. Some of these were perha s more idealistic .such as

'supporir labor in general or because of- the lar: amlOpr:of' members in this

clasS.:7-7,(At:Cornel1 there are nearly four people theMostlY invisible

"slim:11Y /iner.!.. for each professor at' the "front.")y. Other reasons were more

,OraCtical,.:Anchas the fact that the 'employees were cr*icallY involved in the

consegaenceaof Senate decisions, and usually it was desirable to have at

least; ore .sneh' overworked employee senator on most of the two dozen cfr so

committees .and subcommittees, The total' size of the .8enate was reduced by

1974 idl'attempts to improve efficiency and becauSe'of the 1 ige absentee.

If. Th'ese ordinates are-an estimate of the parties positions ,on the. political
_ .

.spectrum as measured frOm left to fight, and, they wi:11 Be referred:to in
, Section 8.1.j,



CORNELL S NATE

1972.Constituency

Students
Faculty
EmOoyees
AlUmni
AdMinistratiOn
liOn7Prcif. Acad.

60

60

5 -

2

2

3

4 40 15,500.

60: 40.
1.0 5,000

1 1 130,000
1 2 . 2 :9

2 55.0

(+) .(÷) 140, '95
71

TABLE

problems. The Shapley-Shublk'and Banzhaf values for the 1971 Senate are shown

in the Table. The correction for the benefit' of. the Employee group'in the two

later Senates mayhave been "overdone" however, since the result was three

groups of equal power and three dummies. (Of course, same students knew right

along that the Alumni, Administra1ion (e.g., the Provost and vice presidents)

and Non-Professional Academics (e.g., librarians, etc.). were "dummies.")

The assumption of bloc voting or "party-line" diecipline,within the six

groups listed in the Table is, clearly invalid In practice for this particular

.Senate, as one would expect inmost college, situations. ,Extremea of opinioh

,'within some of Che large groups could be found on alMostapy4ssue, On the

other hand, there may be specific local issues' on which a partitioning of the

Senate into'various .interest groups might make sense. For example, some groups

may have strong feelings in favor or against athletics, whereas different

groups May. haveintense "pro" or "anti" attitudes on.Greek living units. Con-
.

sistent voting patterns Might also be, discerned on topies such as women or

minority students and affirmative action programs. Such data may lead to power

analyses and prediction of outcomes on such individual legislation.

Thereare manyinteresting projects which one can undertake concerning

university, college, school or departmental senates, and a few of these are

suggested below. One could use the data, in Table5.5.1, or collect similar

figures for his own institution. The numbers for the six constituencies shown

in the.right hand.Column in this,Table, ate'for the1971COrnell,Senate. Ex-

cept for constitutional amendments and few decedural matters, a simple
.

majority is used for the. quota..
iffM



(i) Verify the values of ;4;1 and 3 given .in,,Table

(ii) Do a "two-level""analysis using the q);,.and 3 for Table'.54:1; (or
your own college data), plus the "square--root" result in Sectionsr60'.and 7.3
to estimate the power of an individual perdn (not senator) in the' Slot° groups,
(iii) If the committee :structure' of a senate is known,rhen---etie Can ,invest-i-
gate the power of an individual_representative 'in 'the sequential Proce'Ssof

.

getting a bill through. committee and the senate. Fbr exatnple, as ,was tlie" case
in thez,first Cornell, Senate, an alumnus on the powerful'Executive ComMittee
would increase his power as well as that of the Alumni 'group.
(iv). Given the number of student representatives a senate will ha'e, deter-

-

mine a "fair" allocation of this number among the various colleges
sity, or departments in a college.
(v)Qne can design a senate from scratch by deciding what power the different .
individuals and/or.groups should have and then betting the'number of represent-

,

atives from the various constituencies so as to, best achieve this. (See the,
following Section for additional ideas on (ivr'and (v). .

.

(vi) The power of the various committees and/or interest blocs for, a univer-
,

sity board of trustees .or state regents may be of interese, especially in thg
41

case of a rather large board as is .the case-for Cornell University..

5..6. Designing Representative Bodies., In most of the weighted Voting ;
problems. discussed in this Raper, one is given, a well structured probiernr.

84V:(i.e., the wegghts) and is asked to determine the corresponding voting :power.:.
as measured by the Shaple-S;bik and/or Banzhaf indiCes. On the other 'haiii:F.,e
One is often faced with-the opposite or reverse problem in practice; i.e., 11
brie is designing a legislature, he is given the size of the districts and

. must then deeermine the weittS or number, of representatives for each in order

to achieve a-certain given or desirable measure of power. Projects (iv) and
(v) in the, preXious Section are of this type Most work in this' reverse direc-
tion uses less elegant or straightforward techniques.,.` One often uses More_ad
hoc, self correcting, or guess-and-verifymethodS. Some approximation algo-

riOuns do exist, although they may not always be readily available (without a
fee) There are also several substantial and unsolved mathematical 'problems
along these 'lines, in addition ,to the practical ones; but the'author will not
go into further detail here on these, more theoretical directions, .One should



remember, h that, there may be'. alternate types of solutions to his,

voting proble reapportionment, restricting, or,,multi-member di:Stricts,

in adc'ition'to.' nding the 'correct".:(Unequal) weights fOr the lone representa-.

tiVe froril each district

.Let us return the voting rules in the Nassau County Board of-Super

4VisorS,which i81.deAcrilied Table Section:2.3: Recall that the 1958

and 1564 Systems each had three:.duniMy municipalities: In 1171-..a. new scheine.

.waipassed T,ghich, merely changed the quota frori:asiMple.Major.i.tyof.:.513 .to 63

7v9,es(i?01.4$141,:r pas. a:bill. (ACtually;: the :County Charterc-1:9181 allaWs
.

one '.Vote per:.10,000 residents-, and 'thus:Hafipstead should currently have.:a

weight,of . However,. since no town or city is aIlOyed by this Chartet to

haVe more: :one=half of the total vote' of the board. (i.e.,. 125 one
. :

.

satracts ten- voteS..:.froM HempStead:t6:.get ,62 and takes y I as . 11$y. .There

:are no dummies in the reviSedOleille.., And the Tiev.,values:Oi:-'-cp. and as

competed, by a Cornell student, Shigeo' MutO, with q..= 63, are shown in.

Table 5.6.1

.NAS:SAU COUNTY_REVISITED

. of Votes 60

4.
Hemp stead iio: 51.. .17 .' 15

Hempstead No,7 31 17 "T
-.15

North Hempstead
-

'21
7

Oyster Bay '.' '1 28 ... 13 11

Glen Cove 2. 3 ,. 3

Long. Beach 2. :..

3,

TABLE .5.6.1

Note that the new power indices are not too extreme in comparison with

the .proportions of the population. Attempts to invalidate this laLter 'scheme

via the courts have Related stories appeared in the New York Times

on May 4, 9, and 12, 1971 and February 2, .1974.

(i). Verify the values of y and 0 given in Table 5.6.1:

'1.) Another problem in the Nassau County scheme is that the two represe

tives from Hempstead are elected' at- large 'fr'om the full-district, which

rise to questions raised in Sections .2 and,7.4 Reconsider this sch6

light, of this additional problem: It would alSo be-of interest to study

present situation, in Nassau County, since the above, system wad overturned. 1337

a referendum (New York Times, NAember 17 -7- '''11«:'`.



19.71 a suit. :was brought, against Cortland County, New York which

.

claimed that its one town-one vote voting. scheme -was unfair, and the state
.

courts agreed that it was unconstitutional. A proportionately-weighted interim
".scheme was then setup, while the County undertood to devise anew valid ap

pOrtionment plan. The new System, involving ,some redistricting; used the 1970

Decennial Census figures and the Banzhaf index for weighted voting. It has

since..been accepted by the courts,, and took effect--on---Januca-y 1, 1974i. Tom--

new law for- the Cortland County .Legislature gives one legislature to each of

the 19 districts, and weights hi;th vote as indicated in Table 5.6.2. There are
different. weights necessary.farAach'of three caies, depending upon whether
simple majority, a, three-fifths majority, or, a tWo-thirds majority is require
to pass an issue. The computation of the desired Weights .was done by Lee
,Papayanopoulos,. a New York City based consultant, who has a computer program:
for obtaIntng approximate weights to-satisfy equity in the sense of the Ranghaf
index . `(The County paid.'$2600: for his report, and he later collected. $350 per:
day :for .:his services in appearing in court ),.4 study of the Table'. can point
out some "discrepancies" which should give rise to ,further. questions. For ex
emPle,'6the- nine largest districts control 235 Votes for more than a sitple
majcirity of 231, 04yet. they haye only,;49.2% of the population. Note also;
for example, that in the two-thirds plan, Districts 15, 16, and 6 /have one 1 ss
weight than the slightly smaller Districts 5 and 19. Incidentally, -there was
some' coneroversy in desjigning the current scheme ablout how. to, count the. students'
at Cortland State. $.1-

Consider a corporation in which four stockhOldersThave 60, 20, 10;
;.;

10 per cent of the stock respectively, and for which the company, charter,`calls
for all jeasure to 'be passed y a simple majority vote of the stock T

directors, knowing that the major1 y,atockholder.is a dictator (in, our ma
Tatical Sense), agree to modify Ufes, to have "voting, poWer". (say-as

measured, by cp 'and / or O' 40#.65e e4he relative stock holdings: Two pro-

posals (or is it three or four ?) ; are a ,;forward:
A. Majority rU1OS, except Wheirall:minotit*:Stockholdera

.against thefmajority:stOckholder. T (ObeHmay question Whether
this verbal statement means that the 'minority: have merely, veto'.

power are a. Winning. c'oali'tion.)

:
.

._Majority,rulesexCept. when at,
StOckholder' 'Votes are oppnsed tt

/

two-thirds of the minority',

the majority stockholder.
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Popula- -

Number tion

3 1;.`-2716

7 ,.2560:

1,3 2517

14 425.00.2500

2 '24/.8

8 24.67

1.8 .' 2460

15 2444'\.-

16 ;", 2442

.2442

5

, .

24.40

19 ^ 2434

"12 2442

1, 2406

17 '2402

4'-' 2284

9 , 23,87
,-,

`JO; 2153

11" 2140'

s

Weights when Case =, 1/2

Majoriity Quota is 7 of . % of.

% of Pop. '1/2- 3/5 . 2/3 Vote ; power

5.918

5.578:

5.484

5.447

5.399 ,-,...

5.375

5.360

5.125:

5.321
,-,

5.321

5'31,
5.304

.5.277

5.243
.

5.234

4..977.

4.7-65

4 691

1 .. 663,

,To.,sal4 '45894 '100%000 460 598 598 10¢1000 100.000

CORTi...ANto' COUNTY LEGISLATURE

31 40 38 6..739,' 5.859

2T 35. 36 5.870 5.612

26 34. 34. 5.652 5.482,
.0:-. .

26 33 : 34 5.652.... 5.482

,25 33" -33' 5.435 5.358

25 ,32: 7 33 5.435 e 5 . 3 5 0'

-.33 5.358

25 32 32 5...435 5:358

25 32. 32 5:435. 5.358

25 '32i 32 5.435 -5..358.

25 32 33 5.435 5.358

24 32 33 5.21.7 5.238

24 32 32 ..217 5.238*

.24 31 31 . '5.217 ;5.238

24 31., ',31. 5..217 5.238

22 28 29 4.783 :4.91.6

20 26 4.348 4.735

19 /5,' 24 4.130 -4.727'

:1^8 25 23 3.913 4.727

TABLE 5.6.2

.fie

tiv) m h wisp to r#c@nsider the projects and (v) in

Section-5.64.in lighyt.of. the dis.cussi* in the present Section.

( It 'i.;Tifild bit ,of, interest to undertake a project to.redesign some

the previous

local

ovynmentg4 body . Fbr exapre, -there are still several counties in Nbw York

State with unconstftutioral,systems.nhich are in need of revision. This;'re-
,

'designing has ,been done 4,-r othercountie in New York, and an excel -.

lat report on this through 196 ?is given in Johnson (1969), and amore recent

study is presented` by. airlift L107 1



. t
5. . The U. ress..,' Se;Seral ,inVe:stigations have been made into

`.measures of p5we,r f ious sorts of raturesi ' In a unicameral body. in
. -

which.a Winning coalition. dep,ends only uPori the number of members it contavihs,.
each legislator theoreticallY..has .equal power.' More interesting. problems-Occur
in multiCaMeral, bOdies.! or' comiSosed'"games;' in 'which various _ma joritieS-f in. ...
several honrses of 'different-,sfze may be required for passe. Ah intefesting
case.is the U:S. CongreSs where a bill requires a majority nthe. HouSe and the
Senate. plus the President's signature,. or a .twos thirds :ma j rity" of both house's
in the Case. of a veto override.- Sh'apley and Shtibik (1954) =have, approximated
as 5/12 for the 'House .of 'Representatives as a whole', .5112 fierthe Senate, and
1/6 for the President. Several other studies he've Since been .d'One of die

S. Congress,'and one can refer to ,.Section 12.1 of Luce .and 'Rdiffa.-(1957)./ to
Chapters 14 (eSpecially page 215.) arid '1'6 (pages 245-2504 of liapoport (1970) 'i :a:s

well as-- to. the
.

.
references,,given 'there, f Or reports on the. early work dOne. in

.- .:

this' are'a; .

.. ,AlsO of interest is 'Chapter. 11: by. Luce.; and Rogow in Slid8ik .(1964),.
and tyhe, paPet..:by kisker and Niemi: '(1962): Several types. of'sin1417ar.

should be of .interest. . ,
,, ,.. . .(ft ; Itivestigate :the variouS. ;interest: b foes 'in some legis1atUreviii4 the U. S.

Congress;. at least for th..i.l.caSe Of. some' ;particular interest area, _and tiled'
. -, .i:letermine tie voting power of the v #rious blocs'.

. ..
. . .

(ii) Do a power 'analysis for tome state legislAt'ive system. .. .
..

(iii) orisideif: the "committee system''. .whiCh exists for some legislative body
such aS:the CongresS or a University Senate, and determine power indices
under the assump,ikion. that a bill must pass in the:;,coirmit,tee;.befOr'e it reaches. .

the f loot.. See tlit paper by 13rams acrd Papayan4oul,os (.1974) on the .Congreis.

.

. '3.8. Some .matheniaet6at Prob erns . lay it should be Clear to the '
'mathematical reader that there' are a great nu r- mathematical questions .

aa. . .-and re lations which can be.pAirstied, as class projects or basic research, con-
.

cerning our Weighted voting gathes and lower indices Al though' oUr main goal
. ,

,

has been to..pr.esent interesting or releVant pplications .suitable for mathe4
matical modeling, a feW more theoretical; sort of probremsl'are mentioned very.:

. ,

. briefly. in this :Section. Alth..ough there are host, of such- interesting. qUes-
tions only a couple are suggegtl. curet surveys -of die State 'of this
field is intendec:1, and no "detailed referenc s-ar'e, given. A1°,jlou the Suggested:.

problems are of ten. -very difficult ..for'sen6ral 6...person vot



sUitahle class projects resultif they are restricted, to the cases of

= 3 or 4.

For an arbitrary n and given q, the set of all possible weighted

majority games [q;w1,w2,..;.;wn] canbe,considered as the points in an

(n-1)-dimensiOnal simplex W embedded in:n-space. One can normaliee the

weights so that they sum to :w,= 1. To each game there correfponds a particu-

lar collection of winning (or minimal winningX0cOalitions in the'latticeof
N.

all subsets 2 of the voter setPe-N = Each such coll'action in

gives rise to a.Shapley-Shubik indbx ';cp, as well as a Banzhaf ,index 0.

Although .the .set .W is infinite, the resulting_number of collections of -win-

ning coalitions as well-as the colleW' 's 1 and B of realizable indices

y and 0 are finite.. Since any written as an integer, divided

by
..,

and any can,. for eac weight vector, be written as an

integer over the totalnumber of m .alEuatiOns for ^all `n players, one
,

.

cat investigate how W parEitions

giy0he same cg (or. 0),

OarttiOn. x [0,1] as varies over the interval, 0 to 1 (or just

over,e7-(1./2,1] one wishes to maintain our ,pearlier assumption).. One can

.see hat not all.fractions withh(denominafor of.'n1 can be realized as-a

into equivalent games,'i.e. games which

One can pick 'a particular q: or more generally,

,..It is natural to inquire as t which games have y= $, and when is,.

y. or 5 proportional to the weight vector (wi,w2,...,wn). A few examples

in-the.case-of ,y,. are given on pages 208 -209_ of Riker .and Shapley (1968).

If an index cp, e.g., cp = (3,1,1,1)/6, is considered, as'a weight .

(pi'

vector.of a,new game, then this game will not in turn have the same index y

Furthermore,, not all voting Situations (in the,sense of minimal winnijng eoali-

:tions) can be .represented as weighted majority gates. One can .consider this ;

question in the, case of the.Canadian,Conatitutional Amendment Scheme (Section

5,1); or'fOX the seven -point plane projective geOthetry discussed:on pages 469-

'470'in von Neumann and MOrgerlrern (1953), :., where the minimal winning

coalitions consist of the three nints (or voters) which lie on a particular

one of the seven 'Ales. One interested i-Emathematica1 questions about

t..-
weights ,should co sult Ishell (1964) and LaPidoe'(19.72) and the references

-. -

they have.

Various. methods. for composing or ,combining games can be introduced.- The
. i

corresponding power indices do.not normally compose in anylStraightforward
, .

.

`7
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.:s(

;Aimanner. For example,lconsidey .the situation [3j2,1',1] with y 7 (4;1,1)/6,

in which the third player is really a group of three players.whoSe vote hi

turn is deebrmined by majority, rule. So this "player`" really plays the game

- [2;1,1,1]- with y = 0,10/3 before he votes in the larger situation. We
414

din view this succession of votes as .the one game [6;4,2,1,1,1] which. has

440
y =( (39,9,4,4,4)/60 'and 0 7 (.622,1,310)/11 So', for example has

. changed from 2/3 in #ie original situation 4o 39/60 In the composite game.

fit: Same results onatk# average value of ly
i

in a given game when the quota
s.

q is allowed, to vary are diNussed in'Mann and Shapley (1960), e.g., on page

16.

6. COMPUTNTIONAL AIDS'
4*

1110
6.0.' Introduction. In order to obtain the power.indices for games.with

many players and irregtaar weights, such as thagXectoral College discussed in
, .

Sectilon 7, ie,is rather essential 'to have some computatkbnal devicesi
,

'as well

as machine facili4ies and programs!to implement them. Mann and Shapley (ft60).

used some Monte Carlo.techniques.to obtain y for thejlectoral College, but

greater accuracy walodesired:'-Section 6.1 describes some' mathematical tricks,

suggested by Jiann and Shapley.-(1962), and by David G. Cantor,-Which simplify

the work of calculation; and an actual algorithmtforlierforming'this taskis

referred to. Section 6.2 describes an'approximation method using Stirling's

formula far computing the number of voting combinations in which.an'indigidual
A . .

votethfrom alarge,district 'S marginal.. Thiitechnique,. can be used to com-
7.- . .

,!.

spare the relative influence in the sense of Banillhaf of two citizens from dif-
Y1

ferent%ized/districfs with equal'representation as discuSsed in Section ,5a,
. , , I,.

;las well. as, for two individuals different states in the U. S. Electoral

College as, is acine in Section 7. Section .6..3. mentions an extension of the

Shapley varile.due to G. Owen which gives a gOod approximation technique for
..,

de44 terMining .cp and $ for some large voting games.

5;i1v.

.1\ .

.

r 6.1. Computing the 'Shapley-Shubik Index. The formula deVeloped above
/,

for iy was expressed as °

1. -1)!(ns)!.

I
79

n!
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where the summation is:taken over all coalitions' 'S ,o .playrs in which

i is -pivotal. 4If one lets

c
js

= Number of ways in which s .piayers, other thgn

can have a sum of weights eq4a1 to

Eq0.41,`then the:formula, in the case of the

written ;as

!.

(

n-1 -1
Yi =

n-1

n-person game

where the :numbers

S=

(

n-
)

-1 si(n-l-e)t

---, /

are the binomial coefficient, and can be read/off the (n-l)st row q 41',

/ ,;,
, ,%

Pascal.triangle. This latter coefficient, when-divided by n,
.

is the*mber

of ways', in which the players in.a given coalition S which join prior

to i, and the remaining n-l-s players in N-Eil-S which follow i; can be

ordered, lIf, and'only if, the Weights of the s members in S sum to a 'j

in the range q - j f.q - 1 ' does player i have enough weight wi in

order to join S and thereby, first. reach or exceed the quota q. The J.'s

then give the. number of such distinct toalitiOns for eacti. j and s.. The

number. of.terms in this doublesummarion for is not excessive for machine

'calculations, and thus the major task is:to determine the values for the c .

js

As related.by Mann and Shapley (1962), Cantor's contribution was to

poidt'our that :the ci can be%readily Obt4ned from the generating fUnction
Js.

w
.f (x, = (1+x ky)

where the product As taken over all keN-(i)-2- since thedesirqd c.l. , are
.

Merely the .coefficients of the corresponding X y terW,S%.:-ThT,:,proof of this
. ...,,

. -

is left as an exercise. For any
.

, f.(x,y)' can be obpain...erc froM the full
3...

, .:4.'w
- -

w
i

. 7

n-fold. prodUct 11(14x
k
y); divided by,, (lix j).

The c can alo be. found as the elements of.a rix C
i

of integers,
I.

the

andjor each-player. t.-,Ehis matrix can be generated:An tively as folloWs. :
0)

o
(0) ' : Zen C(9 iSDefine C, ,so that = .1 and all other ',

(0)
T

_ .

obtained from
(i_p

.by the relation
o.



c(r) =
(r-1) r-1)

js js j-w s-1
P'

vAlere the jast term is taken'as .0 when either ,of its subsCripts is negative,

and thesuccessiye w. stand for the weights of tkedistint players in
.

N-70.1.. .After n-1 iterations one gets C
(n-1).

= C. . One can obtain C
(n)

...

by taking all reN,. and then get each C
i

by subtracting once, i.e., by .

reversing our recursive relation above.. Also .see Brams.and Affuso (1975).

COnsider the example [q;w1,w2,w3,w4] = [6;4,3,2,1], 'and' cPmpute y :

Only the' nonzero elements of our matrices will be given: Beginning with

(0)- ' (0) (1).. (0) (Ow.
(1)c

. with c = 1, and using c. --. c. + c , With
00 ja js J- 2,

.0.) . (1)
1. The c

2)
= c

(1)
+ c

(1) (2)
gives -C with00" c31 js js , j-w3,s-1

(2) (2) 42) (2) (3)01' .(2) (2) (3')'

00 21 h = c
J

gives C= ci + c.
c c .= cs j 1,;4,s-1

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
with* .c =c=c.c=c=c=c=c-= 1. Our

00 11 21 31 32 42 52 63

formula restricts j to the range 2 .j and gives

1!2! 2!1!

(P1 4! '4!

5-

12

Not all of the above mentioned matrices need be stored in thecomputar,

and only the 'ranges- 0 .f-,ti - 1 and 0 s s f (n71)/2 are .necessary since

(n-1)
il 0

C is "symmetric" in sense that c = c
w-w -j, -1-s.

0.

'A'detailed algorithm suitable for comOuterprogtamming anddesigned to
*

calculate .y using the approach destribed above has recently been written by
(r

oss.(1973).. These c
js

)
can also prove useful...in computitg, il. S.

6,2. The Number of Marginal Combinations. ince the number of voting '

combinations,' 2
n

: andthe. number of marginal comblnations, involVing factnrs 6:

Of.the order. n!, .are much too. large for eVenMachinecalCulatio6;41it is

necessary to develop simpler approximating. devices in order to handle realistic
.

.sized voting districts. Assume that a district has. n voters where n is

taken as odd, d that anelection is won. by a simple majority, that is by.

(n+1)./2 votes. A'partiCular voter is marginal whenever the other- n-1
4

players divide into exactly one half for an issue and the...other half against

it. The numberPf/su h.equal divisions or combination4 is given by

81



where the

2(n -1)!

2

-1 n-1
e-)1(---)1

2 in the numerator comes from:assigning.either side in a divisign

the vote. One can obtain the relative influence of each player in the

sense of Banzhaf by dividing this fraction by 2n. .Using Stirling's formula

which appears in many advainted calculus. texts),

m -m
m! m e,

one can reduce ttlis.,new fraction to
.10

I

2'(n=1)1 1

n=1. 2^ n ..\

a [ i ) !] 2 ,I2 it (n-1)

1k wegassume that arl voting, combinations are equally likely, then this is

Iliracjon of elettio in which a particular voter i is decisiVe, and it,
e '

varies inversely w' h the square root of the population. No'ie that since'each
. ,

wer, one must get' .01 = 1 /n; but pi doesamot give the

fraction4pf elections in which player i is in th,EirPticaf position.
' . 4

. * llhis result now justifies some of the assertions made in Section 5..3,

the

voter has eq

oblond will prove useful in Section 7. It shows dhat the discrimination or the

deprivation built into voting districts relates to this square root factor
,

4

if one accepts the Banzhaf analysis. This approximation is a good one for'

large districts since Stirling's formuia is accurate, for example, to one part

in one hundred for m = 100. Node theft this approximation given by Stirling's

formula is in the Ssymptotic sen , i.e., the ratio of the twtrsides of the

equation approaches one for lar e m; the actual gap between m! and the-'

right hand side actuallyincreases with m. Another discussion of this "square

root effect" is given in pages 83-85 of Shapley (1973).

In a.few fdotnotes, Banzhaf (1965, page 335; 1968, page AP) mentions

some people who assisted him in calculating 0 for some of his applications.

One computet .prograM by M. Sackson was copyrighted, and. to wonder if

mathematicAns can increase their incomes by copyrighting their important

theorems. In Seceion 5.6, reference was made to Lee Papayanopoulos who

assis,ted
'

-Cortland County, New York, in designing a weighted voting system using
;,tt!.

the Bantkiaf approach. Johnson (1969) also described' some of :his computer

programs for,,determining proper weights.

,Anotheiew of, marginality is-given in.Brams and Davis
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6.3.' A: Computation Method for ,Large Games. Owen' (1972) intrOduCedle

gerieraliation of the Shapley: Value in the context Of gerketal n-persary. sc.

44E4: .and a specific: application of his extension Is an, 'approximation' tech
determining' the ShaOley-Shubik index. HiS. approach Is"; presented on.pagesi P72-
P73 in his paper:, 4snd it "is ,quite accurate for games,:(;iith Large nuMb'Itr :-11 of

each of the weikhts w. is ;relatively smalk. it need not be too.drter s
preciad.

;;;;." Use. of th

the .
. .

Section, 7;
1972 OWen

along with ',,an,a
(1975b) ha

,;)

there is 'exactly One relati:VelY,lsige. weight: Owen' s ineahod makes

probality numerriCa.1 tegra ti6n . However,

t.litions are nych easier Eli,an:the:e'ipc't...,Va)ties as obtained via-
; '2.se of games spi1V1i, the f.E1eCtoraJ,. C011ege given in

haVmade' such or the situation in
ksoussod p-ages,7,813.O.Skap191c ';(1:973) ,

..,oposild 14. ew,:ttexiCo 'votin$-,sCheMe
a pi%r (la cyt c .td' ap mate

$ e..

'CORAL COL 7 S'

.. ,

'
.

InErbaUctibn, 0tt los .hzive 4bwr that weighted; voting -, ....,
s ,occur .raelier.4frdcitve ,;,*0''? 414 ical.,'sitilallbnS . 0-vie..SeCt i on: wail.i be,

. , . 7 , ;i: . . ;.. . - .

.......-e40CefIl441.,Tith the r.amil;La.t1, Itgiski7nof. a leo:t ing :4,:prsident..of. the United States.
l'hiki4::s ;'three; 1 (5vci P?pceSS in:Wh ich .the; itiZehs in each : ;tare vote ';ta rd,c to r-

.

.:mine` th4prchpicc ( the :' at'a.,&e ',karlle)., who thekk,reci'ves.oal 1: of, that .state';:s
;;',; ,,./.

wei.rh weo v(rt c '1.4,11 tOci lectors1 Coll$ge (the -riatimial

ce .1v1 :

. isvi ecis-i.Vc., th:cn ti)c., final= :choice is mad
.. .

. , . ..-
.4

,
Aifik)!: Tht.s,.:p,roc651*.e, Ari14:.be.descf11:0d..,,, 6

Jr *./,Itasti ona 1 gatnc.r,s t a te,x,any2s,,,,.and,.'thi..k. ettsib41

-, Wi th
.

ro s pc c k(41t 'vOtiny,:iower: ,iii' geCit :./?nJ .7 ,,

. ....

,
.1 4! .'.cri4icismt..of: this c ; l,( ion 0 kS's ,arcl.,, rijen

i' .-.siblc alter fives to t .into; ..1s)::i. 'cloe...; or i Bed' there . ",...
...:,i'te AM tict'ii. :Elec. to i.:4C...).C1gc' rovides a Well-:inourn .rcal-world sinStitu-1

ti.on thich has;Agny nc.)no OvIS que;iti, ,tve: aspect's despite its apparentlyt=4-1t
. . , .

..4. -. transparent stFucture.,,,-.. i. briic of at 4.eza'st periodie/nterest, andinajor-
'changes i'n-'i v e ibeen proposed ,the, mathematficat of

, . .4,.'1' .

. this el:e odess ; and 0,;f the topo,sed alternatives to, it --make it appropri-
-.4 ?1,-..,., -_,,ate. for a olassrot% prqylcit for students'. with some computing 'Capabilities avail-

,able.. :

ame) . the.' latter vote
.1n - congress (the. Congressional.' ,

more' detail SeCtibn 7.1; and the
tiou :ot these games will bc.,.-,'analyzed

.34!;.ind respeCt.iyely. , Some

in Section 7. i, :and.`sonie pos-

I

8
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on Sider the ':_itdit''edt oced4re by which h an

Amersicah :pre . =;J is .,elecled. 'heg in S:.:With a ,itlpu 1 No te by all
eI.S.X1_$c:citizetis 'who choose to exec,:ise oteripicks, a par,-

t lar :candidate rePresenting a certain e. not Consider-..

iPg here .0-4e'pr'e)iMinaiy at.pects concerning' how. ,th'0,!4rld atea,: survived state,

primary 'e iec\t ions , party ..cottven t ions , etc ..) the.mosmost

a.4iV en,. state, no Ina t ter how small' i nt#144q..:.'1,4 11 111.n, receive' all

f.d'ti that '. states weighed vote 'in the Elec,tOral'. iS ;referred. to' as
the4"winner take A 1 1 " .. or ' uni t-vote " r ule, "; whichb r&. 9 p6 e2d;"

:

,by lstate l aws.

t. -.,ind iy &pa l''' e lec tors who ac ttra 11jc.gas p the votes inyt114
Vl'09i/ ,1 College are

,- , , . .1.,,,,V ' !IV:4Z.* . .v . , .
SA 4 tisuallylrere kunctioriaries.t. Tnisi,pur0).y mecnanlIc'uILe'1-s:contrary to their

, ! vie -w-in -*qe Conatitution, and\has ha n. a :few de4c4p,..j-n recent yars, and the.
,-.',:'..,, ''-'- 4

4- ,- 108a.1 1 ty, -ow some. such st4.,t .'iI7 1\-.4,02" 12,..,::-.:2'. '; -.., : 11'

,..,, ,
. . ,

=,..'la s may..-be .questionghle. .i. n;stiort, the popular
af, N;o't.e fb r., tre'):,ie' residNnt only, deteVri4 ne's,l`0 gro44.,,,l..:C:,f'e.1.!!tt.x:s for each state' who;.,,

r ,"., , .:.i .'

4' tic tprp.are' ed t\) the;'winningcand.i-GtPktii ,in,,theirfois ate.

'41he r11-imi, e .bt el-etto'rS'.which ..4"gh.....:s .itt'e' has :In the Electoral College is
'" 0 of the Congress. Eachuat 03,1,ts' rumbki.),f;,ripresentatiireki*:tdt, h

At'.,i ';

%6"senitofs plius'..$hc .0rtrf*kfprentatives, where this
k w t 4 : !, '=. ..imlbox depOrdp;1.1pccn.:ili.p,opUtatiorwe;det'EffTraned by the regular decennial

:__,_ Atiii.;:r', 4ki't§ 1 i '' 'rsusond r u t tyattapftortionmentx,-(Tpuicm. est> F,%:.se to another interesting

4 46,
0,, ma...

tic0 problem wlich willt, 1;)e,v.9tiOned'Agaie in Section 8) Since trhere4 ,

o v.,, ,),--y-, ,. ....,-.., 1
4 11;ri are '. D -0' .. 5T? fl .11, A Os*

0 senators,; 435 iepitesenta Ws,. plus 1 P. ctors from the District of
t 1 ift o j. ia, there' ate ...i ti iiiotat:of i.5,1 :,. p.ts...4... e;glectoral College. Any candi-
'1 = ' . ,

, ,.. ,

. atiteAllo reoches or exceed the siMple rillotti of 270 votes is declared the
i

..,..,
, neAliotes.lident. pi t , . , , ..,; , C

Nc Atz .. ' 5 ..
,. Irk the eyt that nd one roc,eisres a.,iliajority in the Electoral College,

t: ' ctg4rbees'"gbe to ',, tliVlevel, and the deadlock is resolved in the
, Ae ,

c.4' 14 o ogres . ..This: 'Occilrx::eci.. 3,6. the erec trdk.1,s og 1803 and:.1824..- The House of
, , ,:t.. -, . , 4

Itt'peesenta'ves'chooses, the presideriti:ifiorn among the :top .three candidates. in

t 4theli:lec4tor,4(College. (Th.? Senate pricks the vice- president from the top two
. ,

I : , a

%C4141 es . ) In: the Rous&; ch sate hong only a single vote, and a majority
, ,

'oft 26 s necessary win. Note. that the small states could 'have extraordinary
power relative Itigp heirr, tota.lipopulatibn in this Congreesional determination.
Me-`follobwin-, maeinatital,analysis will not he concerned with this- third

w: 1p
level; or- Esotential Ate-breaking" procedure, in the preSictntial elections. ,

.
A a

4r,
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At >this third letiel.soMe truly bizarrer'possihilitieS ad ,eccur. FOr.example,

at one time before, the 1968 electiorPit,looked as ,t .ugh the order ofLfinish

in the Electoral CoU.ege.coUld be Nixon-Agnew,'Wa ace-LeMay, and. Humphrey-

Muskie with the leading .Nixon ticket having, les than a majority. Thy-could

have resulted in H. H. Humphrey as' President d General Curtis LeMay as Vice

President. In a fictitious novel, Russell raker (1968) describes, how Lindsay,

Johnson, and Wallace ran for the Presidency,in 1968 with, none -get4ing a majority

in the Electoral College. As a deadlock developed in the House, the .Senate

chose R. F. Kennedy as Vice President, who then decided to suspend balloting,ih,

the House for President in order to buy time to influence their decision.

Our goal is to investigate some of the mathematical structure of the'

first, two stages in the election of a president, and to analyse how.powet is

distributed ,between the different states and the individual citizens of these

different states. Our previOus examples have given re4on to believe that such

investigatiorid of voting infIhence can give ris to irregular, surprising and

unpredfctable comparisons in,terms Of avoter's ability to affect the outcome

of lection:, This quantitative approach will confirm the intuitive and

historic evidenceto the effect that thereis a bias'in favor of the large

.states and their citizens.

There is an excellent source book by Peirce (1968) on the Electoral

College which discusses its histony, past changes, past and present reform

efforts, and potential alternatives. The appendix'bf this book contains,a

host of data relevant to any study of this institution.
<g

7.2. The Natioilal Game.- The Electoral C011ege can be viewed 51-

person weighted majority game between the states. This ssumes that each state

(plus the District of Columbia) acts as an independent

agent withoutprioreummitments and outside influence

player, i.e., as a free.

For this gaMe, the

sum w Of the 51 weights is 538 and the'simp ajority quotaCq is 270. The

weight w. fOr each individual. state,

votes, and these are listed in Table'7..-2.1, WeWill treat the District of

Columbia throughout as though it were a ltek: These weights', can change every

ten years as a .tesult.of thenattOnal Sn'sUs, and they have occasionally been

modified slightly by CongKess. Sb th Table lists the weights as they were in
.

1964 and.1968 election's under the column "1961,".and the way they were for the

s equal to.its nuMber of.. electoral"



:*1972 election under '1472.:" These. are based upon the 1960. and 1.970 census.

"!figures, with the method used to determine the number' of

Aeats, each state receives in the Congress.

kye are interested in determining the voting power for each state inthis

national game. These results are given in Table 7.2.2. The first column

sts in descending er the nuin of electoral votes, or weight. w
i?

which

a state may have; and columns (A) and (B) list Ehe number of such, states with

the corresponding weights for tljej4rs 1961 and 1972, respectively. The power

indices, in the sense of Shapley.-Shui§ik, are-given in columns (C) and (D) :for

the two periods being considered: The first of these (C),/as well.as'results'

for,some earlier periods, were reported by Mann and ShapLey (1961); and, the

sednnd, one (D) Was given in Boyce and cross (197,i). Columns (E) and (F) re-
,

scale the previous two columns by multiplying ,by the:total weight 538 so that

they can be easily compared with the number .Of electoral votes listed in the1-

first coldR4 -Columns (G) and (i) express these comparisons as ratios. It

should be noted that the numbers in theetable were obtained by decimal

on the computer and are rounded, off, and are excellent' approximations

t?ithe exact values whiCh are, in fact rational numbs since theyhave a factor

. v.of 51 in the denominator These results i1 catea clear and:, systematic

bias in favor of the large states. However, the total magnitude ofthettias is

less than ten per cent, and is thus rather small in the light of 'die many non-

quantifiable aspects in such political institut* So, t a rather good

degree 'of approximation, a state's voting power is proporticl to its influ-

ence as expressed by its number of electoral votes.

One can design seveYal,interesting major classroom projects which are

based upon or motivated by

1 what follows.

) DetermiAdithe power, in ythe sense of or 0, for each .of the 13,
.

in the original Electoral College.
.

Power at other historical periods ma lso

Mk
be of i *terest, e.g.,Mt the time of the Civil war.

(ii) One can attempt to repto'duce the results in Tableg.2 for the year

1972. This would make userof,-some computational techniqfteS such as th

described in Seddon 6:1'or 6.3, plus the design of a com er program to

implement these. A detailed algorithm for dOing this is descri ed by Boyce

Cross,,but one would stilf°have to program this for his local c puting

facilities. .

the above results, and a. few of these are mentioneS
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STATE ELECTORAL &its
z %

.1961 .1972 State

10 9 itintana

Nebraska

5 Nevada Ill
6 6 New Hampshire

40 New Jersey,

6 7 New MexicO

8 New York

3 3 Nor th Carolina

'3J" North Dakota

1961. 1972

3

17 17

4 4

43 4.1

;13;., 13 °

3

25

8 7* -*

6

27

4

8:

4

10

26

143 , 1.7 Ohio,. 1 4

GeOrgia li. 12 Oklahoma

Hawaii 4 4 Oregon 6

Idaho 4 . 4 Pennsylvania 29

,Illinois 26 '26 Rhode Island 4

Indiani 13 13 South Carolina 8
4

Iowa 9 8 South Dikkota 4
4 :i.

Kansas 7 7 Tennessee 11
i

Kentucky 9 9 Texas, ' 25

10 10 Utah!, .4.
.4

4 . '4 Vermont 3'

16
,
, - .10 , Virginia .12

14' 14 4 `Washington 9'

21 "x West Virginia 7 6

10 Wisconsin 12 11

7 Wyoming 3

12 TOTAL 538' 538

4'

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota:

MisLkssippi

Missouri

12

9'

3

* More recent results 'give 8 votes to Connecticut and8.- votes to Oklahoma due
to a, change in how some overseas population' i alloc 4fi:d''to their. home state'.

44:"



Column: (A) (B),,

Number-of Number,

Etectoral. 8tates

. Votes v.
1961

CTORAL, COLLEGE POWER RATIOS

(C) (D)

Power Indices

1961 1972,

(E) 0).

Rescaled.Indices

538 Vii,

1961 1972;

5

43

41.

40
29

.-27

26

25

21

.17

14,

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

0

:08406425

.08830938 -- 47.510446

A7972734 42.891309
45.226568

.07767063' -- .. 41'.786804 --
1 0 .05500222 - . 29.591194
0 --* .05096311 27.418153
2 2 260 :04897682 26.368783 26.349529
1 1 4703309 .04699893 25.303807 25,285424-

1 1 3919718 .03916926 21,088085 21.073062
. 1 2 3148765 .03146563 16.940359 16.928509

2 1 .02578474 .02576694 y13.872193 ; 11,862614
2 .02389839 .02388196 '12.857334, 12.848494
4 .02201920 '.02200413 11.846331 11.838222 .987194

1 .02'014710 .02013317 10.839140j 10.831753 .9853744
4 4 01828200 .01826959 . 9.835718 9.829039 :9835718

3 4*- .01642383 .01641273. 8.836024 8.830049 .9817804
3 2* .01457;52 4)1'456270 '7.8400,15 7,834733 . .9800019
3 4* .01272798 .01271944 6.847652 6,843059 .9782360

3 4 .01089014 .01088284, 5.858896 5.854968 .9764827-+',

5 2 1 00905894 .00905301 , 4.873709 4.870519 .9747417.E
4' 10 9 ,.00723419 ,.00722957 3.892051' 3.889509 .9730128

3 6 7 .00541615 .00541245 2.913883 . 2.911898 ..9712958.!

.' (H)

7POVer Roatios:

538 A .
1961 .1972

1.0557877

1_205,17806 -

1.0461782
1..0446701

1.02,03860

1.0154873
1 0141839 L0134433'
1,0121523 1.0114169

.1.004145 1.0034790

;9964917
.9908709.

.9890257

TOTALS 538 -. 51 51 .99999947',,

.99579468'

.99018686

.98834576

.98651844

.98470464

.98290416

.98111659

.97934191

,97757982_

.97582844

9741037.3.

'.97237690

.9706322.3.

9999997 537.999790 537.999803 50.2431662 50.2102844

TABLE 7.2.2



(iii) The data An Table 1.2.2 can be analyzed graphically for the 1972 resultsu

One can plot the points (wi,cpi) in the-plane, find the best fitting straight

line, parabola, etc'., and test, these for goodness of. fit. Mann and Shapley

(1962) illustrate the data graphically for their 1961 results, and report that

it has an excellent parabolic fit. Additional statistical analyses of vivious

deviations in .the data may be undertaken,

(iv) One can argue that the states are not independent aggnts in thiS national

game, but instead that ,certain states with closely related interests or voting'

histories combine together and tend to vote alike.. One 'can investigate past

voting .behavior of states, and aggregate together those who have voted the

same way and assume that they ,are likely to 'continue to do so in the near

future. These new coalitions of states can be treated as the individual

players in a new version of 'the, lectoral P'ollege game which will now have

fewer.iplayers but with usual tekrger ,weights.. This project can be modeled

after the recent work by Boyce .('1+973), -and 'there are a host of statisticgl
iY

hypotheses which can be assumed.d.nd investtigated; For example, Boyce studies.'

the impact of a third party. movement; such as the one by-George' C. Wallacbtik in

(v), An athbitious pro ject . would' be to. :investigate, the proced*res used by the'
o

- -

major. parties to, nominate their presidential candidates at the. national conVen-

tions,.under say the ,Somewhat unrealistic asSUmption thS: all delegates froM-a
_ .

giVen state vote for the 'same candtkte,,i..'e:4the state is bound. by the unit,

rule . This idealized game.. is, somewhat Similar to the' Electorar.pollege but the

'weights and number of stags are determined Slightly.different fashion.

'The reXerence by David (1660:plus .some mo&recent data 'may prove

The State Game. GonSid'er.:the game 'which is played 'in a particular,

State. Here the players are thetndividual voters. in thestate.and .a simple

majority, or .often just a' pruralityi determines the winner, who will' then:

receive all of this state's votes i&the national. game discussed, iri the'prqvious,.

section.. It, is clear 'that each indkVidUal. voter in ,a given' state has,

voting power rn his state game, antathat his Rower index is .1k1\1;: where N...As-

- '

the total number of voters in ate: .1h the following 7. to
,

be the'.totalHpoplalatibp of the 04Wqand thus assume that such'..NH''are:Opizr.:.;.

tional;tO the numbers of lrpters ..differgpt!' states have The:.hdpfbe of
/ .



eleatoral votes which a state has based,on Such''cenSudfigures- We al-so
avoid 'consideration here of the fact that various numbers of voters may not
exercise their right/to: vote More, important than a. player ' s power index

, 4

however,, is the chanrta e, has o f b eing the' voter in h isstate.
Conventional :wischi often holdg that this probability: varies inversely With
the population. Onthe ,other hand, we Saw. from 'the",analysis in Section4.6.2
that the possibility, of being marginal, as determined by Banzhaf, is instead
proportionkl . This relationship was akSo diipcuSsed in Section 5.3
in connection with representation from multi-member .districts. For. 'exaMple.,

ttie 1960 populations of New York State and thp Dis tric t of Columbia Weie
16;.782.,304 and 763;956; respectively. The chance, that a voter frotit NeW York
can-sway his state, election Compared to, that for. a voter ,from the District'
of Columbia is 1/,,16,782,304 to 141763,9561 or (4097) to (874)
which gives,. the ratio 0.2133. In other wards a voter from D.- C. has 4.687
times the chance of being marginal in his 'state!! as tha voter from New York.

w

(i) in light of this square ,root factor discuSsed above, ;what possible types,
.of, errors could be introduced into the 'various analythes. in this paper if one .

uses a state's popUlation figure rather than' the number of 'its citiZens .who
ate actual* .likely to vote?

7:4; The Combined Game. To :obtain some measure of the individual;
.voter's total influence in ele-ctring. a president, one must ,,take into account
both the national ..game and the state games discussed in the,. last two
To better understand this existing system, one .must somehoW compose the two:,-,
previous results, 'We have-seen ,ithat :it, is false to presume that:each :citizen's
relative share of .power in this two level _game is directly proportional to his
state' s weight . divided `':by its poptilation N.. Instead, one can combine
the Shaprey7Shuiiik index cP :feir the national:game given in Table 7,:2.2 with
the Banzhaf inVerse Square- ijoot formula for cftparing the 'different state°,,,,
games in order to get some apprOXimate-idea of the relative .infltfience of-)
voters: from different. states. These tIto,fmeasures reflect the 'poWer. that

veii .state .and an indivj.dual within the State haVe in an election. COnsider;.

for eXample, a,comparison between New Y.ork.:State and the .District of Colmliia.
using thel1V4-figure,s in Table Clearly, has moje power in the

. national gaiiitA, and this Can be ind by the ratio of (p = :08406 to



which is 15.521, and is a little higher.tpan-titio of weightsi
i . e . ' w

NY
= 43 to wDC =" .3 or 14.333. On the other hand we saw.. in the -.

'previous seation' that h' voter in' INT:*Y. has' only times as' frrUCIV'chan'ce o

dawaying.his larger state as a voter from D.c..`bas of switching 1°40 d ;_strict.
.

Combining .these: two effects,siveS, (1'5.521) x (.2133) "whi.Ch itdicate8

the relative pOwer of an individval tin t4 to-Oe*.in D..C. in the two lgvel
'election process. -.Note that we have Merely multiplied the relAnts of tTics..i%

; separate games here, and that we have. takett the cp measure in one case -End
used the Banzhaf analysis for the state.gattes. SorV°0

the single cnmptoOed 'ganie as we did: .for one simple example ;in. .SeCtiOn 5; be-
,

cause this coMPOSition would-be. a hugeStame 1,1 Which some ...1.0.d;:000,000 player- -s

participate, and because.-the behavior df /power indiceS -(or general values.
in game theory) under. various comlipt:i i3On4, is not cg i4' te lkIcnown ice turs..

to this point in WO below., ,

Banzhaf (1968,. Table-I) has compared the 'abil-itx .Ci.tiz'enai-i; one

.state to affect .qie outcome of: a. .presidential 'electi.on with the abil qty o. one,
,from qno ther state;' and thesg.. are shoWn in eo lumn in., Table -7.4%1..

`ttit N.Y. and are the extreme cases. No e also ti ae sotti't states have
little more power.' than D.C.., and so the °latter , is not e,onlY one-re.lative/y

. ,

A
,'Poor in, power'. The koW .value for D.C., is eX4ected 0.0.62 its w ....... 3 1s .

assj.gned, in i manner different.. from the states and 1..%,,not- based so much n on ,

poPulation. - It is clear from the Table .that ihe.-.11nf*ice iik the various state..,

gamesLgreatly" exaggeiates the' small bias in
"
the RatiCiAir gat, in favor of the

, !. .... ' 2, ,,.... ° ,i.

larger states. These reSults 'do not depend ::upon some .qu.k 'In our .definitions
of poWer , : but Arr: inkerent 1n.the Besign .of the system' iifse'l_f-when wiqwedras a
iihstract mathemaiic;l entity or structure They surely "rise. .to some qyeS-
tion about whether. the notie man-one vote" Principltris Sa in 4rehaidnei

.. -.=;'.; , c .

-. eleCtions. A Si'milzir type 'of- con,Clusion S.reached in B and Da (1974') ..

SoMe projects Pariillel,,r;;Banzhaf,' s work can be undertaken.)
a 1,

.41) ,-,One can' -use tbe,,1972 val.t.ies..ro w , aid . given in .Table 7.2.2 along ..\with th 1970 census figures fok. N to obtain an °up-cated version of the ...
°,..

..resUlts. in COlumn (I) of our Table 7:.4.1.
(ii) One can investigate various Statistical :d.ev.ib.tions indicated in coliimn c`(1);
Or its up1d4,ecl .versiOn 'mentiOned yeStiOns about what per
cent -of° the states; ". or People,, benef it or are disadVahraged by the Electoral Cot-

.

lege System. So xesults of thi'd type are giiven in Banzhaf (1968,;,Table
°
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RELATIVE VOTING POWER
` Column;

State

PopulatiOn
1960 Census

Alabama 3266740.

Alaska - 226167,

"Arizona 13'02161.

Ar.kansas . 1786272.

'California 15717204.

'Colorado , 1753947.

Connecticut 2535234.

Delaware 446292.

...Dist. of ColUmbia. 763956.

Florida 49515 O.

Georgia
HaAii
Idaho.

'ILlinoia.

39431, er.

6327724 .

, 66719144k',

1008115810:"N.

Indiana 4662498.

Iowa 2757537.

Kansas 2178611.

Kentucky 3038116. .

Louisiana 3257022.

Maine: 969265.

Maryland 3100689.-'
Massachuietts 5148578.

Michigan 7823144.

Minnesota' 3413864.

Mississippi, .
2178141.

Missouri 4319813.

Montana 674767:

Nebraska ,1411330.

Nevada 4 285278.

New Haalp9hIre 606921.

'New Jersey :6066781.
'Now Mexicb 951023.

New York 16782304.

Ntrth Carolina 4556155.

North Dakota 632446.

Obi° 9706397.

Oklahoma 2328284.

'Oregon 1768687.

Pennsylvania 11319366.

Rhode Islatd 859488.

South darOlimi 2382594.

South Dakota 680514.

Tennessee. 3567089.

Tex'as 957967:7.

Utah -, 890627.

Vermont 389881.

Virginia .ti 3966949..

VashingtOri- 853214.

WestVirginia 1860421.

Wisconsin 3951777.

Wyoming 330066.

I

Present
Plan
1.632

1.838
1.281

1.315

3.161
1.327
1.47.7

1.3d8
1.000
1.870
1.789
1.468
1.429'

2.491
J.786'
1.59611

1.39211
_1.521 7'

1.635

1.1,86

1.675
1.834

2.262

1.597
1.392
1.710.

1.421
1.231

1.636
1.499
2.0t3
1.197

3.312
1.807
1.468
2.539
1.541.

1.321
2.638
1.259

1.524
'1.415 '

. 1.721

2.452
1.237
1.4

TABLE 7.4.1

Proportional
Plan
1.203

5.212
1.509-

1.320
1.000
1.344
1.240
2.641

,1.543
1:\ 11

1.1 6'
'2.48

2.35
1.013
1.096
1.282
1.263
1.164
1.206
1.622
.1.267
.068

x1 :055
1.151
1.263
1.092.

2.329
1.392
4.1.32

2.590
1:101
1.653
1..007

1.121
2.485
nosq
1.350
.1633 .

.007

-1.829
1.319

2.310

1:025
1.765

\0,023
1.189

1.239
1.478
1.193 .

3.571

'84

.569

1.506
1.788:

1.521

III

District '
Plan
1.302

3.075
..1.594

..1.459

1.004'

lt472
1.362 '

2.189
1.6'73

1.197
1.267

'2.092
2.038
1.059
L.200
1.364.

1.99
1%299.

1.304
1.691
1.337
.1.174

1.108
1.274
1.399
1.211 '

2.026 '/

1.532
2.738
2.137
1.162
1.70i
n000
1.214
2.903
1.080
1.422

. 1.466
1.043
1 .795

1405
2.0.18

1.291
1.070
1.764
2.342'
1.264
1,341
1.514

1.266
2.546



, .

(iii) .:The method of Owea.(1972, 1975) mentioned in Section6.3 allows., one td

construct a n'Onsymmetric value theery:for the Aubtient gainethat will yield.

the correct:Symmetric indices:for the Composed game, andiitigives good apprbxi-,

msttons to the 100,00(1,000- ayer national gate between all the citizens in
. _

. N-
S and it does so with simpler computationaj ihreblems thail.thOse dis-

cussed in Section 6,1. .Apply'Owevas appraach: to compute *he relative voting`

power of the 'c'tizens'in the -different States in the U. S. Presidential
.

Election.

. . A
D 4 .

.7.5, Electoral College Reform. The unicp,16 Electoral College system was.

:created- to serve as a. .compromise between n-otiler Possibilitieet the diffi-- .
'CY ..

cuties and inequities inherent in it have,CaUsed'ontinukPritieisb over the,

changes
.....:1". .....

..

years. Soffie changes have been made.inmanythe past .and many unSaCcessful reforms
., . :

,

llavebeen attempted; 'Peirce (1968),haS an excej/eht IdiscuSSion on:thiss An

,..ebseryatbin of: party campaign strategies or a historiCal review ofic,ese

tions- confir4:atleast.empirically, the big state'bias'inthit:election-pro7.

cess. A good.discussion,of this is given in an article entitled i.The
_ .

. -

Way,: We Pick A Space-Age President" by Hamilton (1968)... Some of' these close
. .

;'historical. results- arealjomen'tioned in Banzhaf j'yotnote on pages 322
1

and 323) and in Davis (1`9_, 0, 135). Interesi in reform tendstkpeak and
.

wane,,but:itwasparticula'rlY'Axiiense* for-afewyears around 1968 wheh

Mall-acc's caridiAlacy raised the serious possibility of a)deadlock. Some quanti-
,.

tativeconsiderations of the poent&aA.:power of certainn-blOcs of states in,this'

third party movement are discussed in2..oyoe (197JP..- Such reform etfortswere'

illtimatelyAefeated bTasucxessful ii.J.ibuster. Carried on by .Sciuthern:and:.smalL.

.state senators led' by Sam Ervlih, and this is reported, in the Congressional

Quarterly. AlManac.(Volume 26, 1970, Pages .840-845). Paradoxically;'thesystqPi

was defehdedbx many of those states which fare'tather 'poorly according, to our
, -

_ .

tdathematitalnalyses.of power:. 'So we continue with a' system which:haSgiVen:

rise to twO dead locks (1800 and 1824).and. Several,preSidents who received'less'

than a majority 'of' the Oopular vote (1824, 1844, 1876:1884, 1888; 1916 -1948,

dH196S). Some presidents received feWer-votes,than one of their o

and.aperSons_can tii.a4atically lose an e ileCt/9n in-which he obta

majority of the popular vote. .Opinion polls also show. that.the t!ubli is i .

favor.of reform. .Further discussion on reform is giVen in: the recent baalcby'

s.

Best (1975) and in several:references Brams and Davis (1974) .
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Many alternatives .to the present.Elmpto4.1 CallegeHsy'Stem have bee! ,pro -

posed. One frequently heard suggestion is to abolish this set -up completely,

and to. determine the president directly from'the Rational popular vat6'. This

approach' c!Ould give ri.se,te) some technical'difficultiOs if, for example, we

moved towards a system of many parties. But the /vote of each-jr#ividual voter

clearly cotints the same in this case. Howeve*; the VlanS-given 'sertous

sideration by Congress recently haves usually ben variations in .the 'pre'setit

Electoral Coljege. Two t pes of these -are refe red to as the firoportionL1

plans and the district plans.

In the -Proportional PlanS, a state i7.With popukation Ni maintains its

electoral vote but this weight is dIvid d among the candidates in propor-

tion to...lhei'r statewide. popular vote. These numbers need coat be restricted tw.

integers.) So'a'citizen who chAges his vote causes a shift of w /N
i

total votes in the Electoral.College. But otrs from differentstates still

have different influences underthis plan. The relative ability of individuals

from different states,to affect' an election can be easily computed. This'was

done by Banhaf (1968) using the.l.960 population figures and is given in column

(II) of Table. 7.4.1. Since.smaller states have more electoral-votes per resi-

dent than the larger ones, they have more voting power under this plan.

(i) A simple project is to:recompute the numbers-in column (IIY,Using the 1972

electoral-vote distribution (Table 7.2.1) and the 1970 census- figures

A.mor6 ambitious project would be'to investigate a varia.tion'of 'the pro-

portional plan' in which votes are distributed to the candidates but not .in, a

directly proportienal,plan. For example, a candidate who receives 55% of a

stats's popular vote might be assigned-65% of its alectoral vote, or one who

receives as much as .65% of thapopular vote may get 95% of the electoral vote.
. .

In such .a system, what sort of curves -(popn.lar vote versus electoral' votes).
0

would seem appropriate? It wouldb-of,interest to pick some trial.curves and

study what results they would have pro1uced in previous el6ctionliv;,One may

wish to rtmit consideratioh to `only two major cand,idates, or to Cesign a scheme
11.

for multiple parties."

In the district plans for eld,ting the .Voters; in,each state

elect two electors at -large plus:One elector from each congiassional.district in

the state. Each elector then votes for thia:candidate' who...obtained-the most

votes'in his district. The inverse square rOotfOrriinlacan be used to Aetermine

relative chance of being marginal in the vote, for the tlwo.,.4t-,



large, statewide delegates as well as for hiss own congiessional.district'
!----

.. elector, His powerfis determined by combining- these two possibilities. This

cgse was also calculated using
f

1.960 fLgures by Banzhaf (1968) end.is given in
.

. .

... . ,-.. ...
. .

column (IIUdETable

.

,,. ...

7. 4 , 1 Again, je more populous. stateS1 are el the,qis-

adValtage. On the Other hand,' the large statesAlavek contrary to ti-iej.r own
, .

interests,' tended to support.such plans as the prOpo/ rtional and. distAct one,
N

while the smaller 'Ones have resisted refOrm in this direction. it
. ,

.
.. .

\

,.

(iii) AnOther projeCt is tocalculatethe numbers in column (HP-using the
. .

.

1972'dat4 in 11:.ble 7.2.1 andthe 1970 populgtion?fiitires.
., .,.

. HI
(iv) One can investigate certain statistical deviations in columns (II) and

(III), or the new results in (i) or (iii), and discuss qdestions about the
/ - .

. .
.

timbers of states or:individuals who benefit or 'are disadvantaged by these

_systems. A few resUlts'along these lines are mentioned in Banzhaf (1968,

. Tables II and.TII).

(v) ,Thfie. Behavioral Research COuncil of Great' Barrington, >ia.s.sachusette 01230,

in their Bulletin of January; 1974,.has proposed a "second revised raft"' (a

."third" is also planned) of the. Constitution of the U. S. A.,.; which theysugr

ge,i be used for study purpOses,in high'Schools and colleges. Their proposed

electiOn pi.ocedureS have a weighted...voting aspect to, them, and it may be >of

interest to investigate these in light of.the power indices Aiscussed above,.
N A

(vi)-.-in a recent book by geographer Pearcy (1973),'.he suggests that the '

U. S. A. should'be repartitioned into a country with''88 states.. HesUggests

that river- valleys, large metropolitian.areas, etc'., shouldbe part of an in7

dividual stae ratber.than'serve as boundaries for different states. -His.
.

.states woul&be.more equal in:size, and.his plan would in theoiy give signifi-

cant financial savings. onsider-population figures, and design'an Electoral

College for this new V.'S; A. of 38 states. His plan would also change the.
,

'apportionment of Congress, another'tYpe of voting problem mentioned in Section
.,c,

8'.2. .

(vii) In an editorial'in the New York .Times by Joseph Farkas on March 29, 1974,

he' +suggests: ."The principle of- one Man-One vote should therefore be' replaced

by a system -of proportional repreSentation .that ."would weigh each man's, vote in
... .

Proportion-to his demonstrated.capabi. lity to make intelligent choices." .Related'

letters': o the editor appeared on April 11. Consider how,one.might..implement

.

his elitist form of democracy:in light of the powerindiceSjor'weighted voting..

,
i
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ADDITIONALNOTING PROBLEMS

\''Introd'uction. types of voting situations give rise to-prob

!teMs significant mathematical structure. There are seve;a1 directions

in wh,i.dh.th9 weighted discussed iitthiSjpaper can be extended, as Well

as many other sorts 9f voting problems which make use of other mathematical'
4 44

methods. A few of these. extensions= and altermate approaches will be mentioned

-inthis Section. These are included in order to point the:interested-reader "

-iirv, a few of'the pogsible direction's, and no, attempt is made "to give any..de-

tails or tocoyer'all of the possible voting areas,. For example,. problems.

involving probabilistic, statistical, cluiCering, or-simulation techn.iggesare
. ,

not discussed here:

Affinity Of'Coalition,1 'Experience from the real -world indicateS
. .

that some voting combi4ations. or coalitions of voters--are more likely t(3\form

than others.. This may be caused by personal relations between the players, by

Jcloseness.ofpolitical philosophies by other ideological grounds, or by common'

goals or geographical proximity,, Owen (1971 -) has developed a modifiCation of
,

the Shaple lue which considers. this affinity of:certain coaliriens The
A

p sition.of the voters is described by pOs,irioning_them on a hyper -

sphere; and 'then the likelihoodof coalitions depends upon these locations.

Owen:Appliedthis Value to the eleven-party Igraeli Knesset in 965,wherthe

partieS were:. spread from left, to right On the political spectrum:. It would be
1

an interesting project to appl;r this to the Israeli Knesset as it exists in

.1974. (see Settion'.5.4(iii)),, where one would perhapS wish to collect opinions

on the orthodox- nonorthodox spread as well.as the liberal-conservative spec-

trum; or to the.DanishParliament-in 1974 where spmelsuggeste&data, taken

frOm four Danish professors, is given in Section 5,4 (iv). The computation 'of

Nees incleX is usually not extremell, difficult. Another view forncorporat--,
4

ing "prior position" into,the value ot'power index is given On pages 76-78' in

Shapley l(1.973).

Apportionment of Congress. An important problenil in the U.

and elsewhere, and one with-a:very interesting'history,-is how to determine ..

..the number of seats:Which,.any Stare-will haVe in. the U. S: COngress. It is

desirable that any. such scheme be fair in the sense .that it possesses.

certain "consistency" property, that it gives each one of the states nearly
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its "quota" and that the method has .a cer ain,"MOnotoniciity property"
avoids the "Alabama. paradox ") A. new Suo a Methodhichis the uniqUe'method

satisfying such deSirable properties, has just been proposed in two ver5lin.=.
. ,.

.el

'teresting papers by Balinski and "kiting (1'74, 197). Many excellent class

projects Can be designed around this'type of roblem..
\

.8.3. Redistricting. Another-impor ant pojitiCal problemiis hoiA.to parti-

,tion.a region into a certain number of "s milar" districts,, e.:g%, dividing a

state into Congres.sional7districts. It is desirable, oval. 1 ucesSity,..:

that "the, resulting districts haV6 certai propertiv, equal popd.

lation, ntinguity (say convex),. compactLess (Say-fat or 'circular' or square-:.
.

like rather than thin), etc.'.,One wished to avoid' gerrymandering. Several

'mathematical eth9ds have been applied o'thit'problem., Garfinkel and

ti , -

Nemhauser (19 s) deVeloped analgOrith by ConSidering techniques TrOM'i.nteger
. .

programming. 1 y: applied it 'td .Z6' census tracts in Sussex County, qelaware

and to 7 distri ts and 39',:codnties-in the State of WaShiegtonf; ''They had dif-

ficulty with 55 ounties in,the-State of West Viirginia.; GiNet'appipaches,

such as simulatio , have also been;,use on this p s-4roblem. t:Several Glas4o-
.

jects along theSe lines are'possible4 g.,consider how to construct
-sity senate with constituencies of abbdt.equal'size where each'1,enator repre7

)

seutsTh rather VCarrmon" or "homogeneous"%gropp.

8.4. Sequential Voting Strategies. .Many cOmmOhypting p needures lAave

an important strategiE'Aspect to them.: In many sequenlial.sitdations, dal as

..binary voting as is frequently done on a series of proposed amendments, the

final dtcome may depend upon''. the order.in whiCh.theI-Gotion.s._are'considered:

The res at:maydepend upon the idformation.aboa-another'Sintentions, and thd's

one may dgc.eptionmisleaolngor diversionary tactics in the earlier,

.'stages w en, there are multiple votes in Iseqdance! .Optiamal"vsting strategieq
z

and various equilibria conceptS haVe been studied, e.g., by.using the theory of

. games in extensive7(tree) or,hormal (matrix)rforms. Good introductions to some

of these situations aOgear in the excellent little book by Farquharson (1969)

(inclddifivhistoricaj examples in his Appendix), and in. Chapter 14 (especially

ASecticin 14:8) in Luce and ,Raiffa (1957).
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Maps. There has been recent"interest invarioUs'types'of geo-
,

graphical orpoJitical maps, called oartogrms, which are not drawn incbtd

With standard map.projeCtions.--Fbr example, pilots use maps which have a.

magnification of:airport iteas, and one-could,ptod uce highw maps in which

cities or ,complicated interchanges are embedded "continUously".but in a much

larger aerial sbale. A related theorem in differential geometry

Sen (197 ;-and there axe Otential appliCations
.

political science, sed the-paper b);Tobler
2 '

Papayanopoulos"7(1973)

appearseN

to ateasin6ecOnomics and

(pages 215-220) in

9.y LIMITS .OF THE'MATHEMATICAL MtDELS

9.1. General Remarks., An j.mportant step in the complete model building

process is to validate or verify the 'accuracy and usefulnessof the model to..*

the real-world,situation, It Is note sufficient to work in a mathemqUeal-
..-

vacuum for one is require td; check whether his cOnclusiolsare realistic or

1Whether they must be careful limited. Awareness of the theore.tibal or hypo-.

thetical nature'of the results m st he clearly,.understoad when one 'makes use

of his results in kactice. Th is pattcillrly true in building-mathematical.

11models in political science where it isfso easy tobe excessively isolated, to

Aispard.too many essentials,, orto overlook' many less quantifiable customs or,."

p:rocedures.. In the social sciences in general it is most. difficult. to form

complete models which contain all,. relevantsaspests of current reality. After

all; the social sciences make arlubh greater use of adjectives than do the

physical sciences or mathematics. Tillthis realm it-is usually foolish to claim

that-brie has obtained complete understanding, proofftlreXplanation, true

meaning, etc.. Before employing one's absttAct.analy8is,as, a true imitation of
. .

"reality,'onenormally has to become heaVily involved with complicated data_anA
. .

other more empirical activities.

9.2: Additional. Considerations. It is clear that our mathematical

analyses pf certain voting situations is in many ways superficial... It does

not.incObe much of the political actuality in the global realm of power, in-

fluence, legislation, or elections.in ourgovernmental institutions. In the'

iga
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realities
1

Of political life there are manyvalliances,Cdifferences, cohesive

blocs, discriminations, partisan actions, and additional sources whith..influ-.

ence outcomes. One must consider t, ,he effeAS ofWorking behind-the-scene;

capabilities in, caucus or in re cloakrooms, or Other"secondary" considera-
..

tions; as well as the superimposed .or nonelected operating structures. or

.7'litlividuals such as a committee System with a seniority rule of succession to
_

a strong chafrman'sPosition. On must 41so consider the influeaces of partye .

loyalty, prestige, publicity, bossism, solidarity, persuasion, personal gains,

lobbying, fractionalism, bribes, gratuities partonage, pork,.barrels, horse,

trading, campaign financing,',.and so on. Hopefully, these factbrs are counter::

balanced by or at least. not completely divorced from such elements as 1-10nest

debate, sincere denherations, morality., conscience, ethcs,'reason, fairness,

equity or-other rules or "laws" in the game of politics: In extreme cases the
.

whole political - structure itself is altered more drastically under coercion,

threats., force,, ,tars; coups' c* assassinations.

In particular, in many of &fr. examples and/suggested projects thdasSomp-

tfon that there exists irrevocable blops'of voters is frequently leSs than
. .

realistic. Our applications often discounted. effects.due to absences, ,abst6n-

tions, tie:breaking rules., pOpulation figures for nuditiers of voters, 'and ignored

other details of voting'procedures4 The analysis of the Electoral College in
.

Section 7 clearly overlooks many free- for -all and. less-read.ily-apparent aspects

of an actual national'. convention or.political campaign. Some detailed.criti-.

cisms df Banzhaf!s 11968) study by a few U. S. enatorsand other experts
:

"follow his paper, and-alsolappear in the following Volume of this same journal

A t

(Volume 14,. pages-86-96). -However, there is some histbrical and eMpiriCal.

evidence .to"siippOrt the big-State bias in'the Electoral College as is disCilLSSed

in Reirce (1968), Hamilton (1968)., and Uslander (pages 61 -76 in PapaYanopoillOs

(1973)).. There is clearly a great_.:deal,of material which can be used for

classroom discussionor :criticism of the'previous projects,
f

At another leVel of criticism. there is the major question of what is the

role of an eletted official Should he serve_inthe more routine,, mechanical'

or plebiscitarfan.role.Of;:the true delegate, or representative; who.polls, sur-
.

.."
..v.eporin some other way, .Was'hiS pUlse on _the will of hisji izens, and who

Merely funnels or transmits, this popular opinjh the-legislaturel OT:should
..

he act ina.More patrician or,Burkean mode where'he is MO e of a free agent or
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.

- trustee, to whom the voters abdicate power 'Or whose:judgment.they.rely upon?

ForHekampl,A. S. CongreSsmen tend to act in the latter. mode on!qUetionS A

about'
)
foreign policy or impeachment, whereas they m*e'follow. the forme role'

d.,.in more-local or .domestic issues, since their reelection Te)y sepend upon it._

Additional moral and philosophical conc!rns about the ends, means, causes

goals and consequences of power are discussed n'some of 611614ritings by,Riker.

4.

9.3 Usefulness. It is clear that our weighted voting analysis isonly/

.a rather singular, perhaps seven trivial, part. of the political systems_ being

analyzed. In many cases the weights are -not the criELcal.fdctors,,and other

practical considerdtiods prove more important., Our conclusions admittedly.

-fall short to'the extent that the models wereinot general enough. _However,.
. .

any model must compromise between'excesilie-cdmplicttiod and incorporation of .

He

_ .

total picture. However, one shbuld.distinguish between.thp fault of the
-

alyses, such as erroneous assumptions, incomplateness or rncorrect.conclu7

sions, on the one,hand,.as against faults inherent in the actual design.or.very'

fabric of the system being'modeled, on the otherhand, e.g., irratiOnal'Or

illogical behavior, false intuition, or nonlogical structures:': V
,

.
One Could nevertheless argue that the power tndices are ,a worthwhile

.,'.

first step in a quantitative. 'investigation of such voting situations. Although

limited in scope,' such analygis is'hardly entirely wantim.gor completely irrel
.--

'vant, and there should be-little objection to utiliz'i the results in' ,the
. ,

limited or spotty-context to which they apply. -Such studied.should'be useful

in setting up norms, standards, ground rules, or minimal rquirements for a

voting situation; and they have recentlyfound some imPletentation and accept,.
. _

=.,
n

. .

!ace by the courts in practide. '-Although fairness or justice are hardly.to.be

,foUnd entirely in some simple mathematical formula or symmetry; it would:appear.

that one should ,attempt to avoid numerical, bias, as well as othertY0es, when- .

.

ever possible, Hopefully, the, power indices surveyed:in this paper, will ,have.
r 0

some value as a quantitative aid in judgintequality in .certain political

structures, and they will become part of the.conventiohal'wisdom on the subject.:

Knowledge of power indices might be compared to knowing the 'odds of obtaining

.various,poker hands; it is rather helpful, but not sufficient in itself to

being a good poker player. It is. also mostlikely.that once mathemetical

EechnSqueshave successfully entered into political science, they are-unlikely,

77\to be-completely discarded in the future; and. some. recent authors even go so-far

as to suggest a new field called "governmetriar alogous to !'econometrics.".
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-Chapter 4
A MODEL FOR MUNICIPAL STREET SWEEpINGSOPBRATION :

State

A. Tucker*
and

e L. Bodine
University of New'York -
at Stony Brook-

1. Introduation

An enormous variety of human activities can be the subject of Mathematical

modeling. To optimize the performance of an auto assembly line, die process of
putting two screws into an auto chassis may be broken into, say, twenty-five
carefully defined steps and then an order and timing of these steps is deter-
mined in a way that makes thja process as easy, error-free, and quick as possi
Ble. -In a recent criminal trial in New York, the defense attorneys.relied
heavily on computer-generated profiles to pick a: jury most favorably disposed.

towsrds thedefendants.'

When_an activity, such as one of those mentioned above, entails substan-
tial costs in tine, money, or 'people, then the precise analysis produced by a.
mathematical model is often invaluable. At the, same time, it must be remem-

bered that such analysis itself requires time, money, and special personnel.
Whilelmost, branches of the federal government and all large corporations have
used mathematical models to plan tkpir operations for Many. years, ,state and
municipal operations are just now'beginning to make .use of.this aid. Recently,

New York City, has taken the lead in using mathematical modeling to improve
urban services. and cut theit costs. In 'this module, we'shall examine a model
that web developed to route and schedule street sweepers.

A few words are in order to explain the special difficulties inherent in
building goad mathematical models for municipal) services.. It can take up' to a
year and thousands ofrdollarS just to collect the data (which often varies,
seasonally) needed in the model, yet few municipal governments fee/ they can
justify,such long term investments,, when they are usually. faced' with immediate

and more pressing prOblems in the community. Often the task to be modeled is

.
performed-by workers who belong to a strong union, and the union leaders will
take the position that they will. not let any so-called experts in City. Hall tell
their men in the streets how 'to perfOrm their job. On the mathematical side,
a major difficulty is that mathematical models need a precise formulation of
the problem and its consEraints. But there are many constraints in. urban prob-

lems that are hard to quanti*, involving administration (i.e., bureaucracy),
politics, unions and the men who perform the service, plus many practical dif
ficulties of which, as the unions rightly claim, only the .men on the streets

are aware. Moreover, the more precisely one does define the problem.,-the more
unwieldy it usually is to Solve. Thus to..make a nice mathematical solution
possible, one often has to make (idealized assumptions.. Yet the results that
come out of the mathematical analysis must be realistic and workable. For

The work of the first.author'on this module was partially supported by
National Science Foundation Grant GP- P033568 -X00,
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( .-'A. ..:

example, when ,.things go. wrong. or. special events occur, a'distriBt'dispatcher:

0ShoUld still:be able to get 'the job one, well as he.:FOlild.:Vith: the:old. ways,

. . . , . ., ...'.,,.
It should be noted that some,"attempts-at optimization ervces have

been in practicejor many Yeats. ''For example, garbage:trtl.tkOdo notjUSt',gO
out into an area and go down. streets hoWever'they Wish.;.g)TWroutes haVebeeh'
planned by capable people. who looke'd 7ckrefully at maPS414.are0 to be
covered . One Of the.first objectives in:any cOMputerlysis is to see hOW:'
close y the handdrawn routes approXimate the' oftiMizedmathematealsolubtio0S.i

.

,

,
.'

.
..

.We- have.. ,to jdiscuss the problem" of eff1.4 nt street sweeOng because,
its :analysis contains all the major features typ/ioilof aAatge7-soele routing.)
or schedUling:Problem, Y6(,the. mathematial. tech4queSjebOirkd are'dbMpara.<
tively simple and for small problems; the calculationahlbe':cioneby'hand
As:in,manyroUting problems,.'someParts of the sweeping:probrem can be handled
very precisely, while other.partsreqUire simplifying idealizations and even

HgUes.wOrk. This problem also lias. its share of extra administrative and
practical constraints.. ,,

The model:describedhere.was developed/for the NeW.York CitY. Depav,ement
of Sanitation by L. Bodin and S. Kursh. in the Urban Science Program aEthe

, .State University of New York at Stony BrOok.. The New York City Sanitation
,..

.Department:Basa S200.,00O,000pannual budget of which-$10,000J000.gOe'sty:treet.
sweeping. The computerized sweeperroUting based on thi's model. . if implemefite'd.

city-wide, is expected to save close to $1:,000,000. The model was usedAn a
part of_the District of Columbia where:it cut costsbynver 20%:

Section. 2 describes OUT sweeping problem and Section '3:presehtlthe'baSIc
mathematicalmodel. Section 4 develops the analysis of the model Section'5.

'gives the algorithms' that are required in or analysis. Section 6:cot(itains a

summary of:the steps in the analysis and Section 7 gives.,a;detailedexampre,
Section B,hag_some:comments about computer tmplementatiOn of the model.. Seo
tion 9 presents some final comments and extensions. Section 10 cOntaiins7a/

set of exercises. While reading the lengthy SectiOn ,some readersmaywant
to refer to the summary in Section 6.and-to thee eexam e in Section 7.

For instructors A major'reasOn for the presentation of this particular.
problem is .'the natural' way it lends itself .to ah open ended teaching style,' in
-ixihich the students themselves,candevelogi'with the,guidance of an instrUctgr,
the mathematical model and an analysis of the problem in terms of `this, model.
BeCai:ise there are several basically :independent step.' in this analysis, it'is

alsO possible to present some of the\steps in a lecture and. leave others to
.

the class.. Two of the three miniMizationagorithmS required. in the Solution,
the ShorteSE pathand minimal,spanning-tree algOrithMs; could be "discovered"
by theclass:.- .

-

If-an opemended approachis,used, it is important to guide the students
into.the."r6Ute first 7 cluster second" method. Also, students should not.
worry about disconnectednetworks 'or the turns.,made at each corner until the.

other prohlemsjiave been analyzed, Beyond this, the students can progress as
they:wish:.SeVeral differentproofsexist for TheoremS 1.and 2. (Whenstu--.

dents4ater are
,studying

the problem of turns at each corner, they will dis7- .

cover the proof of Theorem 1 given in this text.) If students write a computer

3
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.program for:Stre;ptsWeeping, th6i will find several minor but ch4ilenging loOse

enda.in themoddi...(some are indicated in Sections.8). Even thOugh theSe prob

1tOSOften cpn.be ignored:inactual praCtice, some 'class disoussion concerning

heuristic.solutions to these-probleMs.is worth includi;g, if time perMits.

Note thatevenln an open-ended approach,.theintructor should consider

distributing Sec ions of the text after the students have developed the partIC-
.

- ular'analysis..

If the material is Tresented. irk a' normal. lecture Met10d, it is advisable'.'

to insert examples after each stage of the.analySis.in Section 4. In addition

tntheextended example in Section 7, several of the exercises in Section 10

can serve as examples. The-instructor may also choose to introduce the a!llgo-

rithmS. when needed rather than waiting until the analysis .4 completed, With

student who-have a limited. exposure to. graphs, the instructor should.consider-

In-'tgoduc*ngOther types.OfprA1R4 that .are naturally modeled with graphs',
. ,

jheeNercises have several examples of graph modeling, and more may be fOunCin

references [1, 2]. -

.

Statement of t'he Problem

Our problem is to design an. efficient set of routes for eweeping the

-streets in'some cjty., we "speak. of '.'sweeping -.a street, it is actually

only the street,along the curb, that are to be swept. This task

is performed by vehicles called "mechanical brooms," or.btooms;-fOr short.

Atfirst the probleM seems to be trivial: send 'a broOmiup and downthe

length of o north - southstreet, north-soutori\Ast-west, and have it repeat this on tlie
, , .

dextparallel street; and partition the city 'up inns sets Of north-soUth

.east-vest, streets such that each .set can

broores period on the, streets.(two to four_hours, depending on union w

rules). However, t9'.'sweep along a curb there must be:no parked' cars present.

Thus we quiCkly'seethat we are at the mercy of parking regulations. Many

smaller cities with well-disciplined citizenry can institute parking regula-,

tions designeokto Coincide with the type of broom routes mentioned above.

parking

How-

ever in a city like New York City simple, consistent :regulations,* such
. .

!grallOwing,carg to park on alternate sides of the street on alternate days,

be covered during the time of

and

a single

°

*.Even if one could makea good case for changing certain regulations, the

'changeover cost might be prohibitive. It Costs about $2000 per mile to in

stall new parking signs, and about $1000 per mile to change them. .I\;x4 York

City-has.11,000 miles- of streets: .
,
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are essential in most business districts. Inadd tion, major arterial routes

_cannot be swept during rush hciurs. In ipsidentia and manufacturing dis-

tricts, where the fullparking capacity of the streets is needed much of the

.time, special regulations are needed. One-way streets and areas where streets

do not hav4 a common north-south and east-west alignment cause further,'compli-

cations. Finally, a city is usually divided up into administrative districts

and broom routes may not cross district lines.

As we progressed through the preceding paragraph, the character of our

,problem Fhanged from trivial to extremely comply. We now seem to be over-

whelmed by.a,large and disparate set of constraints

To close this section, we note one additional constraint. When among one

gtreets; 'broom routes should try .to avoid turns where the curb to be swept,

will switch from the left to right side of the vehicle--or vice versa (this'

requires the driver to get out and reposition the broOms on the. other side of
.

the vehicle). To .a lessef extent, they should also avoid U- turns, or left turns.

3. The Mathematical Model

The%sweeping problem's diverse set Of constraints all but forde us to

seek an abstract model. Wneed a general st,ructure that can incorporate all

this information without getting bogged down by its complexity. This struc-

ture is a directed graph. A directed graph G = (N, E) consists of a set of

N of nodes and a set E of edges, each directed.from one node to another.

node. References [1, 2, 3] discuss the theory of graphs and their applica-

tions. (In the next section we alsosencounter undirected graphs, whose. edges

simply link pairs of nodes without Arection.) An edge represents one side

of street cin one block). See Figurel. In this problem we will assign a

"length" to each edge, namely, the length of time it takes a mechanical broom

to traverse the edge. In Figure lb, the 1engths-lare written beside each edge.

A node will usually represent a street corner. An edge e from node x to

node y can be written as e. = (X,y): Indeed, it'turns out-to be most con-,

Venient to represent a graph as. a set of nodes:and a!-set of directed cOnnec-,

(x,Y) .would be listed twice

Hence ou problein about edges 0

tons: between .pairs of nodes.
-

(The connection

if there is a one-way street from x to y.)
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Figure la: Streets in a
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. .

will be presented in a node-based mddel This is natural since it is the nodes,

not the edges, that Play.the active rol'in'our problem; the decision about-
1which edge to sweep next is made at.a.node...

'Next let us consider the time constraints imposed by parking regulations.

These constraints turn out to beablessing in disguise, for, hey "force uslyto

break the original large problem' into many short, andmanageable, problemi,

That is, for each period of the day or week, and for each administrdstive dis7

trict, we form:the subgraph of edgesAn which parking regulations (and rush-

hour Constraints). perMit sweeping: Sae Figure. 1. Since any .given edge should.
.

not appear in more than one subgraph, we occasionally Must,impose artificial

constrations (to determine the unique subgraph in which to putan-edge that

represents, say, a side of a street whereOarking is always banned) to'narrOw

Aown'the period when an edge can be Swept.

Our problem_Can now be given a mpthematidal formulation:, for.eacbof the

subgraphs generated above, tind....a minimal set :of routes.(i.e.,. minimizethe

number of routes) that c `64..1.eCtively Coverall the edges in the subgraph.

Lengths (times .for traversal)' have.beenaSsived to the edges and each route..

cannotrequiremore time than the length.oLth'e no7parking.petiod. In addi-.

the route.Shourd be as free of U- turns and'otheCUndeSirable,turns-as

poSsible. The.primary',difficultY arises frOm the fact that a street sweeper

frequently must:raipe:Upits broOm and travel some'distance along streetSthat

are not to be swept (or were swept already). to get to a new sweeping,site-:

(Typically a.Sweeper travels twice as fast, ,making the effective length of

streets half as lo'ng,. when the brodm.is up.) Somk-students-might want to-.See

hOw few'boUr-lqpg routes they. dineed to sweep all esolidesiges in l'igure.:lb.

The problem of instituting parking regulations in a district with no'regu-,

'lations can be done.simuflaneously with the minima routing (see exercise 16)..

There are additional questions. Chat we shallmentiii in Section 9 and in the.

exercises, 'sUch as linking togetherroutes in successive, short periods,

We can now rettrictpurattention.to'the problem of finding.g. minimal set

of routes (of axiven length) covering the edges of -a directed graph. The

.solution tothisA)roblem would then be appliedto each of the subgraphs repre-

senting streets to be swept in a 'Oven district . during a given period.



.An'AnalySis,of the MatheMatical Problem

There are two different aPproactifes to the problem of Seeking a minimal; or

in..practice, near minimal, number ofroutesto cover the edges of a directed

graph.' Wecan:dither divide . the graph 110into subgraphs of'a size small enough

that each subgraph can .be covered by a single route (of a given length), or we

can find one extended route covering all.-6ke edges, in the graph and then break'

it up into appropriate-size routes. ',These methods are called voluster

routeSecond"and 'roUte firstclutter second," respectiVely. We Shall: use the

term "tour'!:for.ah extended.roqteCovering all edgeS. The route-first-method

is much more tractable.beCause an exact mathethatical solution extsts.to he

minimal tour problem. However, as: we See. in the example in ..Section'T, the sub7;.

sequent-clUsteringneed not lead to a,minimal:setof routes. : On the 9ther:

hand, when we:iitry. to cluster first,.;outting.theNgraphinto'the rights subgraphs,

we: must rely on essentially guess work and quickly drawn (inefficient) postible.

routes, . This causes us to cluster int&conservativelySmall subgraphs. An-

Other major problem is thatafter several. "nice" subgraphs'haVe.been 'cut out,

the remaining edgeS may he-scattered about in many small sections.. There are
1

some other not so obvioUs drawbacks to the cluster first method. The net

effeCt is:that the route first approach is easier mathematically and gives

'better solutions for mcist graphs: It shduld.bementioned that the cluster

first,method does have one merit that is tmportant to administrators. The

routes obtained by that method are generally contained in a nice, compact

region and different routes do not cross. This makes it e.aU to determine

whose route contains a missed (unswept) street, without need tor recourse to a

detailed map marking out each route.. The cluster first method is discussed.in

We shall flow develop the routefirst-clUster second approacht,S6, our

task will be to obtain a minimal' tour that covers all the edge's of a given.

graph. The subsequent jobkof breaking up that tour into feasible routes'is

.treated later. It is worthwhile to note hoTkmuch we have been able to simplify

the complex problem .we had in Section 2.

It is convenient to assume that the tour must he a circuit. -(Formally,

circuit i5 .a seqUence of edges (el, e2, en) such that the end node of

e is the start of e
i+1

and e ends at the start of e ), . This assumption

means that there will be many possible ways to break up this tour later into

subtours. !*



.
While in general any circuit (mip,imal or not) covering all edges -will

pass some edges twice, in some graphs it possible to obtain a- circuit that

traverses each edge of the graph exactly once. A circuit covering al-l- edges

oii& (44.0d all nodes) is 'called a Euler cNcuit (or Euler tour). 'Clearly, any

Euler circuit is a shorten possible tour, since by definition of our problem,

we must traverse each edge at least once. It turns out that the cond-itions

for the existence of an Euler circuit will tell us -how a shoctest-tour con-
,

struction must procede even when ,atiEuler circuit does not exist.

There is an obvious condition for the existence of an Euler circuit.
.4

Namely,' there must be. as many edges directed ,into ,each node as are directed

out of it., since a circuit arrives at node as many tinteNs it leaves a

node: ' Let us 'define the inner (outer) degree of a node to be the number .of

edges directed _into (out of) the node. ,,'A.graph is connected if-,there_exists

la. set of elgesdisregarding their directions, that.links together any gOen:.

pair of nodes. Clearly, graphs with Euler circuits afire connected..

- Theorem 1 A direFted graph has an. Euler_ circuit' if. and only if the.grfph
connected and for each node, the inner degree eq-mals the outer degree.-

Proof: We have alread- observed that graphs with Euler circuits'Satisfy these

two conditions. Let us .ave a graph satisfying, the two coliditions. At each

node, we'arbitrarily Pair ,off, and tie together, the inward and outward edges.

Thus, we have tied all the edges together into long strings which, having no

ends, must be Circuits. Ve can,repeatedly combine any two circuits-with. a

common node -(by.repairing the edges (on the two circuits) incident to the

common node). ,By the,'connectedness. of G, the result. cannot be two or mare

vertex-dis Joint, circuits. Thus we obtain a single! circuit, an Euler circuit.

Q.E.b;

-Note that the constructiony in the aboVel)roof.would a-11°W. us to pair

inward and*tward edgets each. niA0 in a, manner design 4. to minimize .

wanted turns .(U-turns, etc.) at each node.

Now let 'us conSider the problem of finding a mini:Mal tour covering all

edges in an -arbtrary connected graph. We handle olisconnected graphs by solv-

inging our ,problem for 'each connected, part, called-component, of the graph,

.(later in this section we describe how to tie.these solutions together). The

difficulty in arbitrary graphs arises at nodes whose outer ,degree does not

equal the inner. degree. At.such Corners,. a vehicle will* lift up its broomS
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and drive over to some othierc orner where the broom will be lowered and sweep-
-

ing will recommence. The time spent with the broom up 4 called deadheading

time This is what must be minimized (the time needed to sweep ispredeter-.

mined. Define the degree d(x) of a rine x to be the outer degree of

minus the inner degree. If a node' x has d(x) < i.e:, an excess of in

ward degrees, then" our tour must eventually, deadhea0 onraee ge whenAt leaves

similarx. A similar difficul.ty arises if d(x) > 0.

We can draw a graph of the route of a tour,. See the example in Figure 2.

Here we repr-Sent the added deadheading edges as dashed edges. These dead-

heading edges are draWn from the largdr'graph 'of all streets inthe city. The

dashededges are duplicates of existing (no parkingi edges when the broom,

deadheads down a street that must be swept. In other places, the dashed edges

represent sides, of streets where parking is not banned. Observe that the

added. deadheading edges necessarily expand the original, connected graph into

a graph having an Euler circuit, that is, by Theorem 1, into a connected graph

where each node x has d(x) =.0".,,So the problem of finding a minimal tour

becomes the problem of finding a minimal-length set of edges' whose addition

to the'original grapVelances the inward and outward, degrees of each node.

Theorem 2: Let G be a directed graph with e'leng'th assigned to each edge,

and let._11,. be alarger graph containing G. Let 44. be a minimal4length

colleation of edges (a single edgemay be counted Several times in A) drawn

from th'e graph H such that the addition of the edges of A, to G makes
I

'd(x) = 0 for. each node X in the new graph. We assume such a set A

exists.- 'Then. A may be partitioned into paths. (aconsdkutive sequence of

edges) frdth...nodes Of, negatiVedegree o nodes.ipf poSitive degrees. If:

deg(x).= -k (Or .:±40. in G,' then k of the' paths start (end) at x.'

Proof: Let G* be the graph generated by just the edges in A (with k'

,copies'of anedge that is counted k times in A). The only nodes of G*

with-non-kero degree will be the nodes of G 'with nonzero degrees, since the

sum of thedegfee'of a node in G and the degree in G* is zero. Let.us

arbitrarily,pair off,-as in,.the prOof of Theorem 1, inward and outward edges

at each node of G* as much as possible. Thus if d(x) = -3 in G*, three

inward edges at x would remain unpaired. We again get' a set of long strings

of edgeS. Evept now, some strings have beginnings and &Ida, .....The.beginnings--



are necessarily nodes of positive degree (negative degree in G) and-the ends,

nodes of negative 'degree (pogitiye in ,G). If any.string formed a circuit,

we could drop that set of edges from A without changing the degrees.of any..

nodes.' So by the miniMality:of A, all the strings are paths frommodes of.

negative degree in G., to nodes of positive degree:in G....Q-ED,

Theorem 2 tells us how to minimize the deadheading.tiMe. We must- look .qt
.

a 1 ways of pairing off negative nodes with positive node's with -deadheading.

paths, (a negative Or positive nOde x would octtr-i147-4(x)1 deadheading

paths) and then pick the set of pairings that minimizes the. total deadheading

time, i.e.; minimizes the Sum:hf the lengths of the shortest paths:between the

paired.hegatiVe and.pbsitiye nodes. .. Recall that when deadheading,a::MOchani4.:
,./ ,

. -.

cal broom normally travels two times as TAt._and so the totalA.eadheading,qMe.

is actually half the sum of the lengths. When the minimal' set of deadheading

pairings is found,; we add the dashed. deadheading edges to our -graph. Nowthe
..

'resulting .graph has zero- degree nodes and we' can apply the method:ift Thebrem'i.

.Nbte that when we are building an Euler tour in Theorem 1, it tUld happen
,

.

that we createa deadheading path from themegatiye node. x -to. a. node Of-zero

degree, For example, thithappenS in the tour:in Figure,2'whentlhepoSitions

of e
8

and e
9

arez exchanged. FOr once the minimalset of dashed edges:has-
:

.

. .
.

.

been appended,.we can trace out an Euler circuit in many. dIfferent ways. Any

.ti*ch Euler circuit will be.a. minimal deadheading route for a Mechanical broom.

To solve the ipinimal pairing, problem;we.need a-matrix giving the lengths
-

f shbrtest paths between i -th negative node x
i

and I j-th positive.node

Y ; for all i, j. (Of course the routes of the shortest paths are also

ne ded..). .If the graph isditconnected, we should solve the pairing problem

.f i. the whole graph'atonce since,ah optiMal pairing often links nodes.in.tr

different components (this Situatin o occurs in the example in Section 7).
. .

c
4..

Note that Theorem 2 does not require G to be. connected. In the neXt'sectiOn,

we give an algorithm for finding the shortest paths between pairsof nodesin ,

a graph. -Remember when loOking.for the shortest path, we.need not restridt

ourselves to'the graph at hand, the.graph of no-parking streets-at a certain

time.' Rather we.-shOUld lOok at the graph for all the streets in that dit-,

trict of the city; 'Ne. note that for large problems, a geographical estimate

can be used to find the shortest paths between.the negatiVe and positive nodes.

The computer program.Afsed in the New York City prOject knewthe coordinates of
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Figure. 2: Directed graph of edges to be swept (so edges) with ad
deadheading edges (dashed edges) needed fora complete tour. A possible
is (eeee,o,e,eee e eee

2' 5' 9 14 4 6' 8' 13' 15' 3' 7' 10' 11' 12

40 8,0 20

8

5

6

2

4 1

Straight ahead

Right turn

Left turn

U turn

,Figure 3: Typical data for

a -transportation problem;
see pages

*Switch'sideb of.street 10"addi-.
=

Raise or lowar broom 5 addi
tional

*Only applies when sweeping

Figure 4.



each node (corner), and hy'adding the differeriE6PdT the xdtordinates and of

they- coordinates oftwo nodes, it derived what is. often Balled the "Manhattan"

distance. Multiplying this number'by an appropriate constant yieldS a good-.

estimate of the travel tipAetweenthetWO''fioks4. After a minimal pairing is

fOUridfrom theAe Aistances;:wego baCk'to,our shortest -path algoriEhm to find
. -

the! specific deadheading edges (and actual .length) :of ashortestpath.between

each MO paired' nodes.

Let'us now reformulate a the problem. of finding a minimal 'set of pairings

between the negative ,and positive nodes. We have a matrix. A .with a row for
.

each negative node and a column for each positive node. Entry a is the
,ij

"cost" (length of shortest path) in going from the i-th negative node x

to the j-th positive node y . On the left side of the matrix beside row

we enter the "supply" at 4., b and on the top of the matrix

above, co4mn j,. we nter the "demand" at yj, c = , Our problemn

this setting is to minimize the total cost of "moving" tile supplies from thk

to meet the deMands of the y 's. Prdhlems of this sort arise fre-

quently in.operations research and are called transportation problems. See,

the example in Figure 3, which could, have come from the problem of finding, a

,mitaimal-cost schedule for shipping grain from three different grain elevators,
-

having supplies of 6 60, and 30 tons, respectively, to three mills with de-
,

mends of respectively. Note that we allZays need Eb.
1

(if supplies exceed Aemafid, we can add.an artificial Column to balance this

We give an, algorithm for the- transportation problem in the next
0

section.. ..

, .4 .

,-

.Theeolufion. of the transportation problem. gives minimal set of pair-

/.1dgp,Y.that us. which pathe.oedeadheadingedges to add. Let

be G -pluethepe. additional deadheading edges We now build an Euler tit-,

cult for As` not.Cohnecied, we build an Euler. circuit for each'

component. Our next step isthe pairing of inward and outward edges at each

node neede "in the construction in Theorem 1. We do this pairing in a manner

aimed to inimize,Ufidesirabie-furns% We assign a, Weightto each possible type

of pairing See Figure An'Xtra weight is given to switching from dashed

tcinqashe4 ges f(brIVIce versa), because one wants to raise or lower the

:brooM-aa,infrequentA.}; ae..pOssih10.,, N(One shortcoming with this model is that

intheinai EulercircUit there is no way to force ao.Aeadheadingpath thet

,ptartampokom.right.pide.!PWeeping to .;"rminate at an edge requiting iight-sib
. "..

t as'



weeping. For this reason, we do not assign aside -of- street to deadheading
0

edg' _No changing-side-of-street penalty can occur with them.) At each node,

we seek a pairing of-..Ibe.nodes:s inward and outward edges in G'. that mini-

mizes the sum of. the weights. To put this problem in a standard form, we make.
.

',.a matrix W
(k)

for the k-th node. 'v
k

with a row for each inward edge to.

N
k

and a coldtn for.each outwardedge.from v
k.

Entry w:
j

in W(k) is the
i

Weight fro pairing.the i-th inward edge with the J.Lth 'outward edge.. The

problem of. a mjnimal pairing of the row elements with the column elements is

Called'the assiRnMent problem. The assignment problem is actually a "degener-
.

ate''' transportation problem with row supplies. and column demands all equal to

one.. In practice; a noae usually has'it most two inward edges and thus at

most two pairings exist--so one computes the weights of each pairing and picIss

the lesser one. (Another possible approach to minimizing undesirable turns is

to minimize the largest weight that occurs in the pairing--this is called a.

bottleneck problem--but this, approach often gives bad pairings.) '

After the assignment problem has been solved at each node, we form cir-

,Cuits as in the proof of Theorem 1. We combine these circuits together as in

that proof. The re-pairing needed to combine pairs of circuits may occasionally '

fOrm bad turns. However, in
.
practice there, are few. of the circuits and so it .

is not important to worry about finding an .optimal way to paste them together

(in a typicaL,1000-edge street-sweeping graph, only 5 1'q Aircuits occur; in
typical,..,

-islittle, or tiften no,-choice of where to paste).
.

.
.

Finally,: wg consider how to handle the case of a disconnected graph.

Assume we have,Euler circuits (forming, minimal-length tours) for each component

of G . We pick an arbitrary component G1 and start the prescribed tour of

G
1

at a chosen node x0.
,

Then at some x
1

:in G
1,

we cross over to some

node x2 in component G2 and now begin, the tour of G2. If we do not leave

G
2

for another component, then ,we complete' the tour of G
2

and go from x
2

backtoxlandresume'thetourofG1. (Note that if the tour on G' dtad-
.

heads" from xl to some node xi, then we would do better tp return diredtly

to% ,311,. such short-cuts are difficult to systematize and are ignored at this
...._.

("stage,. but in'the final stage of our procedure--on the last page of.this sec-
:-

tion--obvious short-cuts
,
can be inserted by. hand.) We shall.requird.-that the

tour of .G
2

,,
which may be interrupted by side tours to other eomponents, .,

. .

.

should always be completed before we ever come back to G further, once
4,

l' .

f
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G2's 'tour is completed, we must return directly to node in G1. See the

example in Figure 5a. These requirements apply to all components..

We can define a component graph H, an undirected graph, ,with a node, for

eachcomplonentofG'andanundirected.ddgelDeeween.h0dex..and x. in
- .

H if our tour crosses between components' G and ,(1 See:Figure 5. We
i .0

have implicitly .required that H contain no circuits. ti.:conneeted graph with

no circbies is called a tree (that is wh4t it looks like). If -the length Pf

of an edge (x
i

, x ) in the component graph.is theiotrpt distance.of a
.j

round-trip (paths' in both directions) betweenssome node in Gi and'some node

in G , then an 'optimal. H would minimize the sum of the edges. Such a

tree it.called a minimal spanning tree. is usually true, and we assume.

thus, that;a minimal spanning tree of components minimizes theamount of.dead-

heading time needed to link together the tours of_the individual components

(however there are some cases where circuits in H may give an improved Solu-

tion; one case occurs when the same node in G. is the closest node of. G
i

to several nearby components--see.the counterexample in Figure 6): In the

next section, we give an algorithm for finding a minimal spanning tree in an

undirected graph. To find tfiedistance between the closest.nodes in each pair:

of components, we again use the:approxithate lengths supplie4.by the Manhattan

distance (based on the difference of the coordinates). With this measure; it'

is not too hard to sort through (by hand or ProgramMO heuristics) the many

,possible pairs of nodes to find the clogest pair ofnodesifor a.given pair of

components.
tc.

.

As.before, once the minimal spanning tree is found nd we know which

-pairS of nodes between different. components are to be liked, then we turn to

our Shortest Path Algorithm to find actual shortest paths in each direction

betweenthese pairs of nodes; Using these shortest paths,.we join thetours

of the individual / omponents of G' into a tour. of 411 of G' --a tour cover-

ing all edges of the original. graph G. (

The only remaining step is breaking up the grand tour into routes of a

length that do not exceed the Length of the no-Tarkingperiod associated with

the given graph. We start at an arbitrary node x
o

and:follow the tour as

far as we can within the time period. Suppose the firstroUte 'end's at node.

The next route starts at y and continUes as, far as possible; Theyo.
o.

.-

process is 'repeated until the whole tourhas been covered and we have returned



Figure 5a: Tour linking components
I.

3

Figure 5b: Associated
Component graph

Figure 6: A graph in which the minimal tour
does not form a tree among the components.



to. x . Note.that if.a route started (or ended) with a stretch -of deadheding

time, that part of the tonr:can be omitted -How MuChdeadheadingwe can omit

depends onWhichnode was chosen as x-.\ -To try other:possibilities, we pick
-

the node following.1x on the first routeand-iet it be the starting point for
0

.generating successiime routes., Then ve trY the node after that as the start.

We repeat this process until we reach yo, the endLof the original firSt.

route. .Since one of the routes must begin sameWhere in the sireteh.between
t'

x
o

,and: yo, we'hayo thus checked all pOssible:maysof:generated routes. The

starting point that resulted in the fewest routes is the one we use

It important'to note that while the above single-tour sOlution

optimal (except for pAsible short-cuts or cUcuitsinthe process of linking

the components of W), the multiple-route solution is not guaranteed to,be

Optimal. ThiS is because not all, positive, or negative, nodes need be paired.

of in a multiple-route 41ution (a route could end or start at such nodes).

The use.ofa minimal spanning_ !free to join comlonents<presnmedthat the tour

had to return to the component at which it started Thiss not necessary in

a multiple-route solution. The'example ip Section./ illustrates this diffi-
-

However,"in connected graphs, the solutions of our model are usually

,quite close to, optimal. In the routing system used in New York City, the

(final) stage of-breaking 'up the grand tour into routes was done by hand In

,addition to'-finding possible improvements in disconnected graphs, land routing

allows for practical adjustmentS (and incorporating the possible short -cuts -;

when linking together components of G!) and perMits breaking up the tour in

a way that started orended many.of the -routes close to the district-garage.

This completes the analysis of the bro.= routing problem in one district

one noparking period.. Of course,- in a real problem thiS must be re

peated 'for all-districts and all periods. In-the next section,, we present the;

three SpecialalgorithMs we need to bind shortest paths, to solve a.transporta--

'tion problem, and to find a minimal spanning tree. Section.6 has a summary of

the preceding analysis.
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5: Minimizing'AlgOrithms

In the preCeding section; we 'showed how ,,to break the broom routing.prob-'

lem into several parts;. we identified places where-part cular minimizaton

subproblems arose;. and we showed how to piece theiSbIutions of those subpr4-

lems together to getan efficient 7solUtionto the original AtIting problem.,:

In this section, weipresent-algorithms to solv.the

subp±ohlema. Tbere were three such minimization n-problems and all are basic

probleMSf operations.reSearch. .Actually, a fourth problem, the-assignment
. .

problem,' also arose but..:We chose to convert it intoa transporta0.on problem.

A slightly faSter algorithM specially for the assignment'Problem also exists.

All these algorithms are'discussed at greater lengthin. standard operations

research texts such as [4,

a. Shortest. Path Algorithm

The:algorithm:we shall discus Is due to Dijstra'and can be used to find

shOttest paths from any given node a to any other node z, or from the node

a to' alI other4Odes Recall that the'analYsis developed in the

section needs such an,algorithM to find .shortest pathsbetween:various pairs

of negative and ,positive nodes and between closest nodes iii two neighboring
t

components. .

Shortest Path Algorithm for shortest paths from given node a to each bode.

Let' k(e) denote the length ofed0- 6: :Let the.variable m denote a "disr
4

tance counter." .V.or increasing values of M, the algorithm labels nodes. whoge

(minimal) diatanCe from node is

1. Set m = 1 and label node a with where the' "-" repre-

senls a blank.

2. Chedk each 'edge e = (p,q) from some' labeled node p to some un-

labeled node q. Suppose labels are (r',s(p)). If s(p) +.k(e) = m,

label q with (p,m)

.3.. If all nodes are not-yet labeled, increment 'm by '1 and go to

step 2. Otherwise go tostep 4. If we are only interested in a shortest

path to z, then we go to step.4 when z is labeled.)

4. PO'. any node y, a shortest path from a to y has length s(y),

the,second.part of the label of y, and such a path may be found by back-

tracking from y (using the first part of the labels) as described below.

A brief discussion or-the idea behind this algorithm and'an example follow.



Observe that instead of concentrating on the'distances to specific nodes,

this algorithm solves the questions: how far can we set in 1 unit, howfar in

2units, in -3 units,;.:., in m units, Formal verification of this algo-

ithm requires an, induction proof. (based on the number.of labeled vertices).

e key idea is Chat to find a.shortest path from a to z. we must first
. .

f d shortest paths from a to-tihe-Nntervening" nodes. Suppose that

x
2'

x are the. set of nodes with edges going to node y, that for

each 'X
i

we found a shortest path Pi from a to xi with length s., (and

that k = k(x., y) is the length of the edge from xi to y. Since a
1

shortest pathilto .y must pass through one of the xi's, the length of the

shortest pgth from a to y equals min (s + k.). Moreover, if x, is a
i 1

minimizing node, then P followed by'edge (x., y) is a shortest a7y
1 .

Tickfind this shortest path, we shall not need to obtain the distance from a

to\all nodes adjacent to y, ,gince only those x s ,that are closer to
.1

than y are of interest.

path.

.

Let P
n

= (x
1, 2

x'
'

..., x
n

) be a shortest path from x
1

to .x Then

s.

P
n

= P
n-1

+ (x
n-1'

x
n '

) where. P
n-1

= (xl, x2, .. xn_i) is a shortest path

to x Similarly P = P + (x. x ) and so on. Then to record
n-1' n-1 n-2 n-2' n-1

a shortest path Pi, to x.1 , all we need to store (as the first part of a

label in the above; algorithm) is the nameofthe next-to-1as node on the 14ath;

namely, ,,x,. ,. To get the node preceding x on P , we o to the first
1.-J. 1-1 t i

stored node for P.
1-1'

that-is, the next-to-last node on .Pi which is

xi By continuing this backtracking process, we can recover Pi.
,

The algorithm given A Ve has one significant inefficiency: in step 2,

if all sums s(p) + k(e) h e varues of at least m' > m, then the distance

counter m should be increas d immediately to m'.

f (N,10)

b,5)

R
(m,24)
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Example 1 - Shortest Path.Problems:'

A newly married chuple, upon findingi that they are incompatible, wants to

find a 'shortest path from' point N (Niagara.Falls) to point R' (Reno) in the

road 'network' shown Figure 7. We apply the Shortest Path'Algorithth'.' First
, .

is labeled. Tor. m 1, :nu new labeling can done Ne check

.ed03--107-DITT)- and (N,t)). m = 2,. s(N).+ K(N,B)..=: 0 + 2 = 2,

and we label' b with 0,2). For 'm = 3, 4, no new labeling can be done.

FOr m = 5, s(b) + k(b',c) = 2 + 3 = 5 and We label c with (b',5). We

continue. to 'obtain thelabeling :shOwn in Figure 7 , BaCktracking from R, we
,

find the shortest path'.to be (N, b, c&.h k; j, m, R) with Length 24.

If we want" simultaneously to find shortest distances betWeen all pairs

of. nedes (without directly findingall the associated shortest paths), we cad

use,the Simple algorithm due to Floyd. Let matrix D have entry d 00
ij

(or ' very Large number) if there is no edge from t he i-th 'node to the .j -th

node; or else .d = the length. of the' edge from the i -th node to the :.1-th

node. Then hoyd'e algorithM.is.mast easily stated by giving the FORTRAN'code:

When finished,. d::
.ij

j-th node.

DO 1:,K = 1,1\1

DO 1 I =.1, N '`Y
DO 1' J = 1, N.

IF D(I,K) + D(K,J) .< D(I,J) THEN

D(I,J) = +.D(.K,J)

1 CONTINUE

will be the shorUestdistance from the
4

b. Minimal Spanning Tree Algorithm.'

We present two minimal spanning tree algorithms for connected,undirected

n-node graphs. Note that 'any spanning tree, of a connected, undirected n-node

Tgraph has n =1 edges (Exercise 30a).

Prim's Algorithm: Repeat the following step. until the -Set S has n-1
,

edges (initially. S:'is empty) ,add to S the shortest edge that does not

forma circuit with edges%already in S.

Kruskal's Algorithm: Repeat the following.step:untile tree. T has

,n-1 edges.: add to T the- shortest edge. between a node in . T and a node.

: not in : T (initially pick any edge of shOrtest length).

i-th node to the

In both algorithms, when there is a tie for the shortest edgetoobe

added; any of tale tied edges may be chOSen.' Showing_Prim's algorithm doe's

fir. '1
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indeed forma -spanning tree-is left as an exercise. Note that Kruqkal's

rithM'is intuitively quicker because there. are.fewer edges
/
to check in each

iteration atIt1.-no worry about' orMing circuits. Note also that Kruskal%s

algorithm is Very.similar'to the Shortest Path AlgorithM: if we consider

.nodes. in T as labeled nodes, then both.algorithmg' repeatedly search. all

.

edges..from aJabelednode to' an unlabeled node (although .the search is for

different purposes). Indeed, the edges used to label new nodes- in step 2,of
i

the path.algorithm form a-directed spanning,treexercises 29).

c

The.dffficultliartAn the minimal spanning. tree pr.oytem obviously is

proving the minimalitY of the two °algorithms. We give'theprOof for Kruskal'
. .

algorithm and leave PriMis as an exercise..-

Theorem 3: Kruskal's algorithm yieldsa minimal spanning tree.-

. Proof:. Suppose' T = fe
1 e2°

is.the spanning tree constructed .by

Kruskal's algorithm, with the edges indexed in order of their inClUsion into

T; and ,T' .is .a minimal spanning tree losento have a many. edges in common

. with T as possible.. We shall .prove that I = T' Assume T # T' and let

= a',13),.:.chosen on the k- Eli round' of the algorithm, he the- first edge of

T (having -smallest index) that is-not in T'. Let .P = (ei, e')
n

be the (.unique). path in :c from a to b.-'(i4 T, the, path from a to b

is: simply ek ) . If every edge on P. isshorter than ek, *then on the k-th

and later rounds, Kruskal's algorithm would have incorporated sncCessive-odgeS

of -P before Considering tbrlobger e (A technical note: the algorithm

could choose
1

on the k-th round. without fear of forming a circuit since

edges chosen up to the k-th .:round.T16s- the edge el are all in the (circtlit,

fre6).tree T'.) IL- P has an edge with the same 1e4th as ek, we remove.

this edge from '1' and replace it by .ek. It is not hard-to how:that the
.

new T' is still a spanning tree which has the same Milrimar.length

has one more edge in common with T this contradicts. the choice of the

original T.'. If P has-an edge with greaterlength than ek, we remove it

from T' and replace it by ee. to get a shorted spanning tree - -this contra-

dicts the mtnimality of T'

and which

Example 2 - Minimal Spanning Tree:- -.We seek -a minimal spanning tree for

the. network,in Figure 8'. Both algorithms start with a shortest edge. There

are three edgesof length 1 (a,f), ji.,q): and ,(1.,w), Suppose we pick

If.we f011owKruSAWs algorithm, the next odge.We add is



of.length

ihen ,(g:, ]t), then (t,q), then (t,m),

etc. The next-to-last addition.would

be either (m,n) Or (o,t),.- both of-'

then. ,g) of length 4,

length 5 (suppose we choose (m;n)),

and either one would bc followed by

. The .choiCe.ofH(M,n) or -(o,t)

brings outthe fact-that minimal span-

ning trees are not unique. ..The final

tree ia'indidated with darkened

On the- .other hand, if we follow Ptim's

algorithm, we first include all three.

edges. Of length 1. -NeXt we would add,

all theendgesof length 2: (a.,b),

-(e)jP, kg,t), (h,i), (t,m),

(s,x), Next-mewould add almost

all the edgesOf length 3: (c,h), (d,e), (k,t), (q,v),

8
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(r,$), (v,w),

but not (w,x) unless. .(rs)' were omitted (ifboth were present we would

get .a circuit. containing these two edges, together-with edges of'shorther length
,

L-(r,,w) and (s,x)). Next we would add all' the edge_s'._52f. length 4 anal finally

either (m,n) or (o.,t) tc0ibtairithesame minimal gpanping tree(s).-producel

by Kruskal!. s algorithm.. -This similartty is no coincidence.
. _

,1 ( .
.

c. The'Tranportation Problem.

We are given. an n x m. matrix A of transportation costs,

a- = cost-of shipping'one unit of our commodity from .origin to depot D

ij .

; j

along with supply and demandvedtors 13.; and C, supply at. .0.
.

c. ,is ;demand', at D We assume E b =,E goal-isto minimize the
j i . :

t411,.!(tota,1,.ctiat).for shipping the commodities -to the. depots...,Remember that .

although the aid's were lengths, of, time in the sweeping ptoblem (and b.

.

, . . i

and..c
i

werenon-zero degrees -of.nodes); we can treat the4minipal 'Pairing 4f

nonlzero:degteeOodes as .attansportaion'prOblem.
. t

be the number of units. .sent_from
i

:to :Then our probl

is to Minimize'

total 'costs =

4



subject to the constraint's.
m

(supplies)

j=

"(demands

;1. .

'In addition We Want x to be non - negative integers.. It suffice- to require

.
that X be non-negatitie, for all ,pptiMal.sOjutionS .then thej, turn out to be

ij

integral (when .'B and C are integral). In this algebraic setting, the trans7

portation- problem has the ferm of what is called a. linear .1program, ile. there

are good algorithms for solving linear programs, We shall present an elegant

algorithm due to Hitchcock. that is, much faster than general linear programming,
.,.. _

methods'. See_ [4] for a more detailed: discussion of this algorithm.

Our algorithm has 4 First we seek an initial solution of positive'

x. '.s that sa is EY 616 constraints H.- We want to use as' fe ive s
1_, . - C ij

as possible. We shall see that only (n + m - 1) positive yatiEibles are

needed: Our method for obtaining uc.h.'a solution is best presented through at

example. FOr the transportation: problem given in Figure 9. (the Costs 'are .

written in the. top, box in dach. entry; the other numbers will be explained
.

later), we choose x
11

as large as possible. The first origin constraint

implies bi and the first depot constraint' implies xil ca.." Sp 'We.

set .xll = In thip case (40;30) =30.. To try to use up

the rest of ,the supplies. of Oi we set x12 (c2, bi =Min. (40,10)
.

.

ll

= 10% Now'We try to fill tl rest of thedemand:at p2
We

oontinuE

in
, .

this 'fashion setting X.,' ="30, x 20; and x = 50., -Each new- x.
22 . 23- ,.. . ij

exhausts. Some.pp,l.y or fills,out some demand.

Apparently n + m positive x' s Will be

needed, However because,. E b
i

= when. ,

we use the last ' we must simultafte-

. .

ously satisfy both the last-brigin and last

depot .constraint. Thus _n + m -:1 .positive

.X'sei are :needed.. This tech4qUe for finding

a solution to the 'constraints ..(*) is

the. northwest,-:corner 'rule, 'because we zig-

zag Our Way, across the mattix:kfromth
--:4);- P.



northwest corner. See [41 for. a further explanation 'of the northwest- corner
rul_e and

positive
for modifications in the "degenerate" case where fewer than n + m

are needed.. '
The next. stevinvolves writivdoWn a .Solution... to a "shadow" problem. In

'that problem, an outside Shipper: .wants, to determine two sets of prices.;
v -,. the price at which he wilq, sell a unit of the coMModity 'at' ,D

i
; and

Second, u ; the price at-which, he will buy from us a, unit at 0 . Then.

v
i

-.. u
i-

is the cOs :.to us of shipping a unit from 0,
,

'. to Dj To do. business

'. . with us, his .transportatiOn',costs' should not exceed the cost of our solution
,

aboVe. .SinCe the shipper wants to make as 'much money as poSsible, he picks
his costs to be exactly, equal`. to ours for each used i the above' SOlw.:

. .
ij ..._. ______H__

tion. This his constraints are (i) 'v - u = 1, .(4) v .-1..' = 3; ..-.

(iii) v2 - u2 = .1'.; ..(,i,v) -. y3 - u2:= 3; . and -61). ,;' - .-ti ...=..&.. 'Since the'
_

priCes. are relative; i.e.; only thedifferenees are important,We: can arbi-
trarily set u1 = 0. (we , always do- this). Then 0.5 and (ii) determine v1,, ', '.

and v2 = 3. Then (iii), determines u
2,

= v
2

- 1 = 2, and subsequently

v = 3 + u
2

= and . u3 = V ''- 6 = -1. Note that because we had only five
3 3

1

.
equations (in general,'" n ton.- 1' equations') i;n:six unknown's (in general,
n + m !unknowns), we had te 'deterdine' one unkyiown arbitrarily (In a "degen-
erate" case With less than n +.m -.1 equations., more unknowns are set equal

wr r 'ii ,to 0; see [kJ.): With theSe :Prices, it now coasts us as much to sell all our
. . ,....e:. . .., t .t 7, ''.

4,

supplied to the ,shipper at the origin's, and buy the required amounts from him at
q.

the 'depots as it costs to Use'.the solutibn obtainecraboVe.
_ ,

-The ,third inVolves the choice Of a new .x. . to;,.8used to lower the
cost of the" existing :solution . To. beat the 'cos t of out :firs:U1Won-;ikisfy7-
,fng the constraints (.!c), it auffi...ce'S:7-..to get a solution':Oat;';.ba',..8...t'W.',4o*..'bf

the outside shipper (since his total cost was our totalpo:§:o; 'nati:tr''3.". first
cost4 ,,is to comgard our costs a.. with the shipper's :cost .. J. 4 Cl act. e'ach

.......
..--...,:..:*entry where x -''', iS': ciirrp.iitly zero . In, each such entry in Figure .we.-siltite',.

. . ..'....',1* ij , :.. . ,

,!ka -,"(y. - ti ) in ..'pa'renthes is . We see that this difference is negative. for
..i j,.i.*.., j . i ...:::',....

engry,:','. (3,2). That means we save $2 for each unit we Ship interiialt'Y fraom D1

,to D-.-. instead of with .,the :shipper ($2 versus 3 - ("q). = $4) :Then we,
4 -arter the :current solution...so etas to perMit x32 to become positive. In gen-

;If,'

eral, we seek t40 increase the'; "'.x'''., where' 'a 'is-most negative.
:,.,. ki _.,... ii

If none of ..i.he differqnes is r gati:11.), then there is no' way, to. heat the



shipper's cost (thus.;oui own cost), and the current solution is
The fourth step determines the be's't improvement pOsSible when we, Make

rew Kid pnsitive_ AS we increase the new x.., thi ;case, x32- we must
1.3 : -1

balance the cons traintg.(% <) by changing other X. .16.;
mitted to change the values of 'poSitive x 15. used in the current solution,.

l
The reason.. is that from step three we know, that ,usidg other' (currently zero)
variables would either raise the cost of the.new. s_olution or not lower it as
much. As we increase x

'
we must compenSate by decreasing x and x

32 . , 22 33' !:
'TO compensate for the latter chiages; we increase x2,. [iSo Ax22

-
= Ax33 =.1',1-A.x.2

lir '
and Ax

23
= Ax32 Observe that e unit increase in x32 ;,decreases the costii..of .:

. ,

the solution by ' + a - a - a = 1 +. - 2 , 3 =`i2 , --this :checks with
.

the "Prod ictodu saVings ,,in step three . The best ..imPfovenief.it .uS.ing. -4:(: It wi lA
T

obviously come from increasing x
32

as much as poSsi):).1e. That is we increase, .

-
x

32 33
until .xor x22. be-Com*:s 0 So we can set, = with . x- = '2

j. :. 33.
r0,_ and x

23
= 50. Th,e. o ttiii, x, ,'s are unchanged.: . that We ; appai-

,_4,-4- -.., .,

l''.0,13?toulci have decreased.' x
1
. Os tead of x

22
to ha,lande the intreaSe. Of ..

2,!, .t,' -

x": rI"' Then we Would need to increase- '.k to balance the. decrease in x r

32' 12 1,,
but now there is no way to balanCe ,';th:raYincrease in x , since

- 11'. x12 x13'.'..=',

.,.

.-..
It turns out that tliere is always one unique way to compensate for an increase;

1,
.

in a previously unused If the way is not obvibus, we car find it 'llt
.1 ,1 ) ".

a systematic Search. For further details, see [4]. toT
.,.,.kli'l.lii

_ Now we ItaVe the soltition- shown in Figure 10a. fWe'rep,eat steps two; th
r ,- t,four, and get the ,soltItion in Figure 1,0b. NoW in` step three, there is n

entry that is less than the shipper' s cost and so we have'l an optimal solution:1
,,



Summary of Procedure
.

:4'The analysis deve1oped in Section 4 can be dided, into dour general .' .

steps. Fir.st.,' we add a minimal- length set ,de,;f;''..e7crglisj.s.,9..i'that!.:ttie.:res'ulting.

..graph G' Tla.v.a19, Etiler each d:fits':eomponentE-,.466ncl', we pair
;i ""

inward 'and outward edges 'at da:Ch node so as to minimize. unwanted 1 t.urns nd;,use

these pairings to 'construct Euler circuit for each component
if G' is not connected, the, we link these' .Cireuits together'.iti'da 14-rantr tour:i

Fourth, we allow for various'dpractical considera.tiorts as WArmanualll.'$re,k ups- S.
- , - '

the grand tour into routes of tlivadi'tdd, le4th.;:d..-.1We'a.Ss4e G is
contained in -the larger gtaph R.

-Appending ;edges to G to get a graph
its components..

0,

with Euler' circu4-ts in each, of

la. Obtain,..: the matrix, of approximate shortest' distances 'in f between

negativ;e:tto'des x and positive nodes y of G. See page 116.
(If re,lati:yeiy few node.§,-at: involved, Minimal Path Algorithm is
usec-.1;

. "dis tandes; see pages 123-125.

7.%

lb. SO1Ve the transi3Or6a.t.,i:On:1)tplplem with the matrix. of step la and wit
row supplieS -d anc column. d emend s ..d ). See. pages

. ,
and , 127-130. %: ,,,, ,...'d.d. I

lc. Using the Minimal Phtl..Aletit,hm, find the shortest p.d4lls 'in the
',... .,,,i,

.

larger.graOh if betw.,en,..01e:"Mkgtive and positive ,rods paired in
. estep lb-. See pages P.2....:242

.1d. Append dashed: edges, cipp1a14...::Oci
d new; to G 0' that. there Are-- .... . "

-.

dasheer cepieS of an edge that edge occurred on .'k'
.:';',...in step l c . Call the new graph. G 1 % $.ee pages 1 1116- 8:.

. .::

.
J3uilditA7'Epler circuits in each component Of,' G.' . ''C':

d: ?-1--4,Ci.:13 up inwarci.::and ouLwaf d edges at each , -,.ode in G' by d x..n"spe,tio:.

or using the assignment problem approach') Ilse theweights .ixi., Fatl*0 ''..,
S.. pages:-.1'18,4-19':.

, ;;;;:', .

2b: Forril.`the cirogi..E.s arising from the :,match-ups in step Za arciddpate,..:. ..
these circuits :together to get an circuit in each coriip0e0;t
of See:iages 114 *(:Proof of Theo,iirri 1) and '119:

together thd p'CMpenents of G.t,'HP'erformed: only not



3a. Find the (ap-proximate) shortest round-,trip distances between the

-components of; See pages 119-120.

3b. -,,psing the dist4nCes in step 3a, find a minimal spanning tree for the..
-

component graph. See pages 125-127.

Find the shortest paths (in both directions) joining .the' loseSt
.

pair of nodes, in each pair of components linked in the minimal span-

(_ning tree.' See pages 119-120.

3d.* Use thee shoftest paths to unite the tours of each Component of G'

to., get the desired grand tour which covers all edges of G

minimal' length.

"frea'k'ing up the grand tour.

4a: Break up the grand tour into subtoUrs of feasible length. At this /

'point, fie grand tour' may be modified to allow for various constraints

and other ,considerations. _See pages 120-l22.

.

7. An Exampl,
k \. ,

will. now be illus ated with an example bg.sed on Figure 1

(page 111 ). The solid-lined edges in Figure lb represent Sides of streets,
.

on which parking ,is banned from 8:00 a.m. to 94:00 'a.m. (the; time period for our is

;:,/:-.
)5 f

f 4

example). The graph G n f. the solid ,edgesi, alone is giVe.4-7. in Figure 11. The
. ?. ... ' ,,,,.. , :-

side of aistreet represebted 4,y an edge is Indic teed the positIon of the
, ..',

edge relative; ,.tc4, its end nodOs in Figure 11. The.ld'ashed edges in Figure lb
a 't'',.,.:.:

represent_ the ;tither street in the district which may be used in deadheading.
....

The time, in ei'minutes, At4eep each edge is indicated in Figures lb and 11.
44.. ....:,

a ,,:,is- one half of the time :-,e*Ar:,

. Our procedure

4

'9

It is assumed that the 'tip g needed to dgadhead an e
4 .:.4"44

needed to sweep it. .

t
;:::Our analysds will procede as outlined in Sction 6. Most of the computa-
.' :. .

: 44

titidg 'are left,;?as exercises and the results are given wlthout explanation or

are obtained bninspec don and heuristics:

,?, rtit

4/

L.

132

139
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Figure 11.

Step 1, We pick out the dodes of negative and po sitive degree which

be the Origins and.depots, respectively, of the transportation problem. The

.origins are nodes 3, 7, 12','.14.,-16, 18. The depoCi..are nodes 1,-4, 5, -13, 15,

17. The supply or demand4t each of these nodes is one. (The unit supplies

and demands will make the .'Cransportation problem "degenerate.") We must now'

°:' compute the distance bets./e on eachlorigin and depot. In the computerized analy-

sis described in'Section 4, the Manhattan distance was calculatede:.frtith the

nodes' coordinates. Because the graph in Figure lb is relativ0,y small, the

coordinates of nodes have been omitted. The exact dtseances',Ore.:readily

obtained (if desired, coordinates can easily be ynyellted). Most can be gotten
'

-

by inspection and other distances can be ignoredai mentioned below. Figure

12 presents ehe'matrix of releVant distances (studenti are asked to coMpqte

these distadoeein exercise 39). For simplicity, the dkstances'arelgivsen.in

sweeping time, not deadheading time; times on deadheading edges will be divided

'by two later. A moment's thought makes it clear that nodes 16 and 15 and nodes.

133
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18:arlOAT*IalildAle0Atted in an optimal solution to our transportation problem.
. .

.

Ii1444*.tAstitAttt the problem to the remaining four origins and four depots..
.

e...:1040Win Figure 12 reflectS:this:restriction.

, .

13

Figure 12

4

One' optimal solution, to this transportation problem pairs node 3; with-node 4;

7 with 1, 12 with 5, 14 with t3, as well as 16 with 15 and 18 With 17. (There

exist other optimal solueioris.) The sum of the lengths of the paths in this

15Airing is:63 minutes, or, at deadheading speed, 31i iminutes The deadheading

edges, that is;.the edges. o the shortest paths betWeen the pairgd nodes, are

now added tO..the graph in Figure 1Jl to produce the graph G' in.Figure 13. We

.easily che.ck that every node in G' does have zero degree as desired. This

completes step 1.

Figure 13

134.
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Let us note in passing some interesting properties of G': G' has

three components while' G had four components; (ii!) edge (2,1) is deadheaded-

twice; (iii) edges (1,5) and (7,3) are swept and deadheaded in the same

Step 2. Each node in G' is now examined and the--inward-outward edge

assignment problem is solved. Only nodes 1, 2, 3, 6,,and -7,,have two inward

edges and at each of these an optimal assignment is obvious. The 'table in

Figure 14a lists a set of optimal edge pairings at the above six nodes. Since

only.the nodes have names, the pairings are written as a triplet node sequence.

We shall underline the parts of a sequencein Figure 14 that contain deadhead-

ing edges. From these pairings,'we get a set of circuits descibed in the

proof of Theorem 1. They are listed in Figure 14b.. Note that, as is typical

in most practical problems, there is little changing Sides of a street. ,More-

over, there'is no choice about how often or where to change sides--it must

direction.

happen at nodes .4

Figure 14b; it, does not matter' whether we

and Finally, we join the first and, second cireuitsjn

join them at node 7 or 3.for- like

circuits result.

Node
3

1'
tik

2

3 '

5

6

7

This completes step 2.

\\,..

Peirings Circuits
f,

2- 1- 5,.2 -1 -5 1-5-8-12-9-6-2-1-5-6-7-3-2-1

6-2-1, 3-2-1 7-3-4-11-14-13-10-7

73-2, 7-3-4' 15-16=15

1-5-8,

5-6-7.,

6-7-3,

1-5-6 17-18-17

4-6-2 Combination of first two circuits,

'1-5-8-12-9-6-2-1-5-6-7-3-4-11-14-13-10-7-10-7-3

3-2-1

Figure.14a Figure 14b

Step 3. We need to find the shortest distances.between the three compo-

nents
_

of G'. Let us call the large component C
1

,

.

the nodes 15-16 component

k
C2, and the nodes 17-18 component C3. The closest nodes linking C1 and C2

are nodes 4 and 15 with distdnce 35.. The _closest no4es linking C2 and C
3

e 16 and 17 with distance 25. The closest nodes' Linking C1 and

--r-------a-------7

C
3

are 11

and 1 h distance 25. The minimal spanning tree among components is indi-

cated with da ened edges in Figure 15. Using the corresponding edges,'we
w.
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. connect the components to get the grand tour

t:

16-17-11-14-13-10-7-3-2-1. The tout T is

shownA;InFigure 161. It will take 1371 minutes

to complete this tour; 56 minutes of 'sweeping

and i(163) = minutes of deadheading

(remember that deadheading edges are traversed

at twice the swfeping speed). This completes

step 3.

Figure 16: Minimal tour covering all edges of'graph in Fie 11.

/ Step 4. At first, it seem obvious that wacannot;break the tour . T, into

two 60-minute subtours, since T runs 1371 minutes. There are many ways to

break T into three feasible subtours. HoweVer it,might be possiblet reak

T. so that long deadheading stretches around node 17 fell at the start-or end

!;')/

1
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of the sUbtoUrs and thus.could be dropped from the subtours. Clearly this is

the ()ray waywe'Might:b'e able to.use only.two subtours. Unfortunately, it is
not.quite possible fo do this.(the reader should verify this for himself): One

way around this difficulty isto,consider other' ways to link together .the toM-

ponents of .:Gi.:There are two other ways of linking components which while not

siviinga:minimal-length grand tour do allow. uS..td break the tour.at long,dead-
. 6

heading...stretches so 'as to obtain two feasible subtours. If we combine cam-
.

ponents C, and C
3

of G' between nodes 14 and 18 instead of.betwrf 11

and 17, then the resulting grand tour would be T*: 1:-5-8-12-9-6-2-15-6-7-

3-4-11-14-18.-17-16-15-16-17-18-14-13-10-7-3-2-1. 'This can be broken into sub-
.

tours T1: 1-5-8-12-9-.6-:2-1-5-6-7-3-4-11-14; and T : 15-1-6-17-18-.14-13-30-7
0 2f

of lengths 57 and-48i minutes, respectively. Note that by deadheading edge

(1,5) the first -time we traverse it (instead oE the; second time) in T1, we

get a further dea heading edge at the start of 1.1. Thus we get- T'1

54-12-9-6-4-5.6- 3-4-11-14 of length 56 minutes., Toggther Ti and T2 take

rati minutes Iiith.only 452 minutes of deadheading (T °had 81i. Minutes of dead-

,We link component C1 of G' with' component C2 instead of C3

We again geta,l.grand tour containing two fusible subtours (the reader should

find these feasible subtours). This concludes step 4.

1-computWmp:Ielii6ntation
av

. .

WhIle'traphs-are easy to represent (on paper) to the human eye, they are

more difficuJ.t to repre'sent. for use inside a computer. :As noted at the start

of Section 2, we should represent'edges as ordered pairs of nodes.. So then
.

the question-is.how doweyrepresentnodes-in a computer. The usual answer is
.. r

as numberS. ;.If a graph has n modes, we use some scheme to assign each node,'
..1

a .different_number between 1 and n. Then we can read into the compUter the

set of edgesordered pairs of nodes--for-streetsin agiven district. There

would 'aho need -to be secondary information about each edge: its length, side

of, street, and no- parking period. If we are oing to estimate distances he -

tween nodes with the Manhattan diStance, we teed to read in the coordinates of

each node. The coordinate information can also,be used to check for errors in

the nodelist as follows, Usually there exists a.rel4fiVely small bound for
1:.,

.



the ditance.between any two nodes joidedby,an edge.irgt then program thei
'--';

computer to check that the distance between the. erid.abf each edge, is within

this bound.

Inside the computer; we should reorganize the edges in terms of their end

nodes. Thus for each node we want a list of incoming and outgoing edges. This

information is,just what we, need in the shorteSt path and assignment problem

calculations. The secondary information abOteach edge can be stored glse-

Where. When.a Specificjtime period forswe4gUg is chosen, we'Can,flag.all
, ,,,,,,

the nodes and edges inthe sraph:.for that'period.T.We stillneed to'retain the

other edgesiorpossible :udeindedheading.

Now'students are.reaWtC4rogram the four steps: in our sweeping proCedtre.
,

A program'fOr the whole praCedUre is a major. undertaking and sp.some parts .

might be fudged.. There are certain loose ends. that a programmer must'resolVe.

:.The.main Ones are:

1) How does one incorporate: deadheading edgeSina:.graphon a coMPOterl

21 How does one store and. represent circuit, 1i *A6;:ypti..441400ifi

ttigether?.
;,

HauriSt#S to find nearest pairs of rt*eS r pairalp'

h I

of

44 Sometime you need to determine how many components the graph' C'

,(withdeadheading.edges added) has When How? (Hint: tl '1'when"..

and 'Thow".Are naturally related,)
A

Note that fo'r step 4. the :. program should print out the grand tour f"*.41i.apval
. l r

breaking up arid also prinLdut a minimal set(s)'of feasible sobtourO'found

the Method. presented on page

9. Summary and Extensions

In this module, we have presented a'detaiied. mathemitiO4 4.4cIA...I4Y'.

routing mechanical brooms during a given period of time in:Ii01y01,,,,d1.1.504cit:

a large city. At present, only a few cities in the countrY. vg..

. .;

and funds needed to utilize'and maintain a computer program

.proCedure. Only two, cities, New York City and Washington, arq 'now, mp
7, vvr.

Ling with the procedure; Further, it takes a fairly large citS,04..lerielprbgedUie
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to improVe over hand-draWn roUteson the numberOf:l3roorms needed riQ-;in a giVe

period in a given district However, there are Still_seVeral ways in which the

model's analysis would be useful to a large city.

Even if the mathematically obtained set of subtours for a graph is not

smaller than the present the individual tours would probably be shorter

(with less deadheading time): Thus vehicles would be used less. . The model's

set of subtours serve as a good standard against which the manually generated

rotitingtan be rated. Mopt importantly, with such a model, one can quickly

che&,00f the results of.various proposed changes in a city's parking regula-0

tions. (In New York City, almost every week sees some minor ch'ange in parking

regulations in some of the diStricts.) The model can also be used to examine

hew, changing the boundaries of the districts could result in'a city-wide

i i

reduc-

tionton n the number of brooms needed at peak demand. (We must note'that the

methodology for solving this city-wide problem is in a pr1mitive stage; further,

administrators at,Ayiesent feel that the complications involved in changing dis-

trict lines wolifInot.be worth the possible savings.) 1
(

It. should be recalled that'there:aremany constraints that are.difficuit

,to quantify in urban routing problems. In the current problem we have in-

.corporated all major constraints. Yet* the precision of our model must' not make

us foi4et,the uncertainties of day-to-day'operations. For example, the time

required to go down an edge (street) can only bean average time, varying with

traffic congestion. The final step- in which we manually check out the breaking

of the grand tour into subtours permits us some practical adjustments to com-

nsate -for any, over-precision of the mathematical analysiS. We also should
, .

,

remember, as we saw in.5ectio*.7 that the set of subtours our procedure gives

may not be'mtpliiiii (bduljftradti eso fr the computerized sets of tours have '

1.-
always hedna's gOod, as hand 41#awn "get's.'' ndLusually have at least 20% less dead-

heading)!c'jr --""- ''?! '' --i,;%: .., °.

While we have included 0141, ma sir cd a $ of the original problem we
....,_ ..

were given, therp-,eyeplany ways:ft tiaL ; alysis in this model. One

could seek a more,ey§tematid me gether the circuits into an Euler

circuit in each component of G', at minimizes unwanted turns. One

- .k yl
could examine various-Wqrdllinkk components of G' in search of a

grandtour in which feasiblesubtours can be made to start and end at the long

deadheading stretches between components--as we did in the example in SeCtion7.

One could. consider the problem.Of linking up the routes of one period-with the
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C routes of the next period (perhaps; even design routes in one period to shorten

this linking'stage). Or one could incorporate into the model the time required

to move from or to the district garage when dealing with sweeping periods at

the start or end of a work period. If we permit a vehicle to travel along a

curb. in the oppositeldirection of the traffic flow when the vehicle is sweep

ing (few major cities permit this); then the'edges of our graph become un-

directed '(but deadheading would implicitly be directed). 11(3-At four.procedUre
_

.-would require substantial changes in this case,

In our model, we have pushed the mathematical analysis almost past the
0

"state of the art" in urban science. Still, the resulting procedure has been

used to achieve cost savings. We chose this model because it did show the

state of the art and because it used a wide array of basic concepts and algo-

rithms of operations research. Another model [8] developed at Stony Brook for

New York City Department of Sanitation to optim1.2e manpower scheduling con

tained less interesting mathematics but resulted in an annual, savings of about

$10,000,000 per year in New York City (the model even played a principal role

in union. contract negotiations).

. EXercises

.These exercises are divided 'into three sections Exercises 1-10 present
a variety of 'graph modeling. Exercises 11-38 deal with.graphrtheoretic con
.cepts, varia ions and extensions of our. analysis, and theory behind the algo-

srithms. Exer ses 38-53 contain numerical exercises.

1. .In .a football season, each pair of teams in a'football league plays

each other once. We assume that the.result of each game is a win for one of

the teains-(no ties).

a) Describe hoW a directed graph can be used to represent the outcomes

(who won) of each game in a'season.

b) Suppose A, B, C, D are the teams in the league and that A beats.

B, D: B beats,: C, D; C beats A; and D beats C. Draw the associated

graph. "
c) A ranking of teams is a list of the teams in which the i-th team in

the, list beat thA:(i+1)-st team. Give a graph-theoretic interpretation in

the associated*Oh.of a ranking.
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d) Using the graph-theoretic interpretation of: a-ranking, find a ranking

for the league in b) by looking-at the graph.

2. Consider a group of individuals who pass information (rumors.) among

Chemselves.

a) Describe how an undirected graph can be usedto describe the "lines of

communication" in this group, i.e., the various pairs of people who talk to-

gether.
)

b) Draw the graph for a group of five people in which each person talks

with exactly two other people in the-group:

3. 'Suppose that we need to match a set X of objects, say bOys, with

elements in another set Y of objects, say girls, and that each Aject x in

X can only be paired with elements in, the subset N(x) in Y.

a) Describe how an undirected graph can be used :to show which' are. possible

pairs in a matching.

b) Suppose Bill likeq Ann, Diana, and Lolita; Fred likes Nan, Carol and

Lolita; John likes Carol and Lolita;.and Harry likes Diana and Lolita. Draw
er

the associated graph and find, a matching that assigns Ieach boy to a different

girl.

) A graph such as in a)41/is called bipartite--that is, the nodes divide
_

into two parts and all edges go between, rather than within, the two parts.

Show that an undirected ,graph is bipartite if and only if all its circuits are

of even' length.

4. A Map,of several countries isoften coloredeo,thatcountrieswith a

common border (not just a common corner-but a border of positive length) are

drawn with different colors.

Describe how an undirected graph can be

of countries 'on the maphavea.common border.

used to indicate which pairs

b) Tieat the network in Figure 7 as a map--the edges are the borders.

Draw the associated graph of bordering countries.'

c) Restate the condition for coloring countries of a map in terms of

coloring nodes_in the associated graph,

_d) _Uhat'is the minimum number of.colors needed -to color the nodeS in the

graph of:bordering coUntries'.in.b)?

e) Draw a graph that could not represent a set of bordering countries on

Explain..



t'9.1

t.^.

f) Draw th6:graph6 such that- each ,caratOttbee., colored with just .three
colOrs and such that each could be 3-colored after,any, one node was-remove8'",,i'

. 'A state legislature has many-committees. Certain senior legislators
i.;are on several committee, Thus the memberships of the different committees
overlap.

a) Describe;., ph can be used to represent, Viii.th''dommIttees
over 1 d4,ini membership.

b) Committee 'A has legialators 1, , 5,

C has 1, 7, 9; D has -2, 5 , 8; 4",,,,has 2, 4,
Draw the associated graph described in a).

6. A collection of garbage truck routes
is drawn fOr a 2-day period so that each .pick

site isvisited by one or two routes depend-Pp

ing on whether the site needs daily or every-
other-day service. A sample set of routes is
shown in Figure 1E. We want to partition 'the
routes between the, first and second day of the
period so that no daily site is visited both
times on the same day. Figure rE

Describe how' a graph can be used to indicate. whether :or.- not-any pair
f routes can be assigned to the .same day.

a
b) Draw the graph for the set of routes in Figure 1E.
c) What condition must this associated graph satisfy to guarantee the

routes can:be partitioned as required? Does the graph in b) satisfy- this con,.
ditionr

d)
.Restate the .condition c),

associated graph.
in terms of a coloring of. .the nodes in the

In a computer, a search to identify an unknown word, or for simplicity,
an tinknown'letter, is performed as follows: The computer can test whether the
letter is larger (in alphabetical order) than a given letter and one uses a
scheme of such te6ts tb identify the unknown letter. For example, if' the'

unknown letter is ,one of A, E, M, X, then an efficient scheme would first
test if the letter is greater than E and then one would ask if it is greater
than A if the first answer were no, and 'if it is greater than M if the



,ra4,4pak,i.er. was yes. This scheme :

can be represented with a graph
called a binary search :tree with the
branching p.rocess whiCh narrows down
the identificat ten of the unknown
letter. See exanwsj.e in. Figure :2.E.

Draw the graph associated with the testing ','Scheme that asks is the
un,known letter' greater than A, then greater,,:than., ..-t; then M, then X.

. .

bj If each possible value of the unknOwn, let.,Eer has a' given probability\
of occurring, we can calculete the average,ntiMber .of tests needed to identify

,
. .

an unknown letter; .I e.a011:.(-_;f: 34, XI has probability 1/4, what is tie
average nuMeer of tests for a letter in the scheme (graph) in a)?

c) What, graph minimizes the average number OE tests when each 'letter has
. ..%

'probab,flity 1/4? Prove your answer carefully. .

.....

dh, Suppose the probab, ilities; AK.9,:. A 3/10, .8 5/19, ./44/10;.

Now which .graph minimizes the ev,erap..nttmber of tests?:

8. Suppose weave an n m rectangular etieSajloard

standard. 8. x 8 board) anil we wonder whether 'thee.. a' 'gequence of perniras,,

ible steps by which a.Atnight can go from one given square to another given
square.

a) Describe how to draw an associated graph such that
graph would represent a sequence of permissible knight moves.

Draw ti1 graph for a 3 x 3 ches board.,

c) Is .there a sii0ence of permissible knight moves between .every pair of

squares on a 3 x 3 board? Explain in terms of the 'graph:

path in. the

9. Some famous exper*ents about the structure of:44101s involved,the
fallowing data Many sa11 ; segments along a certain gett..;liatir been identified

. ;
and, froM the experimen4'.One knew which segments Overlapped. The general ques-

.

tion was, when combined together did these segments form a long string (linear,
Sructure) or would the combined structure have circuits, branches, etc. In

particular, one wanted to knov4if the overlap could pOssibly come from a linear
structure could it only tie;:$eperated by a Moire complex structure.

a) Describe how to draw an 1.ssocia.Eed ''10p,h' that would represent the
overlap information.

.fi;t41



b) From the overlap informatioalin

Figure 3E (an "x" indicates overlap) ,raw

the associated graph..

o) Draw some`graphs which could not x

-:,ar.ise.;ifrothoveriaPping segments;on a line.

d) 'Could.` the graph in b) arise fran

Overlapping segments on a
.

Figure..3.E.
. ...--

. .., .10. In.,pisychophysics, one attempts to define measures for ..such: concepts

.,.. ga-.how appetizing various meals appear to a given person. Here. one wants a

... -preference function f that assigns to each possible meal x, ,a. value f(x)

:.,such.:;that the person..prefers meal x to meal y if and only if (*) > f(y)+1

The "+1" factor alloWg for the fact that ie ii7hard for a person to d'iscr,imi,

nate b(?.C.7Q.EIII Iwo meals that are different yet similar', e.g., halt a .pie:Versus

49/100.th's, of /pie. Conversely, a person would be' indifferent, between x and
.

y if and'buly .1k(x) - f (y) We can 'define anindifference graph 16

represent which meals -are indistinguishable to the person.'
,

a) How might a prO'erenc,e fiunction.tie defined in terms of the indiff nee
1

. . .

.
,

b), Suppose th.e.iia,Arit, in FigUre..3E tell'S,...yhieh pair's s.ix meals ard.in::
'Draw the indiffeecnce .graph ;and find -a PreferenCe fUriction for, .that

. '

graph. (if .one.exists)..::'.'.
. -

. .

Draw two different 4-hocla itidi.fferpnog gra.phs' that:. have 'no. preference

functions.

. . , ... .....,41.4 Suppose we let nodes, 'instead of, edges, represent sides - 'of a 'Street
in -iiii graph. model for the sweeping problem '

.., .

....a) ..Describe how' the edges of this otherraph should be defined.. Where

-.the 4s tree t lengths go?'
_ "...

b). Draw this. other graph for the road network in Figure la.

)._..:Instead of .finding a minimal set of routes covering all. edges,, what do

we want.: in this other gtaph?.

14." Suppose instead of an Euler circuit, We wanted a Euler path-- a -path

crossing every edge just once bUt not ending where we started.- State and prove

Theorem' 1 for Euler pathii.:'in a :directed .1,g'0,11.

t.



Conallier a connected' network of two -way streets.'
Prove that there- exists a tour (a. circuit) that traverses each edge

each. direction.
Pretend,that all streets'in Figure la. are two -way. Now draw,

the type a, .

c) When tracing put a. tour. in b), let S denote the street just tray-
- `'ersed as' we arrive at cotriei. x the first, time Prove thrit iii one follows. the
-rule: when at corner x, dd not leave that corner 'along, street S vnless
it is the only renidinini possiblility--thenVou talways trace the tour in.

one. step (no pasting .circuits as it 'Theorem 1):
. . ,

14. In an undirected graPh., an Euler circuit a circuit that traverse's
each edge ipncey.; (in S,cime direction,. not both _direetions). State' and prove
Theorem fOr und-Aected 'graphs.,

What`rs floe sum of- .6e degrees
Trove yolir resUlt.: rigorowly'.

6.; Clirected:,graphhas exac.,tly two nodes of non-zero degree, proV4):

of al--1t,ht3-17--iodes 1.h. a directed
w.

t.: ttire a pdth from orieto the.other..

',17; If k is the: sum; o E the degrees of all nodes in afdirected7
'connected -griiih G,. prove thit.there,:'.eXists Set k paths such that: each
edge;I:of G is on egactlyone...Of 'these patha.

To get a tour covering all edges of a .directed..graph, 'we' needed t
add deadheaditigedgeS "order each node have zero degree.

a) What equivalent condition ;~ 0iitd,..deadheailig edges . have.: to satisfy
one .were .worsting 'Undireeted-,:tfaih?

'0 .Restate and pibiie 4:iiiinir441.- set of de'Adh,eading edges

*;.tintP.rected graph:. which satisfy the, condition in a). ,

'19. Suppose that . instead' pf e Figimal-iength. circuit covering all edges,
one wanted: a.:minimal7length path overing, all edges in, a' direct connected graph
(assume the graphi.dPeS not haNie: circuit). 'Thus deadheading edges are
added to:get a graPfi ,withari'Buler path. (See Exercise 12.)

) Re4tate..and prove :ythe if,propriate fchin of Theorem 2.
b) ..v047 should' the _transportation problem be modified to get the set of

paths reqUirediby the revised ,fOrm of Th'eorem 2 'in a)?
.
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.

:;Suppoie that ope4?ishea toafind a minimal-Aengih'set of K fewer)-.

paths covering all edges. Restate (hut do not prove) the appropriate form of

lbegreM Z: and modify the transportation mobleiaccOrdingly.

.ProVe that if an undirected graph with

..;S
if.- has n - it edges.

.nodes is a tree," then

21. ProVe that if 'An undirectecligraph is 'a ,tree, then ,there is aunique

4 path betWeen any given pair of nodes.
1'..

. ..

..- 22. , An arborescencep the directed version of a
,

,

, . . . .

ye :ignore the direction .itif. We edge's and
.

further all its edges are directed out from'
1,

. ..

:, a given. nodeealled the root. See the ,

. .

..61ompie in 'Figure 4ECAn inverted arbores.,.
1

.,..,
cince is like an arbors except that,:.
T .,

all edges are now Aixected towards' the root.

A spanning (inverted):arboreScenet of a

_graph G 4s Aubgraph that is an (inverted)

arborescence- and which contains all nodes of G.

a), PrOve that ff A: directed graph satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1:

then it has a spanning arboreScence and:. inverted arborescence rooted-At any

given node. (Hint:: Part'-Of:the Euler circuit..)

b) Prove. that: if 'there' are paths in both directions between ever. pair. ef

tree - t is a tree when

nodes in a direetedYgraph, then there exists_ a Spanning:/arboreseenCe reoted. at
irk..

any given. node.-

23. Suppose that' we have a' directed graph 'satisfying the conditions of

Theorem .1 and that we are given a spanning inVerted:artiorescenCe (see exer-
4.

cise 22) roOed at .node ShOw that if we .;sirE tracing a path' from and
- ,

only f011ow'An edge of A when there is no other Unused- edge to' leave the node

we Are currently -at; then me will trace out an.Euier circuit in.:One pz.sp(with

no 'pasting as in Theorem-lis proo).

24. .Give a forinal proof that the. ShorteSt Path. Algorithin.on page 123.

finds the Shortest path from to every other node 'in 'the graph.
.

25. ,prove,. that Floyd" shOrtest:..vathalgo'rithrti finds sherteS't 'paths. :

26. a) Restate the ,Shortest Path algorithm on page. 123 fOr

r
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undiret ted grapkh.
b) Ignor ng the directions sof. the edges

path tfrom 'N to '4M.

ierNIgu re 7 find the shortest
*N

V . ' . jf e! ,
,. .1, 4.

27? Al,ter''the Shortest Path AlgOrithm'toLind ashort*tt path from each. IF 4 a'
node to a node. z in

ty
a directed graph. ,.. ,

for+ .:: , '''' s gra'

28.. Speed.....p.p & Shclrtest path Algorithm tP7 seaching in step .2 among alla . ,
. .

a: ,:t
edges frOmo ree labed nod't p 1 to gni unlekeIed node' '4 foroan, edge tVt mini-

. .
'razes 1(p) + k.(p,q)... Explain how th'fs woulitwork:: * 1 011 7

.,.

r a . . 4. .' a) . 44, V 4.

02 9 Wove that. in the Shorftest#Paith Artorithm, the edges Aped in step 2
. .0" a -, c Atr. I"'

to, labeli new ,nodes farm, 4, spanning arbdrescenci, (see exerdise 224. .1

,, ' 30. a) Prove. that 11.imi.s'algorithin gives a iiinignar spanning* tree. ,
a

b)ii Pro'ird" tsfhat4 *
tilb spanning' tree of a connecteda undirected n-node ikaph

4 .

-,ha's n-1 edget . :,
'.:4., . t . t

31. .'Prove the bfollowing lemma ,used in the middle, of the proof of kruakal"s

algoithm: If ,T and T' are spending trees, if e
k

(a'b) is an edge in t

T butonot. in T', and if .P = (e' e' is a path in V from a
12 2'

yith being an edge on P `not T, then removing e I from T
&IT:`:: 3

k
and -replacing it by et, will yield another spanning tree. *

." 32. Modify Kruskal's algorithm so that it finds a miniMal spanning tree
that contains a presciVed edge. Prove your modification works.'.

33. Modify Kruskal's algorithm so that.,,it finds a maximal spanning 'tree..

34, Assume that it the edges of the undirected-cohnected grapIti
ordered, that when there is a tie in Kruskalis 'algorithm' for the next edge to

::be adder;,, the edge of sqllierwindex is chosen. Recallthat G often has

several inimal spanning ttees. Prove that the 'edges can be ordered so that
Kruskal's algorithm, with ihe above tie-breaking rule, till yield any given
spanning Lree.

Describe.how any transportation problem with integer supplies and
dematls can be converted into a trans.portation problem with supplies. and d6,-.

4mands all, equal to one: ,e.
, to

36. A eiransportatfon problem with 4.ntit,suppliies 'anct demands, can be'
conveneed into a matching problem in a bipartite graph (see exercise 3)

1147
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which..one seeks-a matchthg which minimizes the sum of the lengths, of the edges

in the matching

a) ..Describe this. conversion,

b) ."Prove. that the" intermediate and final. solutions obtained in our trans-

portatOn problem algorith'm all 'correspond.to spanning trees in the, associated'.

bipartite graph of'a).

'37. Suppose.that we have generated sets of routes in a given district ,for

periods,1 and 2. There'are four routes in each period and suppose xi is the

node where the i-t11, route in period 1 ends and y,' is, the node where the

j-th route ins period 2 begins. One wants to pair up,Ahe,routes of periods 1

and 2 so as to minimize the sum of the distances between theepds of the period

1 route's `sand thebeginning of the period 2' routes Pbse't problem in a form
6

.

which can be solved by one of the algorithms'introduced in this module.

38. Suppose we'Are working in a district with no parking regulations

(parking is never banned). and we can introduce any regulations we want, but
.

parking.can only'be banned..for one 'hour a:day:on any street. Describe how

after soavingthe'sweeping problem for a whole day. (say, an 8 hour period),

getting licollection of 8-hour routes thkt cover all. edgea, we can then set up

" nice" (compatible).parking regulations,

,

' 39.. a).'Verify the distances in the Matax in Figure 12.

b) Use the transportation problem algorithm,to solve the

problem for nodesin Figure.12.

node-pairing

40. find shortest paths in Figure 7 Irom. f to R and from f to h.

41. Direct the edge's in Figure 8 by the alphabetical order of the nodes,

e.g., edge (h,m), not (m,h). Find the shortest pathS from b..tc:4 t and

iffrom a ty- y.

42.,, Find shortest paths' in Figure lb; using all edges:
*'

a) frOm to ..'14 b) from 1:4; to 1 c) from 5 to

'Program floyd'.s algorithm for FigUie 7'or:manually use this algorithm.

for 01.4 subgraph in Figure 7 .involving just ,nodes
,

f, g.

44. Ignoring the directionsof edges4 find a minimal :spanning tree for

Figure.7 IS unique?



40

40

40

48. Solve the following transportation problems:

a). b)

60 30 30

45. Ignoring the directions of edges, find a minimal spanning tree for

the whole graph (dashed and solid edges) in Figure lb. Is it unique?

46. Find a spanning tree for Figure 8 which includes the edges (b,c

and (13,0, and which is of minimal length. (See exercise 32.)

47. Find a maximal-length spanning treeJor Figure 8. (See exercise 33.)

two

6 3 4

3 1

. 5 3 7

50 30 '90

60

49 In the end of the exaMp 1 in Section 7, it is claimed that a set of

itea ible subtours can be obtained if one links component C
1

with C
2'

instead of C3, when building the grand tour. Find this set of two feasible

4
sub tours.

. ,

Consider the set of dashed-ledges An 4ure lb involving just nodes

, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

a) Generate a minimal - length circiit covering all these, edges folloWidg

the procedure outlined in Section 6'.

51. Conaiderthe set of daShed edges it Figure lb involving,lust nodes

1, 2, 3, 5) 6, 7, 8, 9', 10,:12, 13.

a). Repeat part a) in #50:for these, edges.

b) Assuming a one-hoUr period):Use.your result, in a). as

ing a minimal set of feasible tours covering'all,.these edges;

52. Consider: the set .of all dashed edgy in Figure.lb.

a) 'Repeat part a) in:#50Jor these ecigs.

b Assuming a two-lioUtperiod, use your. result in a) as

ing a minimal set of. feasible tours covering all dashed edges.

abasis for find

a hasi's for find,.

53. :ConsiderConsider the graph in Fiwire 7. Suppose we add extra dashed edges

(R,N) of length 25, (m,b) of length 20, and (f,N) of length 15.

y.) Repeat-part a) in #50 for.the original solid edges in Figure 7.
N

b) Assuming .a two-hour period, use your result in a) as a ba6is for find-

ing a minimal set.of feasible tours covering all solid edges.

1.49
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Chapter.5

A rATHEMATICAL MODEL OF. RENEWABLE RESOURCE CONSERVATION

Colin TAT., Clark

Tile UniVersfp of British ColUmbia

INTRODUCTION

Mast:people eghibit at least a partial interest in the question of con.-.:

servation of resources. "Conservation" is one of te6se catch -all words -- like::

"deMocrac "liberation," etcwhiChi while it denotes something that every-.
one considers desirable, can be used to mean several different things,'

For members of the SierraClUb, orthe Audubon ,Society,' conservation is .

probablysynOnythoUS with preservation. I,n this sense;.',forest conservation' would
.";

not be compatible with logging. But to-44:pofessionalforesteri:conservation:
would probably denote .some concept of optimal forest prod04tlap Logging would

be the purpose of conservation.

these notes we shall use the word !!eonservatisimatiW.
lattef sense. More preciSelY,1et us adopt the (tentatiVedfinitip
Conservation means-the optimal use7ofresouides, ActuallSK;7thie4pieion. ,,,.-

shoUldalSosatisfy Sierra Club members; who will no doubt prepar5:rkdmqqtW, 0
. .

show that for many forests, the optimal use is a recretional.,on4044nC.'
preservation in the-natural state..

The model.to be discussed in these notes, however, is based on the oppo-

sitepremise: a certain biological resource is to be harvested for the Com-

mercial market. What is the optimal harvest policy? This still leaves us with

a difficult definition problem--what do we mean by "optimal ?'.'

We shall adopt a completely businesslike interpretation: optimal resource

exploitation means the maximization of economic revenues obtained therefrom, in
a sense to be described more fUlly in Section 1. Our purpose is not to "sell"
this admittedly one-sided definition, but rathee to study some of its implica-

tions. Indeed, we shall conclude eventually that the definition may have
severe limitations as an acceptable criterion for resouree.conservation.

Now let us consider the conservation question (.inour agreed formulation)

a more,seriously. A significant feature of resource exploitation isthe

effect that current use has on future supplie. An exhaustAble resource, for

example, can be used up "too qiiickly." A renewable resource can be "over-

explOitea," in the sense that .its productivity falls below its maximum leVe
Thus any problem of,oplimar resource management,is,basically a dynamic opti

zation problem. Such problems are theoretically among. the most challenging 4nd
. .

difficult faced by applied mathematicians. An entire field of mathematical

analysis is devoted to them; it. gbes under the name of the "calculus'of varia
tions% or in its contemporary form; "optimal control theory." .1

Copyright ©1974 by. Colin W.Clark. Reproduced with permission.
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Don' t despair! The reader of these notes is not assumed to knoti;ififythglii,.,
ae all about, optimal control theory! On the contrary, the only prereq:Utditep
studying the notes is a good background in elementary: calculus (includi4;::cori7;
tinuity arguments, and the like). Hopefully the notes will provide soMe';
with the motivation to study optimal control theory (and its cousin, dynaiff'0i' 1

prograrralt-ing) more seriously. No mathematician interested in today's real`-wbr1,
problems, can afford to remain ignorant of this exciting field, which, 1:iy.,:We'l;;:'
way, is one 'of the most active areas of contemporary research.

The bio-economic model to be described in the following pages inCO#0or:Oe*,
a large number of simptificatione, tivny of which may not be. justified:.-in:'ptati-
tical problems. It is of course the! i.Tery nature of scientific study
with simplified models, adding more realistic components and increasing'ifh42-::.
Complexity of the models as the subject is developed.

In the limited confines of these notes we can only follow this-:40..entrif
. -process through one or two steps , which will nevertheless carry us f

the traditional models of renewable resource harvesting. Further rarni.fIcaticing,
of the subject will be found in my forthcoming book, "Mathethaticals;ilibabnomies
to be published by Wiley-Interscience, and. in the references cited, ,e't bhefrehd ;2L.,LLL

the notes. ,

A word about the Exercises listed at the end of each section tioSt of
theie are quite simple, but illustrate various points not discussed: ph .:t,05.
If you don' t have time to work all the exercises, I hope you
them through, and solve those that interest you matt.'

*NTARY PRINCIpqs ,.00S1)*,PEN;41Pii

A business xettiti've` wishes to ''knOw*Whetlier. hit firm: ld:utidertake:;
significant expansion; a farmer considers devptink 440
hay field, to 'an apple orchard; an investor' Wohdeis reason -;

able price to pay for a $100 municipal boiid ttuet will matUre...in.';11).
These problems all ha'Ve a similar s truc ,ctirrent
vestment," is oexpected to result in certain 'motietarY
Will the benefits be sufficiently large' to Make the .inVestment;.,profitable?

Problems of this kind can be dealt with, by the techniqueS:,Ok:'COst'.!benefit
analysis, which have been developed by .aconothists .tO handle:1-,;1i',P;riVate and.

,

government investment decision, problem. The fact that the expected benef'i'ts
and the expected costs may be extremely. difficult to eStimate::ao.e4istely dims
not lessen the importance of performing such analyses:, A firm or a:governinent-
that hab tua 1 ly, makes losing investments' Can Only expect to ' bec9Me: progressively
poorer as the result.



Inmost investment problems, the expected costs and benefits will be
. .

spread out over a time Span of significant duration, The three examples men.;.

tiOned above Are quite typical in having an initial cost (often thought of as.

"the investment"), followed by i stream of benefits. This characteristic

brings in th ndamental notion of time discounting. In comparing the future

benefits with present costs, the benefits will be discounted according to. some

selected discount rate, thereby reducing them to their present value. Let us

define these terms' more precisely.

The present value of a payment P due to be made n years from now, at

an annual discount rate i, is by definition equal to the amount Q that must

be- invested now at compOund intere% with annualeinterest rate* i; in order

to aetain the value P in n yearst time. Thus

= Q(1 i)
n

or.

= Prelent Value o
P

(1 +

Tt is clear that. the.present value of a given. payment P decreases with

the. ;40count rate, i, and also with the time to maturity,... n, Since invest -

ment dese.0i7onq..ae invariably made in :tegniadi:pcoUnted.

that suctr'' ,cno,will also depend40fEqUipA:

i:).?ind length of the investment period

The, purchase of a bend .iS A,,pro.totype of the simplest prOblem of this

0'..:,.'present Value of a $100' bond duein 10 years' time is

$100
10

(1 + i)

h$a,\expftiasidniis tabeila.ted below as a function df

vs;eiJi.tN0,.14e ..'

, A

.01 .02 3 .04`. .05

$90.53 $82.03 $74.41 $67.56 $61.39

.06 .07 .08 .09 .10 c

$55.84 $50.83 $46.32 $42.24 $38.55

" "
erms. 'discount rate and interest rate" are synonymous.



The quoted price of $62.502thus corresponds to a rate,of interest.between 4% .

- .

and..5%.(in fact, 4,81%). The.inveitot:will compare this rate of: return with

that available from alternative investment opPoriUnitieq:.'AlthoUgh other con7

.siderations, suCh.as the security' of the investment,May alsoaffentbis deal- )

sion, the investor will tend to faVor purchase. f the bond whnever

,to be his most vpfitable investment opportunity.

In making investment decisions, then,' the investorwill

mind a giVen rate. of interest- determined by his alternatives.

rate. as the "OPpoftunity

one's investment.,oROrtunities. Thy,: relationship, if any, between phe. Oppor-
.

tunity..'post discount rate, and a sot ally optical discoUnt rateal4 currently a
. ,

to this

that. appears

normally have'in:

Economists ree.t

cost of capital," sinCelt is determined b31

.4%

subject of hot debate in economic circles. References to the' literature are

given at the' end of these notes... -,..
.;: .,:44.'
,

Instead.nf a single payment. P in year n, most business investments
,'

.. . .

--.. ...,

yield'alsequenCe of:.04tyments {:P0 occuring in, years k =.1,:2, 3, ... . The

.
present Value of such a sequence is then the sum'nf the present values of the

...

individual payments:

denotes

:denotes

k
all.-k

the cost of the initiai-investment, and ifgeneril

the'netreVenUe in_yeat k then

.

teliresgil..eii6 net present-Value of the investmentiOpportunity, with respedtt

theHtimiawhorizonl N and discoUnt rate
-

.

The basio,decision rule d'D Cost-benefit analysis may be stated: invest

if N.P.V. > 0. More generally,when several Opportunities are under considera-

tion, the rulelpeComes: maximize N:P.V. This is the rule we shall apply in

the- next section to a resource-ManagementimOdel.

(1.1) The faxmer mentioned
.

of planting/'is 40-acre hay

Exercises

in the first paragraph estimates costs and benefits

field, in apple trees as follows.

1S4
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Coat of planlIng in year .0 $5000

Coat:pfpruning, etc.,inyears 1, 2,.. .,.40 pioo per year

RevenUe:from:apPle sales.; year 11 -40
. .

.

$1000 per ear
-. .

On the other hand,' the' farmer values the hay Production frOm the field at
- .

.
.

.

.$1.00 per Year.: If L= .05,- which usec,ia superior? .What'if i = ..10? Use
. .

a 40-,yedrtime horiZon.

(1.2) The instantaneous (or continuous), interest rate cgTriespOnding'to an
. ,

annual rate:, i is defined by

that 8 = ln(1

SUppose there is a constant instantaneous rate. of: inflation

gobsdenote
the obServed instantaneous rate of interest.: Explain why-the

e-- = 1 4- if

"real" instantaneous'rate of interest
real

.is given by
:;"

(It is imporant to realize thatit :is the real rate dfianterest thatsh0

(1.3) How long shouldNifteije2. aged? Suppose that a wine merchant has in his

..- cellar a certain stock of fine wine, the market value of which is given by a

known function N(i) where: denotes the age'of he'Wine. Show that

the "optimal" age t* .for sellifig'off the wine 'satisfies

V.' (t*)

v(t*).

Show also that, if the merchant disposes of the wine at,:age t* and deposits

the proceeds in an account at (instantaneous) interest 8, he will maximize

the size of the account at any given future time

A MODEL OF RESOURCE HARVESTING

We wish now to apply the principles ofcost-beriefit analysis to the

question of renewable resource harvesting. Because our approach is "strategic"

(i.e., theoretical) rather than "tactical" (i.e., practical), we shall utilize

ample generalized model Of bioloAical population dynamics. The analytical



7tudy of More complex and .realisticTbiological models isdifficult,Praotical

piobleta are frequently analyZed nuMerically,:using the method of '!dynamic

programMing,"'whiChts the generalechnique that underlld the material th

this section. This method will bd'dutlined briefly in ExerCtSe'S7,:a.3) anti:

(2.4):

Let xk denote the size of:a particular population of..aniMals1;(fiavi

birds, gaMes animals, etc.) in year k.. The variable x may be. measured in

purely numericaLunits-..(the total number.of:aniMaIs. in We. populatiOn),:or

more commonly In:UnOs of mass.. In the' latter Case- 20 ls..referred to as the

biomass of the population.. weShall,not. consider:any structural char.

acteristics population, such as age, weight or sex of the indiVTdUal-
2

t does not matter here what units 'x repreents.

pose that, the size of the pdpfluition in year ktl-

unction of the pli:e in year k:

a

y +1
= F(x )

r.is

where-'F

.hypotheses,:

(x).. is a functipn assumed (for simplicity) to satidfy the fallowing

F(0).

In order to have a viable ;`population model, ';)e also require

F!(0) > 1 4hd lim F' (x) (2.3)':

Thus the, curve y .,F(x), whichAs-called thb growth cured of the pcipu

latioih, has the appearance .shown in EigUrel.'. There Is a ;unique.equilibrium

.,45° Transfer Line



The behaviOX' Hof a
;,

uencie {xk of pOpulatkon levels determined by.
''.Fcipatio6.(2f',l) and .a inOial,p4pillaiion xi, 'is easily deduced from .
.41gure The 45:0 "transtet:;.4tiel:121.6 used to transfer k =:F(X ):baCk to

the horiZOntal p"Opuiation aXis;:' It is clear' that, the sequence 'Tx 3 appioaches

the equilibriuth populati-on -1K monoicinicA1:4:,(because'.,F(*) is a&iSistied in -.

.creaaing:' cf. txercise us the e.quilihriuin at x K is. stable:.

ere is another equilibr tits 0; .:mathematically this is an unstable
eTiilibriuM,. althotigh:in:a b °logical, sense extinction may be very stable
indee.d1'

We `.next introduce harvesting into our model. Suppose that a harvest.

'year lc reduces the "parent" population *xk
to x bk, and that the

. .

!"teduced populd,tion is the breeding stock (or "escapement")4 from which the
subiequent ;'parent stock derived:

. The harvests hk, are obviously' constrained, by the' ineqUaliities

0 hk k
k = 1,.2

.

A harvest sequence {Ilk} satisfying these inequalities .is called a feasible
harvest sequence.

The foregoing model.,describes'quite, realistically what takes place, for
example, in the Pacific salmon fishery. .,,,,The adult salmon spawn in costal
streams, and. die, upon spawning. The young Salmon spend a year or more, in fresh
water, eventually heading for ,the open ocean. After a period that varies from
two to four years; depending on the species, ,,the 'salmon return to the river, of

, .

their birth in, order to spawn. It is durbng the approach to this spawning run
that the salmon are harKested along the coastline.

,

With = 1 representing the length of the 2-4 year "cycle," our model
,is a good description of this fishery. The function F(x), in this case

calledithe "stock-recruitment" relationshiP, has been studied extensively by
fisheries biologists.

Given the initial population x and'a specific sequence of feasible

harvests {Ilk }, the recursion formula (2.3) determines all future population



levels ,:r.:* * By a manageMe/it policy We shall mean ,the choice
.

:harveat ,seqUetyce.:-In most instances, the choic0 will be determiped so as to
. . ... ,

-achieVe ied objective.

We are particularly' interestediiiObjeCtivea suggested 'by.. the .;priilciples
. .

of Cost-benefit analysis= -that is, the maximitation, of the, present Value of

net revenues , To what..eXtent such' an objective may represent a socially

op4imal harvesting 'poliCy, is:a question that will be deferred until later.
r

MaXimUM Sus tainable..Yiel&

Before discuaSing. the Maximum present value (41!V)' objective, however.,,

should pause to dest;ibe the more 'traditional' objettive sustainable*

yield (MSY). Let .

Note that (Figure -,G(X)

G(x)' = F-(X) 2.5)

represents the' sustainable yield _cOrresponding , t '

,

MSY

Figure
.

.1

population,: x

a given escapement population leVel- equal to X. ; Maximum ,sustainable. yield.

occurs at "the point ,xmsy where G' (x) = 0,

(2:6)

''

The student 'should Observe the similarity between such firstLorder recursion.`
schemes' and first-order differential equations dx/dt =

158
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It is qui3tomary to refer to MEY..as. the "biologically, optimal' leVei of
eXploitation,, although ..the 'reasons behind this 'definition are rather Obscure..
Simlarly,, We niey consider the pdpUlatiOn as being biologically ,-Overeigiloited:
whenever :the, escapenient level.. x ie less' than F.m v14

MSY is the explicitly recognized management objective, Or many nations
and iiriternationel resource-regulating agencies. .It is: a- simple object.Live that.
is readily understood; it obviously ithpliesj resource conservation* by very
d e f init ion . Economists, howeve, have obserl;ed . that there is no reason to

. .

..;suPose that, MSY: would be economically desira,b le. Moreover; :ObSerVation of
, oto

existing renewable resource industries, even Oterd they-may be 'under' private
owne 'ship, shows:thaty MSY is seldom encountered in Practice., excePt.in some

,.cases under strict government regulation.

, .

fiaxiMum Present Value

Private .resource .owners, we may supp6se, Auld tend to choose maximum

preSent value, (MPV) as their.manegement objecti . What effeci WOUld this have?,
. Let us assume fOr the moment that_ the net-revenue' from,harveSang is .pro

SI

portiOnal to.the size of the harvest: is ¢
. '

tiet Revenue = ph

,where p =.* price 7 constant. (This' oversimplistiC assumption will be relaxed
in .SeictiOn. 3.) Then 'faith a :finite.. time horizon of . years,. and a harvest a

Sequence h1, the .preeent value' of net revenues equals

ki (1 +

(We are now supposing hetJ the. :first: harvest (k ;=. 1) is taken. immediately, so
....thatthe dIscourit factor ia (1 + rather, than (1 + . This

slightly*, ' We 'alai-.!"'neglect any initial investment in harvest-:

te,

We, not., haVe a"- omewhat nontrivial .mathematical problem:, determine

Pecrtill,ce h , h subilect to cOnditOns (2 . and (2,..4), so thMt, the

expression., (2 . 7) attains ,pi...maXimuiviiT,valUe . The' reader , if. ,he hag. tiine:, may '

ee:jOy,.tecikling thia:'1pro31.1i,iii on his ..own--:give your sei;f an 'ho4r, say; the effort,
may wilt,: ,st easier tp follow the ext..



.Perh4Wyou

h x
1 1'

one period

le,gari (as

the' solut
Inext year

I did?. with tie trivial case. N = 1: maxiilize phi

ion,;obvio'usLyt, is: h, =*32. When the time hori-

is the end of the world!), it is optimal to ..
fP

harvest ttiOhdie populatidn. This is obviously the correct solution, given

Our assumptions--,but,lt may also suggest several, glaring weaknesses in the

assumptions. Some of these weaknesses are taken up lair

Next let V.= 24 .the.problem now is

subjectto conditions

max(h +
.

Suppose temporarily that hi

When the harvest h2 occurs there

the answer to this prohlem: h*
2

=

1

fa.

! i

b.

1. I
).x

2
= F(X

is given; 'what is,the'optimal choice for h2?

is only a one-year time horizon. We know;

= F(x - hi): Therefore we,can reduce

4i 1

(2 . 9)

our_ problem to:

maximize DI
1

cyF

05h 5x.
.1 1

This is a simple one-variable maximization problem. Write

y =

so that

By calati

2.9) s eqUivalent..to

us, the solution

max {aF(y) 4- y)..,
y <x1

satisfies
i o

F' (q ). =
1

= 1 -+

jorsividedthis equation ll'as asolutiOn qi

harvest:isthen
h1 x1 qi'

to case 9i >.xl it is easy to see that

h* = 0 ,

1

t We -now;set -p = 1-, since the value of
niaximizatiori problem.°.

.(2.10)

betweeri and x
1.

The optimal

obviously does not affect e



is optIMaI. Thus in general we have .

.1:11 = mai X40, xi 9 qi).

Equation (2'.'10) fails to pOSsess a solution 91 z 04' If and onDi.if. :.
,

F
,st

t(0) < 1 + 14 In this .cai the4aximum 1:s At. y.:'.=118,::'i e h* = x ... This
L,

1 1. 4
solution is 1.nclUded in formula (2,11) if wea...extend the definition' Of 1 411lit

:-. $
''

ai,. : : ',
4 4 i., .....

,

setting
14.. :: q = 0 if F,..'(q <,,1 + i. 4t.

,,, ct 1 , , .. .. ot.4 I

slope = 1+ i

e4

-MSY

Fiture

lc, Population, x(?'

7------,,, 4.:
t

±,.. .!
. - .

,ao summarize, the optimal eagittpement population (fbr611 two-year .time
ho$3zon problem) is given by x =,q - where q is defined by, (3.10) or 'Iv:i)

i ..

4(2.12)'. The Optimal. first4ear hatgpst policy reduces the initial pApAion (0
. .

xi to qi,: if xi..>bqi; ptherWise the 44041 harvest As zerot,(Figur603). 0-
A.6 .

It may not be obviouS yet, bup tilis first -year policy rums out tp be

Optimal for any time horizon. N 2. Thus, sssumting xl Z qi we have
IA

''. '
. ,

4ohiA= x1 7 qi, and
therefore.

Hence, simitarlY

= F(x - h*1 ) = F(q

h2 = X2 qi F (qi ) qi
,

..1-

(except when N = 2,F
2

where we have'. h* = x
2
4 F(q ) ), so-, that,

i
I iL",

x
3

= F(x
2 2

- h*) = F(q
i
), 41

and so on. Consequently x = qi is the optimal equilibrium escapement popula-

Lion for every year except thelast, and
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h F(q
i

4)
= G(4 i)

is the optimal sustained yield for every year except the first and the host.

(If'
1
<

i.

however; this sustained 'yield may dot ocCnx..foraiSeveral years;
'

since Tr,
*-

= 0. whenever x < The-
0

correctness Of this solution to our
k k i

__present -value maximization problem will,beproved.rigoroUsly:in Section 3.

Furthtr details appear in the Exercises at the end of the present section.
4

What'is the tcon0Mic:significanceOf the rule. (2A0), WhichAeterMines

the optimal escapement? 'This rule:can be 'Written in the form

(2j3)

G.(x)'=j(x) --x iazthe sustainable-yield funCtiOn introduced earlier.

We
,

'ula also consider rG.,(x) as the et) prodectivity of our population, as a
k,

function of the escapement level . In: terminology, G'(x) is then.

c0.1ed the "marginal" productivity Of the pop4ation. 'Equation (24:13)sthen

aeserts,that the optimal escapement level. x = q1 determined by the condi-

tion
. .

I

.
. .

.

marginal productivity of resources = rate of interest.
,,

.r.

This rule, which appears in many formt in economic analysis (cf. Exer-
,

cise (1.3)), has a convincing intuitivee*planation. Suppose harvesting has

reAced the. population level to x; the question arises nhether to harvest an
;,%.*

',additional unit Ax = L_ (called the "marginar unit by economists). Harvest-

, .

..ing ...2.= 1 will'i)royide an imMediate revenue. of,l'unit, since we have assumed
4-

Ailli- .,
Y 5" -,

that v= 1 'This.'This. Onie- of revenue%can be invested at the' given rate of 'in-

4*

QiI

e

tereSt A., .t&prod,uce,an,annu41 income of .i units.
. . .

A.

A the)..Ppinetne, harvestibg Ax = 1..,:leill reduce

by an amoftint:
,',- '. '-''..

I.,. . ,, 4 ..,0 n f, as

G(x -FA) - G(x) G' (x.Y.
,

Thus the marginal finual benefit from h egos

4enUal low:equals G' (i').. x'> gl then W(x) i

benefit isagreater than the loss: further hArvestinOs

selyeff x s q further hartresEing is profitable.

isothe.opitimal population'at whch to cease harvesting..
i )

iiheabu.stainabfe

and

and the

yield

tkeglarginal

hlrtesting

Profitable.- Conver-1

Cqpsequently x, =0,
M.

Ilk We have now t:Ached the rather surprising conclusion that optimal,

souroOharvetting (where optimal " is understood in the normal!' MPV senser)
t 0

determinedwbSr the'rate.df interest--and 'nothing else!

re-

.1 4

The

is

fli

"nothing'elSe," Of'Y



course, is a result of the model, which indeed contains 'no, other, economic

parameters that could affect the soLution. Another important...parameter, cost,

will be considered in the next section.

Dependence upon:the _interest_rate

How does the .solution gi,. and more significantly, the optimal. sustained

yield G(qi:), 'depend on the interest rate. i? The reader can easily verify,.

from the given- assumptions; that:

..(i) '-For i = .0 we have q

maximum sustainahle yield.

and thus h = G (q
o
) is the

(ii) As i increases, both q and hi decrease monotonically, until

(in)* When
crit

= G' (0), both q and hi become zero.

-The last conclusion asserts that. extinctionin ct immediate extinc-

tionis "optimal" whenever the maximum productivity of th biological .POpida--

.tion is less than the given rate of interest. From this point 'of view, biologi-

cal resources that cannot produce lat a sufficient rate, in comparison With the

return yielded by other "investments," are simply expendable. The great whale

may be expendable in this sense

forests (although our model does -not

populations are examples of resources that

(see Section 4), and so perhaps are many

cover. the 14tter 'case).

Theseader should realize however, that the above analysis is primarily

descriptive, rather than,normative--even though the word "optimal" may seem to

carry normative content. ,We have been asking the question: how would the-

private resource owner manage the resource, assuming the usual profit-maximiza-.7
.

tion. motive?, We have tacitly 'assumed that the owner. has no separate, "preserve-.
tion" mdtive that. would inhibit him from destroying his resource . stock, if such

action turned out \to be sufficiently profitable. Observation of many existing

resource industries,., such as 'whaling and other fisheries, lumbering, and cattle

grazing, suggests that this 'assumption may not be too unreasonable. Many re-

newable resources 'tend to suffer from. "biologicar.overexploitatiOn;" in the

:sense that they, eventually reach
\
a. state at which productivity is far below

. .

MSY. In extreme cases, extinction could be the final result.

Our results show, therefOre, that serious. .overexploitation

might be "explained" by means. of 'high. discount rates. An important alternative

explanation will be described in the sfollowing(iectiOn.

As mentioned earlier, economists have icing argued whether the interest

A

0
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a

rate, as determined by the investment market, 1.e;, the opportunity-cost rate,

has any .social significance. It has been proposed, for exampr, that since

society has an obligation to futuregenerations above and beyohd that which

private individuals are likely to observe, it follows that the social.interest

rate (often called the social time- preference rate) will be smaller than the

private. rate. Private industry will then be expected to practice less "con-

-''dervation" than Is socially desirable.

It is probablY a mistake, however, to carry this argument to an:4treme,

insisting that,society should adopt a zero time-preference rate. Russian

ecOnomists, while prphibited by Marxist doctrine from refering to the capital-

istic term "discount r4te" have' found it necessary nevertheless to utilize

some forma. of the concept in their planning. %

Although it may appear that a zero discount rate would be equitable,

simply equating the present with the future, it is not hard to see that in

fact the effect4of a zero rate would be a total disregard fox people's present

welfare. For when i = .9,', any present sacrifice that results in a future
o.

gain, no matter how:remote, is dedlrable. Most people-would agree, I think,

that this is carrying intergenerational philanthrophy to far.

Exercises

(2.1) Drop the assumption that F(x) is.increasing, but retain the concavity

assumption F "(x.) < 0, and also assume F'(0) >.1. Then there is a unique

equil'brium K > 0 for which p(K) = K. Show that K is a stable equilib-

rium, F'(K) > -1, but not if. F' (K)_ < -t.' fK is a stable equilibiium if

lim x
k

K whenever x
1

is sufficiently clost-4 K.)- [HINT. Use-the mean

value.theorem to show that
xk

3 is a Cfuchy sequence if (F4.(K) > -1 larld

x is near K.1.

1

(2.2) Drop the.. assumption that F(x). is concave, but assume it is increasiso

Suppose there are two equilibria 0 < K1 < K2 such that F(x) < x for

0_< x < K and for,x > K and F(x)' x for, K <.x'< K2'. Show that 'K
1

.

2'.
K1

'is then an unstable equilibrium, and 0 a stable equilibrium. The population
44:

41evel .x = K
1

is sometimes called a minimum viable pon'aation.

Exercises (2.3) and (2.4) show how the solution for the_ Cate :N'= 2

given in the notes can be extended to arbitrary N. -These exercises provide

anntroduction.to the important technique of dynamia-P1ogramting.1

.1,
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(2 3) Let PN(3(1)

initial population x

denote the maximum present value' for time horizon and

satisfy (2.3) and (2.4).

Thus show that P9(x1) is, a continuous increasing function of x' % Finally

show that. P
2
(x

1
) is a nonincreasing function of i. [-Consider the

It is usually true that the value of an 'asset decreases as the interestrate
df

inCreases--recall the $100 bond of Section 1.

(2.4) Show that

N+1
= max {h1 + aP

N
(F (x

1
-

0
1 1

This, is called '$ellman's equation; the proof is very easy.

(2.5) Use the revious two exercises to show that the' first-year optimality

rule (2.11). holds also when. N = 3. (You can proceed to the general case by
4

induction, if fyou wish. A more direct prodf will be given in the next.. eCtton, .r. 'A.

AloWever.)

COST EFEECTS

In the previous section we saw that time discounting Could:have the

'effect of making biological overexploitation appear profitable,,' pb.Ssibly.even

ttothe point of extinction. Although many. populations have"baen ,commercially-
:

exploited to a level close to. e>ttinction, 'the,,number. off. actual extinct}

stiff rather

As :a. population bacorii0 e'clUCed:by har'vesti

cost of harvesting is likely t4.intiease: Fot e
. . .

tion of fish:in a certain The cost of catlir eHf

sidered as approximately proportional to the tlm&
e

..zr;

. 714:



Assuming. that the rate of catch is proportional to the average densitY
fish in the lake, we see',that the time required per catch is approximately
inversely proportional to the number of fish in the lake. Letting
denote this' unit harvesting cost,, we thell have

C(x) = 2x' = constant

... As x';..0, this unit harvesting cost 'becomes If p., -denotes,,., ...
... theuni:t. pride' of fiah,* it is clear that k ishing. wilt.' 'not be profitable!' ..

,.'
P:..'}inle p s

'A ;'..:41' C.(X); (3.2).
- A "Lent_ us def,ine the

the actual number: of fiSh: Inupt be -an 'integer whenever , ,1 the
poptiation. ia ipso facte 'extinct'., __us if x <, , extinction conom i qa, 1 1,

feasible. Indeed; since 'fish -reproduce sexual, ''..i.eXtiChon s, cgasibie f
xo 2. Fiore generall .there, may be a ,.niinimue y.azatle. popula04 . level" . Ki
such that .extinctio esuie;.;:(Ori. 'Wsbab1erwhenever x falls below,

zero-profit .population level

(3.3)

mw n we conclude that the rational fisherman will 'never-reduce the pOpulation
,

below Since x-.> . the-ft,* pOpulation wal not be arvested to
extinction.

. Several weaknesses' are 'evident in :this 'n-eict.inctiOn" argument. First;

e inverseropOrtionalt.'ity giVee in, ,E9uation.:(341) mayeke
nycases,:'.,ilh:Le it Vif.sed' On 'Ari..i.assumPtion ofl. uniform

pity 'of th6: h the:r-astuMption;ehat' they per tullbet tatchv.,
is inverse proportional .to tacit 'aa'sUmption ofrandom

ish Can be detected,,viSualtY)f is no t
_ . ,

oh,exti:nctiOn May be 'far ,m;;;;ainfLriite..

the'.speOtt,iofc'Pn.
'that

a continuous` nonincreaaing. funption

s'Ports p, might veprese
.

.

i9



us CEO) may be either finite or infinite. Since C(x) represents the

cost; opfna unit harvest, ,which reducei the population from x to x - 1, the

total ...cost of a harvest h that reduees the- population from x : to x -

equals:

C(y) dy.

-h

3.5,)

cost model into our harvesting model. From

x
k+1

= F(x

(3.7)

from. the harvest h
k

rtk = phk - Tt(hk, (3.8.)

present value of all revenues
co

P.V. = a
k-1

nk

k=1

where a =
1 +

The problem of 'determining the optimal harvest policy (hicl will be

solved by the well-knowin technique of ucated 'guessing."** Namely, we will
,guess that the optimal policy has the ,gante44racteristic as in Section 2, in

the sense that there exists an optimal equilibridm escapement population

= q, an'd the optimal policy consists of:reaching this level as rapidly as

:'pOseible. All we have to do is to .deterthine q. The coriectnes of this
.

solution will be proved rigorously later.!

1

equals

This involves a tacit "additivity" assumption,regarding the cost of

fishing.

** Guesses are of two kinds--lucky and unlucky. Educated guesses are'more

Likely to be lucky than uneducated guesses; perhaps.
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Assume that T11

= X

= h = = F(q) -

'ConSe-quently

:= - ) - TC(x1.7
k-1

(PCF(q)-q] - TC(F(q)-2

= p(xi - q) TC(xl-

k=2 ,

+
1-a

(p[F(q)-q]

Except for corner,solutions, we requirei.

d P.V.
O.

dq

By elementdry calculus, this becomes*

- p +.0(q) + jcei
(q)

I

or, since agl-ce) reduCes to 1/1,.r-

TC(F(q)-1,..F.(q))).

- [C(F(q))F!( ) C(q)]} =

F".(q)!- fp - C(q))."= - C(q)),

In order.to simplify this equation, let us consider the

economic yield** Y(q). corresponding to the escapement level

given b

(q) . .

7:1d(1).- -..q] TC(F(q)Lg, -F(q)) fp - CO

sustaingble

q, which is

It is easy to see that the above-equation can 'then be written as

(4)-= 00]. (3.10)

This ,(we hopel) is the solution tO.our problem. We.may.note first of all that

(3.10) generalizes ourlpreNiaus:result (2,13), for if C(x) E 0: the

fOrmulai are the same.

Equation- (3.10) alaohas the same interpretation in terms of . marginal

productiVity as (2.13). consider of a marginal increase Lh = 1

Note,'.for eXample, that IL TC x
dg

. .

d fxl
dq

Q

** Economists refer to Y(q) as*he economic rent.
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n the first-year harvest, resulting in a corrgspOnding marginal decrease in
q. The immediate benefit will equal [p C(q)]/111 p C(q); which is equiva-

lent. to an annual revenue equal to i[p C(q)]. The margina,1 Toss in sustained

economic revenue will eqUal, Y'(q)..2. At the optimal 'escapement :level q, these

two effects must just balance, and that is what-Equation (3.`10)vaSsefts.

What are the ,implications'of Equation (3.10)? In payticular, how does

the optimal escapement, level depend on the economic parameter-Er .4,, 1 p and

C(x)? We must also ask whether the,EqUation actually has a solution,. and if

so, whether the solution is unique.

To answerthesequestions, is

Ft (q)

1 +

defined as in (3.3):

p = C (x)

Suppose first

harvesting is

P C(0
- C(F(q)).

p

that such an' > 0' doe's exiat. If x K, 'we know that

not-profitable; hence we can assume that

x < K.
co

We can then see that (3.11) must have at least one solution q = qi, because

at q = K'; we have I.HS < 1 = RHS, whereas at q = x. we have LHST> 0 = RHS.

Figure 4).By contjmuity, a solution is assured (see



fOttunately thetaappearto be no: simple conditiona which imply that

al escapement ',q-
i

is uniquel3i deterined,. although .this is .thecase

4see'EXerCiae,3.1).* On the .other. hand, numerical examples with
. ,

than one sOlution'apPeaidiffitult to ,dontruC,:.:Of CoUrSe,:our:7gues'
, : . .

:

ine-techniqUeis:hot very helpful when itsiVes motethari one inswet.. And

We shall.see,:When we come to the tigOtOUsTrOof, that uniqueneSs of q.i is

essential there.

Henceforth,

is

In:thia case we

therefott, we' shall restrict attention to the-case in which:

can deduCe immediately that:

decteasing function of A.;
r 4 :

> x.i. ;

o rSY

-0415 q ,approaches

Assertion .(i). follows ':.(FigUreM from the',jacts that

creaSing, and that .RHS <A4-iS for q < q.. :Assertionii60true-because

s6 on (iii) is obious from FigUre40
%

TheApplications of .these results `are as says that as the

interest ratei...:riaes*. theoptiMal pOPulation level ,4' :falla;A*dther

words, high inteiesttate lead to..redUced 'ConSetVation''.4'Of resource stocks.

This conclusionJs-pethaps the Vety.esSenCe.of the idea:of.conseivatiOn:

..The ConcluSion alsO seems to be Of ptaCtical416ortance;.SinCe-*Mank...casea:

'(see Section:4) the leVel. Of'conserVation,dependsiVerYfahatply on' the interest

less wavalUethefutUre,::the be:cOncerned:With:ContetVation,

.

rate.

Whether the level q ..corresponds_ to hiolbgiCal_ov.etexploitation

whether q < xMQV, or,equivalently F' (q;) 'i) 'depends upon the :Kice,and

then
Y'

the use' of suf-

cOst parapetets, as reflected in the value of ?:x..

(iii).::Showg.:..that biological oVetexploitation_will result from

ficiently highHinterest,ratea 2:0n-the Other:hand,. (L0' Shows ..that:oVer.-

. exploitation will neVet, reSult:from'bPtimarharVesting atHafiein:rate-of

interest - -and hence, also not At:a sufficiently:sMallra7te

* Ohce again, remember that this is the real opp9rtunity-- o
inflationaryrate.



Our model -thus auggests' that interest rateoMay be extremely. inapOrtant

in conservation problems, Of course this.ip 'tiardly surprising; eVerYone_

realizes that high 'interest:rates (real or inflationary) can 'hive serious

tepercuisions .1n_many espeCts of the' economy.

There is, however ,.another aspect of resource conservation -,that

not' mentioned. This 'is' the problem Of unregUlated, common - property' resources -.
,

an -extremely 'important of7fesourtes,that includes most fisheries and

wildlife populations; :a'Well as the a4OaPhere:and. the oceans. theiMeelvetil

,Common-property :reaourc#s

The reader is-refred to,the famOus artiCle " The .TragedY of.the-Commons,"

by''Oariett Hardin '(1968) for a det6iled diacusaiOn:Of ..this problem. '-FOt.. the:-
. r . , , - .

.

Case of fisheriea, the.Common7Property:probleM was described earlier by4GOrdorif,
.

( 1954), Wh6se Model ia related to' ours. Very OughlyGerdon'afalalyaisHpro7'':

ceeda as follows.:

Conaider a seasonal fiihety .as described by our model.. Let denote

the price of 'fish .(eatiume constant) Ad let g(x) denote the:Unit her-I./eating.-

cost experienced. by the indiVidual fish:et-man. ,Whenever'' C(x). < p the ,fisher-

man Can make an iminediate prOfit by catching more fish. Question at.wl)at

population..39.:,evel :Will fishing cease?

The answer.:, aIniost certainly, is that fishing will.ease When7:-C(x) d p,

i.e. when x = x ,First of all, when x < x the fiahermen are loaing Money

'With every additional fish caught--a situation that is not likely to -continue

for long. On fhe other hand, when x > x any single fisherman Who 9uits

fishing_simply allows the other fishermen to increase their profits.,.-Unless

04 fishermen can agree to stop at some level x1 > x -and :unless they have

some means of 'enforcing this decision-.4y, will be bout*, thei self-:

interest to continue fis114#0

The common- property f1

infinite: rater of,:inteOip

therefore, behaves as if.tfiere were an

nce it reaches. a kevel of minimum- conserve-
,

tion. In 1lardins words it withouf. mutual coercion', mutually agreed upon,"

conservation is itpossiblei
- P A

Notice however that the capon-property case does not necessarily result

in biological o ishing--only if \> will` be true. If the price'

ow, or if costs are high wt. w ,Have x > 2(. . Indeed, manY fish popu-
m mSY.

lations' are not exploited commercial 'y at all, for the simple, reason that



> p for all pOpulatfon levels x. Most c mmercial fisheries tia've gone
through sieges' of rising_ demand (increasing p) and increasing efficiency"'
(decreasing -C (x)) Some fisheries have been exploited fOr centuries without
any overt sign of serious -overfishing. It is only within the past decade or

Iso that the overfishing probleth has become really severe in some cases.
If ,the cost price ratio is suffiCien11)T low,. i!e,

(0) < p,,

we have = 0, and common-TrOperty exploitation will",tend to the
extinction of, the bioldgical resource For the present-value .maximization
problem,. 'tfie graphical solution-#of equation .11) now appears as, 'shown in

Figure It is clear froth° this figure that q. = 0 if _ is sufficiently

Population,

large ('See Sxer4q,Se 3.2. ) - Thus even, when unit costs of harvesting rise as
the populativn lekre.1. falls, present-value maximization could :conceivably'

"Ato extinqtion.,oit t e. poPuration. It might "pay ". Owner.)pf such a resource
destroYI.the:ir'eseuree and devote :the proceeds to some alteenatiV4

meat. ; In the vaxt section.wesshall consider a' case study (whaling)' ii which ;.
this .conciiii466,atipe.ats to have some re levance



The f01.1 ing bilt :elegant proof that our usenera1" solution
correct, is due to M. Spence .(1973).'.'

, . .

We .assume that tquation (3.11) has 'a unique, solutiOn q = > .

'(see: Figure 4) we hav

POY < p ....'C(q) lf >,'.(4.. espeatively.
. ..

.

Since F (x) > 0 the function. .F(x) has a uniq inverse. function' ,,ii =.F .!,,..
defined al-sO' for Vs x 5- k. Let 01'1 denote an arbitrary feasible;haryest' 0
sequence and -,[xkl;the corresponding .sequence7,of r_eCruittrient levels, Le.. . .

... "` .
...P.

2ck+1 F.(Ick given) . .

:,?ck 7 hk .---: .9.
-..

-a*- .

. and by (3. Ei) an4` .(3.5) . . .
..

. .
% .

r ' . .
: , '$

,
1.' '.

Vi MIlt" .. ..

-'.
Tic 7

1.,!(xic.+i).) .: (G.Osk) ,G(Iii(Xic+i)),), 't.. , 4,,-

. .. .

where . 0(x) = ii COO 'dX-- is 'an integral of COO.
, .

. . .

Consider the',present-valne?sum (:3..9).:'
st.

:.'(;3.-.3) .11

' k k-1
1(.1 (I + 1.)



.V?

.
,

Now let [Wk } denote ,the-"; Most-rapid approach".. harvest, policy, Which. wc04. at
-

. .

guessed would be optimal. Thus

if xk > qi

otherwise.

We-are 4ping to show by, a direct calc-0ation that the pre'sent value produced.

by fhl exceeds the present value produced by any other,feasible'harvest
. k

policy {11
k
},-

(3.18)

where.

For

rr

(ND > p.v.qh ]

o

(3.19)

(3.20)

is the recruitment se4uence.resulti4ng from the harvest policy

41Alio define

From (.15) we have

V(w (s)). ,

=
k

i4(72 ;(1 i)k :1*

P.v.((h)0) = I(1) - I(0). (3.?2):.

To Prove13.19) we-wish to show that I(0) <.1(1); this will be accomplished

by showing that

In fact we have

Suppose .first that
. .

k
> X

k
we haVe

I' (s)

tr .

> 0 foe 0:5 s 5 1. (3.23)
et)

-V' (W
k
(s))(x* x

k
).

k

k-1
=2 +

Then- x* = F(q.) for all

k k
=

a

. Whenever

(3:24)T

so that by (317), V'-(14k(s)) < 0,4, -Thus. the corresponding summand in (3.24)

is positilfeI Similarly s.xk
k

< x' implies Rbsitivity of .the k-th summand.

Hence I!(s) > '0 as sequirgd.

-



ir

In atm'
4
X < q we have x*

2
= F(x

1
).< F(q), and also (by feasibility),

4,42 *x2. -Hence

411Vt.

so that r(w2(s))

Il(s), > 0 0 this
4

X'
2

s w
2 2
(s) x* < F(q),

0. BY.C:ontinuing this line-cd'argument,'We conclude that

case QED

Besi,des13.404, assume that

SVOW that the ratio'

Exercises

IC1001 is .a decreasing lunction of x.

p - COO
p.- C(F(x))

°
.': ,

0.s ivcreasing when x-> max(xe,lc. ). Hence.conclude that for the
mSY

--.. -mopptialloa,1 elppeme4 q
o

is uniquit
.

.

.(3.2) It%either p < C(0) or 1+f < F' (0), we know that q
i

>-0, so that
extinction rehotr.,optimal. :Show thalki p .._ C(0) and jriti> [F,'(0)]-. then

extinction is optimal. Assume that. ICI(x)I 'is decreasing [pint. It
. .

sufficeftto consider - C(0)% Use the generalizeds:mesh value theorem to
I

show thap, in this case, V

p.-.C(F(x)) F'(x) < 1 + i,,for all x.]

p - C(x)

(3.$) Consider the followilig modifications' (a)-(c) of. the model discussed in

this section. Determine the optimal harvest policy for one of.the mod ifica -.

.',tidns, and give a rigorous proof. '. N
%!!

,... (a) Finite) time-horizon: MaXIMiZe: Y, a [ph
k

- TC(h ,W k-1
-

i 4,:..- :

4
VE,

to the usual conditions,
'...

.
.

,.(b) ,Limitediarvesting capacity: [h k) satisfies -h
k

H = constant,.
.

:'as well as (3.7).

(c) Absolute conservation standard: [ ) is required to )atisfy:

x
k
.?-..: X = constantf>.0.

a
), subject'

*



V.

4. APPLICATION: THE ANTARCTIC BLUE WAALg POPULATION

A well-known characteristic of cost-benefit:analysis is the sensitivity)
; 6

Of decisionseto the rate of interest used. As.a rypical example, consider a

dam project, in which the initial costs are.largcand whire the full benefits

will not accrue until many years after-the comAetion of the'dam. Only if the

benefits'gre-discounted at a sufficiently low. rate will the net present value

'"'of the project be positive. Or to put it anothewn,y, only those Oojects

that earn a sufficiently high rate of ,return will;60 acceptable.
f

The models described in the preCeding pages -suggest that 4orlservation of

)iological resources may also be 'highly sensitive Co the ratg P 'interest.

The marginal-productivity rule.

.Y1(q) = i[1). - c(9)]

Moreover suggests that "this sensitivity'will be greatest forAiiological

resources which have low marginal productivities

4 In forestry management, for example, the interest rate is notoriously

Most temperate7zone,,forestsgrow nnlyat4-5 per:cent.per,annum at

best. When interest rates significantlyhigheer
I

than this are used, forestry

"managemene1.reduces essentially to the clearcutting of all profitable stands.

In this section we shall apply our resource-harvesting4wdel to another

glow-growing resoUrce, the Antarctic blue whale population. A brief review of

the history of exploitation of this species will be given firgt.

The blue whale is the largest member of the family of baleen whales all

Of which provide .a commercially valuable, edible oil. In the early years of

Whaling, blue whales'were simply too large to be caRttid. BUt with the

development of.motorized vessels, and espeCially of exp.losive harpoons; 'the

blue whale became commercially valuable. In teams, of our model; we may
, .

imagine that these technological, devellvments)reduCd the cost function C( x),

so that eventually. C(X) < p was Valid;Andlni7became profitable.

In 1904 a whaling qtaEtoh was establiad on §nuth Georgia Island, .off''
..

the tip ofSouth America, to pr;Cess. blue (an in) Whales, The main Pelagic:

populations remained unexploited,1lowever, si e their feeding_grounds, which

*-Remeffiber that we refer to real 'interest- rates

Cf.,EXercie 1.2. .4 .

'

.1.76

not inflationary rates;



covered some 10 million square miles of the Antarctic and South,Faci4i Oceans, .

were too remote for the land -based station.

In 1926,the Norwegian whalers developed a stern - slipway factory vessel

capable of processing whales on the high seasthus Making C(K)-< p for the

entire papUlateimi Following this developmen,whaling began in earnest.

(Figure6), with 14 nations eventual* owning and.operating such factory vessels.

In1931 over 29,000 blue whales were harvested; this. was more than 20% of the

total.-Algarctic population--in one year;

By the 1950's it was clear that the blue whale was in trouble; The

industry switched its attention primarily,tothe smaller, but Still'profitab.rb,

fin whale, 'continuing.to take whatever blue whales weresighted.'

The International Whaling Commission, which had been founded in 1946 to

regulate the harvesting of all.wiiale spe4es, met annually but seemed incapable

of stopping the oVerexploitation. The members of the ComMission were,:of

coUrse,..t.he very nations involved in whaling.

It has sometimes been suggested that the Commission acted"foolishly" in

failing toproteet the whale stocksthereby reducing' the productivity of thef

industry: .Although .it may indeed be true that factors such as international,

jealousy and distrust may have contributed to the. Ccimmissiens failure to' 8

protect the blue whales, it seems more likely that the commercial intteresst
$

represented on the Commission simply, recognized the adage "a.tird [whale] in

the handlhold4 is worth two in the bush [sea]." The whalers ;Ure1/1 had GI

Positive discount rates--although the Russian whalers might be reludkant to
. ,

admit it--so that biological overexploitation and'optimalwhalPing may not-have

seemed contradictory to them...- .
# .

In order to test this hypothesis, het us.imagine the entire Antarttic

whaling industry to be the hands of.a single profit7maximizing owner.. We.

will consider the blue:whalepopulation only, in order taavoid.complication4
a

s'

of a two species model. Using, the model of Section 3, our first problem its to -
. 3

theose appropriate biological and economic components.

The biological growth function will be modeled, by a quadr4tic expre!ssion

F(x) = x + rx(1 - (4.1)

* This is related to the so-called logistic growth law used.in theOretical
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.
Recent.' estimates*. of blue -whale .popUlation dYnaMics suggsE .that taxfiribM

.

growth. rate r' may alb° u t 5% perannUm,' and.tihe ecfbilibigu opu,Liation K

s e

about 150,000 whaleS. We shill ,adept -these 4 4314'

. 150,000:

a blue whaLd is ,;of. the., order, of magnitude of $16,00:

axt, we shall',supPoge that,.
;

t'he. unit',cOZSE. pi whaling' is

-to the\ p4PulatiOn-lielie*':,;':.
.

=" $10,000

C(x) ' zl?
. F

P 1

'16

....!,,

, r. Thus. hair a ct ed0 a' knowliegge Of p - :".alict X. . .

.,..,:. ,0-. ., .:,.

:.:.:,.,

,

- 4 'tn. 4-196.5 ..,1"?ie';:Wila g natifols Ogreed to. ale prOtet t Jen, 'pf, . blue
. ':... .4'r - ,,-

.i ',.. 'whales';'f;the ',i)OliuVlii114';;fei,el.:.t'va& aroupd 5;,P00. ,;,/Asslining..",somewhat; cynically)..f.

:',ils ,', ' T. . '''''4,;:ifZ,,t-i. -, .
. , ., .

v'i- the t', stieh'fang..agf,opment ,wat, only.?..po a aible.1.?heri) the': harve a t ing . of blue whales ..

. .
; . .

was nO"1o4er..s'igrlift'c,,ntly pro table4 we may.'Coiicltide..that x ',1", 5,006.
....,..: .- .. , ,:.,.',,?,' ...' . a

lqi.-pelicApad orirtier, 'however , . thct. continuddo. harvesting .of ::;the f in wha le '

,.. .probiibly CikitribUtell'to nth decli of the blue whale 'population to a level

"ixicint rather.7di,,iff.I.oult to ,estiinate.,. and, a lap ,varies

aling.,,f/eetsi t(Nilpfirrie wi;teh h,igh exist, ,tbefffcienta,hlave

. )." 'file ;level x. at -which !wife ling: be:cornea; eeinri le te ly

below X' .Y0001-$-S0i199.

vfeH
e ; '

ettrt! 20 000.wOulti. be I a' bet ter estimate for,

as .alone. 'Let us, agree on the, conservative
.

,

E3icepp.
, . .

have ev

a ing

est.'rate. .,which .we shill treat as a parameter,
ythlitg;,:needed to detennine-'ke optimal whale population,
.

.
.

.4*, : iN .
, ..

7Offi:Cial".:'es30., ..ties of the blue-whale POpplati4an dynamics,- or of costs
d prices,: ale aV able. The figures quoteP -ere are rough estimates, .;,,,

. , ,t,
mos y. derLvett, ftoin persoriat,sorrespondence wi'. whaling scientists.

.
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The lefr-hand side of this equation ioa
ing graph is shown in Figure

1,00.,000

urrrically; and ',the: result

I

5fr....20. .25

`;era to
at

., ......F4gure 7
r

,
±'4' . 'AW Weil eitP'd , the trqluenn f -,:tht.iinterest rate is quite sharp. When

L.,,
. .

elm-= 0 we have:- ..??, = 8,-5:',,Agf4.,x,,i.P,.7±-115,000. The corresponding sustained
. ". A r, 'e'l t .., n, I

Yield:;c,shOw.Ab.r.tha' daWd.:Aine) i.IW (q ) = 1842 whales per year, compared
to MS? = , 75 whaler'per:iyas;ry.:. '3' r. i = 10h. the figures are q= 31,000oF ..a,.,,4, .,;: ; 1 . ,

It..e, t..1:. , f 1:7',:...:':''.1 ' .'. _.. ..6- .;,"1` - - - ' 1
and ; G (qi), = 1234. Tesps6"tt-iVeiy; Yoi i =. 20% we have qi = 25,000 and

0 G(qi) '= 114542.. We )inoi.71::frot.9 5ecilri 2 that when i > r = 57,; it is essentially
g ;thastprOhibit extinCtion from beIng "optimal."

6

rk

Pty

. -

'onli,v.Ahe Costs 'of .wha

()gel of: yig surely' raises,. more questions
-":angWera::....4.Wiicirts of 'Compli.-Cati ns, boh":4:iolOgi:eal and economic,

than' it
have been .

pverrooked. .But tthe most difficult: an important ffuestion, perhapS, centers
and the very m sling, of i'moptinTality" for the management of resources such

V0,- " i ,

as whales SuRp 'that .the International Whaling Commission sreiolved.
manage ing in an optimal 'manner., for the benefit of humanity (not j t 'fop'
the Oh si.., What would it do? What interest rate would ii adopt? Or-swould

1' se somelriterion'orher than maximization of present. value? ',.

-Ecortaists .'tell us that present opportunitl7cost ratessof..interest
*- .4-
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far greater thant5% per annsum.* Unfortunately,tfew people seem to recognize

the effect that sich high rates could have if they are used in resourde-
,

management,decisioAs. The British Treasury Board, for example, has recently

instructed government agencies to utilize a 10% discount rate. The end of
,0

forestry in Britain has been predicted as\a result of this move--but there is

no sign that Treasury Board 'officials anticipated such a'result.

In the. United States, the Sierra Club has been instrumental, along with

_economists, in getting Congress to require that a 10% rate.be used on govekn

ment construction programs. This has resultedin the non-approval of several

proposed dam and irrigation proposals, But the same'rate arplied to manage-

ment of the National Forests would lead almost surely to the complete clear-
.

cutting of large areas. It seems doubtful that the Sierra .C11.11, would approve

of such an outcome.!:'

Whacthen is the optimal discount rate to use in,nanaging biological

resources? A few pages of mathemati cannot be expected' to provide the'

solution to such a difficult and far-reathing problem. Nevertheless mathe-

. Matical mOdels-.-especially simple strategical models,\Of the kind describ

here- -can contribute greatly to the understanding of such questions. Th

Inter-relationships between econotlics and biology are far from obvious. The

existingliterature on renewable resource management is notable for Its

failure to disentangle these relatiOnshipa properly. There:are many unneces-

sary controversies, some of which have persisted. for centuries ,(see Scott,

Alt-
1972),

1/4, .4.,

Any scientific field, pure or applied, needs a well-developed. theoretical

basis. Clearly dynamic optimization models are essential to eny.theory'of

renewable resource management.

Exercises
A

-(4.1) Recent reports on the Antarctic fin whale population indicate that thC,
,

following piecewise-linear. may be a better approximation to the growth

I

.curve than the quadratic fUnCtion used above:

N*

;;211-0) t max { (1 +_..r13c,,itr--74.
141

41-2-
7:

. .

The World Bank nowrecommends a.12% real_intrest
benefit analysis.bY -applitanjs for loans!

1
rate for; use in. Coat-.



Estimated values of the parameters are r = .08, K = 400',000.. If .X. 7 40,000.

Isthe zero-profitslevel for'fin whales, deterMine qi (numerically). in terms,

of the interest rate

(4.2) In this exercise we eesUMequadratiC'growthJufiCtiOns

.whales (x), and

(xid +

k sYk(1

Suppose

.blue-fin whale industry,

.05? .08, K = 150gb00,

that a constant annual "effort ": E iRdevoted to the combined

propottionalso that,the'harvesi'of each'speci,e is

to Ex and Ey respectively:

where a = constant.-- Show that -x

lations 3i and 37 satisfying

r(1 -

provided that x > 0 and y > 0.
A

m. In this case we must have

- aExk

- aEy
k

apprOch equilibrium popu-

-3; z L(1 - ) = 150,000.

faot -3; < 150,000?



EAIUA4roN OF THE MODEL

Compared to the.complexitT of real-wrld problems,in biology and ecOnom-

'

ics the model discussed in these 'notes is almost pathetically simple. Good

strategic models, of course, should be kept as simpleas possible. BUt on the

:other hand, it is essential to recognize'explicitly the hypotheses underlying

any mathelatical modelsimple or complex. In economics,. for example, impor-

pot ant policy-recommendations are freqbently basedon specific models. If these

tode;s dare inappropri , the recommendations maybe unwise. As in arliscien-,

tific field, the deve ent"Of economic theory proceeds by a continuous pro-

ceAS,Of refining, improving, and evaluating existing Mddels.
,

.Let us list the major, hypotheses underlying our model of optima resource

harvesting. 4
-

First, the model is a deterministic one, which also assumes perfect'

information, both on the biological .and economic side._ In real life, on the

other hand, random variations and uncertainty are the rule. The optimal

management of biological resources, must obviously take these facts into account.

Second.,. the model assumes that the biylogical population can-be repre-,

sented by a simple parameter (x). In pra*tce, the individual members of a

population differ according to age, weight, sex, and also accordingto their

spatial position at'any given time It 'is well known, that a homogeneous model

such as ours can result in misleading descriptions of population dynamics.

Third, the model utilizes many severely restrictive econoMic.hypotheses.

,Price is assum&PcOnstant, untt,barvesting cost is assumed to, depend only on
the population 'levels and not arttbe rate of harvest, etc. If such assumptions

are highly unrealistic, the model can'again be expected to yield unreliable

results.

Finally, we have made njmerous technical assumptions regarding smoothness

and convexity of certain func ions and the unique solvability of equations.,

These assuffiptions,:,too, may haVe serious repercussions.

Clearly ourmodel is' drastically oversimplified. Yet it may serve a
A

. useful purpose. No?,iperhaps%the practical purpose'of showing,"how to",

manage certain resource, put the useful purpose nevertheless,'Of explaining

some of the'complex Ways i,n which,economicS-aild biology may inteact, 4Even
41

computer studies thatshok,..aS.thely often do he stronii:infinence of'inerest
tz:: if

rates on suS4ainableyield.even such studies do not belPmuch in underst\anding.,



this phenomenon.
can only coMe,

Su Ch understanding (of a widely misunderstood Phenomenon)

seems' to me, from a simple model. If my years of teaching

mathematics have taught me anything, it is that, techniques are eAsy to come by;.

\but understanding is very difficult.
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Chapter
EXAMPLES OF NA THEttA T I CAP:ri4pi FOR DYNAMIC S

OF SEVERAL - SPECIES EGQiYSTEMS.

.

H.R. van .'der.1/Ott
Institu,teefr Statistics

.Caivlipa.atate .Dnivers ity

` -.1)1tEFACE'

.

..

'i_ :':T4e matherdatics 4101,atis :applied ,irCthis]module.18 ..qt.seyeral levels
.:

, ftfal,,' calculus: is':a0sumed throughout; especially the abllity. 44 finding; ptinti
tiVe ,functiona' will:: come "in handy. : Second g' use is made 6E' the
.isocline- and -arrow method;, the background' for this method. isgiven in ;appendlx.
--1,' SeCtionsk,I: and A.2., Third, for ei-1, study A ,al:fferenElal equations. in-.the

*. -

-neighb000d of singular points the linearization method is used; this .method.
a nis pre
alted

at length in 'appendix A, sections A.3 and Finally, 'section.
1.6 investigates certain, aspects of *difference equations;, most of the needed'
mathematics is .developed in that section; see the, quoted literature toD more
information.

One=can skip certain sections eith relative ea-se, e.g.,,.section 1.6.or
section- 2i3, but the *instructor %/ill' be ahle to spot other possibilitles

more
the

taork4progresses. One can alao. skip some-of the questions that require Mort in
tilcate mathematicai work. One can'aloose between going over sections ty.3 an
4.4 in deal4 or' just picking Out the results Vinally, it stiqula be said {

that our presentation prObeeds' in an analytic and geometric .frameidork, btitAha't
the experience of Rase User indi'cate's that it is quite effective 'to suppl4kent
this approach by work on.analog or idigital computets, provided adequate gud-
ance is available.

Depending on which Of.
betweel "fovr and ten:- weeks

Besides the 'a appendix A on certain mathematiCal tqols, please,note appendix
B' (the bibliograpay did appendix G (the teacher's Manu4).

the above choices one,rmakeP,
an this module.

mOY spend anyx:.There

iNTRODUCTION

_Backkround.

,The natqral interaction of organisms and their environment iS calledan
. 1 . , .

"ecosystem,." !,°A term' intiroduced/by Tansley ,(1.935) . ."Biogepcoeno s is , " a term

coined by SuicacheV at About the:" -same time, is perhaps more suggestive. It

depicts a more or less complex interaction between' biologiCat community

(140 oenosi an a itat iiotope, expressed in tlf abOve word, by the sylla-
.

hie 3:?"gteo'")..:

1816:
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individual ecosystems VarY.-greatly i'n's sire and s ttuc The entire

ilObe is an eCogyStem,.. 'by..bthet, ecosystems
.

An a land , a pasture, a decaying dtr'ee stump with its moss and °fungi;

even` a puddle on the path,. which is Only %temporarily inhibited, alr..sucll'itattiral.
.,-yhenomeria:..cleserve to lie...called, 'ecosyStenrs.,' Thus,, 'great Viki-atibns exist, not,'

only iri.magnitudei dUration and :prod4tfon," but also in the degree of depend-.

erice on ,other 'ecosystems ," (quoted p 2 of' :gli.enb,erw,,, '1971)

I.t should be eiaphasized ,y;: 26. of J.. BalOihs,:195.8).tyat neither .biF-
.Coenoses nor biotoms exist on tlecr of n in. na,t. re, and that7;they,are separated
in oti.thinking only

\A long- standing effort 4.ii:mithein.aticar modeling bt.'ecological Problem's

concerns the variationstsiOns in 'numbers of individ.U....a141$1onsi.ng to the various

spec ies living together an et osys4'em qxt4.)3.14.,gei*Pciis is The boOk by s.

d 'Ancona (1954) prolii...ci,e.g.Aa good entry'' Phe .alde literature' in this field
"We will discuss some examples of such matheinaeical-.m;Odels,', assuming that no

migration takes .-plgce Into or out of ithe'-,.e$24Ytem .(that IIS* the theory is
. :restricted to 6'6 case of no migration):: alsO asst.] that the ecO-

system has fixedYspatial boundaries (as me' leSs sugggsted by Ellerih:ergi s
.above :quoted examples), ..so that we may etATV:elently: describe e,yents in, terms of

."

total numbers of individuals in the system ig..J.n,terms of density .(nUmber

individuals' per area or.voluet, as the caS:e may be). There is obvious.'practi-:

cal interest in the nprilber as,pects of pOpUatipn, dyriarnics; think 'oCin ect'
.

pess., fishery restgrch, population :

Be tween any two 'species ini'an..eCO.system any,:one of several -re lationS may

exist, such as '

.prey-predator (first sPecies.is eate Second species), and hohtr.

-parasite ("a'small organisin liVes .in or with. ,.rat the expenSe Of ajarggr
141animo,zr.plant"; cf,, p. 253 Or W. C..AIiee et 1949)

"7.

13).. 'coogera;tien ("helpful inneractions bet en org sms," 'C... Allee:

al 0$:; or "gurna ly benefinial relati nShips between sAgcles;"''

p.; 719 of sarne), ciged mutualisnrby Sorpe autiforS; s io;is.bytotheis;:;
c) interaOtions,t.etween. the .o.rgoanisinS...,of the same

or .different'0pecies',.cf: W. t. Allee al.,,1949, P.,. 395), e.g.; most. Cases`

.o f . cO nmpatit o where both;:want the ,Sarne thIngs froni their. .eurroundings.-



,

Rosenzweig; 'M.. L. (1969); Why, the prey curve has.d hump;". The4,ffterican

-Naturalist 103, pp. 81-87.-

Royama', T. ,(1971), &comparative study ofmodels for predation and' parasSitigm;
.. .

Researches on Population Ecology, Supplement no. 1, September197f; The ,'

Sodiety Of, Populatin Ecology, c/O:Entomological Laboratory, kyOtojIniver-
sity, Kyoto,-Japarl;. 91 pp. See section 2.2 (paragraph preceding. DisCs-
sibn question 2..2,11). .ThebreticallY.foriented;.woUld be useful fox.a.far,
mi Oredetailed-course.

.
. .. . .

. . . .
.. . .

StpWart,-F. M. and Levin, B.. J.. (1973), Partitiohing.ofrdsources and the out-
Come of interspecifie competitiona model and sOte general. considera-
tious; The American Naturalist. 107, pp. 171-198. See. section 3:3 (second
paragraph).

.

.

: . .
. .

T-4.!isley, A. (1935), The. uSe and abuse of vegetational concepts-andtetta;.,
:.. Ecology 16,;pp. 2843.07. See section 1:1:.

TsOlOT, C. P. and.Hink10,'S. W. (1973), A .stochastic bivariate ecology mo&l:
.4!'" : '

, .
.

. . .

for competingspecies; Mathematical Bi'osciences 16, pp. 191.-,208. See...

section 1.51(secOnd paragraph)...

-/ -. .
.

: -.

'Usher, M. B. and liamson, M. H. .(eda:). (1974)-,Ecological-stability; iOsndon,
Chaptan and and New Y.ork,Wiley; 196 pp. See section 1.3. ./ y.;

4

Vaart,.H. R. van der .73),:4 comparative investigation of,certain difference
equations and related differential equation6: implications for model -'
building; Bulletin.. of Mathematical Bi6logy 35, pp. 195.:211.. See section
1:6. Essential ifsection 1.6 is nsed'for .A student project..

r

Volterra(, V. :(1927), Variazionie fluttuazionideinutero'd'individui in specie
anitali cdnviventi;,.Atti della--R. AdCaemia Nazionale dei'Lincei, Mtn° 324;
Serie :sesta; Memorie dellla classe di scienze fisiche, matematiche el .

naturali, volume 2; pp. 317113. See aections 1.2 and 2.1 (Remark 2:1,1).
This title is almost the same as the title of the ai.ticlepublished in the
Rendiconti Comitato.Talasiografico'Italiano (see section 1.2).. There are

o

no observational data in the present title; only mathdmAtiCal theory. ;
.

Volterra, V. (1929, 1959), Theory of fun c,tionalt and 'of integral and inegro-
differential eqUations;.Blackie and-SonsT(1929):'Dover paperback (1959);
[39] + xiv + 226 pp, See section 1.2 (first paragraph). The separately
umberedpagea, [5].-through.[39], contain a gOod biography, writtenby
. Whittdker, especially pp. [19N5],. [32] -[33] and [36T-[39].

'
K. E. F.. (1959), A mathetaticalmodel POr the. effect Of densities of

attacked and attacking species on the number attacked; The Canadian:,
Entomologist 91, pp. 129-144. See section 2,2 (paragraph preceding':
Discussion question 2.2,11. Spe remark ta'ae above-regarding Holling (1966)..

.

Watt, K. E. F. (1968), Ecology and resource management;.a quantitative approa6h;
McGraw-Hill; .xii.+ 450 pp. See section 2. (paragraph preceding DiCUssion
questiop 2.2,11).
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..Williamson, M.. (1"972), Theanaly s af biological P ullatIons-4 London; Arnold
. ,

.

-.and'.NeT,,i York, Crane and RUssak;j80 pp. See s Lion 1,3, where a short ..

characterization is. given, .
,

I a.
.

41TEXDIX C.,:

7Z

HINTS, REMARKS RE .QUESTIONS

Some of the questions, .especia ly the :discussiOn queStiOn.s:; could puZzle.

the instructor er'.cla4s as to: what Lid Of answer should be-expgcted: It is

hORed that th.01I0WA.n.g r:njnay*abOut of,themmayalleviate such puzzle -.
ments. TliesaShould e. espgC4111y.helpful'toyereons-withscant experience in

apPlicationS,OfSmathematiOS; idmarkS go by.the'number.

of the questions.

i:.

..

.

'Discussion question 1.5,1. In, humanpapulations, far instance,,fiehaviOraI and
,

, /, (,'

cultural patterns that were esObAished:4during an era of:relatively low popula.;

. . .

tion density and kimitiAre medicajAthoWredgd.haVe a, tendency/.to change.slewer

than might, be desirable fOr the standpoint of increased ;population density `f So

family s.izeyor eqUiyaientli:fpercentage -wise ratei.io-increase, is notrolly.

determined by, today.!S population density, 1(but'kY .that Cf., a century ago; say.
a . . .....____ .... .... L.

:..For7.eXaMple:' see the difficulties encoUnleredby.!!.familYplannring" or "popula-.

tion. controll! .india;. as:disdUssed'by Mamdani ("1972). On-a'different time ,

. .

.

.
.

. .
.

.
,

sc'al:e.,.. :Iong'gestatioperiodS introduce delays inthd conversion offabd into
. .

increases in pppulaTion:numbers. Students or instruCtOrs,dspetially'thOse.with

abiological backgrOund.,..might Wdll come up' with ploileexamples

Discussion. questiafi_1.5,2.., AnsWers:r q)(x,'y ) . and -Alf(x,..y),

.tions independent of h.

any pair

Question. 'Any of the loLlowillgHmethods:wiil le.jine; it.,wouid be useful

.... to show more than one (A) SubStitute.(1.5,5d).-inta 4.1:5,5o)thiSl'sO decides

the qUesti6n ot::.existenceof.asolutiOn. ( ) Divide booth Meipbersof (I.5,5c)

and Change variables-according to
fi

Y() xGt);

equation in Y.(t)..;.o. (3),Multiply.Foth members of



. (1.5,5c) by.' K/[x(K-x)] ; ,the..use\ of the 'method of partial' Era-Ctions will hen,
- .

. yield thp.differential equation ,\
.

no integrate with respect to E] Arom to

most delicate' Ole: f4x (t?

t,
x ED_ xo

.0

-
The third/meth.od is the

and one has to worry about x(t) 'not taking the..lue t(ro, so that. x(t)/xfo
will 'have a constant' sign and the abs'olute value bers,/can,be deleted

.14

Discussion question 1.5,5. Experience ,shOws that some audiences have a quick

understanding if this question, others wrestle with it. At 'a more intuitiv

level, the po is that it is not true that every quadruple 6.'f values

0
x

0
, ,

A
K with 0 <'y, 0 < K, 0 < x

0
< K! determine a different

tion of the fOrm (1.5,5d). At a formal level the question can be rephrased as .

follo'ws: shoVi there is not a.1- 1- correspondence between the points of 4-dimen-

,

siona'l (t
o

, x
o

, y, k)-space (with 0 < y, 0 K, .0 < xo < K) and the collec-

tion of all logistic curves of the form (1.-.5,5d);; rather thete is a 1-1-t-C"or-
\

respondence 4etween the points of 3-dimensional (A, B, C)- space (with 0 <' A,

0 < B, 0 < C) and the collection sf all logistic- curves, as can be seen by

rewriting (1.5,50 as

, Specifically,, the individual values of

-thing, that counts is the value of

K:- x
0

x
0

A

B
Ct

o not matter: the onay.

The question is important in view of statistical estimation of parameters:

(t, ) not ,identifiable.

Questio'n''I.5.36. It is recommended that the students draw more than one gra h;
c,

two or three. in the strip 0' < x <K,. one or-two in the'e planes x >'K

and x < O. .
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'Discuss on question 1,5,9: -Re thequestionAt the very end. Verhuls

:that, 'Agricultural' arguthent ;does lead to' an expression for f(x) tof the
A i

for7' K-x,' but it does not really. 4 Acoording to:the'v sllatgument,given,
.

population grows purely.exponentially until the.1 N b is. reached

at time t
b'

say). For x the differential eli.ssof the

)c

(r '(ic-h)) = r
x

with = r + mb, and x(t ) =h.' The curve that'answers Veroul:tlqdesCriP-

tion.coasists, therefore, of two parts, each part describe a differdnt

fotmUla.
/

Discussion question 1.5,10. The rationale for the-equation 'displayed here is

as followshink'of a human population in whichthIngslike 'family, size ate,

decided on the basis of traditional attitudeg (cf. remarks re DiScussion ques-
t

.

, Clog 1.5,1 above), Then T leo years, say:. the factor in the formula that

is supposed to repreSent increased procreational cautipn, viz. (K-x), should,

be evaluated l00 .yeafrs before t;. this_is the factor that should reflect atti-

tudes about family. ize,' and these attitudes were formed under the.infLuence Of

the populatio6 aiz of T years ago.. On the other hand, the number Of_families

now is more or less proportional to the population size now, or, at least, to

the pdpulation si4e'Of a much shorter.-. time ago than the above- postulated period

of adjustment of/attitudes to population size. Thesame equation is proposed

with essentially the same argument'(though less elaborate) by Kakutani and

Markus. (1958)./ Ofcourse, in a population in which family size would be deter-

mine,d less by/tradition than by the experiences and feelings of the. parents.

Jduting:t4eiriChildhood,,and in whith'the bulk of people are having children

'during the. same relatively short Agespania more logical model Would be

x(t). y.x(t-.T) *[l( x(t.-.0]

x(t) = yX(t-T).[K - x(t -T)], (b)

0

it will becometlear .(as sRon as you try to do it) that the knowledge of x(to)

is now' not. to get started: x(to) .cannot be computed from x(t-), not

fOr equatiod (a) and not for equation (b): one needs to knqw the function x( )



Over.thetime interval:from, C -T L'to' .: an arc instead df .a point. Suppose
.

to

thiss\inital 'arc reoresents a monotone 'increasing function of t, then: the

solien'sef-'equatill (a) at any level x up to .K,'',tbe...steeper than'any.

logistic' withthe same
'

and K. Suppose this, initial arc represents. a. Piece.
.

.of'e rqgular logistiC Wl.th ilhe same N and K, t116n the solution of equation

beobtained\by ttanslating a suitable.logistic (with that N and K).
h

o

i

,upwards over-the dist nCe X(t ) - x(t Fihally:, going back to equatibp

'(a), suppose that ') = K; then x(t171.),< K and k(S) > 0. .So the bop6-

latioh size will, increase beyond.-'K and .k( ) will be zero ordy at C.

Thereafter X( ) < 0. for a while. Pursuig this a1gumellt,,C7IIIimake the

escillatiOns of Ic(t..)' wound k as sill:01;m by Kakutani and Markus, 1968, very

plausible indeed.

Question 2.1,1. Choose l and f32 such that -p [32 =,q

Question See' sections A..14nd A.2 in Appendix A.:
\ .

Question 2.114. The

with Question 2.1,1.

°2x2
will

intention df this. question .should be clear by comparison
. _

The point is no sdale,Change of thY,ferm
x $1x1'.

e able tiri turn the matrix

+q

into a skew - symmetric, one. The reason for, this is. aake-w--symmet,rie-mattix

has diagonal elements equal to zero, and neither 7-6 81; nor 7C f52- will
-ever be.Zeroi. since 5_ and C are:giyen as positive numbets, and $i = 0

would make the change meaningless.

Question See sections A.1-and

Question. 2.1,6. See section A:4 of 4pendix A, especially the final example in

that section. One should net find any contra ions.:: But some of the things
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conjectured f cam the row mothod should now become more precise and certain....

There.are many non-Zero coefficients in mquation 2.1,5.uestion 2.1

o we cannot ow get.'rid:Of:'all: the unwanted terms .,and thus separate variables.

iht.

Discussion u stion 2.1'8.. Looking at (2.1,5) we can say that the atio .6/y
1.

.indicates hoW much worse the presence of ,ne prey individual makes the environ-.

'ment.for the rey -species, whereas the ratio Of 'indicates.howtuch.better
.

the presence foneprey individual makes the' environment for the'predator.

The.modelyi lds.coexistence of predator and prey iff the percentage deterioia-.
prey is: less than the percentage imProvementfor. .the predator.. In

the opposit7 oasethe advantage forthe.predatorto have the prey, around is

apparently pot enough to keep'the predator 'in business. Nowthis- sounds as if 4

it.would m biblegist moderately happy. The .only thing that the biologist,

c6111'&obj tto"is: why does C not 'play a role in'the:deciSion re coexistence

tion for the

of-the'two species? It dbeaPto some extent: it helps .3)6termide the size of ,the

..,Treaater: opulation:at equilibrium; but other than tfiat. I -don't see a ready

answer:XO

tor r o t

crowding'.

be; . why should q be considerea.,relatiVe to y2?
. .

much. the .preclator. needs just. to stay in business.

,
thia remark., and it is a bit Odd,fet-the croWdlns-effectin-the preda-'

-be terribly *portant it the 'question of coexistence,' the

effect in the prey is that important. Another posSilile questionwouid

Wel 1 describes,: Now'
,

Discussion,uestiel 2.1,9 The locus of all'Obints With_ = ,C) shtuldbe.a

horizontal line through thesingular pbint. The, locus of all points with =:0

should be

gram.

' (see equation (2.1i2)). And neither is.,the case in this dia-

,A

Question 2.2,1,. Any trajectory tha,t crossesthat:_potiolt% offlthejAboiline,

reacheS its left'-most point right there, at thaCctosSfng point. 'Thereafter,,.

the danger for the prey to decrease, more has. passed. fthat isocline keeps

far. enbughTaway from the y-axis, the prey will not become extinct

Question. 2.2,2 Somewhat similar to preceeding questien:- the.prey T +00,



Question
2.2,3. The one term ,/hi*ch makes eqtation ,(2 .1,5 ) different from equa--.

tion' (2 .2,1) 'ob)ilsouq,Y ' y-(, contradicts Kolm'ogorovt s assubtptiolit
s ,
that the predators act independently' of each other (see point (1) in, the latter'
halt' of Question 1.2 ,3)

;

Discussion question 2.2 ,4' If the equ'dtion (v) = O. has any roots, then the'
'horizontal, l,- isocline, is 1 the 114-1.6n 'of the x-axis (y = 0) and any vertical.

,

line' x = g4; T;ihere. -is a root of .k
2

(x) = 0. Also any singular point must
, .1

belong to the othoriz,Ontal'.., isocline.' All.:*of Kolmogorov ' s sketches portray-only
, . ..one, singUlar point outside the . coordinate .axes. So the only spot on any tra:-

t
jectory; (outside 'the'x-axis) where ,that traject y can have a horizontal tangent

) . .line, 'must be on the Vertical line through that to ly singular, point. :.Most
of Kolmogorov' s sketches lack thi-s', Property.

Discussion, question 2%21: - The y-axis belongs to the
14(0) =00...

' vertical' isocline iffp

ft
uestion 2.2 6. K

1
(x) is the relatice rate of increase of the "prey

in he absence o.f the predator. The assumption that it is monotor-lil4ecreasing
re' esents the crowding effect nd is therefore not unreasonable (except perms

haps for extremely small values of x);, whether K 1(x) should be negative fop.
large enough is something else. The assumptions re K2 (x) and L(x) are
in line with our earlier discussions, except maybe for I(0) > 0; this in-

,
equality means that a prey population of size zero keeps decreasing as long as
there are some predators lef t,, which 'sounds odd (whoever saw a population of
Size less than zero?) . The equation of" the ' vertical' iSocline. is

(x)

. ,Y :L(x) k.
From the, definition of K1( ) and L( ) it is clear that 4thesefunetions
have some positive value for each 'value of x lesS than the root of K (x) =.0.
So for each value of x less than that root there is a. value of y (viz.,
,xK

1
(x)/L(k)) such that the trajectory throtigh (x,y) has a vertical tangent

line at (x,y). Looking at the diagrams one sees tha several of them do not
show this propertyVand are, hence, erroneous) TheNe are several other diffi-
culties, with these diagrams. The author of -this module does not see, for in-%

stance, how' the singular ..points can possibay be located as 'in diagram number 2:



the 7M.nguldr point (A,O) (must be on the '''vertical' isocline, so

.1 (A.)''A - L(A)0 = K (A) A = 0;. therefore ..1(1(A) = 0i so K (x) < 0 for
4. -, ._ ,:

x.>:At.:'7The singlEar point (B,d) 'must AlSo be on the 'vertical' isocline, so
\ ,

Ki(00!B- L(B)C = 0. However, for B > A and C > 0 it is clear that

Ki(B)*B - L(B),C < 0. These remarks. shoULd give, a good idea pf 'what,all c*V
.

be uncovered with respect to these diagrams, and we will not spoil' your fun by

spelling' it all outs.. *Note that for some of the questions you nee to use the

linearization method as .discussed j.I1 section A.4 oT Appendix A.'

(Thestion-.2.2,7; The:singular points are the origin (unstabie node) and.a p

with both coordinates po4itive..(saddle point < Let p = (p
1
,p

2
) be the second

singular point. Then easy to express p1 and pi in terms, of the A,

the .b,' .and the r. but you do not need-to ao this in order to show that p.

is a saddle point. Note that r1
alp1

bip2 0- and shoW the equation for

the eigenvalues of the matrix- Df(5)' (cf. section, A.4.) is

2
-(r9 - 41p).X. = 13(a1r2 a2b1) = 0..

.
, ..,

SO the product of the two' eigenvalues.id negative, which is possible only if
.

.

they are real and haVe opP,9site signs (if X
1

and X
2

are complex, then they

are eonjugate complex. and-tOeir product. .is:Ypositive). .Yeu.canalse find the
. ...../7,

directions. of the separatrices of the saddle.point.at the saddle point. Note
'- ,

that for this equation the x-axidis not.pdrt of Ole. 'hortzontal'4or the
. . ,. .

'vertical' iSocline.
i.
Also note that all trajectories that sart. above one of7
.

the separatrices (which one?) depart for, y -; +00, which is biologiCely",un7

ac&septable, -So. this model is not much of an improvement.

..-Qudstion-2-31, The ,four Andwers_m_the_arder_of thdir correspondIng_ques:-.

tions-ate:::0, 0, , pbsitive,.neqtive.

Discussion question 2.3;2. At any point on the 'vertical' isocline '*(x,y)

(cf. equation (2.3,1)) is non -zero (unless that point is also on the 'hori-

:-Zontal' isocline), that is, *(x,y) . is either positive or. negative Because

pf the continuity of *(x,y) it will have the,same.sign,4 points off the
_ -

isocline as at points- on the isocline, provided they are close enough'. '"Close

-,enough" means. here "at the same sine" tif'the 'horizontal' isocline,,becD allse

4r(x,y) will nob be able to change sIgn without sitting. zero; and N *(x,y), can



hit zero only .on the 'horizontal' isocline' (why ?). Finally, when (x,y) >

then Sr >.,G and the vertical,-arrow A3dintsupwartis;-...when .4(x,y) < 0, -then

y< 0 and the verticartrrovi points.doWnWards., A similar story applies to
.,

horizontal arrows. This shoqld enable the:reader to explain all the arrows

in Figure 2.3,4.. .

.

,

Discussion. question .2.wo possibilities depic(ted in the two *diagrams
.1

3 '3. 'The t

on left seem- -to allow popUiatiOnS to explode, .all the way to infinity.

Thisigouid' be biologically unacceptable:. even insect pests ,ewentuaDly come
Q. a .4

down.

- Question 2:.3,4. -At least. one saddle point; and one stable or unstabe

,point.:

Question 3.2,1. Theequation C 7 a i Jog x - a2 log y = 0 determines y as

A convex .function of x (e.g., show that y" > OL). Thiswpens the libssi-

.bility for the coexiStenc. point to be nthe interietf the triangle form d-
,

by the origin, the singular point on te x-axis, and the singular point on t

y-axis.



'Introduc'tion

Chapter 7
POPULATION MATHEMATICS

Frank C. Hoppensteadt
New York University

1,.
.

The estimation of the size and age composition of various b ological popu-
lations is a significant:concern to many decision makers For example, among
those who have a need for such information are. the planners..for the utiliza7
tion of renewable natural resources such as fish and. waterfowl, and the long

, range educational and economic planners concerned 'with demographic Oita of
human populations.. Although the ideag and techn,iquesintroduced inthis unit
have obvious utilit)wfora whole set of biological 'populations, we pill use
the terminology of human population gtowth justIo hae a'7specific example at
hand.

Attempts to use mathematics to describe Ole growth of human populations
go back at least as far as the late 18th sientury,-and one of, the. most familiar
elementarymodels'Was proposed by the English econord:st and:demogtapher T. R.
Malthus (1766- 1834). :The Malthus model is based on the aSaumgtiOn that the
instantaneous, rate of growth of a population is provortional to' the size df
the population. Here and, inthakfuturethe size:of,a popUlation. is assumed
measured in convenient continuously divisible units (biomass or: similar, -

quantity) so theta is no inherent diEficulty,in Using differentialiequatiOnS':'
Malthus.',.model-leadstothe -prediction of unlimited population sizes.; a con-
clusion which, leads One to.View the underlying assumptionswith tome skeptic-
ism. 'Vatious,modificatiOnS of the Malthus model have been proposed which re-
move the. objectionable conclusion. For example, a model ptdpos$dby a 19th
century Belgian sociologist,P. F'Verhulst and subsequently rediscovered by
others leads to predicted populatiensizes which tend.asymptotically to a con-
stant value as time.increages: However; the Varhulst.madel andmany'more
ecent ones; aoMe.of which leaa.to,differential-delay equations or.functional-

differentiaireqUations.of considerable mathematical interest, do hot-consider
directly the influence of the age composition of a population on it*develop-
4ent... This.will be the primary concern of this module

We haVe a number of decisions:to-make. First of all, shall we .thew the
ituatIonas a deterministic oriTtochas-tic_Lonel_ Obviously the_biological-

social-situatiOn we are modeling induces random events. Howeer, if we
concerned,with large populations, then. we have some confidence that a deter-.
ministic moderwill'provide a good first approximation. Also, the mathematical
techniques required for,an analysis of the deterministic model proposedThere
are less sophisticated...than those which would be needed fo the analysis of a.'

stochastic model.of similar generality. The chdice of model is ultimately:a
deCisiein of she investigator, and we choose a .detetthinisticmodel.

Our second decision is whether 'or poet° consider the spatial aswell as.
the temporal variation of the population For various reasons,,amongrthese a
jack of adequate data for apatiallydistributed,populations, we Shall restrict
our attention to, the changes in the size and age composition of the:Population
through. time.



Out last-decision'is-Athet time should be considered as acontinuodS or
discrete variable. Here we will captoMine and introducetwo models, one in
the module proper and anotherina project': Most of the modulL is.devated to-
.i.8c.ussionof a continuous -time model first introduced by A ).Lotka and

sub quently refined by many researchers. .The Loka model. hasp serVed'asthe...
takin pff.point for much of the re8earchin.populatiOn dynamisal: The topic
.ef one f the projects is a diserete time.model due to P.- Les11,. Both
mo elS re discussed inLKeyfitz's beek Introduction to the Mattematics of
P ti n.[K1]. This. bOok, the7-article-[ K.2], and especiallythebook [KY].
co tain da applications. of conclusions basedon.the.modeftoptOblems. in
econemics,'eddcation, social-services, etc. In addition, the.book [KY]:cOn
tains.computerprograms formany of th '.c lculations. There are a few refer-..
ences provided atEhe,end of the modu e.. The item [H] and [K2] contain otherrh
tefereoces to the ',vast literature on the subject.

2. Formulation of aModel

In this section we ,will formulate .a continuopstime model for the dynam-

ics of' the female population. The dynamics of the entire populatiJn.can be
,

determined from a knowledge,of the dynamics of the fefOles,.assumotions relat-

ing the-numbet of male and :female.births and.assomptions regarding male

survivorship: We begin with some definitioriS and notation. :
.

. .

j
. . .

Let B(t) denote the rate of addittOn8to the female'..poPulatiAn, the
,

birtiCrateat time t. Our first goal will be.. to relate tlateeluanti-

ties which can be determined ftom available data Specifically, we suppose

that the age distribution of, the initkal populatiei, the age Specific mortality

rate, and the age specific, fertility rate. are knolam'quantities. Suppose that
.

We identify t as the time at which our analysis:of the popuIation.begins,
...

andlet u (a) denote the density of the. initial age disttibution. ...That,is,
0 .

.

. . .
,

. ..
.

.we assume- that the Oumber_of inclividual8.-with. gesbetween,::ai and .a.2. at-

a2

is given by j 'o(a)da. The mortality rate will be defined indireetly
# . 0

.

by a function .(a) which gives the ptdportion of births".which survive eb. ageu

a. The function ,t, is usually/given as a life table, a listing of age
A

1

and survivor ratio ,U(a , which s. obtained from census data for the popula-

tion.; A sample life table is given in Table 1.
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A typicat Life Table

a e'Ve. t(a)
age , Proportion of births

.suryi,ving "to age a

0

5

10

15

20

25 .

30

35

.40

45

50

55

60

65

70

7:5

80

85

90

1.0

.

0.72

0.69
0.65
0.61
0.56
0.52
0.48

0.44
0%40
0.36
P.32
0.27
0.20
0.12

' 0.07
0.03
0.00

Table 1.

The fertility 'rate is otained from a table of the number of female births

produced by femates of variou$ ages. In particular, suppose that (a) is

the rate at which feniale offspring .ar, produced by 40,000 females of age a.

Then we define b (a) , the fertility rate, by b (a) = 10
-5

c3(a) Tha t is, ,the

fertility rate is the averaKe rate at which females age a bear female

offspring: We assume that b(a) =.0 for large age a, say t.b(a) = 0 for

a > A. In htiman populations, it is customary to assume b(a) "=.0 . for a 5 15-

and a 55. Notice that we are a-istifiins -that the fertility andmertality

rates,. though age dependent, are independent of time t. That is, and

depend only on a, not on t.

Next we turn to the deriAtion of an expression for the birth rate B(t)

at time t..' These births can (potentially) arise from two sources, First,

they can be births to females in the initial population, and second they can

be births to females born since t = 0. In the first case the density of-

females, surviving from the initial population to* attain age a. at time t,



EZ()/t(a-61u0(a-t).

Indeed, t(a)/4(a-t) is the proPortion of the initial populatiOn which will

survive from age t to age a, and u0(a-t) is the densiv of females

in ttila. initial population which, if they survived, could be of age a at time.

t-.* Each of these females will bear female offspring at tRbr rate b(a). TUtre-

fare

'Of 1:1(a)P,(a)/t(a-)]110(aTt)

is the density function 'for the rate at which female offspring will be pro--

ducedb)flthe survivors of the initial' poptlaion who-.have.re ached age a at

time ,contribution of individuals at nil ages(can be obtained by in-

tegrating and consequently the .total birtheat 'time t due to the initial

popillatiOn is

b (a,[Z(a)/Z(a-t)] (a- tld a .

Since b(a) = 0 for a a A this integral is eival to

t

SA b(a)[Z(a)/t(at)juo(a-t)da, if t < A

(

t
T6

0 if t -?*- A.

The second source of new feniales' in the population is births to those born

after t = ,O.' At time t consider, the females of age a. These females were -

born at the rate B(t-a) at time ib-a and' the proportion Z(a) of them sur-

vived "to, age ;.a. Therefore, the number of females of age , a to a+da at

time t is Z(a)(t-a)da. Since each of them Nill bear children at th'e rate

b(a), the rate ,o,S additions to the population at time t due, to new females

is
b(a).t(a)B(t -a)da.

0

Combining these results we obtaih an equatioh-for

t

B(t) = J b(a)P,(apt(a-t)]u (a-t)d + b(a)i,(a)B(t.-a)da,.
0

which we write as
rt

B(t) h(t) .+
J

b(a),L(a)B(t-a)da.
0
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This.integral equatiOn for the birth-rate B is called -the. renewal equation

since it describes the way the population reproduces itself.

A If we-could solve the equation (1) for the function B, ,then we could

predict the size and age,structure of the population; in fact; if f(a,tt".

.denOtes theage'density of emales of age 'a .at time t so that the number

2
is given by' f(a,t)da,of females of age to a at time t

al,

.f.,(A)B(t , a < t

a,t) =

If.,(;)4(a-t)1 a-t), t < a.

3. A Stable Age Distributijon.
.

Unfortunately, the renewaleqUation .(1) is not an easy equation to solve.

It is fairly straightforward using the method of successive approximations to

then

show that under quite general conditions on the functions .h, b 'and in

.(1) the renewal equation-has a unique solution on. (0,m) (see for example

tErC], p. 217) . However, we are interested in.certain properties of the solu-
,

tion, in particular its asymptotic behaviour, which are More,difficult to

obtain. Most of the facts of interey to us, which we will use without proof,

can be dedUced with theuse of Laplace transform methods (see BC], p.. 231 ff),

First, it is known that the solution B hap 'the form.

B(t) = BePt'+ R(t)

where. B and
m.

p

(2)

are constants and the remainder R is a complicated func -.

don, which satisfies

lim e -P. tg(t) =

t-.
.,

Consequently, R is negligible compared to the first term on the right hand

side of (2) 'for large values of t.

It is. easy to determine what the value of p must rOm (1) we have

pt
e
-

B(t) =
lot
h(t) + j b.(ag(a)e

ae-p(t-a
(t -a)da.

0
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Taking the limit

co

b(a)4,(4ePada + lim I

b(a)4(a)eP`neP( t-a K (t-a)da

0 tom. 0

col 1;(a)4.,(a)e- a

0

mu.st satisfy the characteristic_ equation.,

co

1 = b(a)t(a)ePada.
0

This equation was first derived 1337-Lotka, in 1922 ([Lo] p. 340). It has a

unique 'real solutibn for p, -.say p*. The constant is called -Ehe

intrinsic rate of natural growth' or the biottc potential of the population.

This constant is, analogous to the growth rate in the ordinary exponential or

Malthusian grow,th equation.
.k

If b- and-44, are pieceWise continuous functions, then it can be shown

that there are infinitely many complex solutions of (3). If we denote them

by fcpn1, then the following ,facts hold

1) The cp occur in conjugate pairs, i:e. if cps satisfies (3) then

so does- rpn,

2)' Rey
n

p*, for all

3) Rey c as n co.
n

A formula can.be derived for the constant B .

CO

somewhat invoed, can be found in [BCT, p. 232 ff.-.

jA 11'(t) ..tdt

0

IA a4,(a)b(a)e-P*4da

The details, which are

Now we can show.that the population approaches a stdble age distributIton.

To this end, consider

lim e . tf

t-CO

From the formula for f(a,t), we see that

lim e-P*t(a t) = B ;t(a)e-P*a4/
t-co



where. B is the cynstant determined by (4). Therefore, for large times' the

population is apprcocimately de'scribed by

e t(a)e..
.

. ,

.. .
.

If .

f > 0 :. the population increases with passihg time, if p*-,<,(2( itdeclines

and approaches zero:., Tie:: expression (5)Is ,knowyas the stable age distribu:

tion associated with the popUfation. Notice that the time variation of the

stable, agadistribution is determined by the real solution of the characteris-'
4

tic equation.

One of- the consequences of the existence of a stable age distribution is

-that for leave times, the proportion of the population in any age group remains
.

constant. For exadpleithe proportion of the population which is in the age

bracket a2) is

NUmher with ages
.

. °.
r

Total.population

whIchis approximately equal

fot. large .t."

The fact. that the population approaches ,a stable age distftihution'i

quite important, 'andmahy--calculations. which demographers make are-based on.

the_stahleage distribution.

,
a .

-p*
j

a
t(a. da

al

t(a)e.7

0

Summary

The theoretical results which we have accumulated so far are easily sum-

marized. Lotka's age dependent theory for the evolution of a female p9pula-

tibn is based on the renewal equation--(1)._ This equation involves two func

tions which are determinable from data h(t), the contribution of the initial
. ,

popu/ation to the births at time t, and m(a) = b(a)t(a), the net,maternity

fumttion.whi measures the and fertility of individuals.
.

4
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a'

If m is.a piecewise contiriqous, function, which vanishds for large ages

(say m(a) = 0 for a A), :then the population appromches a stable age dis-

tribution,
. .. .

fact; ion that.:cases :13.tark bd written as

+ R(t),
T.

where is determined frondr,0-id Char4Ctetistic equation' (3) as"-the

'real solution. of that eclitati:on for The remainder R(t) is small where:
_ .

:
.

Compared to
plcL. .for and the :constant 4

by the: fOrMuiais giweii

Exercises

1. The characteristic equatidriialso arises in the formal solution oE
.- , .

using 1...aplace.transfOrms 'Derive this ;formal, solution and shOw how.the

characteristic equation'arises:

2. .Since p* is ,normally.quite an.'approximatevalue for p- can

often be determined by-replacing ' e . in 3Y by its Taylor expansion-,

About .p,. =. 0 and then ignoring the terms of Order" p and higher. Use

,thi.§ method' to. obtain a formula for 4ti.ioptoximrate. value of:

Project
- 71

In this projeet you are asked to use liven: ferti y rats life table

and initial age distribution to determinethe intrinsic growth:tate, suable

age distribution, and projections of the population disttibution at two speci-

fied times in-the future...7/6e will follow demographic custom and -give data .

over fivey-e,11r-lift-erklais; This sugests, the 'approximation of takfiig the data

to be constant over five year intervals. FOr example, ,using the data in

Table 1, 'We would define

.76

.72'

.69

.65

0 a < 5

5 5 a.< 10

10 5- a <

.15 -.5 a < 20.

This' approximation simplifies the integrals to finite sums.



Suppose that the initial age distribution is given by column
,

- .
.

and the fertility ate is given by-column 3 of Table II.

?t

1

a) )Determine th intrinsic groth.rate. iThe formula deriVed in ExerdiSe

.may,be used as a first approximation. (A good problem it numerical

analysis is to use Newton's-method to solve the characteristic equation

for 13.- Newton',s method, and other.,methods are discussed in [1K], Chap-

ter 3).

Evaluate the stable age distribution by using equation (4). (First h (t

must be.found for each t, and then the Integrals in.(4) must be evalu-

-. ated-. In*s is a lengthy but straightfOrward calculation)

Deter4n f(a,.5). and E.(a,10).

Age b46ket number of females
(x "103) in initial

Population

[0,5)
\ [5,10)-

1 [10,15) °

\.{15,20).

[20,25)'

[25,30)
[30,35)
[35,40)
[40,45A
I[45.,

105

100

905.

805
650'
560
50
620,

635

580
535

55,60 465

60 5) 405: ,

65', 300

70,75) 210

75;80) 135

180,85). 65

q85,90);f
-

15

Table II'

Population 'Waves

.0scillatiOns are common in natural Phenomena. When given an.impulge

'which forces.itaway from equilibrium, systems as diverse as an elastic. spring,

a bowl of j.ello, oriwaterin a paillerespond.by oscillating, for a .period of time

number of births
per female

.004

.298

.752

.512.

427.
..157

:045

.002

o -

0.

3.01



and then returning to an equiliSrtu0 condition.. Under certain.conditions

5Op4ations also exhibi t oscillations, and these oscillations are the topic

this section.' A. more detailed discussion, and applications ea social and,

economic.questions may, be found in.[K2].

A. Bernardelli Wawes
w

\- In some populations, for example insect.populations such as 13 and 17-year

Licadas, the ,reproductive period is restricted to a very short time interval.

Unfortunately, the analysi outlined above may not be'valid in such cases be-

cause the maternity function )an no longer be thought of as piecewise contin-.

uous. This situation will illustrated by Considering an example involving

a maternity function of a more general type than that discussed previously.

Suppose that.

m(a) = m .6 (a-a )
J J

j=1

ro

'where the m, are,positive constants and 6 denotes the Dirac delta function.

(The Dirac delta function is an example of'a generalized function. Itiis in-

.teureted through values of integrals in which it forms a part of "'the integrand;

i.e., if g is a continuous function, then

6(x-x )g(x)dx = g(x
0
).

It is somewhat involved to describe generalized functions in a rigorous mathe-

matical Setting. It is'clear that_the delta function cannot bellescribed by

(6)

giving the value 6(x) for every real x. Inaeed,.we would have to write

6(x) = 0t- ,for x / 0 and 6(0) = co. Still, the concept .is `'quite simple:' the

delta function can be thought of as a devic, which "pops out" the value of an

integrand at one print as in the formula'(6) and thereby, states that the'value

of the integral dePends only on the value of the integrand at one point,

x =

This maternity' function indicates that individuals reproduce at ages 0..

For simplicity, sUpposp,that a. = jc' where a is the length between breeding,

times. With this net maternity function the renewal equation becomeg

k .N

B(t) =11(0 + rrii13(t-ja)Vt-ja).

J =1.
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where H is the Heaviside function

Thus, a'collettion of individuals born at time t will procluce m
1

offspring

at tit t + a, m at time. t + 2a, etc.' The characteristic equation#cor-
, 2

responding to, this choice of net maternity functiori is

Setting' v =

1'- in.).
J

j=1

The right side of this equation ia:simply a:polynomial
-

coefficients.. Since we. are concerned only with V > 0

Since,the polynomial la zerofor v = 0

of this polynomial are all positive for v = 0, we conclude that there iaa

unique solution ,N* cif (8) for v > 0. Therefore

.1)* = 1/010g

-satisfies (7). . However, in Cont ast to the situation in section 2, the nUmbers,

in v with' positive

..:'(remember.

and since the first k derivatives

p* (2rrip/a, n = ±12 --,2

/*are also solUtions of the characteristic equation (7) since e
21Tin

1

integer n. Thus, in this case the analogue of the remainder R in

.p*t
necessarily:fiegligible in comparison e .

Consider, for example, theapecial,caae in whiC . Here, we have a
.

reachwhen "they each age a.population of individuals who can, reprodupe Only once,

The renewal equation becomes

B(t)

t.

This shows that for. 0 t < a

..

B(t +N ) = m
1

N
h(t).



If =,1, then each temale will exactly reproduce herself whey she'reaches

age_ a: Tliuis, one expects the rate of additions tq'the population to merely

repeat h in EaL time interval of length cc'.. In fact,
...

Ille

b(t + Na) = h(t), 0:.g t < a,

.
itIN

dm.
so that the rate of additions is a perrodic function of t with period a.

"if. < 1(>1), then the rate of additions will oscillate with wave length a, ,

l' t
_

.

but it will pproach zero (co) as t --, co.

If the rate of additions is periodic or nearly periodic, then. phenom-

enon is referred to as a population wave. Note that the wave length (period)

of the osci1lation in the rate of additions is the4Pame as the age to reproduc-

tion. This feature will be observed in a more general setting later.

The example just studied ;s the analogue for (1) of an observation made by

Bernardelli in 1941 (see [Le] p. 200). He used a disctete (matrix) model, In

particular, he showed that if the reproduction of the populatiorOs focussed in

one age bracket, then there is, a population wave. Because of this, we refer to

these phenomenal osCillations'in the rate of additions Caused .by sharply re-

'stricted reproductive petiods as. Bernardelli Population Waves'.

A maternity funttionlike this one is rather extreme. While it may be

relevant.to some insect populations, .it is not typical of most organisms. How-

ever, it(does provide insight into Population waves in more realistic,models.

will pursue thi's point in partN. of this.' section.

Exercises_
'A

GVe a detailed proof that theie

- 5

2. Select several dOferent functions h and '.graph the resulting function

of

;4-ft

equation (9) $6r the'three cases m
1

> 1, m
1

= 1 and m
1

1.

a unique solution v* > 0 of eqpation

Project
-

.RepeatBernardelli'a.analysis by formulating; a discrete model for the

female population.. (See [Le] and [K1], Chapters 2 and 3.)

N
) denote the sizes. of the populations in the age

dynamics of the

Hint: Let (n0, nl,

brackets,

[
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rdspectively, where the lengths of these in ervals are equtl'to one reproduc-

tion interval, .hereafter' taken to. be the unit of time. Let t, be the pro-

portion of ,individuals in Ea., a.
+1

) whO survive one unit of time. Finally,
1

bi' denote the fertility of individuals in .[ai, ai+1

Then, if (no' , nI1,

time later, we. have :

and we no longer account for those who were in' [aN,.

These equations can be written more concisely by taking, hdvantage of

n.1) denotes the population sizes one unit of

matrix notation:

b
1 1

C) 0 0' n

Or, if we set

0 t
1

0

rl

b

n = , n n1 and = . 0

7i

nN
0 . .

then we can write the system, as = After two units of. t iine we have

n" = fin' = n.

etc. This discrete version of the Lotka theory. iS due to P.'H. Leslie. see
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'Who7developed several properties of solutions byanalyzing, the toeffi-
.cient matrix of this

S .

The cage which Bernardelli described

=b0'=bl
and in fact\

bN-1

ispresented hereby taking

and b& >:CL This requires no substantial analysis,

2

!tN N, no =b teN1 = b ,f1;,f14n ' n
. N .N

and 'go on, until _after N + 1 units of time.

(N+1)
no Fr(biNt.N )nO

This equation is thediscrete.verSionof (9), If bNtli t0 :=: 1 then each

initial tohoitexactly-reproduces itSelf, and the rate of additions will be-a

periodic function...

,
Population Waves Near Bernardelli Waves

Useful insightintu population waves can be obtained by considering th1

Bernardelli waves as a limiting form. Specifically, let us consider a_situa-

tion_in which the net is slightly "smeared out.." For example, let

m/L, cx p < a < a,

otherwise,

where., 4 iS.a-small positive constant.. It cal-Lbe Showw,that.as

.funOtiOn behaves increasingly. like the generalized funtiqn, M6(a-a), In 'this'
_. .

case reprduction takes 'place not pnly. at' age 'a,.. but in ^a. sh.ort4Me interval
..,..
R.

preceding.age a also.The solution,inthistase:..shuI0-a0Proach a'Bernardelli
.

.,RWave as p .:- D..

Before .proteedingith the analySis,. .stop and think about Whateffect this

"sMearing,out" of m should .have on B... -.Should B. still be periodic or

nearly periodic ?` What should be the wavelength?,.

Proceeding, we :find the "tleratteristip equation' in thistase,:to be

/

e
a
.da C4'[e

P PPa-L

Bernardelli case results, and we have

.1 = me



from which we conclue that

pon -=. (1,/u) log + (2rin/a),. = 0, ±2,

We continue imthe hope thatithe solutions of the characteristic equation Or'

A > 0- will benear these values in.some sense. (This hope is justified by the

implicit functibn heorem.)
0

Us'ing these values as starting.points, let us determine some of the char-
-

acteristic roots of the full problem CA > 0) by, using Taylor's formula: Fix

a value for n and look for a solution (characteristic root) of the form

P = P0,n 1,n 2 n+ A P + (i2
n

/ +
4

1

Substituting this expression into the characteristic equation, and equating

like powers of A in-the result, we obtain' (after a mildly-tedious caldula-

tion)

where c and

If m = 1

n
= - (p

0,n
2ce) and p

2, n
= c + id

d are rather complicated expressions.

the calculations

2
-r n

2
/2a

are easier. In this case

= -2 ri n/2
2

and

2 2 5rrn a)+i

2rrih[(1/0 7 (l/2a )A + (1 /4a':

- .

where the error term E includes all terms in the Taylor. series Whidh contain.

63
and higher powers of A. This.expresSion contains a,great.deal of Informa'

tion. For the remaining argument we negfect the error term E In fact, for
.

ggiall values of the error term is proportional to..8
3

while for large

values of: in the real part of p is large,,and negative and
n

plays a dominant role in the solution.

The solution of the renewal equation corresponding to the Choice

b(a)t(a) = m6(a) has the form

Using Euler's formula

B(t). neXP t),

a+ib .a
= e (cos b+i sin
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real (i.e.,

written) as

the.domplex .conjugate of

4

B(t) exi3(t p )cog
n n

n=0

we see that "B can be

where B ,= . B = for n .>. 0, RE p. denotes the teal .patt P
0 0. n

and. Imp -denotes its imaginary part..'

This,calculation,42.2A10t the real measures the .growth or

*roping. of the contribution of the nth' term .to_ B(t) while the imaginary .part

measures the frequency Of oscillations. ,.As noted' earlier,.: Re. P. !is .large
n

and negative far large values of n, and consequently ',.e0;cp(t Re p',.)ia.mntb
.. . ..

z.les s. than one `for such values of r and t - nbt.tear era..
,

Therefore, we may write

B ( t) = B ) cos ( amp ) Bexp ( tRep )tog (tImpi) ,
L L

Vain the value of 'p0 and the apptoximatign developed above for

Repo= 0, . Imp0 = 0, (remember m = 1)

2 2 5
Repi ="; -it Q. /?lai ..Imp.

Therefore,

(1/4a .)62]..

p

;

A.ye have

(t). =.013-
0

+ B
1
exp[ /2a ]C0.5[217t((1/1:1): ." (6/2a ) (.62/11:

which shows. clearly: that thesolUtion will be

her zero' A e changes very slowly) and it will have oscillations with fre-
'- . 2 , .' 2 3 .,' -

.0encies Wu) (6/2a ) + 6 /4a ) . The coefficient. .'$1 is .given by the

Very ;SiOwly damped (since

, (10)

for

formula'

6J.

0

As a mesult, we see that the smearing out of the Bernardelli case leads to a

slowly damped rate .of additions which exhibits oscillations having wave lengths

given approximately by



In Papticular, for times for which A t is much smaller than one, the
IF
sointion

will appear to be periodic, while for large times the rate of -additions will

approach the constant B
0

C. -Summary and Conclusions
L .

rLotka defined the mean. 6-'neration time

..

such that...

a- population to be the Value.

e
p*T'

.f.,(a)b'(a)dai

,

The integral on the right hand side. Of, this expression is called the popula-

tion-'s net reproduction rate. or .NRR for short (see [KFD and it giv.e4 the
. ,

number of female progeny'expected to -be borsa.4g_a female just bOrn. In part

A of ehig.:-§eotion we had

NRR .th(A)da and '7 (1 /a),tog

where wasiefined as the positive r9tt of m.v = . Thus
1:11

k

= a(-log ZimJ .)/log
.

4--

and we see that T is :proportional to a. In fact, when k = 1,

In part B of this section we had

co

NRR = m ( )da = m an p- (1/01og m.

thus,

T =

,. , .,,q,

On the other hand, the wavelength was calcutated to be a: in Viart A an

L' + (6) + ..: in Part B. This sliows that the ,length of the ,population waves
6

is closely related to the mean generation time in the examples that we haVe

considered .

This observation carries over to more general net ,maternity 'unctions.

This is strikinglylitilustrated in the data presented by Keyfitz .aid Flieger

where the generation; time listed for most populations (Table 7, [KFJ Chapter lE

is quite near che wave' length' (2/y their notation, end of Table 8, [KF



.

Chapter 16).-

This.is an entirely reasonable result: A drastic change in the birth rate

should'be repeated in successive generations, at multiples of one generation.

time in the, future.

Exercises

1. Determine the terxns c and d in the rppresentation .p c id.

2. ,Determine..the coefficient of A?. in tha.expAnSion
0 -

3. Plot the function 'B given by 10) fore a = 1, B0 =

Project

Ars we have,spen, oscillations in populations take place over time intervals

that are proportional to the mean generation Lime \Therefore, to observe the
,

oscillations in the population projects, several projections (typically 30 years
...,

,

in length for human populations) must be calculated.. This is a major undertak-

= .01.

ing.

In Order to illustrate this oscillatOry phenomenon in populations while

keeping the calculations at a'reasOnably simple level, let us c nsider an.

imaginary:insect, population. In particular, let us consider the (Is yet lin,-

discovered) 5 -year Cicadas.- These live. as adults for only four to six .tgeeks,

after remaining in a non-,reprOductivestate for 5 years. .Therefore, the analy-.

sis outlined in part. B. of section 4,iS applicable, and: we take.' a = 5, , A = .15.

Let the Contribution to births by.the initial population 'be Aescribed.by

F/A, for 5 t 5 5

h(t) =

0 otherwise.

..Finally, suppose that-each initial cohort will exactly reproduce itself 5 years

lateri.e., m = 1. It is est ted that the species has been in existence in

its present form for 1500 generations.

The aim orthis project is to describe the dynamics f the species over

1500 generations. This can be accomplished by evaluating the terms in the ex-

pres'sion for B:

n=1

2 2 2 5 . 1
B
n
exp(-r n A .t /2a cos(2rnt,(; 7 Ay)),

.4.

.3104



-

where y = (1/2a (A/4a ). How many terms of the series w, should, be retained?

We could use the first two terms,but'since for n.-7 2: and t = 5 -X 1500(years)i.

we have the exponent approximately.equal to -1.06, it f011ows that-the second

term contains a factqr e
-1. We view this as negligible.

.Note: If we were to consider an actual case, we could study the 17-year cicada.

for which a' = 17, A = 1/170. In this case we would have 'to retain many terms

in the series' to achieve comparable accuracy.

Ateturning to the case of 515'ear cicadas, we will analyze the fUnction

exp_WA2t,105
B(t) = B0 IZ )Coatn2rtj - Ay)].

0 a

a), Determine Acp and the. coefficients B
0

and B
1

.

b) Study the emergence at times t = 5N -for N = 1, ..., 1500:

B(5N) = B0 + Blexp[-n2N(1.8 x 1075)]cos[2TIN(I-5AT)]...

c) 'Study the darping. Is it significant? What is the percentage.ofreduc-
,

reduc-

tioi'after 1500 generations ?. How long will it take for the oscillations to.

die out? (Rellember that we have ignored termsiof order

expansion of B).

-1
e in the series

d) Study the periodicity of .the solution. Is the solution nearly periodic
I

during.the first 1500.generations? The answer to this question is no... This

model. illustrates a "beat .phenomenon.

To see this, observe that

cos[,2rN(1-5Ap)] = cos 2TIN x cos(10NrrA ) = cog(lONTTAT)-

and evaluate this function for 'N =1, 2, and notethat it assumes many

values between -1 .-and +1,

There are many other questions'of interest. Mainly, features not

accounted for 'in the model should be:diacussed;

!What effect dpes &variation in the environment have on.the.population?

How would predation on the population during the reproductive period

affect the population's dynamics?

Certainly effects such as these are significant for the; population:

These. are discussed in [HK] .
. .
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Chapter
MACDONALD1S WORK ON HELMINTWINFECTIONS,

Donald Ludwig
UniverSity of BritiSh Columbia

and
Benjamin D. Haytock
Allegheny College

Introduction

parasitic infections.' are among the most important world health OtoblemS.
Malaria leads the list, followed by schistosomiasisiand other helminth infec
tiOns.- These diseases are'endemicAm most of the,tropical and subtroPical
areas of.the world,..and.their effect can be so severe as to make certain areas
nearly uninhabitable. Although large scale efforts have been made to control

A
schistosomraSiS, theJong-term effects of eheseefforts havelpeen'disappointing.
The reasons.for thiS lack of success and suggestions for improved control meaS-
urea are given by George. MacDonald [3];*

MacDonald's results are derived with the aid, of a mathematical model which
describes the complicated interaction between parasitic worms, ,human.hosts, and
.secondary hosts,(snails). The conclusions MacDonald draws from his analysis of
the model are given on pp.. 501-502 of [3]. Basically he concludes that a con-.
trol effort will have little effect unle,ss it is extremely intensive. Once

control efforts reach .a certain level, that is once a "break point" is reached,
then the level of-infection will decline sharply, and the disease may be eradi-
cated within a few years. However, before the "break point" is reached, only a
small-effect will be observed.

The sharpness. of the decline in the parasite population at the break poin't
is due to a peculiar feature of helminth 'Infections: in order for the para-
sites to reproduce, male and female worms must-be paired within the body of a
human host. As the mean number.of worms per human declines, there is also a
decline in the probability that a given female will be able.to 'find a male with '

whom to mate. 'Therefore once low average numbers of worms per human are
reached, a sharp decline in the parasite populatJon will be observed.

Although MacDonald argues eloquently on the need for a mathematical model
and the relevance of its conclusions, he does not'supply all of the equations
which he used in deriving his results. Also, he failed to utilize the fact
that certain of his tNesults can be given explicitly in terms of Bessel func-
tions. The following,Mscussion is'intended. as an introduction to the mathetr
matical features of MacDonald's model and its solution. It is provided to
Make the paper more accessible to those wieh a mathematical background.

* A-copy of this article, reproduced with permission, appears at the end of
this module.



The Schistoscomiasis'Model

Schistosomes have a complicated life history. Male and female ,worms must

mate within a human,host. Thereafter, the female deposits eggs, some of which

Leave the host in the feces. Other eggs may be trapped in various organs of

the body, and these cause the symptoms of the disease. If an egg comes into

contact with fresh water, a larva called a miricidium hatches. In'order to

con tinue the cycle,'the miricidium must penetrate the body of a snail. Once

a snarl is so ,infected, a large number of larvae called circariae are pro-
.

duced by asexual means. Each circaria'swims freely: It seeks to penetrate

the skin of a human, in order to complete-the cycle.

The main quantities.ofsinterest are themean number of worms infecting

each human (denoted by m) and the number.of infected sfilails. (denoted

We first cOnsider'the Variation c). I with time If we assume,that the rela-.
.

tive death rate of. infected Snails,iS a constant,.which we denote by 5,. and

that the rate at which snails are infected is proportional to the number.Of

healthy'snail,:then-I will satisfy an eqdation of the form

(1)
dI .

= -51 + C(m)(S -
dt

Here S denotes the total number of snails, .and C(m) is the infectiod rate.

This infection, rate dependsupon the mean number of paired worms per human

P(m), since the number of eggs produced (and'hence the number of miricidia)

is proportional to P(m). Therefore, we-may write

(2) C(M) = P(m) B,

where B is a factor 'which is independent of m. For siMplicity, it is.also

assumed that .S iS constant.

A similar arguMent leads to'an equation for the rate of change a

Wemay write. .

(.3)

Here. Aenotes the death rate:far

factor which takes into account` the

The basic equations which govern, the course of'the infection are (1). and::

In Order to simplify their analysis, we observe that m changes very

slowly since the life span of a worm inside,a human is on the order of. three

worms inside a human host, and -A is a--

number ofcircatiae produced per infected
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Thereo*d, we first think of .C(m) as constant in equation (1).tet.
dI"

1* denote the 'pointwhere = 0.; thus
dt .

(4) 'I* =
C

C + 6
S.

If I 4:
6
Dv

1

di
.then > O and will increase. Likewise,"[ will decrease. .

if I > I*: We conclude that I I* as t co. This fact Can also be veri-

, fied from the exacsolution of (1). MacDonald assumed that if m varies
,

slowly as 'a function of t; I should, be close to I* (this assumption is

discussed in the appendix). Therefore, to a good approxtation, we may replace

(1) by

(5)
I 21*._ B.P(m)

S S B P(m)

This relation is the same as expressioni(12)sofMaCDonald's.PaPer (identify

with hie. -lOg p and ,P(m)' -with ,hisima).:

' After sUbstiiufion(5)into(3), we obtain.

dm P(m)'

B..P(m).-1" 6

The Poisson Probability DistribUtion.

In order to proceed further it is necessary to obtain an.eXpression for

P(m);' and in,drder to do this ve:must know something about'the probability.

distribution for the Worms. We shall think of the population:as being one
.

large "region" in space and make the following assumptions about the:distnibu

tion of worms within this region.

Al." The number of worms in a region is independent of the number .of worms in

,

any non-overlapping region. .)

A2. The probability diStribution for the number of worms i any region is the

A

same as that for any 'other region'oE the same size. The size of a region

is an appropriate measure of its length, area or volume depending upon the

physical nature of the region. We suppose that ,size is measured by one

real variable.

If the size of a region'is small, then the probability. of exactly one worm

in that region is approximately proportional to the size of the region.

315.
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A4. If the ,size is small, then the 'probgbility of More than one_worm

in that region is neg1igeabie compgrison to the probability of one worm.
. .

.Let pt(t) denote the kbblbility of n worms .in a region of size

Assumption A2 makes thii notation meaningful,.. Assumptions A3 ,and A4 may now be

stated more precisely as follows*

A3 P
1
(h) = )01 + o(h)., for some

m-.

A4 ::
.

:P (h) = o(h).

k=2 ..

> 0,

The function p (t) : can easily be determined.- We .proceed in the follow-
o

1.-1g way: from :the relationships

p
o.
(t + h) = p

o
(t)p

o
(h),

which folloWs-from Al, and

p
o
(h) = 1 )4-1 + o(h),

which follows from A4 and.the definition 'of a 'probability distribution, we

obtain

(t+h) - p
o
(t) -Ahp

o
(t) + o(h)

and hence,e taking the limit as h 0,.

(7)
o

(t) = -%p
o

Since a worm occupies a finite amount of. physical space the pro&ability.

of one .or more worms.being- in a region of size

. must be one, and it follows that

po(t) e-Xt.

We can,detetmine p (t) in much the same wa
n

above, we obtain

pn (t+h ) = ( t)pro (h) +

zero is zero. Therefore. P (o)

-Using the assumptions as we did

(t)p (h) + p
n-2

(t)p
2
(h) -+ 0(t)p (h).

(0131(h) + o(h)

and consequently

o (h) denotes a term t (h ) satisfying 1 im =
h
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P (t+h)-p (t) -Xhp (t) + Xhp (t). +: o(h).

(8) .!(t) n n' lim
n. ,

h 1-0
.

-xl);(t) xPn-i(t),

The differential equ'ations (8) can be solved successively (along with-the

conditiohs :pn(0) = 0 for n 1) to get

(9) P (t) = (Xt)

'n!
, n = 2, 3,

Exercise 1. Justify each of the steps in the -derivation of equations.(7) and

-(8) and verify that formula (9) actually provides the solution.'
.00

ExerCise 2. Sh614-thai P.(t) = 1. . Why is this to be expected?
n

n=0

If we choose our unit .of size in such a way that the average human being

has size 1 and let p
n

denote the probability of a given person carrying
,'-X ne X

worms, it follows that p
n

= p
n n!
(1).= This probability dkstribution is

known. as the. Poisson distribution .

e X
ii ...

EXercise:3. Show that if p - , then the expected number of
..

worms
n h!

per person is. X.

.Calculation of .P( m)

If m is theexpected number of parasites harbored-by-a given human; we

shall assume that the expected-numbers,of male and female parasites are each

La... Moreover, we shall assume that the'numbers of Male and female. parasites are
2 .

independent random variables each wi4h 'a Poisson distribution. . Therefore
m .

.2 1
(10) Prob [To males] = e (



For simplicity, we shallassu e that pairs.are formed'Whenever possible, i.e.,
-

if there are p males and ,q emales present, the number of pairs is given

by Ittin.(0,q).. Therefare, the umber of paired parasites is given by 2 min(p,q):

Hence, trom (i2):we'conclude_that

CO

(13) P(m).= X X 2 min(p,i) e

'A p=0 q=0

From, formula (13):.; it is alreadY.apparent that

(13') P(m) for.Small yalues of. m,

since the only. term which is not of higher degree corresponds to. = 1, q = 1.

For large values of m, one could approximate the Poisson distribution by.a

normal distribution, and. show that P(m) is approximately' equal to 'n, In-

stead of elaborating upon these remarks, we shall evaluate,the.suM,(43). in

terms of-lcaotiiion is based upOn Leyton [2]
, 0

and Nasell and Hirsch [4].'

The txpression (13) will be evaluated. by summing the doubly infinite

matrix along diagonals :I = cv+ with fixed. If the matrix is denoted

(apq:)t then the'diagonals are Sbown'in the matrix below

=

=

a12 al3

21' a22. a24

31.- a32:! a33 a34

a
41 442A -a43 744.'"

NN

As preparation, we firstsum'the: original distribution (12) along diagonals

If. > 0, we define

(14).

It turns_ out that It(m) is a modified Bessel function (see Abramowitz and

Stegun [1], page 375). This is a considerable advantage, since these functions



haVe been studied and tabulated.. In view of the symmetry o the distribution,.

we'set I = I By summing over all of the diagonals, we obtain the identity

(see [1], Page,376, equation .2.,6.37)

(15)

m

e
-m

I (m) = 1. t

p

This expresses the fact (which can be verified by summing (12) in the usual

'way) tlia-t the probabilities of all of the possibilities add up to 1.-

Let K- denote a diagonal sum corresponding to (13); if 0

(16)

We set A =

(16) that

(17)

00

A =
(2 ).20(q+.0t. 2

q=0

in view of the-symmetry in (13). It follows from (13) anti

00

P(m) = 2e'ln

On the other hand a comparison of'(14) and

At it(m).

Therefo e (17) can-be rewizitten as

(19) P(m) = m em(1 It +

16=1 16=2

The identity (15) then implies that

(16) shows that if :t. then

(26) P(m) = m[l, eT(I
o

( ) + I
1
(m))].

The factor within the brackets gives the ,proportion of paired' parasites.

MacDonald denotes'this quantity by ce: ha'S tabUtated ii in the .second

column of Table II, page 492 The asymptotic expansion of 9.7.1 in [1],

page 377, shows that if is large,theh

21122,_ 1 _ EjLik.
. M.

This approximation yields Iv(m) .748 for. m =, 10.

for larger values of m. For small values Of im the table shows that indeed

P(m) is close to
m 2

- (21)

It is even more-accurate
. .



Exercise 4. .Verify, the computations in equations (14) through '(20).

Analysis 'of Equation 6)

We,begin by looking for equilibrium solutions; i.e.',
.

cjIn- a 0. Uaing the notation a(
P(m)

,M) .for ..(MaaDonald'
dt

. dta

'dt:

('22.)

in equation '(6) we obtain

AB m'a(m)
-rm

Bm 06(m) + 9.

those for

a) and

which

setting

Clearly, m a.0O is dile solutiOn..:To'find the others it is to

reWrite equation (22)'in the form

ee(m) =
, AB - MBr

The graph for y = a(m) can'be-constructed from' graphs of e71I (tn)..and
. .--.0 . .

-161 . , . ,

.e.- 1,(m) ...foiid [1.I, 'Page .375. It fqllows.from,(13.') that .the Slope of thiS
1

1
graph at the origin is -2-., and it followsfrImm (21) that the graph is asymp-,

totic to the line y= i. The graph of y,- r8 is a branch of a 115rper-
v- AB - mBr,

.

bola, and the solutions of (23) correspond to ,the points of intersection silown



of

Notice that for the particular . choices of thepatameters. r, o
t

:.corresPonding: ta,'the graphs shown in Figure 1 there are ti.70 positive roots. of

.equation. (22),:Aenoted by m*. and 'mbi Thus, there;:are three equilibrium-

/solutions of (6),
4

m Mb
m 'in*. -

'Rewriting (6) in. the form

dm
dt

(ta--)(AB-mBr)(a,
AB-rnBri

. .

-;."it..is clear that if m > m*, the m
Np, <,P; and if then

dt
dm'

dt .

> 0, Thus m* is stable; and, if
'

is i, ..,ny solutppndf:(6)with m > ra.
b 2

. . M
.:' then m(t) -9 ,m* . as 't -4 co: If07 m °< Tab, then -- < 0. and 'm -4 0.

..:. .
dt°

The nunibet mb , is the number called the breakpoint. i If a treatment. prograp
.

- succeeds in.hringing m below mt,_° , then the infection::,will die out If nor,

- ,
.

. the level of 'infection will again rise to m*.
..

.

. i .43.
.

A coMprehensiveprogram aimed, at.Controlling.=or eradicating the infection 0:.

`ifill 'aifect all of thCTsremetets A, B, and 6 .as welIlis m. / The rela9:
. .

.% ,

tionship of the points 'ititio -,and m* to '-A, B, r and 6 -..ii.ip..at the, heart_

:;of ,MacttOnald.!si.paper... A qualitative feeling for . these. reldtionship0:00 be
,;) .

it! ,t, !.).

..ohtihed from Figure 2, ,,,. ;,,
. , , , . ,,

.
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sanitation ;improvements have the effect of decreasing'
has the effect of shifting the,hypertiala upward Whieh leads to.,a."1iJ,`ft..Ctf'l
to the right: 'The-vertical asymptote',:at::.,-' is.Unaffedted. .;aficr-timlie

quently large changes in B lead to relatively smal.;1-chapseS;tiik?M*,..: A con-
centrated, program cif Mediaal treatment has several effect one Of..which is to'

h ' --red ce and the second of which: is an indrease death rate of
worms. The vertical` asymptote, is shifted to the left, .the intercept 'rs is

, .

raised and the effect is to decrease m* and increase. mb...'-;;A ear. to
...

,, .0kill..40ails has a similar effect since A is decreased ,and...'..C. 1.rie,te4sed,
.The ideal situation is to; 1

modify the parameters in;, such a Way.'...th4 the
hyperbola. does not 'intersect hi(m) at all (Figure.' 2) In this'.:Ca§e
only stable solution is ,.ta-, 9 and every .solution '

With this introduction,. the reader is urged ,to: turn tO.:1,:f.adDO'naidi
work. A more elaboraye

'probiek.rs contained in Nadell

An Alternate Model.

complete -siathematical.treatinent%Of

-Appendix

[4)iff''

In deriving, equationAq'?4hich is the basis c is model.MaD,onald made
the, assumption that since m iliaries1 slowly with 4tapect. to Time I will

1 '''' 0 , *::. ". !remain near an equilibrium value Il'r (see pages 4 3 f M-'494 of paper
or page of this introductionVt Ttie.

1

pption peq P soinewhatdubiouS how-
.

ever when one considers that ki ling4snails ?.s one o I he ;major methods of
. . . . _-,---1,.., .',. ,.., , ,,,, )

..,.

..1ft.4. control. One .might therefore eXpeCt :equations (1) ap (3) to pioyide a more
.., .,.... .1..,,.

realistic,;m4lel. 'In what fi-.41;4§, :we..will sketch aVptiase poTtiqT4.`-Bor the
system of equations (1), (3). -,.:14 ii see that;from!,A qualitataiie,;-int of

N i, '''''46'
4iew we can draw conclUSiOn§ sircti, toMacDonald.t.s buy `that ,,.: .. depend-,

a.,

. kence of m. and I will b rriecome o a0p:arent.
areThe ,vitiations under cons are \

..-'..? .. !.' 4.
..;
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dI.
'141a.beginhY observing that --

dt
= 0 whenever .g-%-= B P( )(S 1).

This curve, labeled c is,sketched in FigureA.B P(m)S
when I

B P(m) + 6
, .

Since R(m) for large values of m, c will be

Fqr small-values of t, c_ behaves like the

dI
is negative and belA..... ,6 i s. positive., (21

Similarly,
dm S

I.

dt 9 when
,

'A
This line is labeled L. Above

asymptotic to the line
2
S

parabola Above
6:

dm
dt

is
dm,

positive and below L,' -- is negative. The three points of inter
dt

section .0,
l

and e
2

are .the equilibrium solutions:

Now consider a trajectorystarting at a point Q
1

inside ?egion I,

dI

dSuch a curve must move toward the origin since both -- and are
dt

negative. Furthermore, such a trajectory cannot cross either line L or

the curve c (Why?) and'so must remain in region' I and continuen to O.

Similarly; any trajectory'startint in region II must go into the point e2.

A trajectory starting at a poInt such as Q
2

must move down 'and to the

right until it crosses L (vertically), Once it enters region I it must

behave as in the case above. and go into O.

_'Exercise 5. .Complete the analysis .arld show that the phase portrait must lOOk

like that sketched in Figured3. Show that 0 and e2 are both

asymptotically stable while el is unstable.

Exercise 6. :Discuss how the phase liortrait changes as the parameters A, B,

r, and S are varied. Recall that a change in S also affects

Exercise 7. bisquas the similarities and differences.between these results
.4

and.MacDonaad's.

3
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Chapter 9
MODELING LINEAR SYSTEMS.

BY FREQUENCY RESPONSE METHODS

Williad F. Powers
Department of Electrical' Engineering

The University of Michigan

PREREQUISITES: Calculus, Differential Equations

NUMBER, OF STUDENTS. ON PROJECT) Although.the project could be One alone,..

it is..recOmmen4d;thateither two or three students worktogether.
.

SUBROUT.INES.:(Optional):1BMHSCientific SubroUtineS for Function

Minimization (e.g:, FMCG, FMFP, NEWT).

.POTENTIAL LOCAL EXPERTS: Faculty in engineering.

FrOM aScientific point, of.View thfs module-is 'concerned. with. illustrating

some of.the problems.thatarise in..the development of models of the performance

of human subjects:on certain tasks, such as steering.. In. Particular, it demostrates

the use of frequency response techniques in matheMatical modeling. A17

'though the module is intended as a case study iremodeling,' Section 3 is basi-.

cally self cbiTtaine4,An4 may be appropriate for. use in a courseon ordinary

differential equations.'

A brief outline of the various sections is a 'followS:

'Section This section.describes'the basip type of hUffian behavior which Is to

be modeled, and previous applications of these models-are noted. This section

is mainly descriptive..

Section 2:. This secion discusses some of the problems involved in obtaining

data. from experiments involving. human subjects and the basic experimental set-

up. The motivation for employing frequency response mathematical methods is

also Rresented. Again, this section is mainly descripLive.

i
Section 5:. .1n this section. a. specific mathematical model is formulated and

analyzed. Important results are contained.in Theorem 1 (especially part c),.

Theorem .2, and the corollarieS. .Both the mathematical and the 'intuitive

aspects. of these'results arehelpfUl in understanding the model. It may.

worthwhile Iiir-the inStructorto familiarize the ..students with the' basic

AspectSoffrequenty response plots. beforehand. The manner inwhiCh .03. is-

handled will.depend upon the time the goalis to demonstrate the.

roles of least-squares. and function minimization techniqUes'inparameter esti....

mation. In §3.7 theverY difficult problem Of model verification ls.considered.

In addition to the specific technical questions. which arise in verifying the',

model discussed in this module, one can raise, general philosophical questions.

about the contribution of mathematical Modeling_at-this .point.

1:v .
.

,

. c .
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Section 4: Thit section cont4ixs data from actual human operator experiments.

The instructor may use the::ate in a variety of ways, e.g., (1) give it to

students with only an e*P14nttion of the experimental procedure and have them A

hypothesize the model, es4iate the parameters of .the model, and present argu-

mentsfor andsgainst Ciiemodel with respect to intuition; (2) give the Stu-

dents the two Models (EqS!. 16,,17) along with the data and have them discussj4,

the .trends oT the parameOrs with increasing bandwidth, and determine the

physical basis for eac4;'6,ortiponent in the models (this approach would not

require any numericaljtrOcedures).

Section 5: ThiS'sec;tiOn. briefly discusses current research areas and provides

,examples of referepoSS. of recent developments. (Such informatidn 'would be of

primary interest'to students who wish to pursue .the subject further.)

1. INTRODUCTION:

lIn his classic book CybeineticS11_NorbertWiener viewed. the human being
.

from an'information processing qtdAbntro1 sx4SM:point:of view: Subh a view-'

point has led to the lievelOOM06:::of,.OMOUniod.tiOnt am:LControl system oriented

human f6r components' of.

the human body. Much of c11Ys work hat.:invOlVed-fre0000:.response techniques,
.

anclEhis_mddule concerned with the use of -14ues in mathemati-

cal modeling.,
. .

Briefly, frequency response techniquesie. ased on the Fourier rerre-

sentations of functions. These representatii5fis* 4scribe a.function in terms.
of the "amoOnts",of components with variousjEe4uencieS thatcombine to pro-.

duce the function. For example, if f(t) has- '-Eqprier seriesexpansion
,

f(t) = ,s1.toin ts:
.

the different sine functions repklik: %d.iff

cients are the "weights" with whitfeqh

f can be represented by Fourier in

Sq0encies and thecoeffi,

bins (Non periodic'. functions

f(t)

employing a .continuum offrequencieS .e40 413A?:iv001:Thus the, dynamics.
.

of certain systems can be recovered f4A71(h.050eag4oec\thelr,responses to,

'sinusoidal inputs.. !



The major emphasis of the module is on tadeling the human as an operator

in a "compensatory task." More specifically, a mathematical model for the

human operator is developed from data obtained from experiments in which the

subject is supposed to null (i.e. to eliminate) a visual error signal by

manipulating a conqol system with knoWn control dynamics. The visual error

signal is random or "random appearing." An example of suph a situation is the

steering of an automobile simulator. That is, suppose the difference between

the center-line of the car and a random (or random appearing) road-marker-line

(the input) is displayed to the driver. This Will cause the driver to turn

the'steering wheel, which in turd affects, the path of the automobile and in

. turn the error signal. The dynamic characterists of the system that the

'subject controls are assumed known; the automobile's steering system in

example. A "feedback" diagram of this situation is shown in Figure 1.

Input Signal

(Path of the
road-line-marker)

u(t) e(t) u(t)y(t)

-111" Sub
tract .(error input

717
to display)

Visual
Display
of e(t)

Z(t)

error)
Driver

.$teer ing.

Maneuver

(Cen rerline.

Position)

Dynamics
of

Auto-
mobile

Figure 1. Experiment for Mathematical Modeling of an Automobile Driver.

Approkimate.mathematicalmodela can then be developed for the driver by fre-

ncy.telponse analysis of error.signal'(progranhed path for the roadmarker-,

Ee.lianna the actual path). and the output (the' resultant center-line position.

. .

. ,

theaNk4combWe).. .That is, given measurements of'the.error viewed.byft77-7-44.
7:.4.

^;k,;';4 ;
.aiSver

2-

Iligt4q4Sqv
6YPs*71*k'i.

.4,'ond, the output, y(t), one then applies freqUenby,response-

ignals to determine a model of the combined driver-vehicle

'2). Since the,mathematical model of the vehicle is known,

Z(t)

Driver-Vehicle System

Figure 2.. Input- Output System for Analysis.
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the matheMatital model of the driver may then be extracted from the combined

model;

The type of modeling discussed above is an active research area, and a

number of models developed by this approach have been used in applications.
3

For example, such analyses have been used to show that the Saturn-Apollo

space, booster can be flown manually by,the astronauts in a contingency .situa-

tion [2], larger than currently permitted trucks and buses on highways may be

uncontrollable in certain situations because of human operator limitations [3],
.

and inclusion of.pilot modelsin aircraft design improves the resultant .air-

craft performance [4]. In addition, this modeling technique has been employed

in the generation of, numerous physiological models, some of which are surveyed

in references [5], [6]; and [7].

The remainder of the module is as follows: in Section 2 the experimental

aspects of the human operator modeling problem are discussed along With.the"

motivation for the utilization of frequency response techniques; in Section 3

a tutorial modeling problem which demonstrates-the basic-mathematics is pre
4

sented (if desired, the student may perform his own experiment and modeling,

problem); in Section .4, data from actual human operator experiments are presented.

for use in modeling and interpretation by the student; finally, in Section 5

extensions which involve more sophisticated mathematics are discussed briefly
4

along with appropriate' references to the literature.

2: MODELING THE HUMAN OPERATOR

Because of the large degree of variability between humans, one

at first glance, expect .to be able to form a mathematical model for

havior of the human. AoWever, for certain well-defined taaks'ighich
. .

human operator, good approximate:mathematical modeIsAfor. the-nominal

would not,

the.be-

involve a

(normal)

operator of the task may-be developed Such' models. are then useful in the

design.of the equipment involVed is the particular task'. In this section we

shall discuss some of the basid considerations involved in the.deVelopment ol

human OperatorTiodels for compensatory tasks.(Le., error nullifi441on).



ASsuming a well- defined task for the operator, one must deVise an.experi

tent to generate data useful for the dekielopment of.the mOdel.:Jn-Figure.:3

Htypical:laboratOry setup of an experiment involvingthe modeling of.a compenSa7

tory task'is shown. The human operator will move. the ttickjn an attempt to

null the !time-varying error Signal digpdayed on the screen. A X:Omputer.
- ,;.w

generateS the.error signal and alto contains the:dynamics_of the 01130Sical

system to becOntrorled autamobile,.airdra4)..

Sinde such an.experiment involves human subjects a_ntimber:of considera-

tions must betaken into account. Some of the major COnsfdeFationt are:.

Figtire. Typical EXperimental-Setup

:
(I.) Motivation: the '1-1 an subjects involved in the experiment should be

\.motVVated to pproximately the same degree to perform tothe best. of

.their ability.dua ring -the test.

(2) Learning: Lypically,the lOnger,bne dos the experiment, the better the

performance (up to:a certain. point) Such a period is a learning periOd
,

which .should not_bepartof the datdtraCk...°Thus;the sUbject-usUally

does a number of-.trial experiments.beforedata are collected.
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!.-.

.. ,

(3) :,Training: some ects may 'be:.better. at peTtamiing a compensatory task ..

',' '.0!....0,
than other sUbject

,.

e.g,, a pilOt is Usual,4r*:A41-1.ed 'tli4na subject

who is not a pilot: '. 4UCh informationahOuld'be:nbce'the*parameters
:. . . . . :

. . . .

.

' of, the. .will be affected.
-

Attention Span: , the .experimnt should be long enough to get a. good data

.track, but not. so long that.44:;*bject loses interest op. full attention.

Typical eicperiMents (su*,:as:-:;#:,igUre 3)
.

are pn the order of two?.to five

minutes, of which the iVS,40+ and terminal portions Are usually deleted

because of learning anddeC.#;easing attention, respectively.

(5) Physical,;!:ind .PsychologTail."0.6nitions: the getrar physical ared,'psyclio,7hT.

: logical condition of the:',S4det,t 'should be noted. (In this; respect such
.."-;.'

experimenta can be used to determine the effects of, for example, drugs

on the ability to do a compensatory task.) ,, ; ,.?

(6) Input Signals; the displayed error' signal' should not;i.be"Sb simple that

the subject can predict it from' instant-to-instant, ,And yet, not so cc.impim_
sated' that mathematical 'analysis is i-PP0,44:14 e.

The last 'consideration noted above-, i.. ;'-,;f1;, mathematical charactAr of

the input. signals, is critical since it, will .,strongly influence_ the

Mathematics to be employed in .ch-edata analysiS and Model buil4kng:. Let us

consider some typical inputs and hypothesize the ability of the subject to
.

'follow them. If a constant error signals displayed, the normal subject:should

have little trouble following it. Nbte tilat a constant signal is a sinuSdidAl

signal with frequency' equal. zero (i.e., c.= c cos wt with 'w.= p) Next,

suppose a.i'inUsoidal signal of very low frequency, is displayed. A,ain, the

subject should be' able to track the error signal. However, as the trequency

70 the error :signal ncreases, the tracking error should increase: and finally

"there will come pa point. when the subject can no, longer 2track:the signal even

knowing what the, signal is highfrequendy sine wave): -This_ frequeri7ty

ia- a rough indicator of the "bandwidth" capability of the human operator

(typically 5719' Tadiarts/second).., Since the human' cannot physically. track Above

that bandwidth, input signals containing frequencies higher than * the.' bandwid th

are of no use in the development of ' mathematical model for the hunian's be

havioral characteristics in tracking an error signal.. This argument suggests,.

. that one possible classification of input signals is

[p,Bw], where BY ...=_..bandwath.

If this classification is adopted, then the admissible: frequency-4ange is
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ineej740encf.,is a very important variable.in?Ma6e.dieLtricalana%.

mechanical systems.; ,there exist numerous mathematical 4chniques ana.thenri

,associated with the=lroquency characteristicsmf*Oems. Such approadies are

usually .referred to as ."frequency domaift".apprdaches.

If the system tblie modeled is approximatelylinear, then there exist 'a

numberof frequency doMein results which can be appiied direictly in itsjident

fication and modeling1/11pwever, one would expect thal'A-human °Wank. does

not behave, in a/linear:manner. In fact, one of the pioneerA6f hunian.,operator

modeling, Av titst*.y#gd a simple experiment to show that,tWhuMan-operator'

is nonlinear. As-will be shown in the next section if a system is described

by.alittear differential equation with a-sinusoidal ,forcing function of fre-

quency (},.then certain interestingisolutions (steady state ablutions) can

contain sinusoidal components only of frequency (1.). Tustin [8) employed a

N

input of,,three.sine wavqof'different frequencies in a human-.beratbr experi=
_

mentand..0tained an output.coh'4aillill'efrequencies other, tin ate three input

freqUertciek,.' reault1.40144SAllat the :human' - operator is noniinearT,...Hdo-Y

ever, Tustin also argued that' far-Mah'easka7theAliman operator' is-ndarinear

and that there appf_ximate 1 wh ich accounts ''the OW-
; 1 .

nant features of the human'operator's.putput. Because of this,,frequeney',.,,

domain techniques of (linear analysis have often beenemployed in the modeling

of human operators.

In the next section basi&determinisft&techniques associated with fre-

quency domain modeling will be discUssed. For a completdiscussign of tech

niques associated with human operator mdeling, the theory of Is0Vhaatic'

procesies is necessary. Indeed, the class of input functionsiiafrequently

random, usually a sum of 4ine functions with randam amplitudes: and phases;

typically ten or more freqUenCls are employed on:the ineeii:val.-[0,BW] so that
r(t4

the frequency is "random apPetifing." However, even in such cases the final

model is often a deterministic one and knowledge of the mathematics in the'next

section allows a good understanding of the interplay between mathematics and

the Modeling. Stochastic process techniques are mainly used in, the genti-etion

data plots from the experiment and in the interpretation of the nearness-to-
.

neaiity of the model.



-
-\PROPERTIES AND TECHNIQUES. Or,TREQUENcy RESPONSE MOELING..

.
In this section a simple experiment be described and, used to. Ulu's-

trate mathematical models of the frequndy4icspon,se type. For students-with
some background in engineering or phy'SicS..'thc'..goy,ernirig equation for the
motioilibould be Obvious by'N:el;ftprOs laWs:!"-HOwever, even fcir tstulYents without \

--' ' .:*.::"..... '. ,':.:::-..' *-,.,.., -I/ , , At tsuch background the experlhiciTie.'.sti11 demonstrates. a way of discovering" the ....._ ,..,
--r-

-...., I 1 ,

aWScix model),, and, the riiathematioal ideas behind frequency domain teChniqu
.

3.1 Description of -the experiment...
The following simple experiment will .introduce the ideas and mathematica

techniques- associated with the application of frequency response plotk::,to
.',modeling linear or near-linear, dynamic sys.toms.

EXPERIMENT: String rubber bands together
to a lerigth:,of approximarcly' two feet; and

.

tie a weight, a heavy.bolt, to the end
la .

of the stritig. of rubber band's: Our Purpose
tomodal. thiS'sYstem so that We.:will

to' ,'Or cc! ic.:t.1; the motion of .1:tic weight,

t.e to a timc-Varying,:
. hanHificition' at point i .

.

. ,

rid motion
u (t)

=R fibber -band
Weight
:SyStepi

Figure Input-Output Characterization of the
Modeling Problem

* . An alterriaaV,e,to this.experiment was devised during the trial "teaching
of the mocluii2. For ,a-ilescription see' ---



Models based on. linear differential equations.
A mktheinatical model which provides a useful approximate description of

AZ
of

sys'tem, discussed above is one involving a linear,differential equation with
''Constant coefficientsk This choice of a 'model will be supported below.

The differential equation to be used has .the form
. ,

n-1 . .

n -1 n-1
`-.F

d`--t

Y -'.F.' , + a 4
dt

+ a 'y = (t).
4 Pitit 0

.. ..

° f

Such an equatiOn ,isi sithi to be time 'invariant since the coefficients* on the
left are Independent of t. The function.' u a/called the forcing 'function
or'the input fun6ltioii.' A standard problem is toinvestigateithe behavior
the,' system' for various input functions. We shall be concerned in particular

.Vith input functions of the form u(t) = sin w t (or,with linear combinations:
Of such functions). The numb,* w is called the frequency of the input; if

small, the input is said to be a lbw frequellcy input (e.g:, . cyCle/ sec
'27r radi.ns /sec = 1 HerpZ);- if 'w.' is large the input is said to be;:a h ;gh

:frequency input a Jo cycles/sec)%
It Will be assumed that' the reader has , a hatic .wOrking.knowledge Of .the

.

theory of linear diffetential equationS with constant coefficients and with
staplace'Transforra..nlethods for solving such equations. This material is con-

,

tained in most textbooks ion eIementarY.differeritial equatiOns, r;20], .r21-

Let y(t) be the solution. of (1) with y(0) = y' (0) = =-. y(n-1)(0) =.

d take!, the-tap lace trapsfAr of (1) to obtain the transfOrmation equation

)V(s) = W(s).s +: a s

.!41.4 the Laplace 7 t*nsforms
is ,nOt: a.,r.00. of . s a , .s . + ..; + a s

respectively. If
0, . then



.

The funttion Y is called' the transfer function f Or the equation (or the

° :Physical system modeled by the equation). Equation ,(2r) says that the Laprace
.

transform of y may be found by multiplying the Laplace' transform of u Eby

the transfet_function.:. The reader should note that the transfer:. fUncticle:may
_ .

be determined from (1) by inspection. and that, conversely, the cdefficients 'in

(3. can be. determined ":from the trantfer function.,
t.

We now consider some very .important properties of rinear,. time invariant

differential' equatithis.
.41

Definition: The differential equation
,

n-1
+ a

.

a. 1Y
n 1.11 dt

$
dt at

is' said to be stable if allSolutions y have the property that lint y)

Def inition;:- Equation -,(1) is-- said tci-be ,trtable if the corresponding

homogeneous equa;tion is :.suable.

In what follows j is used to demote--; is notation 'is __oommon'

engineering literature..

Theorem 1. Consider- an equation of the form (1) with red' coefficients

a
' '

and with :4.(t) = :then
,.

a) -(1) is sCable if and only if all of the roots ', X1, 1,.., XII of the

characteristic equation . an + an _isn-1 + +.:ia
1
s + a

0
= 0 have negative

real parts.

b.) if '.Y (the transfer function of .(I)):is definect,at :Ito; then the

general solution of (1);,c.an be written as ,
YtsS

whete yt

general Solution of the' homogeneouS eqUatio* y , is the steady state.
.

solution of (1) defined by

(3) y --(t) = YOw4exp(jwt). ,

If all the X
k

are distinct, : then
T k

exp0,
k ,14.

The

if (1) is stable, fthen lim y y = 0 and -y it asymptotic, to y
T g

function is called 'the.tranSient Art of Y
g

..Some authors say the equation it, asyptotiCally. stable if for every:

solution y(t)
:

t-c.



alhe. proof Of this result is'readily available in,ihe textbook literature [21 ] .
,

.', . * ... .

.

AttefnativOlY,.itJor'parts of it?, may be assigned: as an exercise.
... 4 r t

.:'part h)A.thid. theorem illustrates an initMatkrelatton between linear
, - -

..'time:inx;ariant-dynamiciali'systeMs. and. sinusoidal inputS the steady state.
*. ... ' , Fl : 4 4 '' ' 1 .0 4

.

sOluitambf.the Otivicin wpagling such # system is simply thOloroduCt of the
.

i otransferfuDction evatlyated at jw and the .input.' Inmostinputroutput
: . :.

. 0 ':.. '' il . ,.

4 . linalysei tile sty.dy stag solution, is primary importance since the tran,
.

,
- * , * ..,,: 4 . . .

eiqiit solutiqns die: out when tine system is stable..

7_ Equttion.(4) is inmortant in thfft it presents us with the to the

., .
, .

,s.
IT' .,* .. l 0

41:deVelopment'of iin,experimeptal :technique4for. the identification of the dynamics
.0 4 .- 1 . t

. g .

A a linear,.-time-ilvariant sysipm. ConSider the'input-output diagram in
*

Figure -7.

. 41,, ;
. Input

wt.e.
114,

Unknown dos tem
.

Y(jw)

Output

Yds(t)'

(after the transient
hasAied:out)

frequency,ReSponse Identification.
Of the liknOtm-System- Y..

.1n this- :'figure we see that by koPerl choica-of.the elass.Of input signals

(alwayi a critical decision in a modeling problem),.we can construct the

complex function Y(jw) from-Equation (3)., Then;':it is simply' a matter of

curve-fifting or 'parameter estimation to, determine the transfer function

Y(s) and consequently the ynamics of the unwknown system.

3.3 Frequency i*spOnseqBo.ja:;.Olot.'
J1 1

Experiments involving frequency responsemeihodafor the ModeAinZ
A

of an

unknown system Usually-re,sult in freqUienev respense or Bode nloes'.-. These. are

.plots of the magnitude e-and argument (phase) of the complex fupction Y(jw)

versus frequency (w). More precisely, with M(w) = IY (jw) I and

I iN (u) )
N(w) = arg(Y(jw)) (so Y(jw) = M(w)e- ) Athe nitude plot is the graph

i , llig" .

of M(w) versus w. It is common engineering practice to use a logarithMic
. .

.

.

scale log
LO
M(w) versus log

10
w for the magnitudeplot, and phase angle ;in

degrees versus -log
10
w for t :'he phase plot Log

10
w is used in place 'of

.

since'lhis allows% much,greater range of values to be incltded, and .log
10

M(w)

is used since it, makes.,gr.aphical manipulations somewhat easier (the-plot'9.r
. .i, .



(Note log coordinates)

m(radiartsfsec.)

Figure 8. Magnitude Plot of A Second-Order. System
.(Eqdation 4j with a = .0.25)

argument

-30

-60

-120

.

,

Figtiore 9. .Phase Plot. of A Second-Order System.

(Equation .4 with a = 0.25)



offunctiOns becomeg the sum of:the plots

plots for a typical second order transfer function

.

Y
2
(s) r

1

-
1 + 2as'+ s

(0 <a <1)

'Amplitude And'phase

are shown in Figures 8 and 9.' (See Chapter 15 reference 199r further

examples..): After stating the. following. corollary to.Theorem-1(b),'.WeWill

be 'ready:to attack the rubber band-weight modeling'probiem.

Corollary:- 'Consider an equation of'the.forih' (1) with teal coefficient.g
,

And with --u(t) sin wt. Then y
ss

1.1.,(Osin(wt ± N(W)), -where

Y(JW) = M(w)e
(w)

et

Proof. The steady state solution y (t) of y
(n)

+ an
-1n-1

y = sin wt is the imaginary part of the steady state

y
ss

(t)

ss.
m (w) (int + N (0))

Y (t) = Y(jw)dwt. = kw)eiN(w)eit.=

)(n
of y + an

-1
y
(n-1)

+ +,aoy e
jwt

Thus

M(w) [cos(tut + N(w)) + j sin (wt 4-

end- y. (t) = M(W)sin(wt + N(w)).

Thepeaning of this corollary is that if the input to the system is wt,
!:

then the 'output has frequency w, amplitude M(w) and phase shift N(w).

3.4 Linearir and Time Invariance.

The Mathematical results noted, in § § 3.2 and 37.3 are valid Only for

linear, time-,invariant. differential equations. Since these results. lead

directlyto a.procedure for determining a model for the dynamics of such

4pan- unknown systemfram'input and output data, it would b.e convenient'': o have

tests to check. to see if these conditions (linearity and time - invariance) are

satisfied or approximately satisfied for certain regiong of nperation.

In many cases the time - invariance qugstion can be settled a priori by

oconsideration of the system and the environment in whidh it operates.: For

example, in the rubber-band-weight exPeriment none of th.eparaMetersiOf the:

N(0)]

yn -1

solution

system,(e.g, Weight; elasticity of the rubber band) vary with tiMe: Apwever;,

environmental paraMeters (e.g., wind) could...vary With.-4me.. Naturall one
.

should attempt to perform thisexPeriment-in 'a uniform environment to!eliminate

the possibility of time variable dynamtqs
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The question of linearity is more difficult. It is very rare for. a

phySical. sYstetnto be absolutely linear over a wide.range,of. operating condi-
.

tions. However, good results can be obtained witti linear models if the

physical SyStem iS.near-linear over the range of:Operatingconditions of

interest (i.e., the system need. not be near - linear for all parameter values).

Systems describable, by.anequation (1) have the property that for each input-

output -pair (u
1'

y
1
)eand (u

2
,y

2
)

i) u
1
+ u

2
is a legitimate input and the:output corresponding to

this input is y1 + y2.

for anr,conStant ce. the input uu
1

corresponding output is _

To test whether a:syStem.maybe .described by.an'equation
. ,

. . .
variousinputs,and sums .of inputs and observe the outputs, are:.

true over a certain frequency range (DE..inputs,. one may adopt::dsa:working

hypotheSis that the system may be adequately so described. The oorollary.'to

Theorem 1 provides another test.. The output to.a sinusoidal fre-
.

quency w must alsO hav6frequency w, .although there is generally a phase.:

Shift.

3.5 The experimental procedure.

The corollary of i3.3 was formulated so that the mathematical results

derived there could be applied direcEly to an especially convenient experi-

mental input, sin wt. To perform the experiment attach one end of the rubber

'band string to your finger and have an aide to record observations;

1. Move.your hand upand"down very slowly imagining that your hand is

tracing a sine function of constant, very low frequency, one cycle

in four or five seconds; The amplitude of the oscillation should be

roughly three to nine inches and'aseinstant as you can The

result should be that the weight moves just as-your hand .doei.,

the'.amPlitu'de is the same and the phasechange is nearly imperceptible.

PIpt these values. on the frequency response plots i.e.,

amplitude ratio M(w) 1, phase E N(w) ;;;-, 0' (where W

The plotted points should oorrespond roughly to points .(11) on Figures'

10 and 11...
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w(radians/sec.)
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Phase Lag of the Position cf the Weight with Respect
to the Position of the Hand. k



Gradually increase the frequency. of your hadd mOpiii,ribtit'keep the amiai-

tude roughly constant. You will begin Lon ae*ePtrA ssfiridgeiid the relative

motion of the weight with respect to the'liadd..stIrOte:roughly this

frequency and the resultant amplitude ratios 00;,04se .144- (The ampli-

tude of the weight should be larger than:the, amplitude, of .the hand, and
k

the weight should be lagging behind the'..hadd-Motloft.0:?Plit these points

on the frequency response- plots; they should tOtidSpofitl .oughly to points

(2) on Figures 10 and 11.

3. Again increase the frequency (with conStntmpli,kude Of,the harid) in

discrete steps, and roughly estimate thd-fPiqUoM4Y,4mplitude ratio,

and phase lag at the point where the w4ght .1Yds'Itg largest amplitude;

the, motion of the weight at this poidtp.*bd,SomeuThat wild'. (This is

indicating the region of resOnancebI:.0*Aysemi;.;1, the input fre

quency is:close to the natural freq4d441A1-10Y5teM.)- -Plotthese

points on the frequency response pidt1;',..,,tddy'::StrOpi4:-...Correspond 'roughly

to points -0 on Figures.10 andr:1:.4Ieetid:.exPeriMent'is dope care-

fully; the phase shift.sh21.4d be.Orcii.§0tV .

4. Continue as above and plotA3idtk,:fOrAfigietHadd-j4gherfreqUedcies;.":

One' can. clearly..Sdetfiae.the aMpli60n6f:-the.:oscIlliticions'decreasds.

iloweyg, 5; a to see the :0:3vg,),7 that the pi-jag0114' .14.

1.*OS:ifig,.05cieu4ebfttle:.1014-7aMP14;ttidd-OS:01:14,4iPn of.thed1.0
.

The phase:Offt should' appx.oach 1$0; as, w increases (paints
°( 5) on,FigUveS'lb and:11),

- ,

Now that the requency reeporldeYpi040 eotripteed, the mathema

of the system can be Constructed th.d7.101:10w*g.:,tfkeoreth is especia1ky>

in this'Connection.,

tt
TheoreM 2, tUppoSe (1)-iS."stable ,ark,!:414

0. = lincl)aJw)

) iim N (w) liin. '(argurrien

op-col

n. is the degree of equatIO11



it kollows' that

lim w Y(jw) = j
w-4c0

IY(jw) I is asymptotic to lw-n

from which me conclude that iX holds,.: and also that'

areY(jw)): is asymptOtic to arg(j 11.). = n

from which we Conclude ii).

This theorem gives us a mathematical basis for estimating the order of

the diffdrential equation which models our dynamical system provided the high
.

frequency data are fairly accurate (recall the difficulty-we had in measuring

the high frequency:

In our example, we. estimate the 'Oder by determining the asymptotic

value of the phase angle dn Figure:110,W0.1fli -r IL). which

that,the 'dynamical system can,,be approximately modeled. by a second

order differential equation.

Note: It may be shown (as an exercise) that the slope of the magnitude Plot

as w co also gives the order of the differential equation:

'log A 'I; )1'

shim'

d YCyu.
,A

d

Now that We know a Second order differentiWeqU'ati'16n provides an 'approx17:
r!.

matd,model for the systeli, we:can coMpletithd model by using a leas* sidares

curve fit of 'the magnitUde plbt. and a parameter optimiiatiOn routine, That la,

we have deduced that the equation.

2

+ a1dt +.a y,= u
. . v

is a good candidate''fOr a mathematical 'model of the system and we need only

determine the paramer, values a which give' a good curve-fit .of

data in Figure 10.

Note: Bode [10], [12] proved that for stable differential equations ofthe

form (1), the phase plot is uniquefy defined by the magnitude plot. Thus,'

the least squares 'curve-fit need only be done on the magnitude plot.



3.6 Determination of a0, a'1 (Least squares and function minimization)
At this point we know that the transfer func,tion has the form

Y (s ) - 1 for some constants a0 and al': and we have a set of
s + a §, + a1.' 0

m experimental measurements of %the form (w. M.) where M. is the observed
amplitude for input wi. The problem now is to determine the constants a0

and ai in such a way that M(w) *I'IY(Jw) I fits the observed data-in the
best possible way, where "best" remains to be defined. .

For each i we have an obseri4ed value M. aridta'heoretical value
IY ) I . The difference "IY ) I - M. is the "error" in the i th )measure-

,- %.4

ment. We coat to chooge a and, d -,10.;,s'uch a way .that the sum of the
0 4,, 0,

squaresof theerror s- is minimized. we_s_eek_to_mini,m'ize the function'-

'Ai*.

as a function of a and . a . The choice _of,.least scikrAciVteot,iSk114iiteasure,
0

of fit iaa..common one wh.#11 can'he'§'upported s ev er a i ;ere-4S.
,

also an eleiiiant of arbitrary choice in selectiYkg'E.ihis over artern4tiVe:
-measures.

If one suspects that the Ugh frequency data not as'jiel'iable as the:
that data by jiigamiz ing instead,,;theA,'rest, one might wish to "de- emphasize

(1Y (jW ;
a a

1
)1

l' W2' ,tare; cons tant 'weighting parameters > The ; choice of

weights,;will depend on the particular data.and experimentalT'pfocedure.
. ,

There are many canned computer subroutines available for the determina-
.

tion of a and a' given equation (1Z). Examples are FMCG, FMFP and

NEWT in the IBM Scientific Subroutine manual [13]. Alternatively, it is.not
difficult to implement algorithms based on, either the gradient method or
Newton's method.

The gradient method begins



based on the formula

a
(J +1)

a
(J +1.)

1
al_ (a (J) (J))
6a 0 al

.,.

The, positive scalar cyj is chosen at each step so as t4 lead to the greatest

decrease in T possible at the J
th

step.' See [14j, [15] f9r details of-both

the theory behind the aagoi.ithms and methods for'determiningaj.
4

Newton's method is bh'sect on,tfie iteration

a

(J*1) (J) J
a

ao (J)

- D
-1

(J+1)

1.

7,41 (..:(J) 0):
bp() D al /

' J) (J)
, al

2
J) f

:

'(J) )
(a (a a )2 0 asa aa 1

0

2
(J) (J) (J)':

aaiaao 0 'al ' 2 'a0 'al

,I,Were

In each case, if all goes weeli; the sequence ;
, .

0 .i ,

0

a
[a.

thatIminimize f(a . There are advantages
:

to :tehvalues
i a

will converge

disadVantagesto each method:-'

...If a pool= initial estimate of the parameters is used in, a Newton

iteration, the sequence may not converge. If the estimate is good,

convergence is. usually very rapicL

ii) The gradient method will always decrease the function f(a ,a )

1

iterates,but the rate of convergence may be intoler-on successive

ably slow.'



.

The canned algorithms FMCG .and FMF use theconjugate:gtedient method.*

. and the Davidon-,Fletcher-POWell formulas, tesOectivelY, whi6h werefdeSigned?
- ,

to overcome the.undesitable properties .ot the clas4cal gradient and Newton
. -

methods See [14] for the theory.behindthe algorithins and [15]. for

representativesimulatiOns.

3.7 Model Verification.

Let us now assume. that optimal valuea,
. (114: of the. parameters

,-,-

have been determined.. The following eluestionhOuld .beaske

(1) Is thq original assumption that the system GIs nearly

justtfiable one? HoW can it be checked?

What is the physical significance Of aa?'

signifi'cice be checked?

What is the physical4s.ignificance, of a , ',11d14 can
-

significance be checked? 4= -

In,Model..verification:(464: can onliY'hope to develop necessary conditions
,

ang,in this sense, every:631301 is eX4mple, let us recall how

! onelhlight answe- the fitst qUesti-on above If the Osteth is indeedLineari ,
:.,

.

, ,

then the ou tput jfor the suthWanY:' twq.' inputs -u1 -17:;u musl..be.11e.same as

the:. sum of the::respecti-ve 'outputs' for ! the .separate ;Inputs u
1 2

and n ; and

the output for the input au .(a.= colistant) must be. equal to. a multiplied.
by the putRut for the input .u, Sine ,only' finite numbet of inputs can ever.'the

. . ,

be tested, we only accuthulate necessary.cond done. for the validity:of the
, I,

madel with such tests. An apractice , uses such tests to delineate regions
. .

'of linear Operation:; (e.g., our systeni:is not truly linear, but for a Cettain-:

freeiuency 'range it is very ,close to linear) .

Finally, 'let us addresS the second. and third -questions raised at the:

beginning of this zeCtion;:i.ethe:physical charaCterization Of:a
0'

a

The system. consists.. or only, twq different elements: the tubber band °

.4

.

and the weight. Thus, these.must be the main contributors to, the physical

characterization of' a a
1

Also,, the environment of the experiment must be

considered. since Lt to some degree, affect the values of a a . For-

example, suppose' the same experiment was condu'Oted under water; then' the

,,environment Of the experiment might not allow"-us to determine an accurate model.

This point is of major importance in the mo'deringsof phys.iologi;cal systems in



hat thd Organ be modeled cannot be isolated in a reasonable eicperimental

tIc.environment.k.

!Th atmosphere will ,affect the values of a0, a1, but if, the weight is ,.1

heavy enough, this. effect can be minimized. Assuming that a aremainlye,..

'termined by the rubber bands and weight, us. now determine tow they are

elated. Our first thodght might be that each parameter. is inluenced Uy'only

one of.the.00mponents, e.g., a0 is.influenced only by'-the weight and a,'

. is influented-:.Oixlyiby' the rubber'brid'S elasticity\ To check these hypotheses, ,

'the' studenf.dah vary separately the weight and elasticity of tile rubber bands

and, repeat the,estimationuof the parameters Actually, the system is

essentially a Spring-mass-damper system which is shown (idealized) in Figure I)

12. The usual' model. for such a system (based, on Newton's lawslo see 21] p.2)

r

leads-to the-equation'
1 ,

Figdre 12. Spring-Masspamper Representation
of the SYptem,

(14)

where M= mass:of,the weight, c = linear. damping parameter of the 'rubber:

barld,: and. k Linear sp.ring 'Constant::of-the rtibber,band:. Thus, :M is mainly
. ,

associated with the weight and c, are associatecrWith. the rubber bands.

The connection betwoenoUrparameters a: .and a., ancLEhe parameters of this

system -is

(15)'

P

Thus, if enough experiments. are conducted' with various weights and ',.rubber

bands: of various' thicknesses,, -the data.shOuWindicate (roughly) these



PROJECT HUMAN 'OPERATOR .EXPERIMENTAL DATA

s., 'In this section data from .ap. actual experiment will be presented- for
analysis and interpretation. Befote presenting the slata;.one further ,mathe:-
matical preperty involving a nonlinearity present in, all hUmanoperatorsi,id

.,

needed:,. nontinearity is cabled the 'inherent time-d'elay ..er transport Jag.,
,arid it is due to the fact that the human operator cannot reacts instantaneously

- .to ,a stimulus. (This delay-time is roughly 0.1 to 0.2 seconds for straight-
'Eprward, compensatory tasks.) Even though this is a nonlinearity, it may be
incorporated very _easily into linear frequency' domain analyses because of:' the

( a

Theorem .1. Suppose , that. the Laplace

and define y : by

.
Then the .Laplace,.transfe rut, LLy;

- .

transform ',.exists: for.

This is a ..standard fact concerning Laplace transforms.

L[y] (s) 7.77145Y s > s

is viewed as the' output and as the input, then, y

but is delayed by ; -; units of time.
If a block with :a-,nonlinearity of this type is inserted into a feedback

control. loop -(such as Figure 1), it presents little difficulty if frequency -'..
domain' techniques 'are employed.

.' -TS.the forini..Y(s) e' : then

Y

Indeed; if the. transfer function, Y is. of.

arg Y -
That is, ;the magnitude' of the freqUency resrionse is' ulfiec tad Yjs

whereas the .phase. decreasetl by Tit).

4.1 Experimental data
The data fora this e?eperiment were developed by J.,I. ind -[16] in one

of the earliest comprehensive human operator modeling projee e basic
setup of the exPeriment is sthown in Figuere 13. This setup, diff4rs from'

'I

Figure 1 in that no "v.ehiclen. dynamics (or "plant" dYnatnics);ard 'in the loop:.

fplloWing fact.'



ME,A.StIREMENTS,

"
Figure 13. EXpeiiMent Setup,

Experiments dynamics: are Presented fri C23) CA) [8],1173 and
[18]. This part Of' the experiment Was mainly concerned ,with deterniining
transfer function models of the human' operator for inputs:of various band-

4

widths, i.e., ranges of frequencies' of '. the components. The magnitude. an
.,phase.frequency'resp'onse plots:Dedulting f`e.OM thi e;cperiment are shown, in
Figure 14. '

The four curves on each plot correspond to tour inOuts with different.
bandwidths, With R. Z, andl,R,-64 representing the smallest and largest band
Widths; respectively, The input lahellsjd. R.64 has .higlpir frequency' components

is
*IP # . . . .than the other inputs!. des'ignaions, R.16, etc.,- refer to the t that

the input functions have a rectangular power spectra with the pec if ied cut-
off frequedcy, 16 cps in the case of..R.16..',See ,reference 17a fOr the defini-
t ions 'and details . ) The. dynami.cs of the dOplayo.areit neglec ted- so the plots,

represent the .transfer function of the human operator,
. .

Points for discuss' ion and-- and 'analy'sis..

DiscuSs the relation between the human' oi3erator s,'resppnse and' the,band-,.,...
width. of the input. (Rough:answer: As the bandwidth inCreases., the.
magrat.nde of the response decreases: and the la,g e phase gdeCrgase.s
Thus the operator Makes4smaller mction-s if the input s' higher.- fre--
qUecy components and this: probably aids, Vin. rih4ge y n c pn i z a t forn

t4hat,Would be ,a reasonable transfer:, fupcti'pn..for, the .data.':4' Figur.e 14?
.Ansfier: .-,Elkind prdpOsea

pi (I's+1.)
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Figure 14. Experimentally'Derived FrequencyoReSponse Plots.

(Figure 29, 'Reference 17b)



the Magnitude andIphase c9ryds
q.

.

resUlts in the followin

. a.

K

(db)

_74
(If computer routines

0.6410 4.55 IL

0.204 04 t 3.18 717

0,214* 1.27

0.58

4

are.

34..5

31..5

2215
0

1510

available, .p eter optimization scheme may be
,

.
employed to*solve 'Tor the parameters; o4-th.erwise rough. estimates can be made.-

of the trends cif T, T ''and K as functiongP of the input blandwidth. )
44,

These parameter valucis imply that the "gain" (K) of the human operator
4

decreases.lath increasing bandwidth, which agrees with intuition. The term
,

(Ts + 1) is called a "fitst-order 'lag" singe it causes an increase in the

phase lag, an* it has been attributed to a neuromuscdlar lag, as opposed to

the sensory kransport lag, ,r4i Note th&t 1 dpproached 0 was thee input
a *or

0 bandwid tie-, increased ;itwhich implies tithe
A
human 'Opeea tor tends to .behave more as

a ppre gain and pure transipott '"ei.me-dellot with increasing bandwidth.

In [17] t is noted 'that if :the model of equation (16fis inaei rted*into

a Beiteck tonaol4Ploop, the resultant feed qck systempfs unstatle at high
i-.. t

frequenciet. Thus, the, following- trodel .is proposed to rep?esent a :table,
' a

1. ri

, ILPeadback system: e. 4
*.si,

0. Ke Tl 4

0
0 7) Y - 0 4,4*i

p '.(T s+.1) T s+1) , a ti
2 06 3 . 1 et. ,

e t

th* following valUts ri17a] [174 are Obtained :

o
5k

T1' 1
T 40 ifits, K A

:i' o

Input (SEC) ,

4

(SECP ti.,(SEC) Xdb)-
,

R.16 .'4' .111(1' 3°.'. 4.55 , .531' 34 :5
i-..,

R,24 3 . .104' 3.18 .161 31k5

. R.40 .133 l'.'27 5081 22.5

R.64 ' ''' .150 i 0e918
o
.033 4 15.0

e.

With this model,

..

'These :values are congidered teas able, TypicliY,. 0.1 s 'r, s OU;
c ,

,,i,

attributed mainly
_
to the transport lag; T

1
is attributed '?to neutomu stular

lag; and 70., is. a lag which is. dependent upon what' is being c011trolAVd and
. .

4

t

a,

368

3 ".



4
the bandwidth of the input. Further discussions dr

FURTHER TOPICS

,.

The generatitan of the data presented-in Section 4 involved randoin inputs

and correlation methods: The resultant' human operator models are more

.'accurately labeled -"rendom'input describing functions," the theory of which-is

presented in [19]. However,' they are treated likeftransfer functions in the

, anal-ysis of control systems-, and in the ineerpretatiOn -of models. A student

with knowledge of stochastic Processes should be -athe to follow the presenta-

tiontn [193. if more iOsight, into the,datX generation process is desired.

Curr'ent research in tbis area includes among other ihings the develop-
.,

ment of models for more than a single task and the applica,tion of optimal
s.

control and state estimation theory to the development of models (which

assumes the human operator is an optimal information proceSttr sand controller

subject to inherent constraints). Current results are usually,,presented at'

the Annual Conference on Manual Control, which published a Proceedings ^

released either by NASA, the United States Air ForCe, a sponsoring univgr-1)
sity(e.g..,;° see NASA.' 6r-144 , 'NASA SP -214).

4.4

a.

e,
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. Chapter 10.
NETWORK ANALYSIS OF.STAM_GENERATOA FLOW

TO HE INSTRUCTOR,'"

-

Tba.contents,of this paper:should
courses in the elementary calculdsenti
the basic conservation lewd.of PhYsicS,
deSirable;:but not essential. The same
a student, should be extremely gratified
the coup -de -grace to a problem on.which

be.acCessibIe tO,a,student leio.h4-had.''
linear algebra: Some familiarity With

energy 'and, moinenum)
''

is trueof compuer:prograimrii.ng,- since!.

by utilizing acOmputer.toadMiliister
ha,had spetlitansiderable'Eime:

Section 1: The opening section of the ,pap.O attempts to motiVate.the..
"..whole study by relating it to an actual problem encountered' in the,operitiOn' q

a nuclear power plant. The instructor 'should emphasize that this problem=is, a.,

_ real concern to the nuclear powez industry acid involves: Plant components.'dostIni:;.
millions of dollars. He should also show-the students schematicsoft,the,plarilt.,,
and steam generator, and in general terms describe thec heat tranifer-andhydrhu-',4,
lic processeshlthtakeplace.. plant'oPeraitori may 15E1'694
in [1] and 'Systems Summary Or-aWeSUrighouse Pressuri,zed Nucfear POWer,14;ant" ,

by G. Masche, which can be obtained by Writing, to Westinghouse'Eleccric,C6rIpora-
tion.

4. .

. ttc
After Section 1 has been discussed, the-clads-willtave:been pre ted.,-v

with a general, non-technical statement of the prOblernAtA4sliointhe
structor maYwish to consider other methods of:hrtlaOkfin addition
work' approach..`. For example, ifthematheiriatical:S4hiStiCation of,thOalasar
sufficient toalloW 'consideration of Partihl,,differehl equations,- .,then
problem can be restated in' terms of finding,:an.apP6prfhte SolUtiOn*of
classlcal equationsof fluid:dYriamios7-' the Morn**,(Navier!Seokes) e0a
and the continuity equation. This is:the:MOststralititf$rWard methdid,',01-
but' it. should.be quickly .realized that becadseOf:the.gegmetrY,of.7the fi

:region and tke:.CoMplenature-Of the:aquatian$ :themsell.re*, Sucharittac
not likely td,Ap4eed,..As an.alterntive:tohjeoritplete solution oVtlieve-
tions, one:MightSetle for a'numeriOal Oluti4ritylinpte;diffIrences.--
opens: the dcipr.on avhole new subjectCOMpAtat:iOnal.F).uld DynamicsIri.
connection:the:retent CoMputational'FiuidlinaMichy-.P. ',11-Roach.HerMdSall
Publishers, .197.2 'may be obila.ulted.-Aoweverthe direct-finite, ifference

.approach leads:to an, enormou§.0amPuteAdrial:probjem:whoSa:solVabi y

turn .open' to .iluestion.-, : hie
. .

Section Sect]. r2 lays. the groundwork for:the develop en1 of4a model
baSecron si network%Conceits,ThIS:SeCtiorLisautOfflomous aRld

Otiuld'also be used t vpleMentCourseg4n.sraph theorxOrthe
tion.ofsystems of nonlIneregkoMioTis.

'

1K,



- The physical significance of Kirchhoff's node law as a discire,te conserve-,
tine law should he emphasized. It is, of course, the same law t is sa-tiskie
by the current in electrical networks.

wouldi be ins-tructive. for the class to construct the incidence .matt.i
of several "simple graphs. The, proof on-page 380' that an incidence matrix
n rows 'has rank n-1 is not an empty academic exercise =This feCt is used la
(on Liege 386) to complete the proof of eri existence: and uniquerieSs thebrem
network flows. The detetmination of the rank could be asSigned as a class
ercise. This is also true of the demonstration on page 380-381.

In electrical network terminology a link chareeteristic he *famli
.0hm's The instructor can motivate the form. of equation (2.6 by read
tha.class that many ,flows in, physics have been .ohServed to depend. on the,.
fetenceof- values of other y,ariables.; for example, heat on a. temeerature
once, 'Cuttent one voltage difference, and" air flow on a cliff

; in atmospheric' pressure .
' .

'1E is eXtremely-,important':to have the class understand; the netur
network. equationS (2,.7). , On page 382 these have been written out in de

F a, spedifio ne'twor'k; The instructor might carry this example :further
stItutini Some' funcelOns fOr**the link characteristics:

.. .

to ;save time the protif, 'of .:-!theptam 2.1 in the case line?ar, link
leriStigg (pp. 385-386) mak! he omitted:. ilowever, it doei'Vonstitut,e"...eis
application of- matrix:al-015ra.

..: - . ,....

. . e'c tfon 3:: Thi.s" led t ton clevei4Se' network model .of the 'steaM .genetet
'',flOW problem. Th e, p toc6d uce d9,sgribe on pp. 387 :and 388 .is essential1y t 1 ,"'

1.'itontrol. volume", ,appro4h. whi ,,j.s qu te .,,l, mmon iti, fluid dynamiCS,, . , , r.,- . , .,.. : , i,. , ;,. ' 111 l'.,r' `. Itit..:"
..Sorde .6 tfiej- .,,fsNtors whi;,c44 ca.' brifiute to the prey re drop in.

eleVation and tribtiltr,11 (pageC 388) are sudden expanSiOns or Copt
t'fi''4' flow tel'io 'ailid:slierrO., bends or ciorners in the flow region..1 '

IiiOi,4," d P-a ili-:..) 1. 1i k'\ ,.: y .; : 1 . i'
, .

- . .,,,'.0f the emArical Oftntitie ipt,roctucecl. in this section,' .tho friction'
faatdr.i.is12Y, tat..`themost Olufive Relative-to thi.s, reference' r9i may be con-. , .

. .

sulteds' fair more 'details. Alternately'
i
. the inftructor ula inv 'te an engineer-..x.

ing oil.eed e6,1,1eogup to gilfe a guest41,ecture of tlie:f-hature etermination '
6f. fric 4ion, faetote.and -:othet,ccitt4latiOiNs. c

0

,TO g'i.i/p the student ..5qt.,,rk,e!!,apiireciiiefon of the' comPlexiity.of the real proh,-
and the 'magnitude of 'OkiA4s4inp-e.-6 required' to foAlitilate it ' ems of

,...,

.on
1, -the,,,ins,tiVeAiito shcitila- scx.is the -nature of the t al, effeCtS

iv Ti .0il ppl' Og...,,IY2';:: 7.0:0:tb.p, atti'gt nd the apOra)isal oiri the li charac-- -n: .'

.iSt'id7s7(OO.';39,:j.944,.4.1Acnitan it pr vides some understating of . the pres- i ..-

surk.drdp,effec'es,:iYO t-alscri intO`acc6urc may be omit`ted,.if class is not)
1 ,'familiar with,:pattial,Elik4f'entiiik,equ' ions.

aection Se.o4,4on discfilies....,an iterative method which may be used ;

to Solv'the netwOi*.e.C14.(4ii)ns.'M.irnexiitilly. Like section 2, it is autotiOniou.",
. .

b,rid.'qonOtitutes gma1.1 b')ce .crse \in qiufrierical analysis. The only notions
oor

.
. ' : . ...1 ; 1 t 1, ,

'..1 4
...: . , .

. - ..or.,
. , . . - ''' ,.:-:-..4-a,.. .373
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employed are those of limit, continuity, function composition and 'the simple

bisection method for solving single equations. The bisection method or an

equivalent is likely to be a part of any nume-ricalanalys is subtout-inep.ackage_

supplied by computer manufacturers.

The ideas of convergence rate and successive overrelaxation mentioned on
pp. 397, and 398 are not essential for the -solution of 'the network problem.

They are intended to provide further avenues of exploration .for the curious,

Section 5: Herein is presented ,a contrived but nontrivial illustrativg,

problem and its numerical solution.. Ideally, the class should write a Tom-.

puter program.,to solve this problem or one that they themselves have developed.

If time or computer is not, available to allow such an ambitious .Undertaking,

the class should at least hand calculate a few pressure iterates at a given

node, assuming. that the pressures at the remaining nodes- ate those of Table 2

(page 4'01). In this way they will see (hopefully) that the iterates do indeed

tend to the appropriate quantity in Table 2.

After the flow problem has been solved, the .instructor may wish to refer

hack to .the simple particle- deposition model introduCed in section 1 and have

the class compute some particle deposition fluxes-, ,for a variety of particle

concentrations. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the steam generator muqt be

shut down for cleaning when the average de,osit thickness, exceeds a preselected

amount; (say .25 feet), then calculations could be done to ,determine when 'this.

occurs.1 .This is but one way in which the answers of the flow problem can be
used to provide relevant information about the aqtual steam generator.

.
For example, one could assume that only ..particles 1 micron in diameter' are

involved, that their density is 5 pounds/ft3 and that Ehgir average con-

centration is 10-4 .-pounWEt3.' The Calculation could then be performed

using the data 0E Table 3 (page 401) and figure 9. 'Note that, the units on

the ordinate of this figuie are cm /sec and not ft/sec. ,"
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ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEM

In this first section we want. to examine the. role of the ,steam generator.,

in theOyerall operation of a nuclear 'power plant. In this way we hope to put

into perspective the .mathematical problem which Milt:eventually evOlve and ar:1

the same time to emphasize its.. importance

Figure 1 shows ,the .main flow paths in a :nuClear power Using' this

figure, it lfloossible to. trace the way 'in. which the thermal energy 'generated

by the-fitSioning of the nuclear fuel is converted into the mechanical energy:

Of the turbine, .Rbtice that there. are independent fltid ciretits called priH

mary and secondary.:loops. The fluid :in the .PrimarY l'oOpt: is pumped through: the

reactor core where. it undergoes .a temperature rise of typioall 407760 F. From.1.

the core the fluid passes through the hot leg by 'piping and into the tubes of
1

the steam generator,: Here,. its acquired heat is transferred rhrough the tube

walls to the shell tide of tile steam generator, The Cooler 500
0
F.) fluid .

leaVing the steam generator is then- pumped through the cold 1 gs and returned

'to the reactor core.

Water in the secondary ,loop enters the shell 'side of the m gene

and passing along the: outside Of :the hot Cubes is converted into steam..:

thertrinl, energy of this steam, is. then expended in the form of:.mechanitalwork
.

:which dr iVes. the. turbines : Once through the turbines , `the .condensed steam is

returned the steam generator.

Figure 2 shows a cross section of a steam generator; To. obtain some idea

of the data associated, with this device we refer to that reported in [1, Ch. 23]
*

for the steam generators of the Oconee Nuclear StatiOn located in South;

Carolina. These two units are approximately 73 ft..loug and 12 f E. in diam-

e ter. Each contains about' 15,500 tubes ,and weighs ,about 600 tons.

.
Since the tubes are over 60 ft. long and only about 3/4' in diaMeter, it .

is obviously necessary to support them at intermediate points along their

length, The detail in Figure. 2 shows- a Ortidil of one of these tube support

plates.. .Notice the three areas where the holes have been broached to provide

flow passages for the secondary fluid. tot

"The principal maintenance problem associated with these heatexchanger-,

type ttearrPgenera tors is tube leakage, which can be caused -by chemical or

mechar4Fal action .or a combination :Of the tWo" pg.. 36-19]. This is an .
04.A
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imporeant concern' regarding nuclear: steam generators because the tubes contain

the radioactive reactor coolant: Although the exact mechanism which causes

tube pitting is not fully understood, it is strongly cort-"--..EA-ted wrili the client-

is try and flow distribution of 'thy ;shell side fluid. For example, there is

evidence'thatt periodically, Tarts ;,of' the tubes are not blanketed with the

steam-water mixture of the shell side flow. This condition is called "dryoutue

and is believed 'to be a key facor,1,9.Causing tube damage.. ' Also; .in :regions of

low flow', particlesMay pretipltate ',Jut of the fie...4440nd form'..caustiC-depdsit.

'.on the tube surface's. :Indeed ,' it hai7)been argded. L19]; ,[20] that particle

deposition on a 'surface. is governed equation*Cif the farm N = KC, 'where:

. (mass/time X area), is the parti'Cle de bsitXon flUx, C:;1(masS/i/pgilme) is. the
_ .

,average particle concentratOn acid` (1e4thitime).:.is the

fiPient. This last- quantity is a futiCtiOn-Of.:Particle.siz: and local; fluid

velocity. From Figure; 9,: which sh01.1:a. typical' we see that K.

dePbnds; strongly on this veloCity. is a simple', matter: to

Calculate, the buildup of particles of[ given .Size on; .a For if we
6

assume that: N is constant ,.' then Nt rePreSelts: the mass of:: these :particles

which settle Onto a. unit area of :SurfaCe:in t 3-lence if: the

surface -is :,assumed to clean a - 'then h, the.. thickness:pf: the ...

posit at eitrie is 'Nt/p, KCt/r) where 'is:. the density of the, par-

..ticuIate 'Matter. Since C and p the ability to

detertlitie. deposity -huOdup deile

fluid velocity,

(Is vaseht Lally d-n the. ability to deterMine the

In .view of, the abOVO. cops ideratiopsY. it is:important to obtain'-a 're'alis'tic

approximation 'of' the shell side lloW diaTibutiOn. Due to :the' CpMplitated

dimensional geoMetry: of the shell sIdei::thA presence of:the' two phase- steak
:

water mixture, and the npnlinearities' inherent the ConServ:ation- laws 'which

'govern the dOes.'nbt appear to be.AioSAibie to solve this prOble in 'its

f general!ity. However., by utilizing certain simplifying' assumpti ns and

adopting a partitUlar' 'point of view; we can obtain .a tractable. mathematical

model which.,;nevertheless;' 'provides An acceptable' numerical solution' of the-

flow. prOhlem,

In the following sections We,shll develop implifed version of this

model and present a numerical method: for its Solution. Although tte material

preSented here, is intended, for Classroom :instrue tiOn, we4owish to emphasise that



the id ea -attheThear ofd -a---mo re elaborate me t hod--whi-chcan

analyze' flows in steam' generators.

SOME ELEMENTS Of NETWORKS THEORY

As we, haVe previousl3nmentioned, the arity-Sis of shell si e steam gen
_

erator flow is an extremely coMplex probleM: Our approach will be Jo reduce

''the continuous problet to a difSCrete one in the sense that we shall 'consider

flows along certain' preselectek flow paths; In effect we 'shall. Lump the f row

iii a region of the steam generator' into a single average flow for that region

and then formulate laws -which these lumped flows should obey. The intercon-

necteci_ system of floW Paths on which , the discrete flowS Occur, is termed a

network. The literature oti networks is already quite large and continues to

_grow.. In this section we :Shall deal only with thoSe few notions which area

necessary for the treatment of our problem. for further reading on the sub.-

jects of..networks, graphs, and other sdiscete flow- Problems see [2]-[5], [211..-

We abstractly define our network 1.7 as a couple (V,S). Here V is a

finite set of unOrdered 'elements called nodes and S is a, stAt of ordered pairs_

of elements of V called links. In. modeling our floW problem the nodes -will

represent 1,unctionswfieve the flow ,changes direction and the links will define

the flow 'paths.. We assume that there are n elements in V and elements

in S.

Since the nodes are, isomorphic. to the -first. n. .positive integers, we let .

V = nl. On the other haud the j th link S. of 7i is denoted by

(P (j ), Q (I)) where P E`' ;Q(]'). E V. Thus We can write

S = fg.1 (P(.j), Q(i))1.i , m The nodes '. f.(j) and Q :, are 'te'rmed

respectively the initial and terminal nodes of "link. and .constitute the

e tremities of the.link. At the same time link. s is said to be incident

upon nodes E(J) and Q(j)

A 1 ttbugh,* the distinction between net
the term "ntwork":;to emphasize the
"Graph," on the other hand.," suggest

particular flew connotation.
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These algebraic definitions are geometrically motivated. By 'drawing the.
.

nodes as numbered circles and the links as -.arcs on which numbered airow heads
have been placed pointing from the initial to, the terminal. node, We obtaim.a
complete description Of I-Fe --75't exampl 1.e, n F'igurp-ie we have depicte4
the network:defined by the sets

'V = 3 ,

S.= {(3,1),. (1;2.), , (3,I), (1,1)3..
Note the presence of the self -.loop ss, (1,1) and the patalle1; but disp:nc.
links s

1
= (3,1), s4 = (3,1). Since self-lOops do not geietallk .ppPtesene

physically meaningful flow paths, we' shall exclude then1 from ;:fur er consider
tiOn:

A sequence of network links ,

= 2, . k-1, link s has one
-J

.

p.. andother taithh s Nodes,
lj+1

s t.0 , s such ,that they are
ik

is a chain if for
L.

2
,

extremity in CoiriMon with s and. the
j-1

are connected 'if there is a chain

extremi tie S of links s and
1

respectively, The network itself is connected if every pair of hodeS in it
connected Since *liquid flows in an intaere,ntly continuous,manner, l we shall
confine7our -attention to: connec ted, ne twP'rks`.

4

In modeling our floW problem we .shail. make ..use .of Uhe'fundautantal.law of .`
conservation of mass. . The network, analdg of this law. is known as °Kirehhoff's
node law and is mathematically formIlated, as follows. With each. node"' 1' of

associate two sets of- links,.we

and

w (i), (1, k)
h

aCisely speakIng, (i) is" the
°int. at,a.Tay from the node: while

ry

E , ; lc ) E

tr

;

k E V, ,,i) S 1. ,

Set, of links incident, up-on node which

contains those which point toward th'w

anode.' each -link we associate a real number w.. Then the

, 1-

4.

0;,There, is at lease. notable excption to. this See. [6].



Equation expresses Kirchhoff 'S node la'w whiCh states'.:th'itt the net '

flowk into a none is equal to the riet flOW 'out of it If w` :isa: 'flaw', then

w .1S tree flow Qtr. s ,Actually, it would be more precise, ,call the
,:..w. ;Link flow rates since their units turn out to 'be mass per unit time,. e.g. ,

.

pounds/sec: Notice that the-.link flows .may assume both si:gns: We adopt the

.usual convention that 142 0 'means that .±he' actu'al:, dir,ectkon of .flow. on kink
A is from the initial node to its .terminal node,'While w. .< Q means tj-kat

,

the actual direatio'n, of flow is from terminal to initial node.

.There jai a convenient, cOmPact way in which to write (2.1)
volves introducing the (hode-...link) intidence matrix. ThiS is the

iS the inCidence matrix :coriesponding to the network. in Figure 3' T,Then the self-

loop ', is removed. Utilizing this matrix,. .1>t is clear that the SyS.tetil (2,1)

becomes Simply

(2 .3,)

Since any link is incident upon its initial and. terminal nodes and only

those node's., every column of A , dontalins, except tor ,zerog,.exactlY one 41



and one . -1. 'Therefore ,thtf- rows Of -A sum to.: the: ieo*ecter and con-Sequently.,,

its r'Ow. rank is .1t-ss than or equal: to n-1. 'In fact it is .exactly ,n.-l; To'

'prove this we discSrd row n: of .A; .Then-,We note...that: the links. which are

incident upon' the node set V (tij determiner.. blumns ..coritalhing exactly one

.,nonzero entry. The rows: these nonzero ehtries; lie 'C'annot. occurA: in

. any 'vanishing non triv linear coymbination of the 'rows; of Thus we may

discard them. from But:these:same rorAls,definea set . of say -y
'land we can repeat th abciVe arguitent. on which are:.incident upon V and.'

which have theit. 'other extremities. the .cempiement of V. . :Be,cautse ttie

assumea connectedthis process will eventually ea abst: t3he fiist
n-1 rows. A -Showing that thev,.,are:.

'Since the to an .co.lumn rank. of a .mattix- are equal '(see'; -for- eXample,-
pg; ) , r".-Ye iritneditttely have that the 1.;i1e*SI6t; space of .`A ,.

is m 7: (11'".1 ) Hence ; :the mos tl:;genera:1 Elepend on ..411 1*.

arbi'tra'ry parameters : Clcarl ;' we 'Iced. to dev lop further coftditions- to 'single
out a particular flow from; aMcing." the 'Multi tilde *ofi solutions ".pf

. .
. In :modeling the flow problelop40.e.tatrst iirclude a 'means' Of.; treating, boundary

tondiiionis..-..;These are . the .,cond t ions Which hold at th9se places' 'Where the

fluid 'enters and sleave 'the ;reg ion. of. 'in.peest, for ex.ampl,e; 'the 'regions ad-
1"..jaceht to ;the -tube she,d.ts in 'Figure 2..: In a :.netwei-ic., :boundary cOnd:1tiOns are

aceorribdated by designating beeal,i-Crtodea as boundary nodes and; prescribing
the appropriate conditions at these nodes. Siri,ce boundary nodes" correspond to

points where the flyid',,enters the network, Kirc,hhOff' s.liiOde..law

. cannot...be expected to hold at them. 1.1oWeVer,, as a consequence of iinposing this
law a to all the -other nodes of the network; 4ae can aliow, that the slim of
bOdndary. flow.s 'Other tot,a1 low into, the he tyork' Is .4

equal':" "'he-total flew..out,°Of it To .pxove this statement let us aS:Surfie that

there n.- > 0 boundary,,nodes and that.. hese are 'numbered + 1, " n.
. , .

4' Then we can partition the incidence. matr;x . .

A ];1::where-, A -cons tsr

N;Of the first, v rows of -.A. and repi'esents the nonbound4ry or interior; node's,
and , . consists of ..the:. last, 'n-v rOwgrOf k and re resents. theboundaty.
nodes:, "If we define' ' u and au respectOely v and hr v

vectors of ones, then we have, the.t/since A is an inv.iderice m'atrix, b G ;$



Therefore, 4f.

(2.4)

On the other ,hand Kirchhoff's node law applies at

C,

is
A017

is a 'flow. on o n,
qt.

u (A. w) + 6uT..Ntw).=, :

0 0 el

A w = 0.

'nodes 'so that.'

'Then certainly.. .u0 (A°w)4L-:.0,',.' and it follows from (2.4) thgt0';. 6u
T
(.)AW) = 0.

. 10.41

4:1-

,1e;6' 1'
wnith tp,...T..at we wanted to- provei

Tile network 'Shown in Figure4 may be used to model part, of the allow

region in a steam generator. In this network the boundary noes are nodes'

18. The modeling procedure by which the physical flow region'can be

osuch a network will be discussed in the .next seCtion:

dPtVviously noted, Kirchhoff's ntide law does not in general define a

4116w pm-a network. -

4

The_additional conditions which are required to do this come in the form

of relations between:he ws and a new set of .-Variables (pi). associated.,

with the nodes and termed node states: In our floWprohlem these states can''

be interpreted as the static pressures which exkist a points in the fi'1.ow
. .

4,

region. e will assume%that the 1.ow-node state relation whith holdS lot each

link s. is of the form

w. = f.(p - P
J J P(i) (2(i)

Here f (t) 'is a function of the, variable t acid AP = p
.

.. i j PO) P.Q(j)

the state difference ' or 'ftessure drop across link .s : . Equati on (2 . 0 is
. \

called a link characteristic and states that the flow on link j is A known

function of the pressure,drtp across the link.
.

We are now ready to consider the basic network: flow, problem. Suppose

that we are given a link Characteristic (20) for each link of a network

which' has 1.1-y boundary nodes v+1, , n at which the pressures

Pv+1, ph,, are known; Then we seek to determine pressures

and flows w - . , w. Which SatIlfY-the charatteriSlitS- (2.6) for
m,

.7Z!,

j =. 1, . , -m and Kirchhoff ' s :node law (2 .1.1Tor i = 1, v: (i.e., at
-

the interior nodes. of 71) . -W We observe that if we simply sulzstitute
.

the eq'ua-

V,6ns 4?6) ilit6 the first v. equations" X2.1), then We have, precisely,
.

equations. and v unknowns. ThUs, if there is a unique of pressures Which-

satisfies-Ohis system,' the equations (2.6) determine corresponaing -unique set
.



bf flow's: 'and the problem is completely -solved.

to be satisfied by the, preisures are

(2.7) f .(p
P(j)

s {Ew+(i)

t = 1, .. ,

s-.Ew

It is clear that the equations

We term equations (2.7) the network equations.

By u the incidence matrix once again,

equations4.,in a

AE), Ap

piessure drops.
..

f (P P )
ITti)

wt can write the network

concise form. Let p = (p1, ... , pn)
T

t,and

,,61t )
T

denote n and m dimensional vectors of pressure*s and

From the manner in which the incidence matrix
.

A = [aij) has

n

is easy to *see that pp. = p p
i a ..p ,

j: PO) Q(.0 1..] i.
i=1,

, tn. Hence Pp = ATp, where the matrix AT is the transpoie of A.I
Ap) = (f

1
(AP

1
)
.'

...
' -,

f (Ap
m
))

T
, _it follows' from (2.5) and (2 .§)

., 4,iii..,

defined; it

110
= 1,

Letting.

. that

Therefo're, another

(2.8)

i c)w = A.c..),f(Ap) = A
c)

f (A
T
p)

farm of, (2.7) is

-.A
o

f (.AT p) = 0.

Let L.s-wi-ite the first three network equations #or the network of

°Figure 4.- Since
1

1313* pp.)

APOVPi P4' AP5 P7

AP16 -131. 7 P2' 4\1317

and since Kirchhoff's node laW for nodes'

tq 4-w -w 0
4 16 .,1

n
` 3 7.15

,P3 p6,

,

P
3

reads respectively

ict

w5 "17 w2
w16

--

w6
_ w3

w17
= 0,

1 'To emphasize that nodes\13-f5 boundary nodes where the pressures are
.

known, we have "starred"' these quantities.
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we obtain.
F.

f4(
p4) +.

fl P ) i(13.13*.
P1)

13,

f
5'

-(13
2

f
6
(p

3

- /)
5

)

P6)

+.f11
p3)

P
3

f2(P14*.- P )

f
17 2

- p3) 0:

Notice that in the:first equation, which corresponds to Kirchhoff's law

fcr node 1, the unknownivaquantity_ P, :eppeap qin each term and s multiplied
by +1, or -l'as the corresponding flow is added or, subtracted. Similar remarks

..e,,

can be made 'about the rema4Ing two equaAons.- Irideed, this is a property of

the network equations in general. Late0m Section 4 we shall exploit this

important property in constructing, Otgoritnm to numerically solve the equa-

tions.

At this point we can ask two amental mathematical questiont about

network equations:

(I) Do they have a unique solution (indeed, dO:they have any solution

at all)'?

If the answer to (I) is;:yes, how can we compute this solution?
. ,

In the remaind& of this section we shall try to answer question (I, pott--

poning further consideration of (II) until Section 4.

First of all, unless we say more about the functions, f (t), the

answer t., questio(I) is NO! For example, suppose that' we examine the net-

work equations corresponding to the simple, one link network shown in Figure 5.

Let usssilme that node .2 is the boundary node and that the pressure there,

p2 *, is zero. Then thertis only one eqUstionand it reads.

(2.9)

-'If we are given that

hand if we-are given

solutions.'

f
1
(p

1
) = 0.

f
1

I, then (2.9) .has 'no solution. On the otherf' sin t, then (2.9) has an infinite number of

L II e y , e livr .,,er-hassfraTirnthat- the -funct-iOns ff(t) occurring
-.-. 4;.

'

in practice do-n'otfresemble-either of the above functions- In fact it is
, . Yi . .

:-.reatonable to issume t as: we increase the pressure drop (or driving forte)

Acrots:a given link t flow in that link also increases. This leads.us to
.

assume that for each f (t) is a strictly increasing function of. t. This
S....

1 . II. 5,i- .
,.

is,sfill not,though to guarantee an7afflrmative answer to (I) since the func-
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(2.10)

and

t < 0

f1(t) ={f1(t)

1 + t . if- t

(2.11) f
1
(t) = 1 + e

are both strictly increasing, but neither allows ^a4solutiOn Th

,difficulty with (2.10). is:the ..disoneinuity at ' '0, .while the proilemwi
. .

(241) is that its range is restricted topoSitive numbers:. We can remove
. .

both of thesedifficulties by assuming that f (t) is a continuous function

of t and has .an unrestricted range.' This leads us to define an admissible

ch4racteristic as one for which fj (t) is defined on -fp< t < co, is. con-
,

tinuous and strictly increasing there, and satisfies lim f '= ± NqeS
°

that if f
1
(0 defines an admissible characteristic; then (2.9) has exactly

one solution. In fact we have the following theorem.

* fr .
Theorem 2.1. If the links of a network V had admissibje.characteristrbs,.* ''

and if 7? has at least one boundary node, then the network equattns (2.7) ...
8 , TN/or' (2.8) have a unique' solution.

0 *\\ 4 * -
le A

We shall not prove this theorem in its full generality since such -a
0 N

. proof involves notions which we are not prepared Oh introduce. A oroof ;can
0 0 6 a 0

be found, for -example, in [8]. .We will prove lt, howevet, in the special case
* a 0

that the functions f (0 are linear, i.e. , of thd. forri,
j p IV

(2.12) f (t) 'd t +4p ,

0 .. . t

zt

e 6 4v

where d' ynd c are constants. These define adMissible characteristics if
Pij i \ i i a li

and only if d > D.
6 4

4 0 ths
Let- D = diag (d

1'
..., @i m), i.e., the diagonal matrix whose i diagonal .

sTelements is A . Also. let c = lc 4.. c 4 and assume that the last
i 3 1 2 : M

. e ,

n - v ?, 0 nodes are the 'boundary nodes. If we go .back-to the form of the

network equations given by ( 2 . 8 ) , we see that: the i " equation is

1, It is quite natural to assume that the flow in arty link 0 a continuous
function of the pressure drop across' that link. However, the assumption
that the ''\low becomes infinite with its pressure drop is somewhat artifil.
cial since' it iSmore likely that the link Will saturate at a finite flow.



Or

(2.13) A°D.

By writing'

(P1' .!" Pv

(p.
V+1

0

= [aP13 .1)

,

A°*
A -77..E 1i. ..

)

pm*)

can split off the boundarYdependent part,of

(2.13) may now be wriften as.

or

T
AoD[Ao NTir Aoc

o
D

o
A p

o
+ )

T
ap] + o

,

4 /
or finally

11

."

.:
(2.0.4) (A°DA '(ec + A'120.,(aA).:ap).

Equation (2.14) represents a nonhomogeneous systeM.of
o.,.

the v unknown pressures of the vector p :(note'that

(2j4) is known)'.. .By the fundamental, attOrem.onthe soiVabi

equations, (2.14) has' a unique solution, if and only if

T

matrix A
o
DA

o
is nonsingulA:

yesshoW that A
o
DA is nonsingular .A$

therd is a vector

T o o
x A DA x = 0. If we let

becomes

(2.15)

T.) 0 sU6h111,
v -

z, )
T

m

is.a diagonal matriX we can write (2.15) in longhand as



But each

04.

k 434 '0.

r..

`0. ao that (.the ,oitlY.Way, in which -(2.16) Can hold. is fot
. Her ce(.:.z '=,0...Now according'. to ihe

i Afi' ad4t,tear, combination of the columns of A . 4 i.e.
In fact if. we..denote the ith row of A° by then we

-.4

re

inition oft..

thelrow'
:. r.

have r

. , :"" '":' ' ' f a x .-,,'.= ., r '
4.i i . '-'.

41.

BUt:,we: hav'e'aean that .th4 rani' of A...it..n.1. _`therefore, .,the vectors .... ,..,,-0,

a'' ='1; .:...i. '..-, ' v s n!'-4 are linearly independent .aqd (i,..,17)'imp`lieS 'that . .

, 'F V, ,.. -i 4 '=? i': e. q. , \: ii 'which : is a contradiction. , . This 'establint,hds:tte non-:
.'.' ,,' -4 0. t .' 0 0.., ,r, ' . ..:. ' .. ,.; .-. s ii;gtil ar I; ty'' of t A,,,, DA `and completes : ,the proOf .'. . . .. -1 '.

, .4

.14:6 '.etivarkori8te *Ire that although the above' ,Probf applies 'oxil,,y, to ...t
.

. ,

4 11siea. c /s2 .1 0.e. 'hepioi ,.ii true for .a much Wider class isof :functis. .4
-., ..

,
., . .tptpliiiilei if .b

..:,4 i-,,.: 4{-
0, d ->:.:0;, .atid : )6 ..,. .are 'constants, theh .. c:..-.1: .:.- .. : -. i- ... 4 :', ' : '.' ." '

,

i;t, 0" , p),. ii.:.b '..t .4: d -t .+ c '. , , .,' : '

def.ines :'.1..i-...4a sp.ible',*.nOitlineiii. characteristic. The. .charaCteristios s.se sha 1 ii
it' ''''' Jinkroduc .

the '. rig... xt Seat iOn to Model:. the .s team, generator flow prof? ipm '1 :.. , 4
be ttvnlillear..0,

....
. ,

THE FLOW' PROBLEM

At:, ow,tti ,

e are. now ready .:to- show,hoW to model the steam' generator. flow- Prbb3,ern

.network 'equations of SeAion 2 apply. Although thedeVelOPMenf
qui,ke,general,.. it Will be helpful to apply die ideas to a spegifiC ,* ,

examine. . Sufopole then that. we wish to, determine the-;:fiOw:distribUtion in a t
,

portion of the shell .aide of -the steam generator pictured i '. 1,n Figure .2. This .,..14, .
.-.- regi$n, 'which is ,,sho40 in Figure 6, page 40 , is symmetrib about one. of the
..tubiinpp,prt pat` extends. to the adjace t plates. For simplicity; wT,

have not shown the ; one must iremember hat they *occupy. the regi n
,

.and Are vertically oriented. Furthermore, although the- actualt flow region i
....



;1/4threeOttnensibon4.1'..the .Figure 6: is a two dithensional. "slice" taken
ryx

/1?1,' :--it.-the--:SXmlneir.i$44i01,P4.2-the__cOani generator as shown in the p I an. view the

Now; let tW.. 104 r Into a finite nuMber of subregions ,Cells

by inSer rf rieS, . We have elected, to use tWelkie such
,

and the'se sociati,ng: nodds with them in the Manner. of Figure 6.
,"..,: .,We have, iild ie,ateprit4:i:,,fic tiiipus. boundar ies by dashed I ine's . .

Since' tho'l±eMar.tt'144,f fAliid. :between two adjacent cells Must. occur across

,their C,onnfiki '-botsid.17414,e.ean,1 account or the flow cominunica t ion be.tween them

.
by lumping 41e.'!:lisi,ibutiOl.),,elow across the Whole bound-ary into a single quan-

.

' t.ity which'-repreOhtis ,the :total flow, across the boundary: ' It is natural to
,.i.gdOrne,tricat*Atiiiiy, thA.s flow communication by inserting a link :between

i
';-°: . ;, j' '.!..-.M, i...'.- il. , r .

485Qc6qe, cri2044e...11:1164 in Figure 6 we connect the nodeS of the twelve cells by
i'

inst4fitiilg.', iii:ii4nE'pen:.1'nks.. To recognize teat the fluid enters and leave,s.the

(4.. 't %,;
..Tegi,C;i0:1:440$S?,T10:.:Frontal oundaries of , cells 1, 2; 3, and 10, 11, 12, we

Cot}
..,., '..;'.: '.;'.., .f ;r ,'

nee(_etath of fOTTesy., nodes to a boundary node. The geometric realization of
thitc p15c,61,,,Ute ' 41;1e :. network. of. Figure 4.

Y., ... , vi,, ..i..) tf k,
'' .'".,con)iper cell 1. According to the principle of conservation of mass,

,IV...Ehet*: ,i'e. n'S.''..fluid being created or destroyed in the cell 'and if the density
. ic.,--,, A' . l',,e1,,,tlieV....,,...d.,,j.tV,the cell is constant,' then the total -mass efflux across the

1 ,s .

,podnd,aries -, lf4.,tie. :cel 1 is equal to the total mass influx. But the movement
kIiiilir,".;

0.0074S':,61-Alnd
riisftes can now be thought of in terms of :flows on the links of an

:,... .; 2: Sociated4iecciork.: Thus if we let denote the mass flbw, say in pounds
I cross the boundary which is 'penetrated by link s , and if

W 0 coffesporids to fluid movement from the initial to, the terminal node.
of. s ,then for i we-

'1;001 mass. efflux

:TOOL mass influx =
(i)

w.>0
J ,

V.



s'jeut(i) s Eth-(i)

which is kirchhoff'saode

ferent nodes of the:ce 1 . The presSure,difference betWeemftwo nodes of

LAW for node.../Yr4"-,

will An general assume differentvalues.at

adjaCent cells--which ma be regarded as.the pressure drop across thelink

connecting the two cel --is due to a number of factors. We shall consider

only two of these:

(I) The effect of the fluid's weight.

.(IT) The frictional resistence of the tube surfates and. other

impervious boundaries onthw moving fluid. .

If we refer. to'Figure 7, page 406 , then the weight of the fluid An link

s causes the'pressure at.node P(j), to exceed that at node. Q(j)'by art

amount -given by

(3,2)
AL

(Ap.)1. =.pL g cos 0
4t

j<el j , j;

Here p is the (mass) "density of the. fluid, g is the acceleration due

Li is the length of the link and 0 is lie angle at which the

link As inclined to the vertical. Notice that we have used the subsdiiprel"

to emote this pressure drop since it is due to the differencian elegition of

.the link's extremities.

As the fluid moves over the links, it, passes around tie tubes, ' t

shroud anti through the broached ings in ele tube support plates. R ch of

these _exerts a frictionally res stive force on 61e fluid which is balatked,by

a pressure. difference across the' link's extremities. .Extensive. exPerimentaV
,

. ,

gh,tion has empirically established the form of thi pressure drop as (see [9],

\
..

4 chapter 11, -for more details)



(3.3) (6.
Ij fr. .pA2'

where A.. is the cross sectional areal of the
3.

ality donstant, called the friction factor

link and

Note that if we adopt a constant set of unite, for example, if we measdre:

mass'in pounds (lb), force in poundals (pd), time in seconds (sec), and length

in feet (ft)., then the units of the =right hand side of (3.2) are

Is a proportion-.

lb
ft

ft
[

1b'
1 ' _

3: . 2 7
ft. sec sec ft t2
, .

(3,5) are..r(F dimensionless)

/4
,

[lb ..]
1f 3' 1= Lb

2

ft
mod.

lb lb 4 2 2,
. ;ft Sec sec ft. . ft

;7:-

Thus in:both . oases we obtain the units of pressure drop as required.

,,`To obtain the total pressure drop across link s, we simply add

contributions. due to friction and' elevation. That is

(3.4) AP = (AP )

( J f

,dr

Since the friction

+ ) I xi I w.

j
pL.g ets bi.

.2
PA,

factor and the,density are ,positive quantities, this equa-

the

tion defines the pressure drop aS,a strictly. :increasing, nonlinear function_ of

the link flow. A graph of this, function is shown in Figure 8, page 406 . This

figure also shows the invOrse function obtained by solving (3.4) for w.. It

is ea .y to see that this inverse is given eXplicitly by,

. Since the links are conceptuat:devices it: is somewhat atabiguous to speak of
their cross sectional areas '(the: same is; true of their lengths, but it is

natural to take these tobe the;distandes between the nodea.)...-.0ne way. to
assign _cross sectional areas. is : tc(4ivide the_ volumes of the "cells by the
number-of links incident idpOn them, assign these subvolume6 to .the appropri-
ate links 41(1. then define..the cross seotAonal area to be the ratia of a:

lint's to 4,,tan length . For. e ample; if s connects nodes 1, and 2 ino4
;

-

1: (volume o volume OP cell 2
Figure 6, !then + ).

Ll6' 4'

2. The definition of riction factor varies: from author to author.. Our defi-
_

= nition Ilas been ilo ivated: by a-desire to produce a: simple, but realistic,

'form of the frictional preSsuredrop .

j

389



- pL.g cos 0

where-Isgn(x) is the so called sign function and ip define

if x >

sgn(x) if x =

if

NoW we observe that (3.54-ig precisely, of the forth.(2.6) and só defines

a link characteristic. "_MoreOver since (3Ais KirChhoWs nO6 law,lowe see.: ..

that'ye have reduced the flow problem to that:of. solving the network equaticins::.

;Not only does (1.5) define ;a link chaacteristic but what-is 'even better,-it

defines an admissible characteristic. Ther fore, by Theorem 2.1, if we have'

at least one boundary node, in our.network, then the flow problem has a unique

solution.

We have arrived at this fortunate mathematical state of affairs'by simpli-

fying certain aspects of the actual problem One of the most, crucial simplify-.

ing assumptions we have tacitly,made is to neglect the influence of,heOt. Re-

call that in the early discussion of the steam generator, we 'mentioned' that the
of

flowing quantiity.of.interest is a two phase mixture. of vapor and' water. Now

the modeling of a two phase flow process is in general quite complicated and

utilizes some assumptions which cannot ,be derived from firPt.principles (that
4?

is,they are empirical correlations which have evolved through experimentation).

PosSibly the simplest apprOach to the problem is to assume that w represents

the ss flow rate of the two phase mixture, and that, the fraction of this

whiA1,is"vapor--this fraction" is term the quality - -is a simple function of the
, . <

thermal,energy of the mixture'. Among other.things%this assumption implies that

the Mwo phases,movegtogether at the same

be violated for certain types of slow motion.

One Measure of the thermal energy'of'the mixture is the enthalpy H.

Un er the above assumption, if we know the mass flow and enthalpy of the mix-

ture, then we know (via the quality) the mass flow of.the vapor present in the

mfxture." The :introduction of the new variable H requires the, addition. of

another equation,to the.mo4el. This,,comes.from the principle of CoAservation
,

% ,

of:Thermal Energy for the networkimodela we have been considering' it MSYbe

velocity, a condition which is known



5-

i = 1, .., v.

Here we have denoted'the external rate of Wheat additioni to link

Note that like_the_pressttre, the enthalyyois a node variahle.

If.wemeasure heat in :British Thermal Units .(BTU), then the units A.
,..,

enthalpy can be taken as BTU/lb. If the units of cp.. are BTU/sec, then both

sides of (3.6) have unita of BTU/sec. 'Thus (3.6) equates heat rates at node 1.'

The left side is the ,rate at which heat is being removed from the node by

fluid efflux and the right side is the rate of heat addition to the node by

the incoming fluid.

We notice the presence of the flow rates w. in (3.6). If we presume
J

that we know these, and if we are given the T. that is, if we know the heat

additionfrom the tubes), then equations (3.6) conatitdte a ket of-linear equa-

tions for the. enthalpies. , On the other hand 9,,ecause the enthalpies do not

dappear in the network equations, we can solve them without reference to equa-

tions (3.6). Thisfis a consequence of our assumption that the density p is

-constant. I,the,more general case, the density at any point in the flow

region is a function of the pressure and enthalpy at the-point, say

( . ) eo = 11(p, H)

EquatiOn (3.7) is known as the e.uaEion. of state. In steam generatoroalculd-

tions, the pressure variation the shell side is sufficiently small so .a.a. to_

justify regarding Pp as being independent of p. In other words p may be
,

evaluated at a constant "system . pressure" p* so that (3.71becomes
2

p =11(4:0*; H).

.
/ ,

In .our steam generator Nodel thisis, of course, the heat which is con=
ddcted. through: the.tuhe walls from the:'primary loop.

See'footnote on pg. 401.

.391
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If Fi were constant, indeed'the 'dens-ity would also be constant.
. .
' However,- the assumption of constant ti is difficult to.juStify,. especially

,

with the formation of:vapor.' If we asiirre that p:. is given (30.) ,and .

introduce this. into the characteristic (3.5), thenethe network equations con-'

r,

, . .

tain': the npde enthaf.pies' and Must be solved simultaneously '?Oiths equations

This is a' much. diffieult problem than the .dne involving Only' the network

`equations and goes well beyond the, instructional intent of this paper. There-..,
.

fore, we shall avoid it by assuming that the density ,is constant
We shall, devote the remainder of this section to an 'appraisal of link

,characteristic (3.5) by examining its equiv'alent,form '<3.4). This requireS;".

the introduction of certain partial differential eqUationg- Kit does not affect
either the network equation's or, the subseq-uent Oveopment. Therefore, the
continuity: of, the presentation wil'1 not be interrupted if the rest oL:; the sec-

is omitted.

4.
The application of Newton's second law to an infinitesiMal element of

flu d results in a seat of partial. differential equations known as the Navier-

Stokes equations. A, derivation of these equatiOns can be found in almost any
book on hydrodynamics, for example [9] or ['1;0].. the motion is steady and

two diMensional as in the case oft the steamgenerator. slice considered
.earlier, then these equation's are

p ( ti 7 +-V.:7)u

t dx. , oy
p,e-`1 +. 11) + F
. (x

2 $

D.14 D_E .A,(x,_..y a v . _ -4.:_:,
-t--

...

p
1 c22 ' Y

2
t.

2 3f:

: i

0.

cilia t ibris (3.9) and' (3.10) ark written.,l'in terms of the r ctangular Tordi.nates
<x,y). , The quantiiies -u; and . v denote the luid ve city components in the-

.

. .
. . .c

.,.

and y d irectiOns resp ectivery; p is thv.pressure, and 'p i's' the (19n-
.

stant) density.' The 'constant p, ' iS Called, titie viscosity and ref;leets th#
thati;kelements of 'a nioving fluid exert Sgear forces .*p each a-014n' T4e

41! ,'I. . .,,, 7...,:: ': . ',..,

and V' represent the x and 'y' eoinponentS!"o? forces such,
,

in% steady motion atl. ,partial" er4vg,tives wit rqspect o time vanish,

The dimensions of each term in- (3.9)' and (3;10) :are actually force .per unit.
, e 4

VOlume..



.

,gravitational pult,and ictionai 'drag at boundaries. -For .Our applications

can take F to be (see [11]):

2D,R1Lij
- pg des:

where f is antither friction' factor .(cf . equation and D. IP a quan-7
. .

tity having th'eo of length knOwn .#s the hydraulic or equivalent diameter.

The angle 94 is' that betWeen the x-axis and the direction of the, gaVitatkonal.
vector.

If we

we obtain

(3..12)

Where

integrate (3.9) along a link

Q

(ax . ay

By the mean, value 'theorem fOr integrals

(3..13)

Q.

which is/parallel Ito the x-axit

P,

+ I,

2 ' 02
u).to+

x av

1..0.1171u + 'pg L. cos;
,

P.

where 'u is_the' velocity at some ,point' on the linkh

Therefore, if We lef ine the link mass flow ra,,6e tO:be

and let. F = fL./2D, ,then (3.13)'becomes
J

Q F

F dx. = w pg L. cos

P pA
1 , 2 j

J J

,,. Conse,quently it follos from (3.L2) 'that

(3.14)- pp ..1. -1- .4"r" Nr7../ + I,pg , COS 9 + I,
i 7 i

P .

lb.

:compar,ing t equation, with (3.4), wq, see that they differ onl,:x by the

tft°'
in'tegral I. if we accept the Navier-Stokes equations as provIding an accurate

deScr-±ption of the . fluid! s motion,then I iS the error sintroduce,d by using'

the: eharacteris tic (3:5) ..

'-a

1. Except' in the case of, flow in circular pipe's where :=17). ,

., otherpipe diameter: thephysical significance of this .quantity is ambigUOus

(see [9],,. ChaPter 11, > for .further di.scussionY,..

493
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. ,
. . . .

Let eXaMine the. terms .

.

we have froMthe'chain, rUte.,.. .

x au tiX

2, '2 : "' . rBut a = x/dt the.`accelera-tion Of fluid element in thb xdirection.as

Thifssi

''s

(3:15) . \ 6x

, . ° ;
.represents thirp.neegrall!of the iivertial. forces due to the Motion. f..the

:.'..'41ong the: lfri. '....,. ... . . . . ft
As we,'have alieildr,mentliOtied, the remaining Part of k #4Pee

shear, ef,feCa 4e4ia
'the relataiVer.motion gf f 19 id .efements . ' If we

'; ; j ; -

'from 'dip

call. (3;16)

the inertialisatect, (-6 u + 6 u)''Clat:-.may .be called th4 viscous' 11 2' 2
Ft ax A

effect, 'Since lkft'icharatteristic.(3...5) assumes that both of these are Fero,
We expect. the , to be . significant in situations when either the
vi.scouS: or ingttfal effects are canpardb.le4os,thoSe produced by the frictiO

'''1,-. i- , . , , s.
%UMEkICAI, SOLUTVIN .OF THE:"NiTUOK EQUATIONS

-,
rgitil ' 4.' ' '' '. .. pNt.Haying TedUCe Utile stkam,ge,ker4tnr EloW problein to ane.of-sol*ing the_

4' 1network equations, miu ains tq formulate an algorithtn'for their splutiorn.:
We have seen i-n SeCt n .2 th these equations possess -a unique so l'u.tion : flov-
eVer; because dff the nature of the 'Charactetest,ic they are necessarily:
nonitriear.' Therefore, a- cloWd form -spflution.-ze'ven -in the .sense-of'6aUss
Eliminaiion--is,, out of the question and'so we employ an Iterative method.

The iterative Method that we shall cOn§ider ie cal. led the',,Nim linear
Gauss-Sie-de°1 <N60 Method, and is a natural extension of the %well .known' methO.d

. .

;

1.

'1394

-2



method for the 'linear case.
1

We shall formally defin it for agenetal'syStem

equations containing v. unknoWnse

Q Suppose that F
i
(X ...! X

v '

)-1 i = 1, are 'c'ontinuous real

valued functions of thc.real variables xi
'

= j, .Then

(4.1) (x
1

x
v
) = 0, i.= 1,

represents a system of. equations and any set of real numbers

which satisfies (4j) is called a solution of. thiS'System. -The Nsc methbd
k ,k

defines a seqmence of vector iterates x
k
),

the following manner:

Stevl , Choose.
k-

Step 2. Suppose that x (k .0). and- X
k+1

,

\
v) have been deterMned.

Step 3. To determine: xi -find s such that'

k+1 k+1 k
.F (x x. s x

r
,

i 1
,

:
, 1-1 +1

and then. let x =i

=
v

. k+I
Notice. that when i =1 in step 2, the condition on x

q
, q =

is vacuous and x
k+1

is determined in step .3 as the solutiOW. of'
1

F (s, x
k

.x
v1 ? 2' '

Itis:Clear that thelNGS method is well defined, th,;t is the iterates

e
are uniquely deteAmined, if and only if. each' scalar equation (4.2) has a

unique solution,. s. When.this. is true,, the pleMents of the NGS sequence are

determined in theOrder..illustrated by the.tableau.for the case --. Each

line of the tableau correSpOndssto the particular solution of (4e2) which, !,

determines the circled variable.

x.

e4;

1 The linear method .has also 'been called the ""single step method," the .

r

.:'method. 0f successilie displaCementi,". and tlb"Liebii.lann'.Method..7 For more

details, see L121.
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o

"1
0 0

x2' x3.

0
X.2 x3

:1*

x

.14

. /
1.;'4.1.* ,

A cent al question about. au, iter tiveraie.thod oncerns the convergence
of --its iterates;. dO, there exist ntimber

' '" "
( 1

i. /...

4 liras X =-,'
, , v,,

. , 1c-,,x, .
, . :.,

With regard to the NGS me o!, t `is cibv ousi Hat the itergtes not only depen'd
. ,

oll, the functiofis '..F' , but ,dJ4o on th in). 1 iterate x . Thus, they may

v such that -

converge, fOr some Chdices /of x t t. for others:. In the event that they
converge for ar(y cihoice of x s y that them thod .is globally convergent.
This is a extremely 4 :agreeable prop rty for an 'terat.ive method to have since

. it meatit
.4,-

that`,we 'd.'o not have to b particularly concerned about how we start
the method ;to conve genc.

Since4 the fuuction F, are co inuous; it follows from:eq4aticrn (4.2)
,N.

that the NG$ iterates onv ge to a of (4.`1) .providing that they con-
. - ., .. s.

Verge at .ala. There ore the question of computing a .solution to (4.1) by the
. NeS,Methold ,hinges. t convergence cf, its ?iterates.

...-,
.1

That :the twor equations are a special case of (4.1) may be seen by
going back. to he (2 .8 ):and letting

../
.(4.1 .p =

3.3
f .( aqj p

q
), i 9 1, . v.

j=1 q=1

396.
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0 I.

At first glance _this equation .appears to be inconsistent since the left side

involves onlythe first v pressures whereas,the 'right side involves all

,n > v pressures-. However, it must be remembered.tat.nodes v. +.1, n

amboundaiy nodes where the corresponding Pressures are'presuftled to be 'known.

So, in/fact, a right'side involves only v. uriknOwns%, 'r

following theorem completely answers the question of how the NGS

method behaves relative to network-equations. It guaranteei--if not the best

of all possible worlds--at least a well ordered state of affairs.'

"

Theorem 4.1. If the links of\a network 77 haveadmisaible characteristics,
, 4

and if 7/ has at least one boundary node, then the NGS iterates are well

defined, and are globally convergent to the unique solution of the network

equations.

The- proof of this -theorem, flthough not particularly difficult,:is too

long to include here. A pr6ofmay.be foprid in LpiX
.41L.;-.

Theorem 4.1 'asserts that wescUn use the. NGS mairnod.to calculate an,'

approximate solution of thenetWork equations,-and that this solution can be /-

made 61 agree with the exact solution t any degree of.aCtUracy 'provided that

we solve V.2) exactly and iterate long; enough. Of course, since (14.2) is a

nonlinear scalar equation in the unknown F, it will,not bepossible in

general I to solve it exactly. fact a subsidiary.numerical method is usually

employed to obtain an appioximate.solution.- This means that in practice we

cannot realize-the hypotheses-of Theorem 4.1. Nevertheless, we expect that if

'(4.2) is solved accurately,"then'the resulting approxiMate NGS iterates will

converge.to an accurate solution of the network equations.

A second point to be made regarding the practical implementation of the

NGS method concerns the question of when to termilate the iterations. A com-

pletely satisfactory answerito this question is-not knOwn'.'

Usually the deetsion to ,terminate is baSed on some measure of the differ-
_

ence of successive iterates. For,eiample, if we define-the norm of

, v

to be (X/c2)1(22

i=1

Such that

then we might at the first value of k



. . . . /.(
- .. .. -

,:".

where E 2 0,.is sole pris.efeCtedOonvergenOe:criterioii, HNcte that (4".4) in

..- . 11k .' -H.-, 1
no way gOaranteesthat the norm, the error,,' lix - x*11 His less.9an E.

A more,so?histicated.s riter,ion Oan be forp4atediby:taking into
* , c

I

_account the rate of eonver ,:. lie' Met6odThere are,Several.ways:to de-,
: .. .

,rs( %.fine' thi§ rate- (see-, for
7,e

4.],. chapter% 9);, but in practice it uslially.

mil§elie,estimated as' the opeeds,', The paper [111.,ccintains'a stop-

0ing criterion which employs rgence rate. .

,

The idea, of at convergence,, I* 0 ; ryes another useful purpose--it frequently
7",,

.alloWS' us to compare different, iter

Nonlinear Sutcessiver Overrelaxa n Methpd from the NGS method simply by Jet-
k+1 4 N' r

ling 'x. . = LOs-+ -(1 - w)x. i
.

3. p gre, .1 --s.w 2 is called the relaka-
1 i

I

,

tion parameter. 'The NGSmethpd ecovered by lettipg .w-= 1.. .Howevet.,. choices

of w -significantly greater than
.

.

,
re, quently giite iterates whose convergenCe

,

is dramatically_faSter than that of the NGS'iterates see the.sMple problem 'in

the nextection). What is even more remarLble isthat,for alarge class-76f.

' problems, thig..is,4Uantittively predicted' by the convergence .rates. For more'
. ; .

-information on the successive overelakatio6 method the reader is:referred to

i121 and [16]' for the linear case and [13], [15] for the nonlinear case. '.

.14e,conclude,this section with a final word about the numerical solution of

methods. For instance, we obtain the

equation (4.2) in ,the case Where. the,uriderlYing system '(4.1) represents thd
th

network equations. For (4.3), we see that the'i :network equation is

.

m . n

(4.5.) Y a.1_
3

.( , a
q3

. p
q
).= ,

3

j=1 q=1

from which it follofas that the 'ith'equation (4,2) is

a p + a.
k+1

(4.6) ij ( ql q li
j=1 . 1.-...1<i

aqJ pq
). , P

k.

,
s-

qv.<qn'

We reoallthat a is the element in the
th

row and j
th

coluMn of the inci-
ij

denCe matrix and the functions f (t)" define the admissible link characteris-
j

;tics,

1
For the Steam generator flow problem they,they are given explicitly. by (3.5

.

To test his understanding of the natdre of (4:6) the reader should' cOhvince.
hiiiself that, for-theneiwork of 'Figure 4, the equation wivich'eppl.i.es when,

k ; k+1 A
i = 2 is -f (p* - s) .-1-' f

5
- p

5
) - f

16
(p

1
: - s) + f (s - p3.) = 0:

2 14 .17 :3
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,

Now each term'in (4.6) maybe written' oijyalis + Ci). where'

a = Oj ±1 and Ck, is a constant. Since the characteristics are adms-
li - ii

j.S.

. I

.

,ib'le, it follows that each nonvanishing term of the ,sum (4.6) is a st;ictly
. °

increasing function df s which changes sign, and so, the same is true of the

sum, Therefore, there is exactly one value of s which solves (4.6) nd we
. ;

bisection, . 1
compute% this numerically by such methods as bisecton, regula falsi, ' tc.

.11

5.. ILLUSTRATIVE. PROBLEMS

1

'In this section:we pursue the investsigatien of the flow problem assu-

ciated with the network of Figure'4. This problem has already' lieen discussed

in."SectiOn 3 and gives rise to a set of 12 network equations of the' form .(4.5).

These are completely. described by the incidence- matrix, t14 data ,Which defines

the link Characteristics (3..5), and the boundary conditions.

The elements of the incidence matrix may be obtained Airectfy froill

Figur,e 4-in an obvious manner. For eXample,the.enly nonzero elements of the

first row are a
11

= a14 =,1 and a
1 1.6

=.1.

To define the chacteristics. (1.5) we
,

take p = 49.1b/ft3,

= 32.2 ft/Set
2

and the remaining data from Table:1.: The density we have -

,choSen is. approxialately.,;the density of water about to boil at a-system pres-

. sure of 600 pSio.

and

'As
r
boUndary'cOnditions wes:assUme that

16 p17
= p

18
= OA pdtft2.

P1 = pi = p 7600..pd/ft
2

15

The prOblem: defined by' the above conditions was solved on a. oomputer 'by-
.

the NGS method deScribed in. Section 4; The initial 'pressures were taken 'to. be
o 2

pi..7 330. 00/ft 1, , After 36 iterations the quantity,

12,

L . P;
,'

P36
,35 2,1/2

was legs than .1 and the problem was declared to be

converged. The pressures and flows thus obtained are g,:iven,in Tables 2 and

Thee problem was then resolVed by the Nonlinear Successive Overrelaxation". "

Method, with w =, 1:33. Esseutially the same solution was obtiipea in 19 itera-

tipns, illustrating the advantage that can be gaiiiept by iterating w> 1.

1. See [17] , [1\8] fora description and analysis of these bagic methods.
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.093
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.53 x 10-3

.6 x 10
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. .

Nod
';

-, .

Pres s.urc (0/..ft-,) Node
. aressure ( d/f , 'Node .

/
PresSur.e t(rid,h,ft )

1

' 7

10 .

' ...
',11

6810.6 --
c, ,

Z:82,6. ft, .

2773.4
.. :.

. 78'53.41"
.

2

,5'. .

' .

-11

..
,.

.

'..-

6810.6

4820.2
. .

2779.8.
',

4,101.4r..
.

.

1

19--411 .

.. . ,,u..

.

48746.-6 ,

9,

?.773.4

N 7892. '41 .i .y. '
!IF

''.
i '

..1*
-4

44

Link , .F:litpW (1b/sec)- Link. -(1b/.sec). .. Link g 0, 1"lollib (11)/ec) .--
,' 4 .'

'136-.3 ,2 90.8 - "-. s'3 .136.3
...,

.

,..,

,

T.04

-
74,, 129.3,- A

129.:3

1'2,1.3 8 ' ,. 120.8 ! 421 3

10 129.3' 1

..i 104.7
: ' ,,

7

13" '.. . 136.3 - ,,14.' , 90.8.,
I

16 ' 6:94 1 ; < 17 . . , . -695

19 -8.08 20. -8.,08
:.) 4

,
-6.95 23 ,...6.9

.
convertTo cony:Art poundals ,per square foo-t.to the more familiar faounds per square'.

.. , - "2inch multiply, by )16 x 10-3. Thus the preVspre at node 1 i_ T.47'.kigin .

Note-'thaX 'the' total pressure variation- over the dom,ain ,of the prob em--i-s-
.less than 1.35 pounds per square inch. This, is: consistent with our lier

) ,
assumption of 'a constant system pressure.,;(set equation (3.8)). -"

-.. i
. - 0. a
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Chapter 11,

HEAT. TRANSFER IN FROZEN SOIL

Gunter H. Meyer.
Georgia Instituteo0rechnology

,A SHORT GUIDE TO THE MODULE

RectiOn 1 contains a description of the problem to
motivation for the work reported on below.

Section 2 presents, a'self-COntained formulation of
basedon elementary heattransfer,principles.

be polv
I

and,the

theIlathethatiCal model

Section 3cOntains a solution algorithin. themathematical modeI l, , t
illustrates the method of lines for partialdifferential equatiOns, and an
initial value tolutiOntechnique for two point boundary value problems for
ordinary differential equations.

: Section 4 oontaint somerepresentativCres415 from an industrial,patam.7

eter study. .
1

'Section 5 presents a mathematical convergence proof.- It Illustrates use
.-of the maximum .principle for differential equations,,.use.of the..AtcOli-Are1a
theorem, and the Concept of a:weak tolu,tionifora.differential equation.

,

Prerequisites: For sections 2 and 3 only Calculut and some m thenlatf(cal-.'

maturity are needed. 'No : particular knowleh of partial'
differential equations7is required, but preV ousexposure:,
to ordinary differential equations is helpfu . Section 5.

requires a,strong background in mathematics s is apparent
from its contents. This section may,not be suitable for
undergraduate 'students.

Description of the Probleffi.

Between the Arctic Octan and the. Brooks Range of Alaska lies the North
Slope. In this cold and barren tundra oil.has been found and considerable oil.
exploration and production activity:is anticipated for.the coming years. A

'good:part of this activity will require the erection of. engineering structures,.
suchi at drill. rigs, pipelines, work camps. nd, of course, roads and: ir fieldt.

. .

P
! Gonttrtiction on the North Slope as elsewhere in Arctic and Antarctic

regions is complicated by,the.fact,thatthe gound is in a state of permafrost.
Except for an active surface layer of several feet the moisture in the ground
stays perthanentli frozen down:to a'depth of six hundred feet and :More. 'During

most of the year-the top laYei is also frozen but during the summer thaw the

4io-



ice in the Melt' to an average depth of 2 0,3 feet. It i;easy to
visualise` that man -made structures placed on frozen; groUnd will 'sink into the

ground .'if the.'iCe in 'the underlying soil is allowed/to melt. The .probleui is
rendered evan'alOre severe if the structure emits heat; such as a buried

line .Carryingthot oil,
... -.....

OVek`itianY. decxides 'of experience with cons uctiOn in the Axotic both +iere

and abroad, methods have evolVed for 'coping w the problein 'of 'permafrOst '

*under Iiiiiidings-,and ,roads. One possible ave e As the insulation of the ..s trucrl . g, .

tUroe's-from the ground in same fornr:to preven Melting of. the ice and the result ":-
usuallying.' oss of - earing. strength. This insula ion usually takes' the form of a.,

:.faUridationefor the structure. consisting o s'and, ,gravel, wood, and possibly

afan-made''InateriZi arranged in various layers of different thickness; If there

his, plentiful building materibl- within e y access of the construction, site the, .;.

,qhoice.of design may not itiff`uance
.

the onstruction cost unduly:. On the other

hand; it must be expected that Many No th Slope construction sites'.are far from '.

any sourced,- of raw. building material Moreover, it 'May at, times be necessary

to, fly ale material to the..onstruc on site since crossing the frozen tundra
:with traCket vehicles, at thi§ tiMethe main, transpbrtation alternative,, tears
up e gron d cover... This vegetat on provides a natural inSulation and sta-

bil-, zation f the ground, if it * disturbed the soil Will melt, the water rUn-

off will wash out gullies which' diaturb more of the vegetation. A nom-
reversible cycle will have begun/ which cpermanently will scar the countryside...

..
0 0

.If indeed building mateilala have4to be transported. over long diStances.

.

. construction cost will depend Critically, on the'weights of the various .con-

atruction components :- In ordet to find the most economical design for the,

structure there is .a need ,folr a fine-tunedmethod to evaluate,whether a.given
design can meet the requirements placed on it For structures 'in permafrost i

regions the main requi_rement is preyentiOn of thawing of UnconsotidatEd:inolgt

-ture rich soil and subsiding of the -ii,.ilk&e:int6.4nuck::'. Consiquently, a major/

component of a method of eVaIuation is the-deterniination of the temperature

profile/ in the ground.

...-- This module will describe the formulation and:application .of a mathemafi-,'

cal-model for the simulatlion of heat flow in a layered medium l hich hap been

used extensively by one major oil company for a screening exa ination of

various design alternatives for the construction of rbads and. airstrips on the rill.
North Slope . We shall deriye in some detail the equations for the temperature

field in a partially;frozen medium, present an 'approximate (eventually`

numerical) method for.: its solution, and discuss- some representative results
andcbnClusions obtained from th)is model. These points were an integral part'.`

of bringl.ng the model to bear on pressinz engineering problems. Finally, to

satisfy 4 mathematician's curiosity we shall discuss the convergende of the %

a¢proximate solution to the actual solution of the heat flow equation.

17(

Comments: . ,

i,..7..

i Some background material 'on the Arctic and the problem faced_by the oil
.

industry may be found in the following three reports. 1) ''W: S. Ellis, ."Will
Oil and Tundra Mix ?, ". Na,tiOnal Geographic 140 (1971)i R. D. Guthrie et al.,

"North to the Tundra," National Geographic 141 (1972); and B. Keating; "North

for Oil
)
" -N'ational Geographic 137 (1970).

a.
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A ;eaddr interested in the technical aspects of permafrostiS referrecrto,

the Proteedings,RermafroSt'Internatiohal Conferenc , 19.63, Nationdil.Academy .

of SdiencesNatinal RegearchHCouncil PUblieation Iio. 12447-;.:Washingtpn-,- D. C.

It is desired to formulate a mathematital toder for the heat flow in aid
4

under' such structures as roads, airstrips and building foundationsresting.on

a. layereciSoil,.in a state.. of permafrost.. One may:think, tpr example, of the .

construction, of An airfield'. The natural ground. may conBist of'Several layers

of frozensand and silt ontb'which-several man -made layers of and,.. gravel,.._

possibly an insulator.-like, styrofoam, and concrete or asphalt, have placed

to .distribute the expected loads and.. to prevent the fibien ground frot'melting.

It can be,expected that during the summer thAW'maisture will enter into the'

manmade.Aop, layers which. subsequently twill participate in"the ,Seasorial freez-

ing
.

ing proesS and,': .as gill be shown,materiarly.influence the insuling proper-

ties ofthe.top layers.
. ,

Iti.s.poss,ible to cohstrAct a full three dimensional Model'Ior'kat flow
.

.under the structure. 'However;thetesUltineluations will be quite compli,'
..

cated and diffioultto Solve. On to other hand, many'years-of:expetience,
y

have taught engineersthat the thermal effectsat EheCedge of the structure

will be felt only within;three or four feet of the edgeS _Since the structure
.

., may'well'extend over 30 or more feet in each direction the temperature field
0.

under the.major po on of the structure will depend'only'on 'depth. ',For this

reason the dedisio irs mad ignore edge effects and tomodel.the.:temperature.
, ,

field as a function 'of tim d depth only In this setting the'structure

foundationbecoMes an "j_nfinite". slab..

It must bd emphasiZedthat this, approximation is based. on pest experience;:

should the reSultS.obtained from such, a simplified Abdel not be consistent with

experience'the model must be imprcived; It is ipporthlin any study of this

kind to remain aware of the limitations built into the model.

One distinguishes between three different modes of hest -transtission,

called radiation, convection and conduction.' On the scale of Ehe individUal

'sand.grains and pebbles allthreaModes'are undoubtedly,present'inwater-

412
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9%

logged soil. However, experiments have shown that the overall tr smission of

heat in such a medium.can adequately be described by a pure heat conduction

model. 14 shall now present this model.
-

Let us begin by,considering one layelccof moisture free homogeneous soil,

saTsand. The top of the layer is thought to be exposed to the atmosphere and the

the biottom for the time being, is held at'a fixed temperature. In order to

determine the temperature profile between tap and bottom a'mathematical model

for the.prediction of heat flow in the layer can be formulated. As stated
1

above, it will be assumed that heat flow in this layer is due to conduction

which means that the three empirical laws (or.experimental facts)

govern the flow of heat in the layer [1]

a) heat flows in the direction of decreasing temperature

the quantity of heat gained, or lost by a body during a temperature
change is proportional to the, mass of the body and to the temperature

change

b)

the rate of heat flow through an area is proportional to the:area-
and-to the.temperaturegradient normal to the area.

1f u is the average temperature of the,b0y, -Q its heat content, and

its density then with reference to Figure r the second of these lawg can b

expressed as

(2.1) AQ = bAu oAxA

The proportionality constant c is known as the specific heat of the material;

pAxA is, pf course, the mass of the control volume. The-third law is known.as'

Fourier's law of heat conduction. If we assume that the heat flow ina neigh-.

borhood of the point of interest 'in the layer is strictly vertical then we can

sprite for the heat loSs AQ per time span Pt at the mean time ,t through

an area 'A at depth in the direction of increasing .x

where. the 'constant k: of proportionaly is knOWn as the conduCtivity of the

material. 'Consider nowan ehergy balance for. the Control vorume in Figure 1.

The amount pf heat flowing through tneface,at x+Ax minus that gowing

through the area at. x must be equal. to the amount of -heat lost pet time span

'At, or
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A

sphalt

Sand.

Gravel

Control volume

Insulation

wet
soil (spii0),

icy
soil (sand).

Figure Typicalarrangement of 4 structural layers\ on a partially

frozen soil.

.4CAallix+16,x,0 + kd-afx,t A AX.A-2
.ax' ax% Nt . .

Assuming, as is reasonable for the system at'hand, that the temperature varies

smoothly with time `and spade' we can take 'the .limit as tacalt-.0 'an&obtain

Fourier's heat conduction.eqUation 'for the temperature u at any point Ax,t

in space and. time

2
b u

(213) (' t)

ax

At x = X the temperature is held'fixed at some value i.e.,

4 -

(2.4) -1(X,t) = ux.

414
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The. proper boundary Condit at x'= 0 iS!not.quite as easy to formulate

.Since the soil and surtoun ing air may well :be at_different temperatures. We

- shall say more about this later on. At this point we shall simply assume" that:

the tOP.sOilisi a speiified function of,time, say

fs4
P 110,0 = 6(t),

Finally,

time t0

write

we need/ an initial temperature profile for the soil-at some starting

of our observation: Fdr convenience we shall choose, t = 0-and

(2.6) u(x,0) =116(x)'.

Theactual:jorm of u0 may vary froM problem to prObl4m.

The-equations (2:3 - define a well posed initial/boundary value

'problem. its solution, for reasonable (say continuous) data known to exist,

and experience has shown that it quite well predicts the temperature field with-7

*.in a homogeneous medium subject to one dimensional heat flow., Of,cOurdt,'in
,

order to use this model for engineering d..alCutations one needs toknow the,

functions ci(t),u6(x) and.- the physical constants, k, c,. and 0-fox the layer.

Such, data either already ere, or are rapidly becoming available from geologi,

cal, climatological and soil Studies.

,So far we-haue:_asaumed.-thdti.;the_layet was homogeneous., Let, us now go one,

.atep further and assume that the layer still.is homogeneous, but that it. con-,

tains. moisture in the form of Water..aud ice. For definiteness, let us choose
. .

the layer of sand of Figure 1 but suppose,that at a given time t
0

the sand

is wet above the line 00, while below it the sand ib frozen (this. requires,
w. , o 0 .

f,course, that a(to) > 32 Ft ux < 32 F). It is now convenient to consider

-fh sand as two layers. For layer I the heat equation (2.3) and the boundary

.

dition (2.5) is valid, *here k, c, and p are values determined for a wet

sand. Below the freezing line the heat equation (2.3) is valid when values

for a frozen sand are chosen for k, c, and p. Of course, the boundary condi-.

lion (2.4) remains in effect. In order to compute the temperature profile at

future times We need to:link the temperatures and heat flukes in'the wet and'

frolen sand at the interface AB, the so-called free interface...The tempera=

tureconditiOn is simple. Both the bottom of the wet sand and the top'Of the

frozen sand must be exactly at the freezing tempeture of water (takenNto be

32°F).so that
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= u SI( (e),t) = 32.

Where SW and SI denote the wet and icy layer of sand:and Whete s(t) de-

notes the
)

location of the free interface ,at timefli The free interface of

course, will moveln time. Suppose that in a tile span. At the interface has
., 4-

moved downward by.a distan'de- ts. Thenthelamount of.heat USed..up In melting

a block AsA of ftozen sand As given by -a

9.-=4YS?4P.A

where 35I is the density of the frozen sand and -X: is the.latent-heat of_,

/2 fUsion'of. the frozen sand. The heat required 'for melting is".iroVided by
/

heat flux oUt Of the wet sand minus the heat 3t by transmission into the

icy sand. Thus
., .-

Ak --SI -
61.1 AS6u.

SI6x Aksi;SW PSI.7T,tA
. J. :

..

Lettiii At-0 we find the second free,interfaCe condition as

(2.8) . k lls , k S1013.12X SW = p...XS-1.(0..
SI

No0.ce from this developmentthat PSI
must be replaced by p56 if refreezing

, occurs at the free interface. Thus'in order to find the temperature distribu-

tion in a partially frozen homogeneous soil we need to solve simultaneously for

the solution (u5w,usi,s(03 of the two heat equations valid above and below

s(t) subject to the given boundary and interface conditions.

The discussion of our model is not yet complete. The structures we have

in mind consist, of several homogeneous but dissimilarllayers which in turn may

rest on a layeied soil. For each, homogeneous layer the above development

holds. At thp,boundary between two layers we shall assume perfect thermal con-04^'.

taco that thetemperatute and the heat inftlix is continuous at-this point.

For example, if ht depth 'x = xk there is an interface between a sand and

underlying gravel layer then

lim [u(x u(x -6,0] = 0
k

lim 321.1(x 14,t - k
'

-6 t)] = 0
E0 gar k , sax k,

where the indices s and g denote sand and gravel. Note that the actual.
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valueS' for the conductives k
g

and k depend on Whether the sand and gravel

at location x
k

are wet or frozen.

Let us summarize the equationg for the mathematical model of heat conduc-

tion in a layered medium. We shall suppose that there are sltogether M

fixed dissimilar layers, where tlte ith layer extends f7)om, depth x.
1-1

to x..

The thermal parameters are as follows.

kf.(k:4) = thermal conductivity of the ith layer when frozen (wet).

density of the ith layer (assumed

soil--not a serious re riction);

heat capacity of the ith .layer when frolen (wet).

latent heat of,fussion for the.ith layer:

The 'object, is to f ind the"fUnction

LAx.,t) = temperature at .x at time

tand the function,

s(t) . = interfaCe betWeen the frozen and wet ground. .

additional data we specify

a(t) = . surface temperature of the, top layer, i.e. at x =6.

7 constant temperature-at the hdttom, of the

at x xu, alwaysjield, belOW,Ireezing;

temperature profile n.the

tiont

layers at the start of the cOmputa-

Wi:th).this notation the temperatureprofile in the layered medium can be deter-
':

-minedfrom.the following free boundary problem:

2 '

(2.9a) kY u p
Y Dm = 0,

, 2 ici.
6x

with.the boundary conditions at the.surface

u(O,t) = a(t),(2.9b)

the heat flow conditiops at the fixed interfaces



lim [k Y (x. - ux 4: e,e)] = 0
e.0 i ax 1 ,

and *the bottom boundary condition

(2.9e) u(X,t) = ux ,

where y = w if the sround is wet, x e (0,s(t)), and where f if the,.

ground is frozen, x e < (s(t),X). The 'position of s(t) ' is dete ined from.

the free interface condition.

(2.9f) lim u(s(t) + = lim u(s(t) e; t) = 32.
e.0 .

lim [k.f (0 + k.w .(s(t) - ' =
_,o. 3 3.3 dt:.

where j is the index of the layer which contains s(t). Finally, an initial

temperature distribUtiori at the beginning of the computation, say at. t, = 0,

is assumed

(2.9h) u(x,0) = u.0(x).

The .point where (x) 32 iS tq initial location of free interface so
0 0.

that

:..141e shall alwalPS as'suma that so is uniquely, determined by uo.(x).

however, that the importance of
0
(x) and .sue oon the solution

(u(X,t),s.(01 diminishes rapidly as the system evolves with time

It is -true,

At first glance the equations .(2.9) look forbidding; however, with a

kittle,effort some regularity will become apparent. .Pick'a.point with coordi-
,

nate (depth) x under the structure. This point will; fall into One particular

layer of material, say the ith layer (which may_be gravel., soil, or whatever -

other materials are present). The temperature at time t at this point is

u(x,t). It is either above freezing or, below. If u(x,t) > 32 then the

moisture at this point is present as water and thermal parameters are indexed

by y = w. If u(x,t) < 32 the moisture is present as ice and the thermal

parameters,are indexed by y = f. The dividing line between the wet and frozen

material lies at depth s(t) which falls into solpe layer, say the jth layer

The movement of this line is given by (2.9g) and must be determined together

with the'temperatures for all M layerS.
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The roblem (2.9a-i) is today. commonly knOWn asa.two phase:Stefan,

problem in hOnor_of the:Atitriam physicist j.'S'tefan,(1835.-J893) who used such

models to study ice-water- systems/. Problems 'of this type, however; occur

quite frequently in a variety ofapplications and not, just heat.transfer with

change of phase, They arise iplchemical reaction, biological diffuSion; visco-

plastic diffusion and-even stellar evolution [2], [3]. The development that .

follows in the Suckeding sections,*.spaiticularly the solutioh.algorithms can

..12a.muudy_modified to-accomodate many prOblems with slimilar mathematical

structure.

Suggested Exercises:

_1) Derive Fogfier's heat conduction equation from FouriW

for variable conductivity, k =

law of conduction':

Can you think of a therMal model where a variable may ocdur?

Deriyethe heat'equation in three space dimensions. tUse either the

divergence.thleorem for arbitrary control vol-umes or consider a)ube as

control volume;
'\

. .Suppose water is in contact with a warm wall at x = 0 and,at s(t)

witha slab of ice held exactly at 32 F at all times. 4

Find a free boundary problem describing the temperature in the water.

,Is this Model realistic for an ice and.water system?

References:

1. L. R. Ingersoll, 0. J. Zobel and A. C. Ingersoll, Heat Conduction With
Engineering and Geological Apilications, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1948.

/

J.OckendOn Hoskins., a s. , Moving Boundary Problems in Heat
Flaw-and Diffusion, Clarendon reSS't Oxford, 1975,

/

L. Rubinstein, The.Stafan.Problem,.Tranal,:Math.Monoi. 27, A. Solomon
tr#nsl., Amer. Math. Soc.., P ovidence,R, 1.:1971.- A.
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In an industrial

and the thoice of the

:paramoant importance.

linearizing assumptio

plysics hay* to: be ob

not have a readily .ob

the choice of .ffiathetna

probleM (Q. 9) with a;

tend: itself to clOs

tions which are' ten
---resorts-to a numerica

to .4)e very efficient

First of.ail the

eqvati* y a 'pequenc

we need

[0,t]. Let .N > 0 be

of °- the, Interval to,T

u
t

at; t = t ',and,t

.tients

.

where ti (k) 'and s

at each time Iqvel t

iPg free interface pr



Yki+1 u
: n

x + e)].=.0

lim u
n
(g
n
'+ e = lini u (e - 6.= 32 '.

...e....0 e...0 n n ...

- s
n-1 f w

-.Um [k u (s
p.
-+ e) r k. a

z"or j n . :j 7
x.p.
3.3

. ...4..-

Vhere aiain...y:7=,w if un .?_ 32-., y = f if u...Li < 32. Since ao(x)

are given'these problems must be solved successively for .n = 1,r2,
.7.).

for the. temperature: u andthe interface. s
n

....

n
In the terminology of ordinary differential equations the system (1.1-7)

. .

.

\describeyn interface problem Withy1.1-1 (interior) fixed interfaces and' -one.

free,t7terfadel the location of the freezing melting isotherm,.In general:
, .

e)] = 0,

and s' ,

.
fixed interface problems for linear.equations;are fairly easy to solve, but
A

tree interface problemS,are not because the Problem is no longer linear'due to:

the presence of the unknown interface. The solution algorithm proposed. here

is based on a. conversion to initial- value problems'. To make the ideas preAse.

consider flar,the moment the.sImple two point boundary .value problem

0).0 u' rAu,+ By + F(x) , u(0).= a-

1 ..
v' = + Dv + G(x) ; u( y b

/

where F b.nd G are assumed-to be continuous.

A possible way of.sblving .(3.8) is' to assume an initial 'value .v(0) =.r

and to Integrate.the differential equations for' u and v over. [0,-X]:

-pince (3.8) is a linear inhomogeneous system this integration can always be

carried out. In fact, the solution may be written as

,a(x) =.q),(x)r +.*.(x)

v(x) = cp2(x)r +.1(2(x)

where\ (40. and *, are determined from the variation of constants procedure.

'1
If, the second equation'is used to,eliminate r from the fi,i,st,-then it is

seen that, regardless of the initial condition' r the functions u and v

are related through the transformation

(3.9)11' u(x) = U(x)v(x) + w(x)

whicti is known as the Rtecati
Ado

transforination, ,,,,The functions

.421
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and w can be
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computed direCtly withwt going'through the vari tion:of constants.procedure.

Since u(0).=: a :regardlesa of whit we choose for tt follows that U(0) =0.

and w(0) = a. To.gatisfy.u(X)-= we we must Choose

or

(3.10)

= U(X)v(X) +

v(X)
b-w(X)

=

The defining equations for U and, w can be obtained from the variation of
,-.

.constants approach, described in great detail in the reference liatecrbeloW.
.,

11
Here we shall merely verify the v4idi of the appropriataequatibn.

. ,

Let U and w be solutions of

(3.11a)

(3.11b)

U.' = + AU - - C , U(0).= 0

1,7'.= [A 7 CU(x)]w = U(x) G(x) F(a),:w(0) = a.,

I r

These are two initial. value problems which can be .solved at least, in a neigh:

borhood of the initial point x = 0.) Suppose that '(1.1,w1 exist over [O,X].

Let: tr be ,given 13.)/ (3-.10),

.

and
,l-7117r

-(3.12)

b -w(X')
v

U.(X)-

be solution over [0,X] of the linear equation

= [C6(x) + D ]v + Cw(x) + G(x), v(X) = V.

Then the pair'

(3.13) ) 5 U(x)v(x) + w(x),: v(x))
C,

is 'a solution of (3.8). Indeed, we see that

u(0) a U(0)v(0) + w(0) = w(0) = a, u(X) = U(X) + (X)

and that v' = Cu + Dv + G(x); moreover

\40=U'v+Uvi+w'=[B,,+ AU-DU-CU2]v+U[CU+D]v+UCw+UG+Aw-UCw7UG+F=A(Uv+w)+Bv+F

= Au+Bv+F(x). The equations (3.11a,b.), (3..12),yand' (3.1"3) are commonly known

los the invariant imbedding equations for the boundary value problem (3.8).

Suppose next that a fixed interface is present at x. = L. Let uewriEe the

prOplem as,

(3.14) u.
1
= A.0

i
+ B + F.(x)

1. i

=eC u+ D + G (xl
i lit

AL.

(
4
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a, u (X) 7 ) 7 u2(L), klyi(L). = v
2. 2 2(

. where the sbbsaript 1 refers to the sOlUtion ful,vil over [O,L], and

where 2 designates the solution over ,LL,x].
, We have seen above that over each subi4terval,the solutiOns can be

represented by (3.13), where U and wi are given_ by the differential

equations (3.11a) and (3.11b) and where N'i2 is given by (3.10); ail functions

being properly subscripted with 1 for the interval' [0,L] and 2 for [L,X].

NilisiOg still are the initial values for U
2
(L), w

2
(L) and

1
(L) . From the

fixed interface condition we obtain

U1(L)vl(L) + w
1
(L) = U2(L)12(L) + tq (L):

klv1 (L) =
k2v2

(L):

We do not yet know vi(L); hence these two equations must .be splved for

U.

2
(L)' and w

2
(L) such that the above relations hold for arbitrary (L).

,

Notice'that if we set
k
2

U U (L) w (L) = w (L) v (L)
2 .1 k

1.
' 2 ' 1 -2'

. (3.16) w
2
(L) = w i(L)

then the functions

[1.1

1
(x)

1
(x)V

1
(x) w

1
(x), v

1
.(x)} and 1(x).-a. U (x)v (x) + w 211(x))

2

solve the fixed interface problem.

Finally, let us assume, that the-boundary. x = X is not fixed but free,

(i . e . , undetermined ) but that also a condition on v (X)- is specified . To be

specifiE let us suppose that. we wish to solve (.14) subject to

.17)

where

given function over [L,m]. As outlined above, over [0,L] and [L,s] we

have available the representAtion

09 = Ut(x)vi(x) +

u2(x) = U2(x)v2(x) + .w2 (x)

:u (0) =.a,u1(L).=.u2(L),kyl(L) = y (1j;

2
(s) = 0

2
y (s) = '(s)4.

denotes the (unknown) location the ftee boundary. and g is a
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where' Ui and w, i :1,2, are' known functions, while 1./2 . and ,conss-.

quentlY v1 can be found only af'dO s is known: Howevet the boundary!

Conditions at s ,require.that ,s be ChOsenSuch that

0 = U2(s)g(

Thus consider the functional ,T(x) a U2(x)g(x) + w2(x). Since U2 :and. w2

are assumed to be known (or cbmputed) over [L,co] we mply need to find a

14-11'root 's of y such an s(x5 :-= 0. If sucan can be found t n we integrate (3.12)
\ #

for i = 2 subject to v(s) =.g(s) backward over [L,s] and continue with

,
f

k
2
v
2
(L)

v subject to v (L) = over [0,1.] in order to obtain the complete
a 1

solution fu.,v.), i 1, 2. For easy reference we shall refer to the inte-
%

gration of U. and w.
1

as the Vforward sweep" and to that of v as the

backward sweep. Thus the free boundary problon is solvable by completing' the'
.

c 'forward sweep, by determining -the free boundary and by carrying,,out ene back-

ward.sweep. This approach will now be adapted to the Stefan problem fora

/
1 yered soil. - ,

Starting with the initial data u(x20) = u0(x) and s(0) = s,
u

we shall

advance the solution fram time to time. inus, let suggest that the tempera.

ture, prolle u N (x) and the freezing melting isotherm s are-known at
n-1 n-1

time = (n-1)At and'that we are to find u' and s . For ease of nota-
n

tion let.us suppress ehe,subscript n' denoting time and instead introduce the

subscript i denoting the temperature in the ith layer (at time t ), In

addition it will be helpful on occasion to.spec4ically indicate whether the'

temperature is above or below freezing. We shall do so with the superscript

w for wet and f for frozen ground. For example, with this notation the,

interface condition (3.6) (at t = .t ) can be written as
n,

of (s) = u (s) = 32

(The reader is cautioned to distinguish between the function w.(x) arising in

the Riccati transformation, and..the superscript :w--denoting the wet phase.).

In orderto cast the problem (3.1-7) into a forM similar to (3.8) we Shall--

choose instead of (3.1) the equivalent first order sySteM

(3.18) u.' = V.:1 1

c...Yp

v1 .
1 7

u7 L : (x)]
1 n-1

k.YAt
1
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an where-

The fixed boUndary and, interface conditions

(3.20) (0) = a(nAt)
1.

t ,

=

Ov.(x;) = k v. (x.
1 a. a. - i+I 1

= u3'

In addition we have the free interface conditions

u,f(i) = u w(s) = 32'
j j

s-s

(3.24)
w 14

It.fV.f - k. v. (s) = X.p
n-1

3 3 3 At

where j is the ivdex'of the layer to which s belongs = t .

The solution algorithm outlined above is readily adapted to this. problem.

Suppose for the moment that u(nAt)' > 32 so that a water phase is present. ;"*

Then we carry out the forward sweep. We know that u.w and viw are related
1.

through the,Riccati transforMation 6

( 3 . 2 ?)

(3.25) u . w = U (x)vlw + w.(x)
1

U.
1 1

where U and w. are foUnd successively the initial value problemsU. T.4

1

kiil.Wili (xi) '

(3.26) - TI.M. , (0) = .0, ) -
3. 1 i+1 1 c Y

k.
1

(3.27) U.( )[s7.-u 60], t4 (0) = a(nAt), w:(x.) = w. (x.).
1 1 n- 1+1 1

Similarly,. the solutions u . And v
i

f
for the ice phase are related through

i

f

a Riccati transformation which we shall. write as

,(3:28) U.
f

= R. (x)V,
f
+ z.,

a

where R and
r

z. are daterilined,,from the "forward sweep"
1

. f
k. R.(x

f 2 1-1 1 1-1
(3.29) 7 -.---- R.'. -= 1._

a .=-711.:- _ , Rm (X) = 0, R. i (xi_
f

A
i

(3.30) z1 71
f
R

t1
(xl[z

i
-
n-1

(x) ] z
M
(X) = u

X
, zi-

(xi -1). z()i-1).

(Note that this forward sweep carries us through the layer from the lower

_ _



horizon X to the surface so that these equations are integrated in.ttie

direction of decreasing .x.) it now remains to find the free interface. If

at an arbitrary point x in the jth layer the temperature of both phases is

equal to 32 then the corresponding, radients are four04 from (3.25) and

(3.28) as
.

1,w( ) 7

.32 - w (x)
f

3 U (X):
, v

j 7 1.(x)
J . 3

If this rdpreientation is,substituted into the interface conditio

find that s, must be a root of the functional (at the nth time level)

32 - z (x)

.32.-k
1'

. z..(x). At.'wj,(x) 7 -32 .xrs ,

.0.31) 960 1 _1. 3 1 0, n-1 i,...0:

,R,(x). U;(x) j'j At
J 3

Once such a root has been found we. can complete the backward sweep;hy int

grating, (backward over. [0,s].)

we

32 TA; '(S)
W

(3.32) = T1. U (x)v +
i
(x) un_ (x) v

W(s)

_
and (forward over [s.)C] )

. 1

w -32 - z.-(sb
f ' f .f f , i I

(3.33) v. = TT R. (x)v. + T1 [z (x) - (x)], v
f(s)

-
i 3, i .. i i i n-1 i Fl ( )1

The complete temperature profile i 'the layered soil, is given by i

t i

,xj], x < s iu,.(x) = U.(x)v.w(x) + w, (x), .x e[x.
n , i i 1-

n

. -

-(x) = R
i
(x)v

i

f

(x) y+ z
(x), e [X;

1-1'
X.]

'

x > S.
.

a(nAt) < 32 then no water phase is present.

dispense with the forward sweep involving U. and w.

tional (3.29); instetd we carry out the forward sweep for the ice phase by

computing R. and z . At the surface x = 0 the temperature, is

14.(0) = u(nAt). Hence in view of the Riccati transformation (3.28) the

gradient v
1
f(0)

I.In thiS.case.we can

and with the func-

must me chOsen such that

cr(hAt) = R
1
(0)v

1
(0) + z

1
(0),

.



f
is value far- v

1
and are used to complete the backward sweep by

integrating (3.33).

naummary; we have a. well defined (analytical) solution.algOrithm fOrthe.

Iree_inerface problem (2AOf heat transfer with change of phase in a layered:.Y

soil. It retainato:show that this algorithm, whichwas presented only for-

mally, is actually applicable. Thus we need. to show that'giyen the solution

fu - (x.)4-a at the previous time) we can actually coMpUte I

n-1 nrl n n

with this algorithm.
. .

In order to demonstrate that the above sweep method can be.Used to.coMpute

a solution fu ,'s.1.,three prOperties of the above equations mist. be eatab-
n n .9.

b
. .

Ifshed, namely that the Rictati equations (3:-26) and (a.29)have bounded.solu-

tions, and that the functional equation (3.30 has a root. If this.is indeed.:

tbp. case, then all other equatipni have solutions since they are linear ordi

nary differential eqUations. The existence question tor the RiCcati'equations:

is'readilyresolved.', . It Isseen.from.(3.26) that bi(0).='0., and y(0) = 1

and U11(X) = 1 whenever U
1
60i= 0. Hence U

1
>A) on [:0,x1]. Moreover!'

Ul 0 if. U > i 1 which assumes that U :5 on
, , w .

[01xii:
.. 1 /,T7-41

*ill

,

Ill

analysis can be applied.te and successively to U., .i.-= 3, ....,

similar argument shows that < R. < 0 on; 0,X].

The next problem to be tackled is the existence of. a root for .the
___.

functional ,(3.29), Since, this function does not come into play'lf the surface

temperature ia below freezing let us suppose that a.(nAt) > 32. It. follows

from.(3.29)-" '(3.31.).(3.31). that lim U,(x) =.0+- and lim x) = -0' 'and simi-
x-0+ 1 x"-'01-

/

larly that lim 4(x) 7 ITC°, regardless of,where. s
riT1

may be located. ' The

1k

v.thus would

, ,,fx-X,

questiorespive itself if were continuous. Bee Use and
i .

Id. are 'continuous 'at fixed interfaces and *. u (x.) . kW (x.) and
...;' j

U.
i , i+I i ' i

A .R-- (, )'= k R.'.(x ) tae see that the-first two. terms f (3.31). are
i i-1 i-.1. i'l-i 1-1,
continuous.. The last tern, however, exIlipi.bita jumps at the interfaces because..

In general :.A
i

/.:X-ii_01..44.. From a conceptual, point orviewithis behavior
. i

, .

does not cause. any difficulties We shall simple trace .(x)/ from x = 0

until it first turns imnnegative; this point is well:defined if 4 is taken
.0-

to be tontinubuafrom the left at the interfaces.

A similar

).

In summary, then, the above algorithm constitutes_a feasible mathematical

4
-methdoLta_compute the solution [11n :,S

n
for the free interface prOlblem

L
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since at each time level all equations have solutions.

Two important aspects of this problem remain to be investigated: The

first of-these is of overriding concern in an industrial environment. How

does one obtain actual (i.e., numerical) answers from the above method? After

all, the method is stated in terms of initial value problems for ordinary dif

ferential equations. Hence methods for their integration must be considered.

In, addition, it is necessary to find the zero crossing of a nonlinear, posSibly

discontinuous function. This problem also needssome comments. We shall next

discuss in some detail how to obtain numerical answers with.the above method,

The second aspect concerns convergence of the computed answers to the solution

of the continuous problem. This point is generally of interest to the mathe-

matician and will be discussed in the last section; non-mathematicians usually

decide on convergence on the basis

below.

The numerical solutiom of the forward and backward sweep equations can be

obtained quite simply. -Since in replacing the-continuous Stefan problem with

the "bx:lines approximation" a simpleba0ward\difference quotient wasemployed,

the trunKtion error of the approximation 10060(At). Hence it seems more than

adequate to apply a second order integrator for the spacial variable. ,More-

over, it is generally observed that implicit integration techniques exhibit

better stability properties than-explicit methods. The drawback of implicit

methods is due to the fact that an equation must be solved for the unknown.

'If this equation is nonlinear this.problem can be complicated. Fortunately,

this difficulty does not occur if the trapezoidal rule is applied to carry out

the sweeps. Let us trace out the application of the trapezoidal rule for the,

of the computed 'results as dllustrated

equations at hand. For definiteness, let us suppose we need to find U
1
(x)

and w1(x) over [0,x1]. We define a. partition

W
[0 = x0 < < < x

m
= x11 of [0,x1] ..and. set Ax

j

=.' xJ. j =.1

Then U
1

and w
1

at the mesh points {).( 1 are found recursively from the
.

trapezoidal. formula

Ax
(xj) = (xj-1 ). + 2 L2 .111w (U

1
2 (x +.A

Ax

(x)71) -F. J w
1

U
1
(X )(

1
(xJ)

n-1
(x )

w
(x

j-1
)],

W

'1))], .111(x
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.

3 .

The first of these, equations,is quadratic and can,be solved in closed form for

theunknown Ul(xi); once U1(x3) is known the second equation is linear in

w (x ), and can,be solved without difficulty. Similar expressions ,are used for

!t_j and zj In this manner,. Ili., wi, 'B.j and 'zj can be computed at dis-

crete mesh points distributed overthe.total interval [0,X].

Once U
i

, R
i

, w
i

and z are known at theimesh points over the_entire

interval [0,X] the value of is known 'at the-mesh points. In order to
pi

find the free interface where x) = 0 we may simply evaluate -the functipnal

at each mesh point and place s by linear interpolation. between theleirst two

mesh points [x ,x
k+1

] for which ((x
k
)q(xk+1 ) 5 O. In general, i. will moot

coincide With a mesh point of the partition. In this case several options

exist. Either, s is added to the partition and U.(s)-, R (s), -and-
1. j

z (s) are computed.with the trapezoidal rule, or s is moved to the nearest

,mesh point. The latter course is quite simple and proved adequate.--Finaly,

once the location of s., is fixed the trapezoidal rule is used to illtegiate

and v f which then are used to define thecomplete temp , ture profile

u (x over [0,X] -at time t = nLt.

Comment: The forwatid/babkward sweep method introduced above is commohly called
the method of ,invariant imbedding. A detailed discussion of this initial value
solution algorithm may be found in G. H. Meyer, Initial Value Methods for
Boundary. Value Problems, Academic Press, 1973. --

t

Suggested exercises.:

'1)' Verify by back-substitution the correctness of the invariant imbedding

equations'for an interface problem.

2) Find the cloed form solution of thelkiccati equation (3.26)

2 ,

3). 'Find_ the asymptote to the solution of U' = 1 U ; U(0) =

4) .Discuss the difficulties.in applying the trapezoidal rule to'

ut = sin(u + u(0) = 0.

5) Set up the invariant .imhedding,equation for the problem u = 0;
xx

u(x,0) = U6(x), lc(0.,E) = a(t), u(1,t) = i(t).
0

6) Write out the'invariant iMbedding equations for The free bouudaty value

problem of Section 2, exerdise.3.
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. 4. An Application,

A .

The above model and numerical solUtion technique were used for the'eValua-

tion of various 'design alternatives 'for an aitatrip,on permafrost. 'The'mOdel

was corisideredapplicablebeCause
thermatb40effects do not appear to-`extend'

beyond four to five feetfrOm the edge of the runways that,heat:floW under

the load bearing portion of:the structure 'is essentially one dimensional.

Because there s-some'uncertainty in. the data necesSary't0 carry out the

computation, all parameters had tp vary:over Conaiderablerangeswhichneces

sitated a lot of omputation. Fortunately, thefaciliiieS available and tht

speed of the,c ter:algorittith allowed the effective use of computer graphics.

,Rather
wwere,Rather than on reams of paper the computed results ere displaYed-ipmediately.

after computation on a teleyise4on screen. Two illUstrations, redrawn from

photographs of thtteleviSiOn 'screen show representative results for a struc-

ture of four man -made layers on a permafrost soil for two different temperature.
'

inputs..

Extensive 'experiments had shownIthat the.results'areseasonally period&

and that.no long range effects accumulate over large time spans (up . to_ 40

years). Therefore, only one. cycle is exhibitecWThe Computation
r
starts in

April and continikes until the surface,temperature.reaches the freezing point.-
. .

The main quantity of interest is, of course, the maximum thaw depth; since it

alwayS had begun decreasing' at this time,the computation was terminated at this

poipt4between the early,and middle part of September):

Figure .2 shows a, plot of the surface temperature a(t) .vs. time (the time

axis is horizontaland labeled with J(anuary), F(ebruary), etc,);.and a 'plot of
. -

the 'computed thaw depth s(t) through a structure of,'asphalt, gfravel,,an,in-
4

sulator-lik styrofoam,.and gravelresring on a soil in a state:of permafrost.

As is,:seen,. for the thermall.paramettrs displayed on the right of the illustra-

iion the interface s(t) does not enter the soil.'

Figure. 3 ,show's th"tame system when the summer temperatures are increased'

by 10°F. The interface is now seen. to enter the moisture bearing gravel under-

neath the insulator; however, the permafikst still escapes the summer-thaw.
4

Because of the speed of the algorithm malty other temperature inputs a(t)

were tried. This was important because of the uncertainty of the, soil surface

temperature It has beep found that the annual median Soiltemperature is

430
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:.

...several -de'greeir;higherthan.:.the .corre.Sp.oudingAir..grouncf..tet. p At 4., ;'However,
. . f

daily records are 'needed. for .this model iw f.also has
!."been tteMpted to :. inc.Lude c04v,pctt0.Newtonrau.rco.oling. oil :the surface. in the'

..form

(0,0

where the'heat transfer oeffitle t: ::'is adjusted according to snow cover-n
, and wind velocity. Aga/in reliable datasere.aacking so that the Computed

results Are taken to indicsie treads raCher than absolute values.
In carrying out, these tiYmputatieiStfie..4,efliience of the time and space

''steps on ;the computed answers :WaS ekatiiiied It :is sgenerally believed than an
implicit., ag,proximation° o4 the type;.diseussed.,here . Stable; henc it is com-.
morf:tO choose the mesh' sizes 'SUfficientlYsmAll,:s6 'tlte..t.Omputer answers

change little on fiirtheri mesh' '-i-f.4-nernentA; and Suffnisiienity: ,IA:rge so that the
.

I

C OM 13.t1.4 a tibo. ' rapid. Prac t Joel ,-iikperients. .usually.. int to the op timum
mesh

Suggested exercises:

1)
, a-

Disciiss,how the above Program can be
'1 1 . ,

tfor the most economical cnstruction of an airst p on Permafrost.,
..., :i .

itii44ratd u - . 6..k4(66..-- u(1,0:.=. u(x,o) =
,:.!... tx , -

,.
...i.,.....,

lilginielfl-calLy with. ..
i i!.a) al forward finit4e; difference scheme
' .' `.

.

b) tti.e method of iiiras.:
' ' . . *, V 1:i :. ;: ,.N.i : ...!...

ih,corporated'into a complete model.

In ba,P.1 cases eRAmine t ,e ,b haviqr Of.slthe computed solutions
'il 1 '1

At, xi'...4 oi..
1., ,., , : ,-;...

Modi,f the model and solute n technique,.for a layered medium in' .or,deri:to '...,, .-

'A

inC Rid convective surface ,.00 1 ing o;fi kt ret forni.
,../,,ii \ .. s. ,-,:.=

bu -lc cO, t)r -7- h(t)(13(0, t) ... -,:ftl'44
3'<" '..,-

.. , .

the .Stefan problem f
ogram \and exajnine e effect of the. Various thermal and numeri-

e r ezing ot,A urge lake, write the



Thy ''..r..e:ader interested in further details' on -the pai
2r0fOti.0.1;t: ;t6.. the saccount:-.of G. 1-1:. Meyer, N. N. ;:Keller;

,Roads, Airstrips, and Building:Foundat
Journal of ,Canadian Petroleum. Technology, April

the references, giVerLthere.

Additjenal'.:data on soil '' l may be, ,fotny
permafrost .:11.sed:it the end of SectiOiel and 1R.th4 :up
'Ket#e. n. ::; :Droperties of. SOLli, .:7E*

MUnestita,,94g:.

Convergence:. 'From an, engineering .and !Management :p

developed above' representecta fairly COmplete descriPti.

laytat*tAil ; wa's demOnstrated that this mode }.ha

at -each time level and" that the solution can be ob tattle
, .

.

elementary techniqUeS For .,,a'Ariathematic,ian...the .problem

since no assuranCe:has.been:.,g0ten,that:,:thel;:a`pprO20.mate
.. 7 .

come close, in Soniek6nae',' inuoue o

(249) .. tt is still'''keitui.tecL:W:prove..conveitent*:.:Off..
What is gained groitii:41:

H.is an underata14ingof why the solution method ".works,'.
that the rttinierital results converge to the true:_solutic

.apuriotis.4iInctions. It may also indicate at .app ed

industrial . environment, can 'go Considerably beYoni:1', al(

our present understanding this, converge p:
, .

through. Withou t imp o s ing- several hypotheaes an the inocii

sarily be AUet):!fle.d by the physics of heat. 'transfer's:7:i

in tact, mY.;:not be pAEisfied:byour models Thus the

here must, be...,P414P1!:,:!Fifq.p' i0.*indicatioz?. that the meth

tion can be made tO:'..%-iorg:at. least in certain apecla..1:;'c.

In order to keetk.:iiii6;:prob 1 em trac table. we shaS, m

that the model. OvOiati:Of only one layer with PreaCii

a.(i) and bot,t4 :teinperatute A
Let index .all nth

t:

the-intetface i(E) with 1, those below. s(t) by 2
.* .

by-Linea eciaationa, at the nth:time leveLnare



c .p
i
t

1 it

dr.

,U
1
(t) = ni(t), u2 (*) = U

k u c:p - U (x)1 = 0
11-1

1(0) = ce(nAt).,. u
2
(X) =4.

=-u.
o
(X)., u.0(0).;0 = 0

-

or

ds

with the free interface condition

0#ku -ku ds ku
lx 2 2x 1 -dt 1 1

s-s

u
2

+ x
At

-1n

u
1
(s(t),t) u

2
(s(t),t). =

1
(s) = u

2
(s)

'.(FOr'ease of exposition we have chosen u = 0 as the phase, transition tem-
,

'Perature.),,-It is known that this problem has a unique classical solution.

Let us state t e final convergence theorem at this time.

Theorem: If u (x,t), u (x,t) and s(t) are the solntions of the above.

1 2

continuous free interface problem, and'if U
1

(x,t), U
2

N
(x,t), s

N
(t). are

approximate solutions defined by $eeting,

1LN(x,t) = u.(x),

A N
= s

.., t -t k, t-t
n-1n -1

f

,,-

( ) At n -1 At

. N
itleA, ui

N
(x,t) --+

ul(x,t), u2 (x,t) -, u2 (x,t) and sN(t)..

,.. ;. T
sense) as At = ii- 0 for some fixed finaldtipe T.

' . ,.r.!..-. ;.4,.

Considerable ground work and a certatn-,seipha:stication are requared for the

proof of this theorem. , It .will be caiii.'eci-oRt-',In detail in,ilte appendix.
4V.

,,. .

sn t c - ,t
n-1 n

s(t,) (in a weak

.1
Convergence proof. for the method of lines solution for the Stefan problem.

Appendix ,

.:.-

II u (0) > 0, u (X) <'0 . then the previoqssection shows,that tu ,y
4

1 2
1 2,: ,..!..1.

exists at each time level. : Convergence, will nowbe proVed Under 'the following

hypotheses:

.

4.
Ye a



r

t.
geiterlly is true that

I k1 I g 2' 1-2'1 and cl < I for-
Pi

if. j = 1, 2 if cgs units are used. Since A = 80 it fbllows that u(t)

and u
X

may vary as much as 40°C from the freezing temperature of 0,C.

Arctic summer temperatures, i.e., u(t), do not reach such high values whibt

u
X

is held fixed above -40 Z. Thus the hypothees are reasonable forthe

sumikr melting of a soil. P

e. We can now give the keydemma for our convergence proof,

e

large' that

Ifilse that the above .hypotheses Let 1 be chosen so
I

s(0) (e,

u '(x) is

If we set

for some e > 0

strictly monotone decreasing

maKTtlax a. (
e[ 11

. < k c
c

,

2 1 , ...:2P?1.
then < 1 and ..---- .<1'

,''.ri X :'
k 1X 1.:

.
2 1.
.: ....... . . .

The third of these :hypotheses haS',..noreOn0J4e0hYs.ieal interpretation

and is impo'sedkonly.to make the.folloy,ini proof.:WOrIt:MaY be noted, how--

ever, .that forca moigture bearing soil the,inequalities are unually 'satisfed. -

P..

Lemma:

sol). Then'Ice(t).) K(1-e'lle), lu(x)1.

n' -
0 u. (s ) 2: -1X for n'.= 1, .".., N , Otiere N is the largett integer

i n o
Oe n .

such that s e [e,X7e] for n =4, .. , N
o

, and where ui deriotes u. at
n i

temperature t . 1.-
n

Proof. We shall prove by induction that 111..7(x)]

will allow us to bound u.'(5:). If n = 0 this inequality holds by hypothe-

sis. Suppose that it is true fot an arbitrary integer. n-.1.

ConsiderAhlWthe functions f.

: -(s -x)
,= u 0 - K(1-e

1

1

n
0

. 2(x) u2n(x) k(1-e-11(x-s

cini

If we define the operator; = flu -
4

,C..!
equations that

4 .
Yi

, then it follows from the above
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Pi u: n-1
9 -T1(k 4 n

k
1
At 1

c p
2 2 n-1,

U OC, -
k At -2
2

,By,,hypotbesis uin-1( )

2 -Ti(x-P P -'1(x.-sn 2 2. ,ts(1-e n )
k At
2

-x)

n

11(s
n

s.- )

n-1.K(1-e ),

1-e

so that
-To6.. n-x)

1 1
4

11 -T1(x-s )
n 2 c2P2

L2W2
-5" Ke

[-11 + (1-

2
k At

T)( -s_ )

n n-1
-1)

k
1
At

cif)].

-n(s -s

i

n n-1
)

)].

For definiteness let us assurrie that sn is s
n-1'

.then 1,2 4
2

g co; moreover,

by inspecilonwe see that W
2
(sn) = 0, W2(X) ... O. The maximum principle

applied to L2-W2 shows ;that W2 cannot have a negative minimum on cfn,,X)

since at such a minimum J., W would be positive. Hence W 0. In particu-
2 2 2 , . .,,

_ n' 4' ^ ..

lar, this, implieg that W ' (sn) = u
2

(gn) + KTI ... 0
2 n

or -Kit ..f.- u2 (sn)..
'

Since u
1

n
(sn) -5 0. it follows, from

....

tbat

s -s
n

-
n n-1

-k u (s .) + k u s Xp
1 1 n 2 2" n 4t

Atk
n 971 Xp 2.

E this expression is substituted' into the estimate for

-11(s -x) c.o., ,-Atk911K

Ke (exP(1)(-) 1)'
Xpk4-

l
At

.



BY hypothesis,3 it follows that L1W1 z 0; -themaximum principle together

.
with W

1
(0) .11 0, W

1 n 1
= 0 implies that W has no positive maximum on

-x) -

(00 ); hence u
2
7.5 K(1 -e ) and u

1
rit(S

h
) -kn

(Knixp) At

Proof. If s
n

.....e. '.

nrl_
the proof of the above lemma contains this in-..

equality, If :s
n

',S

n-1
the roles of W

1
and :14

.2

an the:proof of the

preceding lemma are reversed; We:observe that L W 0 and.computethee.
1 1 ,. .

-- 0. In both cases we find that lu.111.'(sn )1',1 4
: so that

1c

I n. At.
n-1 Xp

The preceding estimate allows us to establieh the existence'of a Lipschitz
.

continuous free interface. s(t). For given N > 0 and increment At =. 'let

us define the polygonal path SN(t) as the piecewise linear continuous func-

tion obtained by connecting two adjacent points with a straight line. We note

that for arbitrary n = N, SN is given by

SN(t)
At

= f(t-t
n
)s
n+1

+ (t
n+1

-t)s
n
3, t e [tn,

tn 1
]

Let us look at the collection (SNX01 for N = )1,2, ... of, all piecewise

linear paths. Since S
N
(t) e (e,X-e) for each. N, all these functions are

uniformly bounded. Moreover, each S
N

is piecewise differentiable and

K
(t) rg except possibly at the corner points (t

n
3 where S

N
is con-

PX
tinuous. Hence

K'n
(-t) - (s) I

pX
(t-s)

so that (S
11

1 is a family of equicontinuousi,uniformly bounded functions
>

defined on [0j]. By the Ascoli- Arzela theoreM there exists a continuous
. .

function s(t) and a subsequence [SN (03 such that SN . s uniformly on,.

e e #f

[0,T] as N. co. It needs to be shOmn that ''is actually the free inter-
6

face..
.

IrCwhat follows, whenever we talk about convergence we shall assume that
0. T

At. =
N

so that At'l =. '0 (subsequently always written as At 7.0) implies
N . NL
e e .

(tthat
N:

) uniformlY. In other words, we are always talking
.

e
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about convergenCe of a subsequence of [U.s
n

of the by-lines aporoximation.

It may be noted that the classical formulation of the Stefan problem

contains the derivative of s() while the interface found so far is merely

Lipschitz continuous. In order to verify that s is actually the free inter-
.,

face-of the Stefan problem one must either establish that' 'i(t) -is-differ-

entiable and saeisfies the given boundary conditions, or one must relax the

.concept of a solution for theStefan prciblemso that s'(t) does not, occur.

We shall choose the second course by defining a "weaksolutionufor the inter-.

face problem (2J.).

The motivation for the definitionderives from the following observation.

Suppose that u(x,t) is a twice continuously differentiable solution of the

classical Stefan problem, and let s(t) denote the free interface. Let

,c,t)i be any twice continuously differentiable function. on [0,X].x [0;;T]

which vanishes for x 0, x =-X ZrZ-71-= T. .. will subbequently-becalled
., . .

a test function. -Since. k4u....
c

-.c,p,
E

u_.= 0 on (0- S(e)) t'e *(0,T). : it
/..2 L.L.

/

.follOws from .integrating. by parts and.,useof the boundary.cOnditions iMpOSecl.

. on u. and that

= J J ,Vx,r)Lk u -c. p
1 -xx >1. 1 t

dxdr = kir
Tys(t)11

x,r)l-cx(x,r)d)Ort
grs(r) -

o o.

ITT

t(s(r.),r

.0,.

(s(r),r)dr + NXcy(;).4x(pr)dr+'
o

s,;t)

r

antegrating

T

(x,t)dxdr

STS).0
1(2"*".1..2uXX7.c2P 2u]dxdr = 0

o s (r).

resulting expression to the preceding line we obtain
. .

1 xx
(x,r) + c p .1r.(x,r)lu(x,r)dxdr +

o o .

z-

by parts and Adding 'the

(x,r)dxdr -c STa(r);,(0..,'Ocr't

17(0)x,0)u0(x)six + .c p x,(0.0(x)dx
6 's(0)

(D.(s(r),r)s1.(r)dr'=



It may be nOt:e that' (4.1) does not involve any derivatives of u; 'moreover;
. -:-.. .

-._ .

..,_ . ..

even though;s1(r) ..is Present, ,s1(r) need merely be a Riemann irkegr 1

function:and not necessarily tontinuouS as in the. classical formulation.

WO___
Shall-now-reverse the.prOceSs-Of linking (4.1) with" :(2.1)

4

Definitioth A pair tu(x,t),t(t)1 of bounded measurable functions which

tatitfies (4..1) for all Mice continuously differentiable A, defined ow"

[0,X] ,x [0,T] and vanishing.for. x = 0; = X and t = T is called a weak

solution of the ;Stefan problem(2..1). ---J,
It is not difficult to show that if (u(x,t),s(t)] is a smooth" weak.

solution-then it necessarily must satisfy the classical Stefan probldm. Fdr

example, suppose,that- u(x,t) is twice 'continuously differentiable in x' and

continuously differentiable t. Let be any smooth function with

compact support on the, set 0 = {(x t) : x a (0,s(t)), t e (0,T)1. Substitu-

tion into (4.1) and integratiOn by parts yields

(r)
(ku c u r,)dxdr

1 I xx 1 1 t '

o te,

since all other terms vanish due to the limited support of x,t). If

k u -c p u 0 at some point (x ,t ), of D then we can find.a

whose-support is contained in a neighborhood of (x
o
,t

o
) where

k
1
u
xx

-c
1
p
1
u
t

0 which would yield a positive value of the above equation.

-Since this is not perMissible we conclude that kluxx,ciplut = 0 on D.

Similafly, one /shows that k
2
u
xx

-c
2 2
p u

t
= 0 ii) satisfied to the right of

s(t). To demonstrate that the boundary values are achieved one again inte-

ignateshy parts, collects integrals over common domain and then chooses

such that all integrals except the one over the boundary in question vanish.

Convergence of ft'
n
,s
n

1 to a weak solution of the Stefan problem can now

be established. For given N let us define the function

U = u
n
(x), t

It is seen. that the sequence \[N)

tionS in the Hilbert space L2 of

[0,X] . x [0,T]. -Because of.its

subsequence. [UN); i.e.,
k

T

N
lim y r

X
x,t)% (x,t)dxdt 7 :iN(x,t)u(x;t)4xdt

.k o o

(tn_i,tn), n = 1, N.

is a uniformly bounded sequence of

square integrable functions on

boundedness it contains a weakly convergent

func-

I
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,fox:;.40mgy u e L and all In what folloWs we shall deal only with the

st1h4§4uene [NO and omit the subScript, Notice Yakat:'..(N, is actual

..iSAIbsecinance:of.the sequence [Ne) .which led tn'A conviTent.segilence

I
4.

e

If for given N' (or' equivalently, At) and arbitrary test function

(the approximation

N

,g(x, L x;t )(
n

t.e )

n n+1

as well as U and S
N' N N

then it can be observed that the limit of (4.1)

consider the first integral o.f (4.1). Let

T SN(r)
f UN [k] + cipON ]dxdr
o xx r

I
t) '+ x,t

n 1 )
: n

are substituted -into ,(4.1) for U, and S,

For example,'

the above expression can he rewritten as

. .
',..; ...-......!.-,

The b. -.se U and L are boundedand
lc?i. .fts41-1;rtiqoP,..4..1..=,.. N *. *

uni orm y '*'..i:"'S::.;tn.;14ral vanishes because L cli--L.:L At. .0,

and the last',7katek-irairivnASriAstOoecau se of the weak' convergence of UN. Hence

J = 0; the oth*i .n' gt4414-:64.(u,' 4'.s ) are handled analogpualy, and
N.' N' N

;',rtl' :.,.1 Os. ',.: I ', '.1':,r,Y,.. ' '''
4,

as a



consequence Ji`

U
N

S ). liKtt,ii,$) as' N' N

hitmust be shown; that H(u,ili,$) = 0. j,e-t--Us approximate H(UN,

Riemane sum (with .respect to -time), i.e., we shall write I,

sn 4:
Un(Lo )(x,tn ) +

o

n
k

1
a(tn (0,t ), +

S -s'
Xp (s. t n n-

n n 'At

J
Xi

f
o
vx,o)u

o
(x)dx:+ c2p2 J s 4 ( 0)U

o x( )
o

tn+1
where L.t, (x,t ) =. (x,t ) +

N xx n i

It can be verified that HN(UN,N,SN)

At

dx ,

At k. u (,t, )n xx n
n=1 o

N. s.
7k (At r flU (I) (x,t )dx

1 n xx n
n=1,

fr)
U. x,r)dx]dr

s n xx

' N' S
N

ss(r)

[S (x,r)dxxxtn-1

k,A t ,b.e cause e ; (x, t)
n

xx (x,r) f- icA:t 'and ;I's.' ..-S;(r).1..'

The other erms are handled analogously. Hence it' is establishedpi

H__(U ili S -, H(U ,S ) -, H(u,,,,$). Finally, integrating by parts
N N' N' ,N N' 'I,N' N

following expressions and using the boundary and interface conditions for
leads to

so far that:
the



u -u )]c t, )dx
n n-1

clp
n

r.

)1x, t

lu
;t )dx +

2 n xx
x,tn)dx +Oxx n

-71( u (X,t ) 01(t (0,
X n. n x

t
n

s c nrn 11-1

J Pt n n-1 ' n
(u -u )gx t )dx

p

u -u )c,(x,t ')dx
At: n n- .

s
. n

s can be rewritten as follow

,

) s Cx,t )..- cl,(x,t)

(Xit...-)dx .,...1
til. n,

n n At
0

(1,(x,t
n+1

) s
n (x,t n)

r x;
n At

j
At

a similar expressiOn holds over (s
n
,X).

.in the.abovelequation, and the reSultirig

If these expressions a

expression is summed over n, we

substituted-



The. last' twb"sums dO:not exactly telescope

Changing; howeverwe. ob'serve that

,

Ar X,t. 5dx
y.11+1 kx,t- =

: n. . ,017.1-1'-. n+1-
n., A,:k.

'

1:>

s
.n+1

.0 (x)xi.t ) dX (x)I KAt.
s 'n; 777i

xe'(s
n n+1

,dlloreover, since u " < and
n n

) upiforMly in

follows that iu
n
(k) Kat for x (snisn.4.1). for some constant

4

tae see that ,;

it

K. Hence.

CL:=.H
'

) (b S ) I-1(U S
N N N N' N' N N' N' N

3; converge to a weak solution of the:Stefan problem.

Finally, by hypothesis there exists a uniqueweak:,solutiOn of the Stefan.

. .

prOblem. This .implies that the Originally.ComOuted sequence fU-S
N

I rather

to this solution.

to the weak solu-

-

than the'subsequence'indexedhy, N.. and N must converge

In other wo$G, the numerical aPproximate solution conVergeS
. .

tion of the Stefan problem.

Suggested exercises:

1) Verify all the convergence properties claimed inthis section.

r 2) Prove that convergence of f } and existence of a unique weak
,UN

k k

solution imply convergence of [UN,S0 to this weak solutio ;


